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From the Chief Author’s Desk

Research is the backbone of any stream of knowledge and philosophy. Computer Science is the frontier of all the streams, so research activity in computer science is the most effective process to make people and society stronger in all the aspects. Computer Science research is extremely fast growing field. So, as to cover up all the aspects, it is highly demanded to stable a research journal of real time.

Now-a-days, the field of Computer Science is spreading its essence in all the areas. Research is one of the most important factor of that. The main reason of success of computer research field is that, people relating to it, get highly involved in research and spend couple of days to put their ideas in the best way, so that readers can be enriched with more and more knowledge and philosophy.

The “GJCST” is matching all these requirements. The scope of GJCST covers near about all the fields of computer science & technology, internationally. GJCST is associating the groups of researchers all over the world. Computer science is the essential and important part of near about all the branches of research and its applications. So, GJCST is very important journal helping to develop the main structure of knowledge and reforming the field of research.

GJCST is the platform to facilitate people and providing way to express their researches to the communities in every part of world. People are giving their views over a topic, so that they can be helpful for future in developing new vision for the people directly or indirectly related with computer science stream. GJCST is the mediatory to represent the ideas of researchers.

“GJCST”, as the name reflects, globally exploring the ideas of people, to the people and for the people for vast development in the field of computer science.

Dr. R. K. Dixit
Input Data Processing Techniques in Intrusion Detection Systems – Short Review

Suhair H. Amer, and John A. Hamilton, Jr.

Abstract—In this paper intrusion detection systems (IDSs) are classified according to the techniques applied to processing input data. This process is complex because IDSs are highly coupled in actual implemented systems. Eleven input data processing techniques associated with intrusion detection systems are identified. They are then grouped into more abstract categories. Some approaches are artificially intelligent such as neural networks, expert systems, and agents. Others are computationally based such as Bayesian networks, and fuzzy logic. Finally, some are based on biological concepts such as immune systems and genetics. Characteristics of and systems employing each technique are also mentioned.

I. INTRODUCTION

When traditionally classifying intrusion detection systems (IDSs) as misuse, anomaly or hybrid, the systems are grouped according to the technique they utilize to detect intrusions. For example, misuse-based IDSs match already stored attack signatures against the audit data gathered while the monitored system is or was running. In anomaly based IDSs, detection utilize models of normal behavior where any deviation from such behavior is identified as an intrusion. Another type of traditional classification is categorizing an IDS according to its setup as network-based, host-based or hybrid. Network based systems monitor network activities whereas a host based system monitor the activities of a single system for intrusion traces [1]. In general, IDSs may apply many techniques to detect intrusions and improve detection such as neural networks, expert systems, agents, Bayesian networks, fuzzy logic, immune systems and genetics. Little attention has been given to classifying the processing techniques applied on the input data provided to the IDS. In this paper we classify input data processing techniques utilized with IDSs that may use and may not use the same processing technique to detect intrusions. In section 2, abstract classification of the different input data processing techniques utilized with IDSs will be presented. Eleven input data processing techniques associated with IDSs are identified. Then they are grouped into more abstract categories. In section 3, a general description as well as some advantages and disadvantages of each technique and examples of system employing these techniques will be presented.

II. CLASSIFICATION OF INPUT DATA PROCESSING TECHNIQUES IN IDSs

In this paper we are concerned with the techniques used to process input data that is considered when designing and implementing IDSs. Classifying such techniques are not easy because in the actual implemented system, combination of techniques may be used. However, identifying them individually helps better understand the merits and limitations of each, and how to improve a techniques performance by using another. Eleven techniques are identified [shown at the lower level of diagram 1] that are widely and currently used for processing input data of IDSs. They are then grouped into more abstract categories that are identified at the upper levels of diagram 1. This is important because the characteristics of each technique are highly affected by the category(ies) that it belongs to. In the lower level of Fig. 1, techniques such as Agents and Data Mining belong to the Intelligent Data Analysis category. This is indicated by the dotted relation between Data Analysis and AI categories. The techniques: Expert systems and Fuzzy logic are intelligent model-based-rule-based systems shown by the dotted relation between Rule based and AI categories in Fig. 1. Next is an explanation of each item in Fig. 1, along with some identified characteristics.

![Fig.1. Data processing techniques applied on input data processed by Intrusion Detection Systems.](image-url)
A. Rule Based

If a rule-based IDS is to use input data or audit data, such information will be in a codified rules format of known intrusions. The input data will represent identified intrusive behavior and categorizing intrusion attempts by sequences of user activities that lead to compromised system states. The IDS will take as input the predefined rules as well as the current audit data and check if a rule is fired. In general, using rule bases are affected by system hardware or software changes and require updates by system experts as the system is enhanced or maintained. Such input data technique is very useful in an environment where physical protection of the computer system is not always possible (e.g., a battlefield situation) but require strong protection [http://www.sei.cmu.edu/str/descriptions/rbid.html].

In general, rule based systems can be:

1. State-based: in the audit trails, intrusion attempts are defined as sequences of system states leading from an initial state to a final compromised state represented in a state transition diagram. The two inputs to the IDS will include the audit trail and the state transition diagrams of known penetrations that will be compared against each other using an analysis tool. One advantage of using state based representation of data is that it is independent of the audit trail record and is capable of detecting cooperative attacks and attacks that span across multiple user sessions. However, some attacks cannot be detected because they cannot be modeled with state transitions [http://www.sei.cmu.edu/str/descriptions/rbid.html].

2. Model-based: intrusion attempts in input data can be modeled as sequences of user behavior. This approach allows the processing of more data, provide more intuitive explanations of intrusion attempts and predict intruder's next action. More general representation of penetrations can be generated since intrusions are modeled at a higher level of abstraction. However, if an attack pattern does not occur in the appropriate behavior model it cannot be detected with state transitions [http://www.sei.cmu.edu/str/descriptions/rbid.html].

B. Artificial Intelligence (AI)

AI improves algorithms by employing problem solving techniques used by human beings such as learning, training and reasoning. One of the challenges of using AI techniques is that it requires a large amount of audit data in order to compute the profile rule or pattern sets. From the audit trails, information about the system is extracted and patterns describing the system are generated. In general, AI can be employed in two ways: (1) Evolutionary methods (Biologically driven) are mechanisms inspired by biological evolution, such as reproduction, mutation and recombination. (2) Machine learning is concerned with the design and development of algorithms and techniques that allow the learning of computers. The major focus of machine learning research is to extract information from data automatically [2].

C. Data Analysis

With data analysis, data is transformed in order to extract useful information and reach conclusions. It is usually used to approve or disapprove an existing model, or to extract parameters necessary to adapt a theoretical model to an experimental one. Intelligent data analysis indicates that the application is performing some analysis associated with user interaction and then provides some insights that are not obvious. One of the problems faced when applying such an approach is that most application logs (input information) do not conform to a specific standard. Analysis of logs should be performed to find commonalities and different types of logs should be grouped. Another problem is the existence of noise, missing values and inconsistent data in the actual log information. Attackers may take advantage of the fact that logs may not record all information and therefore exploit this point. Finally, real world data sets tend to be too large and multidimensional which requires data cleaning and data reduction [3].

D. Computational Methods

Computational intelligence research aims to use learning, adaptive, or evolutionary algorithms to create programs. These algorithms allow the systems to operate in real time and detect system faults quickly. However, there are costs associated with creating audit trails and maintaining input user profiles as well as some risks. For example, because user profiles are updated periodically, it is possible to accept a new user behavior pattern where an attack can be safely mounted. This is why it is difficult sometimes to define user profiles especially if they have inconsistent work habits. In general, there are two types of IDSs that utilize a computational method: (1) Statistics-based IDS are employed to identify audit data that may potentially indicate intrusive behavior. These systems analyze input audit trail data by comparing them to normal behavior to find security violations. (2) Heuristics-based IDS which can be a function that estimates the cost of the cheapest path from one node to another [http://www.sei.cmu.edu/str/descriptions/sbid.html].

III. CAPABILITIES AND EXAMPLES OF PROCESSING TECHNIQUES OF INPUT DATA USED BY IDSs

Because some IDS data processing techniques are closely interacting and similar, classifying them is complex. However, we believe that the identified eleven categories capture most of the well known types. For example, from Fig. 1, although expert systems and fuzzy logic belong to the categories AI and rule based they have distinguishing characteristics and usages. The output of the expert system is specific; the data that is used to build the system is complete, and the set of rules are well defined. As for fuzzy logic, it is usually used in systems where the output is not well defined and is continuous between 0 and 1.
A. Bayesian networks

Bayesian networks are used when we want to describe the conditional probability of a set of possible causes for a given observed event that are computed from the probability of each cause and the conditional probability of the outcome of each cause. They are suitable for extracting complex patterns from sizable amounts of input information that can also contain significant levels of noise. Several systems have been developed using Bayesian network concepts. In the following system, Scott’s [4] IDS is based on stochastic models of user and intruder behavior combined using Bayes’ theorem which mitigates the complexity of network transactions that have complicated distributions. Intrusion probabilities can be calculated and dynamic graphics are used to allow investigators to use the evidence to navigate around the system.

B. Neural networks

Training Neural networks enable them to modify a state of a system by discriminating between classes of inputs. They also learn about the relationship between input and output vectors and generalize them to extract new input and output relationships. They are suitable when identification and classification of network activities are based on incomplete and limited input data sources. They are able to process data from a number of sources, accept nonlinear signals as input and need a large sample size of input information. Finally, neural networks are not suitable when the information is imprecise or vague and it is unable to combine numeric data with linguistic or logical data. In the following system, Bivens et al. [5] employed the time-window method for detection and were able to recognize long multi-packet attacks. They were able to identify aggregate trends in the network traffic in the preprocessing step by looking only at three packet characteristics. Once the system is trained and by using the input data, the neural network was able to perform real-time detection.

C. Data mining

Data mining refers to a set of techniques that extracts previously unknown but potentially useful data from large stores system logs. One of the fundamental data mining techniques used in intrusion detection is associated with decision trees [6] that detect anomalies in large databases. Another technique uses segmentation where patterns of unknown attacks are extracted from a simple audit and then matched with previously warehoused unknown attacks [7]. Another data mining technique is associated with finding association rules by extracting previously unknown knowledge on new attacks and building normal behavior patterns [8]. Data mining techniques allows finding regularities and irregularities in large input data sets. However, they are memory intensive and require double storage: one for the normal IDS data and another for the data mining. The system of Lee, Solto and Mok’s [7] was able to detect anomalies using predefined rules; however, it needed a supervisor to update the system with the appropriate rules of certain attacks. The rule generation methodology developed, first defines an association rule that identifies the relation between rules and specifies the confidence for the rule.

D. Agents

Agents are self contained processes that can perceive their environment through sensors and act on the environment through effectors. Agents trace intruders and collect input information that is related only to the intrusion along the intrusion route and then decide if an intrusion has occurred from target systems across the network. One of the major disadvantages associated with agents is that it needs a highly secure agent execution environment while collecting and processing input information. It is difficult also to propagate agent execution environments onto large numbers of third-party servers. Several systems have been developed utilizing agents. Spafford and Zamboni [9] introduced Autonomous Agents for Intrusion Detection (AAFID) using autonomous agents for performing intrusion detection. Their prototype provides a useful framework for the research and testing of intrusion detection algorithms and mechanisms. Gowadia, Farkas and Valtorta [10] implemented a Probabilistic Agent-Based Intrusion Detection (PAID) system that has cooperative agent architecture. In their model agents are allowed to share their beliefs and perform updates. Agent graphs are used to represent intrusion scenarios. Each agent is associated with a set of input, output, and local variables.

E. Immune based

Immune based IDS are developed based on human immune system concepts and can perform tasks similar to innate and adaptive immunity. In general, audit data representing the appropriate behavior of services are collected and then a profile of normal behavior is generated. One challenge faced is to differentiate between self and non-self data which when trying to control causes scaling problems and the existence of holes in detector sets. There have been several attempts to implement immunity-based systems. Some have experimented with innate immunity which is the first line of defense in the immune system and is able to detect known attacks. For example, Twycors and Aickelin [11] implemented libtissue that uses a client/server architecture acting as an interface for a problem using immune based techniques. Pagnoni and Visconti [12] implemented a native artificial immune system (NAIS) that protects computer networks. Their system was able to discriminate between normal and abnormal processes, detect and protect against new and unknown attacks and accordingly deny access of foreign processes to the server. For adaptive immunity two approaches have been studied: negative selection and danger theory concepts. Kim and Bentley [13] implemented a dynamic clonal selection algorithm that employs negative selection by comparing immature detectors to a given antigen set. Immature detectors that bind to an antigen are deleted and the remaining detectors are added to the accepted population. If a memory detector matches an antigen an alarm is raised. A recent approach to implement adaptive
immunity uses the danger theory concept [14]. Danger theory suggests that an immune response reacts to danger signals resulting from damage happening to the cell and not only for being foreign or non-self to the body.

F. Genetic algorithms

Genetic algorithms are a family of problem-solving techniques based on evolution and natural selection. Potential solutions to the problem to be solved are encoded as sequences of bits, characters or numbers. The unit of encoding is called a gene, and the encoded sequence is called a chromosome. The genetic algorithm begins with chromosomes population and an evaluation function that measures the fitness of each chromosome. Finally, the algorithm uses reproduction and mutation to create new solutions. In the system of Shon and Moon [15] the Enhanced Support Vector Machine (Enhanced SVM) provides unsupervised learning and low false alarm capabilities. Profile of normal packets is created without preexisting knowledge. After filtering the packets they use a genetic algorithm for extracting optimized information from raw internet packets. The flow of packets that is based on temporal relationships during data preprocessing is used in the SVM learning.

G. Fuzzy logic

Fuzzy logic is a system of logic that mimics human decision making and deals with the concept of partial truth and in which the rules can be expressed imprecisely. Several systems have been developed using fuzzy logic. Abrahama et al. [16] modeled Distributed Soft Computing-based IDS (D-SCIDS) as a combination of different classifiers to model lightweight and heavy weight IDSs. Their empirical results show that a soft computing approach could play a major role for intrusion detection where the fuzzy classifier gave 100% accuracy for all attack types using all used attributes. Abadeh, Habibi and Lucas [17] describe a fuzzy genetics-based learning algorithm and discuss its usage to detect intrusion in a computer network. They suggested a new fitness function that is capable of producing more effective fuzzy rules that also increased the detection rate as well as false alarms. Finally, they suggested combining two different fitness function methods in a single classifier, to use the advantages of both fitness functions concurrently.

H. Expert systems

Expert systems-based IDSs build statistical profiles of entities such as users, workstations and application programs and use statically unusual behavior to detect intruders. They work on a previously defined set of rules that represent a sequence of actions describing an attack. With expert systems, all security related events that are incorporated in an audit trail are translated in terms of if-then-else rules. The expert system can also hold and maintain significant levels of information. However, the acquisition of rules from the input data is a tedious and is an error-prone process. The system of Ilgun, Kemmerer and Porras [18], is an approach to detect intrusions in real time based on state transition analysis. The model is represented as a series of state changes that lead from an initial secure state to a target compromised state. The authors developed USTAT which is a UNIX specific prototype of a state transition analysis tool (STAT) which is a rule based expert system that is fed with the diagrams. In general, STAT extracts and compares the state transition information recorded within the target system audit trails to a rule based representation of known attacks that is specific to the system.

I. Signature analysis or Pattern Matching

In this approach the semantic description of an attack is transformed into the appropriate audit trail format representing an attack signature. An attack scenario can be described, for example, as a sequence of audit events that a given attack generates. Detection is accomplished by using text string matching mechanisms. Human expertise is required to identify and extract non conflicting elements or patterns from input data. The system of Kumar’s [19] is based on the complexity of matching. Based on the desired accuracy of detection, he developed a classification to represent intrusion signatures and used different encodings of the same security vulnerability. His pattern specification incorporated several abstract requirements to represent the full range and generality of intrusion scenarios that are: context representation, follows semantics, specification of actions and representation of invariants.

J. State machines

State machines model behavior as a collection of states, transitions and actions. An attack is described with a set of goals and transitions that must be achieved by an intruder to compromise a system. Several systems have been developed using this technique. Sekar et al. [20] employ state-machine specifications of network protocols that are augmented with information about statistics that need to be maintained to detect anomalies. The protocol specifications simplified the manual feature selection process used in other anomaly detection approaches. The specification language made it easy to apply their approach to other layers such as HTTP and ARP protocols. Peng, Leckie and Ramamohanarao [20] proposed a framework for distributed detection systems. They improved the efficiency of their system by using a heuristic to initialize the broadcast threshold and hierarchical system architecture. They have presented a scheme to detect the abnormal packets caused by the referrer attack by analyzing the inherent features of the referrer attack.

K. Petri nets

The Colored Petri Nets are used to specify control flow in asynchronous concurrent systems. It graphically depicts the structure of a distributed system as a directed bipartite graph with annotations. It has place nodes, transition nodes and directed arcs connecting places with transitions. In the system of Srinivasan and Vaidehi [22] a general model based on timed colored Petri net is presented that is capable of handling patterns generated to model the attack behavior as sequence of events. This model also allows flagging an
attack, when the behavior of one or more processes matches the attack behavior. Their use of a graphical representation of a timed colored Petri net gives a straightforward view of relations between attacks.

IV. CONCLUSION
Choosing an IDS to be deployed in an environment would seem to be simple, however, with the different components, types and classifications such a decision is quite complex. There have been many attempts to classify IDSs as a means to facilitate choosing better solutions. In this paper we classified IDSs according to the data processing techniques applied to input information. Careful design of an IDS may allow correct implementation of an IDS. However, the actual merits and limitations of each approach, which is also discussed in this paper, indicate that obtaining complete security and different desirable system characteristics can not be achieved by employing only one type of an implementation approach. The data processing techniques were grouped into general (abstract) categories and were then further expanded into eleven more specialized techniques.

We discussed and summarized the characteristics of each technique followed by examples of developed systems using each technique. Fig. 1, for example, helps us understand that we can use the state machine technique to build an IDS, and that we can add intelligence to it and use the expert system technique with added merits and costs. The merits are the ability to perform and provide intelligent actions and answers. Unrealistic actions or answers can be refuted or ignored. It also borrows from statistics the ability to detect intrusions without prior information about the security flaws of a system. Some of the incurred costs are the conflicting requirement of maintaining high volume of data which affects throughput and selecting the appropriate thresholds that lower false positive and negatives. To conclude, selecting the appropriate technique should be carried out carefully. Each organization should state prior to development the requirements of its agency and the acceptable costs. Accordingly, the selected system should be able to incorporate most of the requirements, as complete security can not be achieved.
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Abstract—Nowadays research and development activities are accompanied by an increasing focus on future user needs in the field of multimedia retrieval. The fast growing of multimedia data repositories is an undeniable fact, so specialized tools allowing storage, indexing and retrieval of multimedia content have to be developed, and in addition easy-to-use content exchange is needed. The transition from text to photo retrieval raises the necessity of generating, storing and visualizing additional meta-information about the content to allow semantic retrieval. “NWCBIR”, a prototype allowing semantic annotation of digital photos based on MPEG-7 standards [4], is presented as a possible new way of handling semantics in descriptions of multimedia data.

Keywords: Semantic annotation, MPEG-7, NWCBIR.

I. INTRODUCTION

The evolution of digital information repositories produce more and more specialized requirements towards intelligent information retrieval. Numerous research and development teams are doing fundamental research concerning various unforeseen topics like managing more than 300 TV channels with a remote control without losing orientation. Base for interdisciplinary future developments are overall agreed standards and standardized methods. Using the following scenario we examined the possibilities current technologies like MPEG-7 [3], bring us in context of one real world problem.

Digital camera users produce a lot of images throughout the year and save them to personal computers. After some time the amount of photos exceeds the critical mass for being manageable without specialized tools. Most people create an intuitive structure for storing their personal image library. They create folders for images that are taken in the same context, for example “Photos from LC Convention Meet June 2008” or “Spiritual Tour Photos”. Nevertheless this does not enable the user to find a photo which shows a specific person, object or even expresses a specific idea or feeling when needed. Some file formats like TIFF and JPEG permit the user to enrich the visual information with structured textual descriptions, but they only offer limited retrieval capabilities. MPEG-7 offers a whole range of descriptors to annotate images with manually or automatically generated metadata [2]. The picture can be described in many different ways regarding for example its quality, its technical attributes, its instances (thumbnails, high resolution, and so on) and its content from either a technical or a semantic point of view. The prototype, NWCBIR system allows annotating digital photos manually and extracts content based on low level features from the image automatically.

II. EXISTING METADATA STANDARDS FOR DESCRIBING MULTIMEDIA

The standard being used to define the way of handling the metadata has to be a lot more powerful than EXIF or for instance Dublin Core [5]. DC only defines 15 core qualifiers, which can be understood as metadata tags, which can be filled by the user. A combination of Dublin Core and adapted Resource Description Framework structures, RDF, would at least permit a structured storage of graphs and a quality rating, although content based image retrieval would not be supported. An import of the EXIF information to a RDF-based structure is possible. The main proposition against RDF is that there exists, at this time, no standardized structure for saving all or most of the metadata defined in the requirements above. Although it would not prove impossible to create such a structure, to gain interoperability with other systems and implementations, agreeing on the same RDF based enhancements with all other developers or vendors is necessary. Based on these facts a much better choice is MPEG-7 [1].

III. REALIZATION OF NWCBIR ANNOTATION TOOL

As MPEG-7 is a complex XML based standard, it would be no good idea to confront the user with a XML editor and an instruction manual as tools for expressing the semantics of a photo. To deal with large description graphs, a visualization of this graph, besides a possibility to edit this graph interactively, is necessary. As a result NWCBIR System’s Annotation Tool was designed for supporting the user in the time consuming task of annotating photos.

The Annotation Tool was implemented using Sun Java SDK 1.4, while as runtime environment the versions JRE 1.4 and higher are supported. For XML handling, the libraries JDOM and JAXEN are used since they provide high level functions for dealing with XML based contents, which
speeds up the development significantly. For reading the EXIF information stored in the images Drew Noakes’ exifExtractor classes were used.

Since NWCBIR is a Java Swing application, the designing started with creating a user interface that divides the annotation methods from the image preview and file browsing mechanisms. The annotation methods were separated from each other in extending a JPanel GUI element for each method or logical group of methods. As shown in figure 1, there are panels for creating the ColorLayout and ScalableColor descriptor, which are extracted from the image on first loading. There is the so called “creation panel” which shows the EXIF tags and values and holds the creator of the image and there are the “metadata description panel” for defining version and author of the metadata description. The “quality rating panel” is used for assigning a quality value and defining the person who rated the image quality, and the “text annotation panel” allows the input of a simple textual description of the image contents. Since a series of photos should be annotated in short time the file browsing tool is a specialized table, which allows the user to select the image in a fast and intuitive way. Obviously, a preview panel is also required to allow the user to examine the image, but also a full size preview has been implemented as well as the possibility to define an external image viewer, which can be called using a keyboard command to give the user the ability to use his favorite tools.

Central part of Annotation Tool is the so called “semantic description panel”. It allows the user to define semantic objects like agents, places, events and times which are saved on exit for reusing them the next time starting NWCBIR.
These semantic objects can also be imported from an existing MPEG-7 file to allow exchange of objects between users and editing and creating those objects in a user preferred tool. Semantic objects can be used for creating the description by dragging and dropping them onto the blue panel with the mouse, shown in figure 2. While testing this model we experienced, that this model is sufficient for users who often take pictures of the same persons and objects, and who take pictures in series, which is quite often the case with hobby and amateur photographers. As once the objects exist, they can be reused if some pictures or series have the same context. This is especially true for objects representing persons, animals and places like the relatives, colleagues, friends, favorite pets or places like “at home” or “at work”.

Fig. 2: Creating a semantic description using NWCBIR System by drawing a graph as abstraction of the semantics.

After dropping all the needed objects onto the blue panel the user can interconnect these objects by drawing relations between them using the middle mouse button. The graph, which is generated through these user interactions with NWCBIR, can be saved as part of an MPEG-7 description. In addition to the ability to create a new graph, NWCBIR is also a tool for importing, editing and deleting existing graphs or sub graphs.

Further a whole series can be pre-annotated for simplifying and speeding up the task of annotating multiple images. All images within the same context are placed in one file system folder and the user opens the first one using NWCBIR. After defining a “base” description which is the same for all images of the series like the creator, a base textual description like “on our visit to Pudukkottai” and a base graph including the location where the photos were taken and time and motivation when they were taken. Finished with this minimal description the so called “autopilot” can be used, which opens all images in the defined folder sequentially, calculates the visual descriptors, which is a rather time consuming task depending on the size and resolution of the image, extracts the EXIF data and image specific parameters, creates a thumbnail instance of the image for later retrieval and saves the base description.
Fig. 3: Flow chart showing the Annotation Process in NWCBIR.
An obvious positive effect is that, when opening one of the pre-annotated photos afterwards, the thumbnail instance and the visual descriptors can be read from the existing metadata and do not have to be created, which saves time when opening a single image for editing. The entire annotation process is shown in the flow chart figure 3.

Inside an MPEG-7 document the MediaProfile descriptor is used to reference instances of the media, described by the metadata. As well as the original image, which is referenced in the master profile, a thumbnail instance, created by NWCBIR if not already present, is referenced in another MediaProfile.

IV. RESULTS

Annotating digital photos is a very time consuming task. A very common problem is the extraction of existing and computable metadata like EXIF information and the visual descriptors like ColorLayout, ScalableColor and EdgeHistogram. The time used for extracting a visual descriptor is proportional to the resolution of the image. This time can be easily reduced by using a faster computer or extracting the metadata on a server or parallel to the interactions of the user.

Another problem is the interactive creation of the graph by the user. The creation of the main objects takes a lot of time. In another project, where all data comes from a specific context, a pre-built ontology based catalogue of semantic objects is used, which includes at least 95 percent of the needed objects. Using a catalogue like this in the context of a personal digital photo library does make sense, but it has to be updated and extended successively. If the user only takes photos in small numbers and on rare occasions, like two on a birthday party, three on this holidays, and one on his car newly washed, administrating and enhancing a catalogue of semantic objects demands more effort than typing in a textual description for each photo. Besides, in this case ability for retrieving annotated images will not be needed, because the number of photos will not exceed the critical mass for overlooking all of the images.

The graphical user interface of the annotation is, since it is a prototype, more or less an abstraction of the MPEG-7 descriptors, which is not intuitive for a user, who does not really know about MPEG-7, so there has to be done a lot of work “hiding” the MPEG-7 from the user. Existing metadata should not be lost while annotating the photos, but included in the MPEG-7 document. There are various ways in storing additional information inside an image, the two most common are EXIF, which is used by most digital camera manufacturers to save technical data about the photo, and a standard created by the IPTC, which is used for instance by the popular application Adobe Photoshop. The first one is very common and Java libraries for reading this information exist, while for the second one no Java implementation exists. A very interesting effect is that EXIF obviously allows the creator of the metadata to store the same information in different ways, which complicates a camera independent implementation. We experienced that Sony decided to store three tags for defining the time when the Photo was taken by using the tags “DateTime”, “DateTimeDigitized” and “DateTimeOriginal”, while Kodak only used the third one.

V. CONCLUSION

MPEG-7 matches many of the current requirements for a metadata standard for usage in a personal digital photo library and it defines a lot more useful descriptors, which could be integrated as features in such libraries. In addition it is not only a standard for describing the content of images, but it also defines ways to annotate video and audio documents and it is prepared for general usage with multimedia data.
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Abstract - The primary goal of this paper is to analyze the quality of Website design of various Websites of universities in India and identifying the causes that affect the quality of Website design. The Website of each university is scanned using W3C guidelines which are the bases for any type of Web application. The parameters such as Web page size, download time, broken links, Web page errors etc., are considered in identifying the qualitative measures for Website design.

Different kinds of tools are used to examine the components of Websites of various Indian Universities. These tools include: W3C Link checker, W3C Markup Validation Service, Webpage Analyzer and Website Extractor. The W3C Link checker accepts URL address of Web page and parses each and every hyperlink in the page. It finds status code of each link and by using the status code it identifies the broken links related to the page. A Screen shot of W3C Link checker was shown in the following Figure 2.

Tools Used in Analyzing Process

A case study was conducted on Indian universities’ Websites related to the structure, content and other functional aspects. The main modules of each university’s Website are Departments, courses, administration, staff, library, admissions, examinations etc. Screen shots of some of the universities are shown in Figure 1.

Analysis was carried out using various tools. These include W3C link checker, W3C Markup Validation Service, Web Page Analyzer and Website Extractor.

A. W3C Link Checker:
The W3C Link checker [3] finds number of broken links in the Website. It accepts the URL address of Web page and parses each and every hyperlink in the page. It finds the status code of each link and by using the status code it identifies the broken links related to the page. A Screen shot of W3C Link checker was shown in the following Figure 2.
B. W3C Markup Validation Service:
The W3C Markup Validation Service [4] finds the errors related to the HTML pages. It validates the Web page regarding errors in HTML tags, properties of Web page and standards of the Web page mentioned by W3C organization. A screen shot of W3C Markup Validation Service is shown in Figure 3.

C. Web Page Analyzer:
The Web Page Analyzer [5] finds the number of objects used in each Web page, Web page size and downloading time of all objects. It accepts URL address of a Web page and generates a report containing details like number of image files, number of HTML files, number of script files, download time etc. of the Web page. A screen shot of Webpage Analyzer is shown in Figure 4.

D. Website Extractor:
The Website Extractor [4] extracts the all the components of Website. It accepts Website address and produces URL addresses of all Web pages. The snapshot of Website extractor is shown in figure 5.

III. GUIDELINES FRAMED FROM W3C:
World Wide Web Consortium (W3C) [6], [7] defines a set of guidelines for quality Web design. All guidelines are summarized into 12 guidelines for simplicity. Every guideline provides a technique for accessing the content of Website. The guidelines are as follows.

Guideline 1: Provide a text equivalent for every non-text element. This includes images, graphical representations of text, image map regions, animations, applets and programmatic objects, frames, scripts, spaces, audio and video files.

Guideline 2: Do not rely on color scheme only. The content of Web page must match with foreground and background color. Also provide sufficient contrast to the content for visibility.

Guideline 3: Use markup and style sheets instead of images to convey information. Style sheets control the layout and
Guideline 4: Clearly mention the text information of the Web page using natural language. Specify the expansion of each abbreviation or acronym in the document.

Guideline 5: Use tables properly in the Web document. For data tables, clearly specify row and column headers and number of rows and columns exactly.

Guideline 6: Ensure that Web pages featuring new technologies transform gracefully. When dynamic contents are updated, ensure that content is changed. Ensure that pages are available and meaningful when scripts, applets or other programmatic objects are not supported by the browsers. If this is not possible, provide equivalent information as alternative in the Web page.

Guideline 7: Ensure user control of time sensitive content changes. Until user agents provide the ability to stop the refresh, do not create periodically auto-refreshing pages.

Guideline 8: Ensure direct accessibility of embedded user interfaces. Make programmatic elements such as scripts and applets directly accessible or compatible with assistive technologies.

Guideline 9: Design for device-independence. Ensure that any element that has its own interface can be operated in a device-independent manner.

Guideline 10: Provide context orientation information. Title each frame to facilitate frame identification and navigation. Divide large blocks of information into more manageable groups wherever appropriate.

Guideline 11: Provide clear navigation mechanisms. Clearly identify the target of each link. Provide information about the general layout of a site such as site map or table of contents.

Guideline 12: Ensure that documents are clear and simple. Create a style of presentation that is consistent across pages.

IV. METHODOLOGY

The study was conducted on nearly 50 Indian Universities’ Websites and considering approximately 5000 Web pages. A Web program was developed to study each university’s Website. The Web program consists of four modules: Website Extractor, Link Checker, HTML Validator and Web Page Analyzer. The URL address of each Website is thoroughly scanned using Website Extractor to get all Web pages of Website and Web pages of each university are stored in separate files. A Website is verified with Link Checker module to get number of broken links in the Website. The components that include: text, images, forms, graphics, audio and video files etc., and download time of Web page are gathered using Web page analyzer and stored in separate file. The errors of Web page related HTML tags are traced using W3C HTML Validator and they are stored in files. The overall structure of Web program is shown in Figure 6.

The components of some universities’ Websites such as number of Web pages, size, number of errors, download time, broken links etc., are summarized in the table 1.

V. WEBSITE ERRORS

The Web page errors that are generated using Web program are considered to identify the measures for quality Website design. These errors are further divided into major and minor errors using statistical techniques [8].

A. Major errors:

The major errors directly affect the quality of Website design and developers must concentrate on this category of errors and these should be eliminated. The major errors include: broken links, document type declaration errors, applet usage errors, server connectivity errors, image load errors, frames tag usage errors and title tag with no keyword errors. The major errors are proportional to the down load time of the Web pages. If major errors are minimized then down load time will be automatically reduced and hence it leads to the better quality. The major errors of some universities’ Websites are shown in table 2. The figure 7 shows the graph that depicts different major errors and their effect on Website design.
Fig. 7. Graph showing major errors of Websites of various universities

B. Minor errors

The minor errors are HTML tag errors and these may cause incorrect display of some components of Web pages. The minor errors include: table tag errors, body tag errors, image tag errors, head tag errors, font tag errors, script tag errors, style tag errors, form tag errors, link tag errors and other tag errors. The developers must be attentive so that Web pages can be properly designed with appropriate HTML tags. The minor errors of some universities’ Websites are given in table 3. The graph in figure 8 shows various minor errors of various universities’ Websites.

Fig. 8. Graph showing minor errors of Websites of various universities
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Sno</th>
<th>University Name</th>
<th>Website address</th>
<th>No. of Web pages</th>
<th>Total Web pages size</th>
<th>Total no. of Web page errors in Website</th>
<th>Average no.of errors in each page</th>
<th>Download time at 28 Kbps (in secs)</th>
<th>No. of broken links</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>Anna University</td>
<td><a href="http://www.annuniv.edu">www.annuniv.edu</a></td>
<td>117</td>
<td>6187357</td>
<td>2145</td>
<td>18.33333</td>
<td>1713</td>
<td>21</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>Bangalore University</td>
<td><a href="http://www.bub.ernet.in">www.bub.ernet.in</a></td>
<td>659</td>
<td>18297162</td>
<td>19555</td>
<td>29.67375</td>
<td>5065</td>
<td>117</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>Bharathiar University</td>
<td><a href="http://www.b-u.ac.in">www.b-u.ac.in</a></td>
<td>182</td>
<td>7571965</td>
<td>5568</td>
<td>30.59341</td>
<td>2096</td>
<td>29</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>Indira Gandhi National Open University</td>
<td><a href="http://www.ignou.ac.in">www.ignou.ac.in</a></td>
<td>252</td>
<td>9881675</td>
<td>4573</td>
<td>18.14683</td>
<td>2736</td>
<td>56</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>JNT University</td>
<td><a href="http://www.jntu.ac.in">www.jntu.ac.in</a></td>
<td>91</td>
<td>5663958</td>
<td>3885</td>
<td>42.69231</td>
<td>1568</td>
<td>28</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>Jawaharlal Nehru University</td>
<td><a href="http://www.jnu.ac.in">www.jnu.ac.in</a></td>
<td>224</td>
<td>8749265</td>
<td>8894</td>
<td>39.70536</td>
<td>2422</td>
<td>67</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 1

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Sno</th>
<th>University Name</th>
<th>Broken Links</th>
<th>Document type declaration errors</th>
<th>Applet usage errors</th>
<th>Server connectivity errors</th>
<th>Image load errors</th>
<th>Frames tag usage errors</th>
<th>Title tag with no keywords errors</th>
<th>Total Major Errors</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>Anna University</td>
<td>31</td>
<td>115</td>
<td>112</td>
<td>51</td>
<td>563</td>
<td>150</td>
<td>115</td>
<td>1137</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>Bangalore University</td>
<td>21</td>
<td>117</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>43</td>
<td>87</td>
<td>182</td>
<td>633</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>Bharathiar University</td>
<td>29</td>
<td>182</td>
<td>46</td>
<td>23</td>
<td>104</td>
<td>87</td>
<td>182</td>
<td>633</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>Indira Gandhi National Open University</td>
<td>29</td>
<td>182</td>
<td>47</td>
<td>37</td>
<td>97</td>
<td>79</td>
<td>182</td>
<td>633</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>Jawaharlal Nehru Technological University</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>101</td>
<td>62</td>
<td>48</td>
<td>228</td>
<td>178</td>
<td>101</td>
<td>749</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>Jawaharlal Nehru University</td>
<td>56</td>
<td>252</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>27</td>
<td>36</td>
<td>122</td>
<td>518</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 2

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Sno</th>
<th>University Name</th>
<th>TTE</th>
<th>BTE</th>
<th>ITE</th>
<th>FTE</th>
<th>FHE</th>
<th>FoTE</th>
<th>STE</th>
<th>StTE</th>
<th>FnTE</th>
<th>LTE</th>
<th>OTE</th>
<th>TotME</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>Anna University</td>
<td>1243</td>
<td>55</td>
<td>97</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>154</td>
<td>43</td>
<td>88</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>18</td>
<td>1910</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>Bangalore University</td>
<td>5543</td>
<td>789</td>
<td>441</td>
<td>798</td>
<td>521</td>
<td>957</td>
<td>1168</td>
<td>92</td>
<td>534</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>8067</td>
<td>3385</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>Bharathiar University</td>
<td>2567</td>
<td>168</td>
<td>268</td>
<td>241</td>
<td>167</td>
<td>869</td>
<td>975</td>
<td>97</td>
<td>73</td>
<td>43</td>
<td>527</td>
<td>4915</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>IGNOU</td>
<td>1165</td>
<td>126</td>
<td>8467</td>
<td>114</td>
<td>19</td>
<td>847</td>
<td>948</td>
<td>26</td>
<td>46</td>
<td>32</td>
<td>865</td>
<td>4055</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>JNTU</td>
<td>276</td>
<td>144</td>
<td>765</td>
<td>210</td>
<td>118</td>
<td>421</td>
<td>241</td>
<td>23</td>
<td>26</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>312</td>
<td>3248</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>Jawaharlal Nehru University</td>
<td>2987</td>
<td>1236</td>
<td>869</td>
<td>225</td>
<td>224</td>
<td>859</td>
<td>621</td>
<td>46</td>
<td>356</td>
<td>45</td>
<td>548</td>
<td>7716</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 3

TTE: Table Tag Errors  
BTE: Body Tag Errors  
ITE: Image Tag Errors  
FTE: Frame Tag Errors  
HTE: Head Tag Errors  
FoTE: Font Tag Errors  
STE: Script Tag Errors  
Sfte: Style Tag Errors  
FmTE: Form Tag Errors  
LTE: Link Tag Errors  
OTE: Other Tags Errors  
TotME: Total Minor Errors
VI. IDENTIFYING QUALITATIVE MEASURES FOR WEBSITE DESIGN

The errors that are found in Websites of various universities lead to the necessity of qualitative measures for effective Website design. The head tag errors (HTE), font tag errors (FoTE) and body tag errors (BTE) identify the problems in the text elements of the page. Thus, text formatting measures are to be evaluated. The image tag error (ITE), body tag errors (BTE) and image load errors related to image identify the errors in display of images and hence graphic element measures to be evaluated. The table tag errors (TTE), frame tag errors (FTE), style tag errors (StTE), font tag errors (FoTE), frame tag usage errors and document type declaration errors cause the invention of page formatting measures. Link tag errors (LTE) and broken link errors identify the need of link formatting measures. The form tag errors (FmTE), script tag errors (STE) and title tag with no keyword errors identify the need of page performance measure. The script tag errors (STE), applet usage errors, server connectivity errors, download time of Website and broken link errors contribute the need of Website architecture measure. All these measures are shown in Table 4.

VII. CONCLUSION

This paper aims to investigate into various measures required for quality Website design. A focused approach has been made to identify all possible errors in developing Website so that before going to use any qualitative measure, it is necessary to verify whether all aspects of Website design are considered in quality assessment or not. This would enable to adjudge the quality status of Website of various universities and would indicate the necessity of improvement in the design of the Website. We can extend this work to develop a set of metrics specifically in higher educational institutions’ Websites using the results of the study.
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Process modeling using ILOG JViews BPMN Modeler tool to Identify Exceptions
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Abstract - Today all the Business analysts uses Business Process Modeling Notation (BPMN) to model business process diagrams. Business process modeling is the activity of representing processes of an enterprise, which allows the business analyst to focus on the proper sequence flow, of the business processes, without concerning himself / herself on the proper implementation of the process; e.g., be more concerned that a ‘Sales or Purchase’ process includes delivering or receiving the items and not how the items will be delivered or received. These strengths of BPMN allow businesses to increase efficiency by automating part of their business processes using Business Process Modeling Notation and by giving a clear representation and analysis of their business process, using business process diagrams (BPDs) to identify the unhandled exceptions. The Business process modeling tools provide business users with the ability to model their business processes, implement and execute those models. This paper presents a simple, yet instructive example of how an ILOG JViews BPMN Modeler tool can be used to identify and verify exceptions for a “Deliver Items” business process.

Keywords - Exception, Modeling, Notation, BPMN, BPD

I. INTRODUCTION

BPMN stands for business process modeling notation. It is a new standard for modeling business processes. BPMN has a diagram called the Business Process Diagram (BPD). Business process modeling is the activity of representing processes of an enterprise, which allows the business analyst to focus on the proper sequence flow, of the business processes [1]. A goal for the development of BPMN is that the notation be simple and adoptable by business analysts. Also, there is a potentially conflicting requirement that BPMN provide the power to depict complex business processes. [2]

The BPMN business process diagram has been designed to be easy to use and understand but also provides the ability to model complex business processes [3]. The execution of a business process often includes multiple entries. These entries are not under the control of the process. Because of the process details or complexity of the real world, their behavior details cannot always be predicted. At final, a business process may have a single ideal execution path.

In practice many executions of process will encounter events, i.e., errors or missing deadlines that lead the process, off this path. The exception handling is not a favorite issue for programmers or analysts. They often focus on the likely or ideal business scenarios and end up ignoring the handling of diverse error conditions. Therefore, we used the BPMN tool to model the business process with unhandled exceptions.

The main goal of BPMN is to provide a notation that is readily understandable by all business users. This includes the business analysts that create the initial drafts to identify and verify the sequence of operations with minimal error possibilities likely called exceptions, occurs during the product implementation.

II. RELATED WORK

Exception handling is a one of the programming constructs [4], which occurs during the execution of a program that interrupts the normal flow of the program’s instructions [5]. To achieve better quality product the Exception handling is acting as an interface between programmer and languages [6].

The Exceptions can be identified during the software modeling phase to avoid product failure during product implementation. The software development industry uses their own modeling technique without any standard, then after the introduction of BPMN; the entire software industry system analyst are started using “An Industry Standard for Process Modeling” [7].

The first commercial edition of BPMN 1.0 released in May’2004 [3], the BPMN 1.0 specification was released to the public, February’2006 and BPMN1.0 was adopted as an OMG standard [8]. Currently there are thirty-nine companies that have implementations of BPMN.

Prior to BPMN there were many of the process modeling tools and methodologies; i.e., all sorts of visual business process flow-chart formats were used. After the business analysts focus on BPMN’s Business Process Diagram (BPD) [3], most of the software development system analysts were benefited more to produce quality product with good design and modeling. The problems with different representations of older system has created some problems, they are

- Business analysts are required to understand multiple representations of business processes.
- Business participants that don’t share the same graphical notations might not understand one another.
A technical gap between the format of the business process initial design and the format of the languages that will execute these business processes.  
(1) BPMN provides BPD - to be used by people who model and manage business processes [9].  
(2) BPMN provides formal mapping to an Execution language of the BPM system to be used by System Analysts who design the Software process execution [9].

III. THE ROLE OF EXCEPTION HANDLING IN BUSINESS PROCESS MODELING

The Exception handling could be the critical focus of process modeling and analysis, in most of the cases you could be the wrong. So, Exceptions are playing major role during the time of process modeling phase and why model business process and when should we use the Exceptions? And can business analyst model the Exception handling? We will discuss these questions in the following sections.

A. Why Model Business Processes?

Companies are finding many reasons to capture their business processes. Companies who have merged want to examine processes across their lines of business to discover which one is the best of breed. Other companies are looking to improve their existing processes, or even to automate them. In some countries, government regulations require that business processes be properly documented. For example, some companies in the United States regulates that certain processes must be well documented. These are among the many factors in the business world today, that are making companies take a closer look at their business processes. [10]

B. When should we Use Exceptions?

The simple answer is: “whenever the semantic and performance characteristics of exceptions are appropriate”. An oft-cited guideline is to ask our self the question “Is this an exceptional or unexpected situation?” This guideline has an attractive ring to it, but is usually a mistake. The problem is that one person’s “exceptional” is another’s “expected”: when you really look at the terms carefully, the distinction evaporates and you are left with no guideline. After all, if you check for an error condition, then in some sense you expect it to happen, or the check is wasted code.

A more appropriate question to ask is: “do we want stack unwinding here?” Because actually handling an exception is likely to be significantly slower than executing mainline code, you should also ask: “Can I afford stack unwinding here?” For example, a desktop application performing a long computation might periodically check to see whether the user had pressed a cancel button. Throwing an exception could allow the operation to be cancelled gracefully. On the other hand, it would probably be inappropriate to throw and handle exceptions in the inner loop of this computation because that could have a significant performance impact. The guideline mentioned above has a grain of truth in it: in
time critical code, throwing an exception should be the exception, not the rule. [11]

C. Can Business Analyst Model Exception Handling?

In conventional wisdom in business that 80 percentage of the problems are caused by 20 percentage of the work. Certainly the designers of the Business Process Modeling Notation standard had Exception handling in mind from the start. BPMN introduces to process modeling the notion of intermediate events. It's a god awful name but an absolutely essential concept for making exception handling visible in the process diagram and understandable to business people. In fact, events are the key difference between BPMN and traditional flowcharting.

In BPMN, intermediate events are drawn as circles with a double border, with a symbol inside denoting the type of event: receipt of an external signal message, a timeout, a system fault, etc. When drawn attached to the border of a process activity or sub process, the semantics of BPMN say that the activity or sub process is interrupted immediately, and the process continues along the flow path leading out from the intermediate event. That path is called "exception flow." If the event never occurs, the activity or sub process completes normally and processing continues along the flow path leading out from it. That path is called "normal flow." Is that hard to understand? No, I didn't think so. You'd be surprised then to know that a number of modeling tools offered by Business Process Management System (BPMS) vendors that advertise themselves as BPMN compliant don't support intermediate events. What those vendors usually say is that the concept is too technical for business analysts to understand. What they really mean, in most cases that their process engine executes the model to automate and monitor the process flow can’t handle them. The modeling tool’s simulation engine has no idea what to do with them, either. So they’re just left out of the tool. Shame on Object Management Group (OMG) for allowing this pseudo-BPMN to reproduce as it has.

The traditional alternative to modeling exception handling explicitly in the process diagram is to do it in code, toss it over the wall to IT. Once in a while this might be necessary, but as a general principle it’s just plain wrong. By removing exception handling from the process model and burying it in implementation code, you’ve not only lost visibility into what’s going on, you’ve lost the ability to use it in simulation analysis, you’ve lost agility, reuse, shared best practices, etc. All of those assume exception handling is in the process model. [12].

IV. BPMN TOOLS HISTORY

The current working routines of the business analyst models a diagram on a piece of paper, but you won’t get the assistance that only quality software has to offer. We reviewed several business process modeling applications, ILOG JViews BPMN Modeler tool by ilog.com [13], BizAgI process modeler by bizagi.com [14], eBPMN Designer by soyatec.com, Business Process Visual

These modeling tools follow the BPMN specification. Some may add extensions that fit their users’ needs. They employ static verification to force the user to keep within the BPMN constraints; much like a word processor employs spell checking to warn against mistakes. Since BPMN specifications provide that exceptions must be handled and force its user to handle exceptions particularly ILOG JViews BPMN Modeler tool [13].

A. A First Look at ILOG JViews BPMN Modeler Tool

The ILOG JViews BPMN Modeler introduced different versions of modeling tools.

The Latest version of ILOG JViews BPMN Modeler 1.1.2 tool was introduced in the beginning of year 2009. It is very easy to use; in a matter of minutes you will be able to begin defining your processes and collaborate with other people in your organization.

Generally, BPMN specified a single business process diagram, called the Business Process Diagram (BPD) [3]. This diagram was designed to do two things well.

First, it is easy to understand. You can use it too quickly and easily model business processes, and it is easily understandable by non-technical users, usually management [15].

Second, it offers the expressiveness to model very complex business processes, and can be naturally mapped to business execution languages [15]. To model a business process flow, you simply model the events that occur to start a process, the processes that get performed, and the end result of the process flow. Business decisions and branching of flows is modeled using gateways. A gateway is similar to a decision symbol in a flowchart.

Furthermore, a process in the flow can contain sub-processes, which can be graphically shown by another business process diagram connected via a hyperlink to a process symbol. If sub-processes do not decompose processes, it is considered a task the lowest level process. A ‘+’ mark in the process symbol denotes that the process is decomposed; if it doesn’t have a ‘+’ mark, it is a task.

As you drive further into business analysis, you can specify ‘who does what’ by placing the events and processes into shaded areas called pools that denote who is performing a process. You can further partition a pool into lanes. A pool typically represents an organization and a lane typically represents a department within that organization, although you may make them represent other things such as functions, applications, and systems.

B. ILOG JViews BPMN Modeler tool Events and Notations

The ILOG JViews BPMN Modeler tool follows the general modeling notations supported by business process modeling. During business process modeling, you model the events that happen in the business, and show how they affect process flows. An event either kicks off a process flow [16], or happens during a process flow, or ends a process flow. BPMN provides a distinct notation for each of these types of events, shown in the Table I, below.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Start Event</th>
<th>Intermediate Event</th>
<th>End Event</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Starts a process flow.</td>
<td>Happens during the course of a process flow.</td>
<td>Ends a process flow.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

When you model more complex process flows, such as B2B web services, you need to model more complex business events, such as messages [16], timers [16], business rules [16], and error conditions. BPMN enables you to specify the trigger type of the event, and denote it with a representative icon, as specified in Table II. Specifying a trigger type to an event puts certain constraints on the process flow that you are modeling, which are explained in the table. For example, a timer cannot end a process flow. You can only draw message flows from and to message events. These types of modeling rules, which are actually kinds of business rules, should be enforced automatically by the modeling tool providing support for BPMN. Oftentimes an event happens while a particular process is being performed, causing an interrupt to the process, and triggering a new process to be performed. The process will complete, causing an event to start, and a new process to be performed. You can model these intermediate events by placing an event symbol directly on the process. The different events were available in the event toolbar and gives access to several types of event that can occur within a BPMN process. For example, message, timer, exception, cancel, compensation, rule, link, multiple, signal and terminate etc., are available in the ILOG JViews BPMN Modeler events toolbar.
### TABLE II
ADVANCED EVENT TRIGGER TYPES IN BPMN AND THEIR NOTATIONS.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Start Event</th>
<th>Intermediate Event</th>
<th>End Event</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Start Message</td>
<td>Message</td>
<td>End Message</td>
<td>A start message arrives from a participant and triggers the start of the process, or continues the process in the case of an intermediate event. An end message denotes a message generated at the end of a process.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Start Timer</td>
<td>Timer</td>
<td>End Message</td>
<td>A specific time or cycle, for example every Monday at 9am can be set to trigger the start of the process, or continue the process in the case of an intermediate event.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Start Rule</td>
<td>Rule</td>
<td>End Event</td>
<td>Triggers when the conditions for a rule become true, such as “Stock price changes by more than 10% since opening.”</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Start Link</td>
<td>Link</td>
<td>End Link</td>
<td>A link is a mechanism for connecting the end event of one process flow to the start event of another process flow.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Start Multiple</td>
<td>Multiple</td>
<td>End Multiple</td>
<td>For a start multiple event, there are multiple ways of triggering the process, or continuing the process in the case of the intermediate event. Only one of them is required. The attributes of the event define which of the other types of triggers apply. For end multiple, there are multiple consequences of ending the process, all of which will occur, for example, multiple messages sent.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

#### C. ILOG JViews BPMN Modeler tool activity classification legend

To implement ILOG JViews BPMN Modeler tool to any type of business process, the following activity classification legends are used.

1. Query data (Example: Find Orders)
2. Enter data (Example: Log received items)
3. Update data (Example: Log received items)
4. Produce data (Example: Perform Regression Test)
5. Send notification (Example: Notify customer RMA number is invalid)
7. Send and Receive data (Example: Notify customer)
8. Analyze data (Example: Allocate Defects)
9. Perform action (Example: Negotiate return)

#### D. ILOG JViews BPMN Modeler tool Exceptions legend

To implement ILOG JViews BPMN Modeler tool to any business process; the following exception legends are used.

- QF - Query failed
- UF - Update failed
- UR - Update rejected
- SF - Send failed
- SR - Send rejected
- RR - Receive rejected (data rejected)
- RR - Receive rejected (authorization)
- RR - Receive rejected (authentication)
- RR - Receive rejected (security)
- NR - Notification rejected
- VR - Analysis/Verification rejected
- AF - Action failed
- TO - Timeout

#### Enhanced Tools

Org - The original business process diagram, modeled using a regular modeling tool
Enh - A user of ILOG JViews BPMN Modeler’s modeling tool with suggestions
Exp - An Industry expert

#### Suggestions

#Sug - Number of suggestions for exceptions, given by the enhanced tool, according to classification
#Sel - Number of exception the user of the enhanced tool selected from the suggestions.
V. Exception Handling Experiment
Results Using ILOG JViews BPMN Modeler Tool

To prove the importance of ILOG JViews BPMN Modeler tool to model the business process “Deliver Items” from a business company. This ILOG JViews BPMN Modeler tool is also used particularly to identify and verify the exceptions of any business process without any difficulties or overhead.

The results show the ILOG JViews BPMN Modeler tool usage and importance of modeling any business process to produce a quality model to do further phases of product development. The ILOG JViews BPMN Modeler tool will organize the processes with the help of business process diagrams.

A. Activity Classification with Possible Exceptions

The “Deliver Items” process has the following table of Activity classification with probable exceptions.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Business Activity</th>
<th>Classification</th>
<th>Probable Exceptions</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Process: Deliver Items</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Delivery with invoice</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>AF</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Update invoice</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>UR</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Terminate delivery</td>
<td>9</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(pay on delivery?)</td>
<td>g</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Receive payment</td>
<td>9;2</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Follow up</td>
<td>9</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

B. Business Process Diagram of “Deliver Items” Process

The Business Process Diagram developed for “Deliver Items” process using the ILOG JViews BPMN Modeler tool with different notations.

C. Result of “Deliver Items” Process with Exception

The following table shows the deliver items process with identified and verified exceptions in various stages of the process. It is the outcome of deliver items process result, conducted process modeling by the ILOG JViews BPMN Modeler tool and it agree with the possibility or occurrence of exception or failure of process with an expert or system analyst opinion of different software development companies all around the world.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Business Activity</th>
<th>Clss</th>
<th>#sug</th>
<th>#sel</th>
<th>Org</th>
<th>Enh</th>
<th>Exp</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Delivery with invoice</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>AF</td>
<td>AF</td>
<td>AF</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Update invoice</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>UR</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Terminate delivery</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(pay on delivery?)</td>
<td>g</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Delivery</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Receive payment</td>
<td>9;2</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>TO</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Follow up</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>0</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

In the above “Deliver Items” process the possible or identified exceptions (Enh) by the ILOG JViews BPMN Modeler tool are mostly correlated with the expert (Exp) opinion and the regular software development companies modeling process (Org), for example the “Delivery with invoice” process produced or advised the “Action failed” exception for all these three cases. So, there is no denial that using the ILOG JViews BPMN Modeler tool produces more accurate business processes, according to an expert’s opinion. That is, most of the exceptions that the expert considered probable are handled in the resulting business process.
VI. CONCLUSION

Based on the observation that in a given “Deliver Items” business process produced accurate result, in this paper, we first looked about process modeling then importance of exception with the role of BPMN tool in the business analyst. Our experiment with an ILOG JViews BPMN Modeler tool is very useful to identify and verify the exceptions at the time of modeling the product. So we can produce good product with performance and quality. It adds an additional benefit that to reduce the program failure and ease to construct code and test the product at the time of Quality of service. So, this ILOG JViews BPMN Modeler tool assists in producing robust business processes during the product modeling. That is, most of the exceptions that the expert considered probable are handled in the resulting business process, unlike the case of the regular tool.
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A new approach to: Obstacle-Avoiding Rectilinear Steiner Tree Construction

Animesh Pant

Abstract: Given a set of pins and a set of obstacles on a plane, an obstacle-avoiding rectilinear Steiner tree (OARST) connects these points, possibly through some additional points (called Steiner points), and avoids running through any obstacle to construct a tree with a minimal total wire length. The OARST problem has received dramatically increasing attention recently. Nevertheless, considering obstacles significantly increases the problem complexity. Based on Obstacle-avoiding Spanning Graph (OASG), and edge based heuristic method has been applied to find the rectilinear Steiner tree with minimum wire length.

I. INTRODUCTION TO THE PROBLEM:

The problem of creation of Obstacle-Avoiding Rectilinear Steiner Trees can be stated by the following steps:

**Step1:** User defined inputs are taken from input files which contains set of nodes and set of obstacles.

**Step2:** Using a spanning graph generation algorithm an Obstacle Avoiding Rectilinear Spanning Graph (OARSG) is generated.

**Step3:** Prim’s algorithm is applied to find the Minimum Spanning Tree (MST) from the OARSG.

**Step4:** Finally an Edge based heuristic is used on the minimum spanning tree to create the Obstacle Avoiding Rectilinear Steiner Tree.

II. ASSUMPTIONS:

1. Obstacles are of rectangular shape only.
2. No node can be inside the obstacle. Nodes can be either outside the obstacle boundaries or on the boundary of the obstacle.
3. Obstacles should not overlap each other.

III. ALGORITHMS

1) **Constructing the Hanan Grid**

A non-uniform two-dimensional routing grid is constructed by drawing horizontal and vertical lines on every node and the boundaries of the obstacles as shown in Fig. 1b. These lines are extended from terminals and corners of all obstacles in both horizontal and vertical directions until blocked by any obstacle or boundary of the design.

Fig (a) Manhattan paths being obstructed, Fig (b) The path being followed in case of an obstruction.

IV. PSEUDO CODE FOR GENERATION OF OBSTACLE-AVOIDING RECTILINEAR SPANNING GRAPH

**INPUT:** Co-ordinate points of set of nodes and obstacles

**OUTPUT:** Set of edges forming the Obstacle-Avoiding Rectilinear Spanning Graph

```plaintext
For every pair of nodes:
    Source=node1, destination=node2;
    Spanning_graph(source,destination)
    { Find the manhattan paths between the source node and the destination node
    For(each manhattan path)
        { if(edge is obstructed by an obstacle)
```
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\{ 
Traverse till the nearest node of the opposite edge of the obstacle that is creating an obstruction;
Set source node = nearest node of opposite edge of obstacle creating an obstruction;
Spanning_graph(source, destination); //recursive call to the function 
\}
else Traverse through this manhattan path;
Return(minimum of the two manhattan paths);
\}

V. ALGORITHM FOR CONSTRUCTING MINIMUM SPANNING TREE

After generating the Obstacle Avoiding Spanning Graph (OASG) from the above step we apply the Prim’s Algorithm on this OASG to get the minimum spanning tree.

In general, minimum spanning tree (MST) uses the Manhattan distance between two terminals as cost. However, it will not be accurate in estimating the real routing distance with the existence of the obstacles. In order to have the real routing distance the distance of the whole path between the source and the destination is found.

VI. ALGORITHM FOR GENERATING OBSTACLE-AVOIDING RECTILINEAR STEINER TREE

INPUT: The edges of the MST defined by the end points and the bend.
OUTPUT: The Steiner nodes and the edges of the Steiner Tree defined by the end points and the bend.
Steps:
1. Let the rectilinear minimum spanning tree of the set of nodes be denoted as T.
2. for(nodes in T) 
   { 
     While(it is possible to drop normal on edges of T) 
     
     If(normal on edge of T is obstructed) 
     Then continue the loop; 
     Find the longest edge in the cycle formed due to the normal; 
     If ( (cost of normal) < (cost of longest edge)) 
     Then replace the pair of edges with 3 new edges and a new node; 
   } 
3. The new nodes thus formed are the Steiner Nodes.
4. The new tree thus formed is the Steiner Tree as of Following Figure.

Consider the rectilinear MST shown in Fig. 2A. To draw rectilinear Steiner Tree we used the edge-based heuristic. We drop a perpendicular from node A to the rectilinear component of the edge E at the point S. If this perpendicular is obstructing with an obstacle then we will stop the process and continue with other possible perpendicular. If this perpendicular is obstacle free then a cycle is created, as shown in Fig. 2B and the longest edge in the cycle is edge F. Since the length of edge F is greater than the edge AS, we will consider S as a Steiner Node. The edges E and F are deleted and 3 new edges AS, CS and BS are drawn. The changed tree is shown in Fig. 2C.
Next we will search for an edge on which it is possible to draw a perpendicular from node A. If we get such an edge then we will repeat the above process again and we will get one more Steiner node. Similarly we will repeat the process for all the nodes to get the rectilinear Steiner tree with minimum cost.

VII. ADVANTAGES OF PROJECT
1. This project can be used to make an Obstacle Avoiding rectilinear Steiner tree, so that it can reduce the wire length of the connection of the nodes.
2. In extreme scenario also the algorithm will give the near optimal solution for the Steiner tree construction problem.
3. It has already been proved that there exists at least one minimum Steiner tree in the non-uniform routing grid if the Steiner tree problem is solvable.

VIII. CRITICISM
1. The algorithm does not work for the overlapping obstacles.
2. The algorithm does not work for obstacles other than rectangular shape.

IX. CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK:
This implementation is very simple to understand and easy to use, since it uses conventional data structures like struct, arrays, procedural functions and procedural code. In this project, finding a solution to the problems was more important than the running time. We believe that the implementation and methods in our work can help the design of routing tools in the future. The code can be used to reduce wire length of the tree without hitting the obstacles. The running time of this algorithm is $O(n^2)$, so a more optimal algorithm can be developed for the Obstacle-Avoiding Rectilinear Minimum Spanning Tree having better running time as well as shorter wire length.
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Algorithmic Approach for Creating and Exploiting Flexibility in Steiner Trees

Piyush Singh
Institute of Technology – BHU, Varanasi.

Animesh Pant
NIT Raipur.

Abstract—Routing is an important task in VLSI design and the rectilinear Steiner minimal tree (RSMT) construction is a fundamental research issue in the context of routing. Given a set of terminals, the RSMT problem is to find a rectilinear minimum spanning tree (RMST) that connects all the terminals, possibly through some additional points (called Steiner points) with minimal length. In practice, rectilinear Steiner trees are used to route signal nets by global and detail routers. Steiner tree problem is not just only routing problems in Computer networks it can also be used in designing proper road, airway routes. The concept of minimization of Steiner trees have practical applications in field of VLSI Routing, Wire length estimation, as all required minimization of intersections. Minimization of intersection can be achieved by creating and Exploiting flexibility in Steiner trees. But producing Flexibility in RST can produce such set with minimum number of intersections. The new, flexible tree is guaranteed to have the same total length. Any existing Steiner tree algorithm can be used for the initial construction of the Steiner tree. While solving for the flexibility in Steiner tree, problems like dealing with the overlaps have to be tackled and maximizing the flexibility has to done.

I. INTRODUCTION TO THE PROBLEM

The problem of creation and exploiting flexibility in Steiner Trees can be stated by the following steps:

Step1: User defined inputs are taken from input files which contains edge sets and Steiner nodes. The input files are generated from some pre-defined module for generation of Steiner tree.

Step2: Using unstable to stable rectilinear Steiner tree generation algorithm a stable Steiner tree is generated.

Step3: Algorithm to obtain parallel edge, flexible edge, and movable edge are applied to obtain the required.

Step4: The type of overlap is found, whether it is type 1 or type 2 overlap.

Step5: Finally Generate Steiner tree algorithm is used to create flexibility in Steiner tree.

II. ALGORITHMS

1) Unstable Steiner tree to stable Steiner tree generation.

The major condition which is required for applying conditions of flexibility is that the rectilinear Steiner tree has to be stable. A RST is said to be stable under rerouting, if there is no pair of degenerate or non-degenerate L-shaped segments, whose enclosing boxes intersect or overlap, except touching at a common end point (if any) of the two segments. No matter how we reroute a L-shaped segment, in a stable RST, within its enclosing box, no overlaps or crossings will occur, and the RST will essentially remain unchanged. A stable RST corresponds to a local minimum under the rerouting operation.

An RST is stable if there is no pair of edges such that their bounding boxes intersect or overlap except at a common endpoint (if any) of the two edges. Equivalently, a stable RST will not have overlaps when the edges are routed with minimum length.

Pseudocode for generation of Stable Steiner tree:

Only when there are no degenerate segments (not edges)
Such that there bounding boxes overlap:

For (each segment (not edge))
{
    //let the segment be n1n2
    //where n1 and n2 denote the nodes of the segment considered
    If (the segment is neither vertical nor horizontal)………………………… (1)
    {
        Declare two temporary nodes N1’ and N2’ such that
        N1’.x=n1.x,N1’.y=n2.y
        N2’.x=n2.x,N2’.y=n1.y
        //make the set of all segments as A which are adjacent to segment
        //let the segments belonging to the set be denote by n3n4
        // (the nodes n3 and n4 are variables )
        If (((n3.x=<n1.x=<n4.x)&&(n3.y=<n1.y=<n4.y))||((similarly for
        N1’))||((N2’))
        {
            //There exist overlapping
            If (segment n3n4 is L-shaped)
            {
                Flip n3n4
            }
        }
    }
}

Unstable RST

Bounding box of edge e

Stable RST

Bounding box of edge e
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If (segment n3n4 is not L-shaped and segment n1n2 is L-shaped)
{
    Flip n1n2
}

If (segment is either vertical or horizontal)
{
    //The above process remains the same
    //Only the number of comparisons reduces to 2
    If (n3n4 is vertical or horizontal)
    {
        No overlapping
    }
    If (n3n4 is L-shaped)
    {
        Then perform the steps in (1), but the number of comparisons
        would reduce to 2
    }
}

2) **Algorithm for getting movable, parallel and flexible edge.**

Flexible edge: Flexible edges can be generated by moving the movable edges in RST.

Movable edge: These are special edges with following properties:
- Steiner-to-Steiner edge.
- Edge degree of each Steiner point is 3.
- Parallel edges exist at both ends.
- Flexible candidate exists at least at one end.

To get the movable edges we try to locate edge that is in between two Steiner points, if such edge is found than we try getting information whether it contains parallel edges, if it does and also contains either one or two flexible edge than that edge is considered to be a movable edge. To get a flexible edge we try to locate a movable edge if movable edge is horizontal, we try to find the adjacent horizontal edge. If such an edge exist than that edge is considered to be a flexible edge.

To get a set of parallel edges we locate edges that are perpendicular to the movable edges and also pass through their pair of Steiner points.

**Pseudocode for finding parallel, movable and flexible edges:**

Checking for Flexibility and Movability
For (each segment)
{
    CHECK FOR MOVABILITY
    {
        If (the segment is between two Steiner points)
        {
            If (the Steiner edge is horizontal)
            {
                Check for s1;
                {
                    If (there exist only one edge node n1 such that n1.y=s1.y)
                    {
                        One of the parallel edges is n1s1;
                    }
                    If (there exist two edge nodes n1 and n2 such that n1.y=n2.y=s2.y)
                    {
                        One of the parallel edge is n1n2;
                    }
                }
                If (there is no single edge node with any above two)
                {
                    There is no parallel edge, hence continue; //go to 1
                    //if a parallel edge is found let it be S1
                }
            }
            Check for s2;
            {
                Similarly check for single or double nodes for s2
                //if a parallel edge through s2 is found let it be S2
                //let the point of the parallel edge with lower y co-ordinate be denoted by S.1
                //and the one with higher y coordinate by S.h
            }
        }
        If (parallel edge is found through both s1 and s2 )
        {
            If ((S1.l !=S2.h) || (S1.h != S2.l))
            {
                The edge set is movable
                So the movable set can be created;
            }
        }
        If (the Steiner edge is vertical)
        {
            The process remains the same
            But here the x co-ordinate has to be compared
            And for verifying the parallel edges use the follow;
            //let the point of the parallel edges with lower x coordinate be S.1
            //the one with the higher x coordinate be S.h
        }
    }
    CHECK FOR FLEXIBILITY
    {
        If both the Steiner points of the considered movable edge
        Are not T-points simultaneously, then the considered movable edge
        is Movable and flexible
        Hence the above edge and its adjacent edges can be entered into
        The set of movable and flexible edges
    }
}

3) **Algorithm for generating flexible Steiner tree.**

Once we have obtained a stable minimum rectilinear Steiner tree, along with parallel, movable, and flexible edges than we can apply Algorithm Generate flexible tree pseudo code, to generate flexibility in Steiner tree. For exploiting the Flexibility of Steiner tree we need flexible edges, movable edges, and parallel edges.

**Problem Formulation:**
- Given a stable Rectilinear Steiner Tree
- Maximize the flexibility of the RST
- Subject to
  - Topology remains unchanged (and thus if we do min-length edge connection, total length remains unchanged)
  - No initial flexible edge is degraded in flexibility

**Pseudocode for generating of flexible Steiner tree:**

For Each edge e
{
    If e and its adjacent edges are a movable set
    {
        Create Movable Set
Check Overlap
}
For each movable set M
{
  If M has no overlap
  { Move edge M
  }
  Move Overlapped edges
}

Suppose we start from unstable Steiner tree, we apply algorithm to convert it into stable Steiner tree. Than we apply algorithm to get movable edge, flexible edge and parallel edge. One we are finished with these parts we apply Generate flexible tree algorithm to produce flexibility in Steiner tree. The following figure shows example for generation of flexible Steiner tree when input is unstable Steiner tree.

Flexibility function: Suppose we have a flexible edge as shown in the figure, w and l shows its dimensions than,

\[
\text{Flexibility function} = \begin{cases} 
  f_1 = w + L \\
  f_2 = w \cdot L 
\end{cases}
\]

There are two general functions that can be used to compute the flexibility.
1. \( f_1 = w + L \)
2. \( f_2 = w \cdot L \)

As we see in case 1 that \( f_1 = w + L \) this shows the wire length, \( f_1 \) will give us that change in the wire length. Similarly \( f_2 = w \cdot L \) gives us the area bounded by the rectangle formed by W and L. So \( f_2 \) will give the change in area.

4) Algorithm of finding out type of overlap that exists.

The two types of overlap that exist are:
- **Overlap Type 1** It occurs when a parallel edge of two movable sets is the same and inequalities mentioned in intersection one hold.
- **Overlap Type 2** occurs when the flexible edge of a movable segment is a parallel edge of the other moving set.

**Pseudocode for finding Type 1 overlap:**
For each movable edges m1
{ //p1 and p2 be parallel edges
  for each movable edge m2 !=m1
  {
    if (m1.p1==m2.p1 or m1.p2=m2.p2)
      return “overlap Type1”
  }
}
Algorithm of finding Type 2 overlap:
For each movable edge m1
{ // p1 and p2 be parallel edges; // f1 and f2 are flexible edges
  for each movable edge m2 != m1
  { if (m1.f1==m2.p1 or m1.f2=m2.p2)
      return “overlap Type2”
  }
}

Flexible edge and movable edge is same.

Fig: Flexible edge of one set is same as movable edge of other

Fig: Showing Type 1 overlap

Pseudocode for finding Type 2 overlap:
For each movable edges m1
{ // p1 and p2 be parallel edges; // f1 and f2 are flexible edges
  for each movable edge m2 != m1
  { if (m1.f1==m2.p1 or m1.f2=m2.p2)
      return “overlap Type2”
  }
}

Flexible edge and movable edge is same.

Fig: Flexible edge of one set is same as movable edge of other

5) Algorithm of handling of overlap:
Generating flexibility in a given stable RST is the final part of the algorithm. The need is to maximize the flexibility function. As there are only two types of overlaps that can exist in a RST, hence increment in flexibility is achieved only by solving the overlaps. When there is no overlapping, then it becomes a simple case of moving the movable edge to the maximum. In both types of overlap, we need to measure the flexibility in order to decide on moving the movable segments. The behavior of the overlap will depend on the flexibility function. If the movable sets overlap with each other, the maximum of flexibility function can not be obtained by maximizing the flexibility function for each movable set. Therefore, dealing with overlaps depends on the definition of flexibility function. Here we discuss mathematical formulation of flexibility function for overlaps of type I and II. If we take the flexibility functions as follows:

\[ g(x, y) = X \times Y \]

then the overall flexibility \( G(x, y) \) is expressed in terms of flexibility function of each of the movable sets. Hence, the following expression gives the overall flexibility of a RST.

\[ G(x, y) = g(x, y) \]

Here, we derive equations for solving the overlaps of type I and II.

In the Fig. 5.1, we have a pair of movable edges exhibiting overlap of I kind. y1 and y2 are the distance moved by edges s1 and s2 respectively so as to maximize the flexibility.

\[ G(x, y) = w_1 y_1 + w_2 y_2 \]

Maximizing the above function results in values of y1 and y2 for which the \( G(x, y) \) is maximum subject to certain constraints. In the Fig. 5, there are two movable edges in a single set. The two edges do not have the same direction of motion, so mathematical formulation becomes tedious as the number of movable edges increase above two in a given set. The flexibility of the RST in the Fig. 5.2 can be given by:

\[ G(x, y) = (X_1 + X_2)y + Y_3 x - xy \]

As the function is dependent on two variables, the solution for maxima yields the maximum flexibility. When the number of overlaps with a single movable edge becomes more than three, it is called a chain. As shown in the figure below, the formulation of the mathematical equation requires involvement of more than three variables, derivation of which is beyond the scope of this project.

III. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
We executed our C program in Dev C++ 4.9.9.2 on a PC-based machine with 3GHz Pentium processor and 2GB RAM under Windows Vista Operating system. The two inputs - edges of Steiner tree and Steiner points are taken from files edge.txt and spoint.txt. These two files contain input taken from some other module. For each set of input, we have taken two sets of output. The results are shown in the following table:
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>S.NO</th>
<th>Input Edges</th>
<th>Input Steiner Nodes</th>
<th>Type 1 Overlap</th>
<th>Type 2 Overlap</th>
<th>Time of run (Sec)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1.</td>
<td>10,10-20,10</td>
<td>20,10</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0.07 sec</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>20,10-30,10</td>
<td>30,10</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>20,10-20,30</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>30,10-30,30</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>30,10-50,10</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2.</td>
<td>10,10-20,10</td>
<td>20,10</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0.066 sec</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>20,10-30,10</td>
<td>30,10</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>20,10-20,30</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>30,10-30,30</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>30,10-50,10</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3.</td>
<td>60,50-60,60</td>
<td>60,60</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0.088 sec</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>60,60-60,80</td>
<td>80,60</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>60,60-80,60</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>80,60-80,70</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>80,70-76,70</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>80,60-90,60</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>60,50-60,60</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>60,60-80,60</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>60,60-80,80</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>60,60-80,60</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>80,60-80,70</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>80,70-76,70</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>80,60-90,60</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>90,40-90,60</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4.</td>
<td>80,70-76,70</td>
<td>60,60</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0.086 sec</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>80,60-90,60</td>
<td>80,60</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>90,40-90,60</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5.</td>
<td>10,50-60,50</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>0.07 sec</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>60,50-60,160</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>60,160-60,190</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>60,160-110,160</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>110,160-110,101</td>
<td></td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>10,160-110,230</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6.</td>
<td>10,50-60,50</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>0.069 sec</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>60,50-60,160</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>60,160-60,190</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>60,160-110,160</td>
<td></td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>110,160-110,101</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>10,160-110,230</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>10,150-40,150</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>10,150-40,110</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>40,150-40,110</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>40,150-110,150</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>110,150-110,200</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>110,150-110,80</td>
<td></td>
<td>0</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>110,150-110,80</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>0</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>110,80-110,50</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>110,80-210,80</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>210,80-210,130</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>210,80-250,80</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7.</td>
<td>110,80-110,50</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>0.107 sec</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>110,80-210,80</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>210,80-210,130</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>210,80-250,80</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>10.150-40.150</td>
<td>40.150-40.110</td>
<td>40.150-110.150</td>
<td>110.150-110.200</td>
<td>110.150-110.80</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>---</td>
<td>---------------</td>
<td>----------------</td>
<td>----------------</td>
<td>----------------</td>
<td>----------------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>40.150</td>
<td>110.150</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>-110.150 &amp;</td>
<td>-110.150</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>0.0-1.0</td>
<td>1.1</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1.0-3.0 &amp;</td>
<td>1.1-1.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>1.0-3.0</td>
<td>1.1</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1.0-3.0 &amp;</td>
<td>1.1-1.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>3.0-4.0</td>
<td>1.1</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1.0-3.0 &amp;</td>
<td>1.1-1.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>3.0-3.1</td>
<td>1.1</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1.0-3.0 &amp;</td>
<td>1.1-1.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>1.0-1.1</td>
<td>1.1</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1.0-3.0 &amp;</td>
<td>1.1-1.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>1.1-2.1</td>
<td>1.1</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1.0-3.0 &amp;</td>
<td>1.1-1.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>1.1-1.2</td>
<td>1.1</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1.0-3.0 &amp;</td>
<td>1.1-1.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>0.0-1.0</td>
<td>1.0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1.0-3.0 &amp;</td>
<td>1.1-1.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>1.0-3.0</td>
<td>1.0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1.0-3.0 &amp;</td>
<td>1.1-1.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>3.0-4.0</td>
<td>1.0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1.0-3.0 &amp;</td>
<td>1.1-1.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>3.0-3.1</td>
<td>1.0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1.0-3.0 &amp;</td>
<td>1.1-1.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>1.0-1.1</td>
<td>1.0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1.0-3.0 &amp;</td>
<td>1.1-1.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>1.1-2.1</td>
<td>1.0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1.0-3.0 &amp;</td>
<td>1.1-1.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>1.1-1.2</td>
<td>1.0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1.0-3.0 &amp;</td>
<td>1.1-1.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>1.0-2.0</td>
<td>2.0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>2.0-3.0 &amp;</td>
<td>2.0-3.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>2.0-2.2</td>
<td>2.0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>2.0-3.0 &amp;</td>
<td>2.0-3.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>2.2-2.0</td>
<td>2.0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>2.0-3.0 &amp;</td>
<td>2.0-3.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>2.2-2.3</td>
<td>2.2</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>2.0-3.0 &amp;</td>
<td>2.0-3.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11</td>
<td>2.0-3.0</td>
<td>2.0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>2.0-3.0 &amp;</td>
<td>2.0-3.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>3.0-3.1</td>
<td>2.0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>2.0-3.0 &amp;</td>
<td>2.0-3.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>3.0-4.0</td>
<td></td>
<td>0</td>
<td>2.0-3.0 &amp;</td>
<td>2.0-3.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>3.0-4.0</td>
<td>2.0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>2.0-3.0 &amp;</td>
<td>2.0-3.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>3.0-4.0</td>
<td></td>
<td>0</td>
<td>2.0-3.0 &amp;</td>
<td>2.0-3.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>3.0-4.0</td>
<td>2.0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>2.0-3.0 &amp;</td>
<td>2.0-3.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>3.0-4.0</td>
<td></td>
<td>0</td>
<td>2.0-3.0 &amp;</td>
<td>2.0-3.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>0.2-1.2</td>
<td>1.2</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1.2-3.2 &amp;</td>
<td>3.2-3.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>1.2-1.1</td>
<td>1.2</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1.2-3.2 &amp;</td>
<td>3.2-3.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>1.2-3.2</td>
<td>1.2</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1.2-3.2 &amp;</td>
<td>3.2-3.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>3.2-3.3</td>
<td>1.2</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1.2-3.2 &amp;</td>
<td>3.2-3.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>3.2-3.0</td>
<td>1.2</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1.2-3.2 &amp;</td>
<td>3.2-3.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>3.0-3.0</td>
<td>1.2</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1.2-3.2 &amp;</td>
<td>3.2-3.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>3.0-4.0</td>
<td>1.2</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1.2-3.2 &amp;</td>
<td>3.2-3.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>4.0-4.1</td>
<td>1.2</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1.2-3.2 &amp;</td>
<td>3.2-3.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>4.0-5.0</td>
<td>1.2</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1.2-3.2 &amp;</td>
<td>3.2-3.0</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
IV. ADVANTAGES OF PROJECT
1. This project can be used to make a Steiner tree flexible, so that it can reduce number of intersections if there are more than one Steiner trees are used in a grid.
2. If number of intersections can be reduced my using concept of flexibility in Steiner tree, than number of layers may also get decreased.
3. As the effective topology remain same and number of intersections decreases leading to decrease in the layering so the effective cost of VLSI chip may also decrease.

V. CRITICISM
If more than two overlapping exist in the project than there might be a change that software may not work.

VI. CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK:
This implementation is very simple to understand and easy to use, since it uses conventional data structures like struct, arrays, procedural functions and procedural code. Experimental results show our method can work well for the defined problem. In this project, finding a solution to the problems was more important than the running time. We believe that the implementation and methods in our work can help the design of routing tools in the future. The code can be used to reduce number of intersections in multilayer environment.
The running time of the implemented algorithm is $O(n^3)$, in the worst case, and further improvement on the running time is possible by applying better programming techniques.
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<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Layer</th>
<th>Topology</th>
<th>Time</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>0,2-1,2</td>
<td>Between</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>1,2-1,1</td>
<td>1,2-3,2&amp;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>1,2-3,2</td>
<td>3,0-4,0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>3,2-3,3</td>
<td>3,2-3-0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>3,2-3,0</td>
<td>3,2-3-0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>2,0-3,0</td>
<td>0.164 sec</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>3,0-4,0</td>
<td>3,0-4,0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>4,0-4,1</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9</td>
<td>4,0-5,0</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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Abstract- Estimation models in software engineering are used to predict some important attributes of future entities such as development effort, software reliability and programmers productivity. Among these models, those estimating software effort have motivated considerable research in recent years [COSMIC, (2000)]. In this paper we have discussed an available work on the effort estimation methods and also proposed a hybrid method for effort estimation process [Briand et.al, (1998)]. As an initial approach to hybrid technology, we have developed a simple approach to SEE based on Use Case Models: The “Use Case Points Method.” [Briand et.al, (1998)]. This method is not new, but has not become popular although it is easy to understand and implement. We have therefore investigated this promising method, which is inspired by Function Points Analysis [Albrecht, (1994)]. Reliable estimates can be calculated by using our method in a short time with the aid of a spreadsheet but we are planning to extend its applicability to estimate risk and benchmarking measures [Briand et.al, (1998)][Sentas et.al, (2005)].
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I. INTRODUCTION

The planning, monitoring and control of software development projects require that effort and costs be adequately estimated. However, some forty years after the term “software engineering” was coined [Jorgenson and Shepperd,(2007)], effort estimation still remains a challenge for practitioners and researchers alike. There is a large body of literature on software effort estimation models and techniques in which a discussion on the relationship between software size and effort as a primary predictor has been included [Albrecht,(1994)] [Albrecht and Gaffney,(1983)] [Abts and Chulani,(2000)] [Boehm,(1981)] [Anda et.al,(2001)] [Arnold and Pedross,(1998)] [Basili and Freburger ,(1998)]. They conclude that the models, which are being used by different groups and in different domains, have still not gained universal acceptance [Guruschke and Jorgensen , (2005)]. As the role of software in the society becomes larger and more important, it becomes necessary to develop a package which is used to estimate effort within a short period. In order to achieve this goal, the entire software development processes should be managed by an effective model. So, our proposed model will be focusing on three basic parameters. 1. Software effort estimation 2. Benchmarking 3. Risk Assessment. So far, several models and techniques have been proposed and developed [Boehm and Royce,(1992)] [Anda et.al,(2001)] [Symons,(1991)] and most of them include “Software Size” as an important parameter. The below graph shows the application of software engineering principles and standards in medium sized organizations.

Fig: Reference: The Application of software engineering standards in very small enterprises, Vol3, issue 4

The Use Case Model can be used to predict the size of the future software system at an early development stage to estimate the effort in the early phase of software development;

Use case point method has been proposed [Smith,(1991)].

Use Case Point Method is influenced by the Function Points Methods and is based on analogous Use Case Point [Smith, (1991)].
We have been involved in the activity of developing a hybrid model to estimate the effort in the early phase of software engineering development [Briand et.al,(1998)]. This paper describes the method of introducing Use Case Points method to software projects for estimating effort. The paper also describes the automatic classification of actors and use cases in the UCP model rather than doing it manually. The result of this paper will be taken as a base for developing a hybrid method which will be used for benchmarking and risk assessment [Sentas et.al,(2005)].

II. PROBLEM FRAMEWORK

Our understanding of the effort-estimation problem arises from the idea that any software project is the result of a set of business goals that emerge from a desire to exploit a niche in the marketplace with a new software product. Take, for example, the development of an application server that caters to on-demand software. The business goals of having a robust, high-performance, secure server lead to a set of architectural decisions whose goal is to realize specific quality/attribute requirements of the system (e.g., using tri-modular redundancy to satisfy the availability requirements, a dynamic load-balancing mechanism to meet the performance requirements, and a 256-bit encryption scheme to satisfy the security requirements). Each architecture A that results from a set {Ai} of architectural decisions has a different set of costs C{Ai}(Fig. 2). The choice of a particular set of architectural decisions maps to system qualities that can be described in terms of a particular set of stimulus/response characteristics of the system {Qi}, i.e., Ai -> Qi. (For example, the choice of using concurrent pipelines for servicing requests in this system leads to a predicted worst-case latency of 500 ms, given a specific rate of server requests.) The “value” of any particular stimulus/response characteristic chosen is the revenue that could be earned by the product in the marketplace owing to that characteristic. We believe that the software architect should attempt to maximize the difference between the value generated by the product and its cost.

![Fig: Business goals drive the architectural decisions {Ai}, which determine the quality attributes {Qi}. Value (Va) depends on Qi and Cost(C) depends on Ai.](image)

III. RELATED WORK

Until today, several researches [Boehm et.al,(2001)] [Boehm et.al,(1995)] and case studies have been reported about the Use Case point and effort estimation based on Use Case Model [COSMIC,(2000)]. Smith proposed a method to estimate Line of Code from Use Case Diagram [Smith,(1999)] [Aggarwal et.al,(2005)]. Arnold and Pedross reported the Use Case Method can be used to estimate the size of the software [Arnold and Pedross,(1998)]. They also suggested that Use Case Point Method should be used with other estimation method to get the optimum result.

IV. LIMITATIONS OF FUNCTION POINTS

Function Point is a measure of software size that logically measures the functional terms and the measured size stays constant irrespective of the programming language and environments used [IFPUG,(2002)]. In Function Point, it is very much essential to use the detailed information about the software. Such detailed information will be available in software design specification. Function Point metric evaluation is difficult to estimate for software which has short development time [Hajiri et.al,(2005)]. So, in reality estimation of software at the earlier phase of the development life cycle process will certainly reduces risk. To estimate the effort accurately in the earlier phase of the development life cycle process, Use Case Point Method has been proposed [Smith ,(1999)].

V. USE CASE POINT METHOD

This section briefly explains the procedure how Use case point has been implemented in our model [Smith,(1999)].

A. Use case point method

The first and the foremost step is to calculate Use Case Point (UCP) from Use Case Model [Smith,(1999)]. The Use Case Model mainly consists of two documents, system or sub system documents & use case documents contains the following description of items: system name, risk factors, system – level use case diagram,, architecture diagram, subsystem descriptions, use case name, brief description, context diagram, preconditions, flow of events, post conditions, subordinate use case diagrams, subordinate use cases, activity diagram, view of participating classes, sequence diagrams, user interface, business rules, special requirements & other artifacts [Schneider and Winters,(2001)].

From the above specified information we are going to focus mainly on two parameters system – level use case diagram and flow of events. System – level use case diagram includes one or more use case diagrams showing all the use cases and actors in the system [Schneider and Winters,(2001)]. Flow of events includes a section for the normal path and each alternative path in each use case.
Figure 2 shows a part of flow of events of the use case “SESSION” in Figure 1.

**Operation**

- System Start
- System Shut Down
- Invalid Pin
- Transaction
- Withdrawal
- Deposit
- Transfer
- Session

### Counting use case points:

Intuitively, UCP is measured by counting the number of actors and transactions included in the flow of events with some weight. A transaction is an event that occurs between an actor and the target system, the event being performed entirely or not at all. But, in our method the effort estimation is calculated by applying the following procedure

#### a) Counting actor’s weight

The actors in the use case are categorized as simple, average or complex. A simple actor represents another system with a defined API. An average actor is either another system that interacts through a protocol such as TCP/IP or it is a person interacting through a text based interface. A complex actor is a person interacting through a GUI interface.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Type</th>
<th>Description</th>
<th>Factor</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Simple</td>
<td>Program Interface</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

#### Table 1

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Type</th>
<th>Description</th>
<th>Factor</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Average</td>
<td>Interactive, or Protocol Driver</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Complex</td>
<td>Graphical Interface</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The number of each actor type that the target software includes is calculated and then each number is multiplied by a weighting factor shown in Table 1. Finally, actor’s weight is calculated by adding those values together.

#### b) Counting use case weights

Each Use case should be categorized into simple, average or complex based on the number of transactions including the alternative paths. A simple use case has 3 or fewer transactions, an average use case has 4 to 7 transactions and a complex use case has more than 7 transactions.

Then, the number of each use case type is counted in the target software and then each number is multiplied by a weighting factor shown in Table 2.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Type</th>
<th>Description</th>
<th>Factor</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Simple</td>
<td>3 or fewer transactions</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Average</td>
<td>4 to 7 transactions</td>
<td>10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Complex</td>
<td>More than 7 transactions</td>
<td>15</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 2. Transaction Based Weighting Factors

Finally, use case weight is calculated by adding these values together.

#### c) Calculating unadjusted use case points

It is calculated by adding the total weight for actors to the total for use cases.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Factor</th>
<th>Description</th>
<th>Weight</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>T1</td>
<td>Distributed System</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>T2</td>
<td>Response or Throughput Performance Objectives</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>T3</td>
<td>End – User Efficiency (online)</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>T4</td>
<td>Complex Internal Processing</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>T5</td>
<td>Code must be readable</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>T6</td>
<td>Easy to install</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>T7</td>
<td>Easy to use</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
d) Weighting technical and environmental factors

The UUCP are adjusted based on the values assigned to a number of technical and environmental factors shown in Tables 3 & 4.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Factor</th>
<th>Description</th>
<th>Weight</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>T_8</td>
<td>Portable</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>T_9</td>
<td>Easy to Change</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>T_10</td>
<td>Concurrent</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>T_11</td>
<td>Includes special security features</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>T_12</td>
<td>Provides direct access for third parties</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>T_13</td>
<td>User training facilities required</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table – 3

Method:
Each factor is assigned a value between 0 and 5 depending on its assumed influence on the project. A rating of 0 means the factor is irrelevant for this project and 5 means it is essential.

Calculation of TCF:
It is calculated by multiplying the value of each factor (T_1 – T_13) in Table 3 by its weight and then adding all these numbers to get the sum called the T Factor. Finally, the following formula is applied:

\[
TCF = 0.6 \times (0.01 \times T \text{ Factor})
\]

Calculation of environmental factor:
It is calculated accordingly by multiplying the value of each factor (F_1 – F_8) in TABLE – 4 by its weight and adding all the products to get the sum called the E Factor. Finally, the following formula is applied:

\[
EF = 1.4 \times (-0.03 \times E \text{ Factor})
\]

Calculating UCP
Use Case Point (Adjusted) is calculated by

\[
UCP = UUCP \times TCF \times EF
\]

Figure 3: Calculating Use Case Point

Estimating effort:
By multiplying the specific value (man – hours) by the UCP, the effort can be easily calculated. In [Smith,(1999)], a
factor of 20 man-hours per UCP for a project is suggested. The entire procedure is diagrammatically shown above.

**Research Method**

Based on the proposed method, we have planned to develop a framework [Alistair, (2000)] as an automated tool under the name [Hybrid Tool]. The input is a XMI File. The tool is implemented in JAVA and Xerces 2 Java Parser is used to analyze the model file [OMG, (2005)].

**VI. AN AUTOMATED TOOL FOR ESTIMATING USE CASE POINT**

(1) Overview

In order to effectively introduce Use Case Point Method to the software development, we have decided to create a Use Case Point measurement tool [Smith, (1999)]. There were several existing tools available which is based on Use Case Model but in all these existing models, it is necessary to judge the complexity of actors and Use cases by manually. The judgment is the most important part in software cost estimation so we have decided to create an automated tool.

So, in order to obtain the entire procedure described in section 5 automatically, it is mandatory to describe a set of rules to classify the weight for actor and use case in section 5.2.

Also, it is necessary to write the Use – Case Model in machine – readable format. So, we assume that the use case model is written in XMI [XML Metadata Interchange] [OMG, (2005)]. The reason for choosing this type of file format is because most case tools for writing UML diagrams support to export them as XMI files [OMG, (2005)].

(2) Rules for weighting actors

As described in section 5.2, weight for each action is determined by the interface between actor and the target software. But, the interface information will not be available in the actor description. Only the name of the actor will be available. So, it is very much essential to create a protocol which determines the complexity of actor.

**Classification based on actor’s name**

At the initial stage of the classification we are going to determine whether the actor is a person or an external system based on the name of the actor. That is, beforehand, we prepare the list of keywords which can be included in the name of the software system.

For example, the keywords “system” and “server” are used in the system’s name.

Keywords for step 1 (KL

| Keywords for simple actor (KL

| Keywords for Complex actor (KL

| Keywords for Average Actor (Person) (KL

We are planning to initially start the automated tool with minimal set of keywords. As on later stages, the new keywords will be updated automatically and can be used for later projects.

**Classification based on keywords included in use case**

Here, we are going to classify based upon on the flow of events to which the actor is relevant. As an initial stage, we are planning to develop a three set of keywords to each complexity factor of actor and then, we will try to extract all words included in the flow of events and then match them with each keyword in the lists. Finally, the actor’s weight is assigned as the complexity for the keyword list that is most fitted to the words in the flow of events.

**Classification based on experience data:**

Suppose, if we are unable to determine the actor’s weight at step 2, we determine it based on the experience data. The experience data includes the information about the Use Case Model and the Use case Point developed in the past software projects.

(3) Rules For Weighting Use Cases

As described in section 5.2, the complexity of use case is determined by the number of transactions. So, we have decided to focus on the flow of events in the Use Case Model. The simplest way to count the transaction is to count the number of events. There are no standard procedures or protocols to write the flow of events and it is also quite possible that several transactions are described in one event. So, because of this limitation several guidelines to write events in use case model have been proposed [Schneider and Winters, (2001)]. There are ten guidelines to write a successful scenario. Among them, we focus on the following two guidelines.

\( G_1 \Rightarrow \text{Use a Simple Grammar} \)

\( G_2 \Rightarrow \text{Include a reasonable set of actions.} \)

Jacobson suggests the following four pieces of compound interactions should be described.  

(4)

The primary actor sends request and data to the system,
The system validates the request and the data, alters its internal state, and responds to the actor with the result. Based on the above guidelines, we propose the way to analyze events using morphological and syntactic analysis. Through these analyses, we can get the information of morpheme from the statement and dependency relation between words in the statement. We conduct the morphological analysis for all statements and get the information of the subject word and predicate word for each statement.

Then, we apply the following rules:

**Rule U – 1:**

We regard each set of the subject and predicate word as a candidate of a transaction.

**Rule U – 2:**

Among the candidates, we identify the one that related to actor’s operation and system response as a transaction.

For each use case, we have to apply the above said rules and based on these rules, we get the number of transactions. Then, based on the number of transactions we determine the complexity of each use case.

**VII. CONCLUSION & FUTURE WORK**

This paper has proposed an automated Hybrid tool which calculates Use Case Points from Use Case Models in XMI files [OMG,(2005)]. We will use the effort estimation based on this Hybrid Tool in the hybrid technology proposed for Risk assessment and benchmarking. We will also extend this technique for developing an automated tool for assessing risk and effort.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Because of the rapid increase of popularity of remote communication through unsecured channels such as Internet, the use of cryptographic protocols to secure them increases. The reliability of protocol depends on keys being used, because the messages are easily interpreted when opponents know the secret values. So, we need an efficient cryptographic protocol.

This paper proposes an extension of basic DH to generate a multi-party key for a dynamic group. Its main advantage is to implement various groupware applications such as conference calls, distributed computations, distributed databases and so on in a secured way. Since key distribution is main factor of the secure group communication, it received a lot of attention.

The concept of multi-party key generation is that the two-party DH key exchange algorithm has been extended to work with three or more parties. Basically all group-key generating techniques can be divided into two classes. In one class, a single participant generates the key and distributes it to all parties. It is efficient if it is implemented correctly. However it requires a trusted key generator. A group key in other class is a contributory key, which is generated by exchange of private values of individual group member and by some additional Key Exchange Operations (KEO). The group key generating technique proposed in this paper belongs to this class.

In this paper by considering the multi-party key generation technique we focus on initial key agreement, member addition, member deletion, mass add, split, merge and key refresh operations.

The paper is organized as follows. The basics of original two-party DH algorithm. In the next section Multi-Party Key Generation, member addition, member deletion, mass join, split, merge and key refresh operations are discussed.

II. PRELIMINARIES OF TWO-PARTY DH TECHNIQUE

Diffie and Hellman introduced the concept of two-party key-exchanging technique [3] that allows two participants to exchange two public keys through unsecured channel and generate a shared secured key between them. Each party then combines the others public key along with its own private key to generate a shared key. The steps as follows.

Both Alice and Bob agree on two large positive integers, n and g such that n is a prime number and g is a group generator.

Alice randomly chooses a positive integer, x, which is smaller than n and serves as Alice private key. Similarly Bob chooses his private key, y.

Both Alice and Bob compute their public keys using \( X=g^x \mod n \) and \( Y=g^y \mod n \), respectively.

They exchange their public keys through a public communication channel.

On receiving, both Alice and Bob compute their shared key K, using \( K=Y^x \mod n = g^{xy} \mod n \) and \( K=X^y \mod n = g^{xy} \mod n \).

III. GENERATION OF MULTI-PARTY KEY

We proposed a contributory group key agreement protocol to exchange a multi-party key among group members. In Group-DH an arbitrary group member acts as a group controller and forms a two-party group with the remaining group members. Each group individually generates a DH-style key using DH technique.

The group controller generates \((n-1)\) public keys by raising the exponent of g with product of \((n-2)\) shared keys at a time and sends to the corresponding group member’s. On receiving each group member raises the exponent with its own shared key and generates the group key.
Let the group controller be \( P_i \) where \( 1 \leq i \leq n \) for \( n \)-party group. Initially it itself forms a two-party group with each of the remaining group member, and produces \((n-1)\) two party groups. The \( P_i \) then generates a DH style key per group, and produces \((n-1)\) shared keys for \((n-1)\) two party groups. In order to accomplish it, \( P_i \) generates a public key and broadcasts to the remaining group members.

The public key \( X_i = g^{x_i} \mod n \) where \( x_i \) is the private key of \( P_i \).

Each group member, \( P_j \) where \( j \neq i \) also assumes a private key and generates a public key as \( X_j = g^{x_j} \mod n \) where \( X_j \) is private key of \( P_j \) and \( 1 \leq j \leq n \), \( j \neq i \).

Each \( P_j \) then transmits \( X_j \) to the group controller \( P_i \). After exchanging the public keys, each member similar to the basic DH generates a unique shared key, \( K_j = X_j^{x_i} \mod n \). It actually generates \((n-1)\) shared keys for \((n-1)\) groups. The group controller combines these shared keys to produce a single group key, \( K \).

Each \( P_j \) computes the public key \( X_k \) as given below and sends to \( P_j \)

\[
X_k = g^{\prod_{1 \leq k \leq n, k \neq j} x_k} \mod n
\]

Where \( 1 \leq k \leq n \), \( k \neq j \)

Each party in the group then generates the group key \( k \) as follows

\[
P_1 \text{ generates } K_1 = (X_1)^{K_1} \mod n = g^{k_1 K_1} \mod n\]
\[
P_2 \text{ generates } K_2 = (X_1)^{K_2} \mod n = g^{k_1 K_2} \mod n\]
\[
P_3 \text{ generates } K_3 = (X_1)^{K_3} \mod n = g^{k_1 K_3} \mod n\]

\[
\vdots
\]
\[
P_n \text{ generates } K_n = (X_1)^{K_n} \mod n = g^{k_1 K_n} \mod n
\]

Since the group controller knows all the two-party shared keys, it also generates the group key using

\[
K = g^{k_1 K_2 \cdots k_{n-1} K_n} \mod n
\]

V. MEMBER DELETION

The delete operation occurs when a group member sends a leave request to the group. The group controller announces the leave event to remaining group members.

On receiving this as he is leaving there are chances that he may leak the group key, so the group performs the multi-key generation technique and generates a new group key.

VI. MASS JOIN

The mass join operation occurs when two or more people send joining requests to group controller. The group controller then announces mass join event to current group and joining members.

The current group and the new members receive notification and perform the multi-party key generation technique and generate a new group key.

VII. SPLIT

The split operation occurs when current group will split into two or more subgroups. The group controller announces the split event to every member and each subgroup performs the multi-party key generation to generate their own group key.

VIII. MERGE

Merge operation occurs when two or more subgroups wish to merge into one group. The group controller announces merge event for subgroups. After forming a group it performs the multi-party key generation to form group key.

IX. KEY REFRESH

To avoid exposure we should refresh the group key periodically.

X. SECURITY ASPECT

The group key derived in the application is indistinguishable in polynomial time from random numbers.
XI. COMPARISON OF PROPOSED TECHNIQUE WITH OTHER TECHNIQUES

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Protocols</th>
<th>Rounds</th>
<th>Messages</th>
<th>Unicast</th>
<th>Broadcast</th>
<th>Message size</th>
<th>Sequential Exponentiations</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>CCEGK</td>
<td>H</td>
<td>2n-2</td>
<td>n</td>
<td>n-2</td>
<td>2n-2</td>
<td>2h-2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EGK</td>
<td>H</td>
<td>2n-2</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>2n-2</td>
<td>2n-2</td>
<td>2h-2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TGDH</td>
<td>STR</td>
<td>2n-2</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>2n-2</td>
<td>2n-2</td>
<td>2h-2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>STR</td>
<td>n-1</td>
<td>2n-2</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>2n-2</td>
<td>2n-2</td>
<td>2(n-1)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GDH 3.0</td>
<td>n+1</td>
<td>2n-1</td>
<td>2n-3</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>3n-6</td>
<td>5n-6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GROUP-DH</td>
<td>n+1</td>
<td>n+1</td>
<td>n-1</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2n-1</td>
<td>2n</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

XII. CONCLUSION

In this paper we introduced multi-party key generation for dynamic and large group. We described implementation of group operations. The multi-party key generation technique needs comparatively less communication and computational costs, and therefore it is useful for practical applications.
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Abstract- It is currently the norm that relational database designs should be based on a normalized logical data model. The primary objective of this design technique is data integrity and database extendibility. The Third Normal Form is regarded by academicians and practitioners alike to be the goal at which the database design is most efficient. Unfortunately, even this lower level normalization form has a major drawback with regards to query evaluation. Information retrievals from the database can result in large number of joins which degrades query performance. So you need to sometimes break theoretical rules for real world performance gains. Most existing Conceptual Level RDBMS data models provide a set of constructs that only describes “what data is used” and does not capture “how the data is being used”. The question of “how data is used” gets embedded in the implementation level details. As a result, every application built on the existing database extracts the same or similar data in different ways. If the functional use of the data is also captured, common query evaluation techniques can be formulated and optimized at the design phase, without affecting the normalized database structure constructed at the Conceptual Design phase. This paper looks at denormalization as an effort to improve the performance in data retrievals made from the database without compromising data integrity. A study on a hierarchical database table shows the performance gain - with respect to response time – using a denormalization technique.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Most of the applications existing today have been built, or are still being built using RDBMS or ORDBMS technologies. The RDBMS is thus not dead, as stated by Arnon-Roten [Roten_Gal, 2009]. Van Couver, a software engineer with vast experience in databases at Sun Microsystems, emphasizes the fact that RDBMSs are here to stay but do require improvements in scalability and performance bottlenecks [Couver, 2009].

Normalization is the process of putting one fact and nothing more than one fact in exactly one appropriate place. Related facts about a single entity are stored together, and every attribute of each entity is non-transitively associated to the Primary Key of that entity. This design technique results in enhanced data integrity and removes insert, update and delete anomalies that would have otherwise been present in a non-normalized database. Another goal of normalization is to minimize redesign of the database structure. Admittedly, it is impossible to predict every need that your database design will have to fulfill and every issue that is likely to arise, but it is important to mitigate against potential problems as much as possible by a careful planning.

Arguably, normalizing your data is essential to good performance, and ease of development, but the question always comes up: "How normalized is normalized enough?" Many books on normalization, mention that 3NF is essential, and many times BCNF, but 4NF and 5NF are really useful and well worth the time required to implement them [Davidson, 2007]. This optimization, however, results in performance degradation in data retrievals from the database as a large number of joins need to be done to solve queries [Date, 1997] [Inmon, 1987] [Schkolnick and Sorensen, 1980].

"Third normal form seems to be regarded by many as the points where your database will be most efficient ... If your database is overnormalized you run the risk of excessive table joins. So you denormalize and break theoretical rules for real world performance gains." [Sql Forums, 2009].

There is thus a wide gap between the academicians and the database application practitioners which needs to be addressed. Normalization promotes an optimal design from a logical perspective. Denormalization is a design level that needs to be mitigated one step up from normalization. With respective to performance of retrieval, denormalization is not necessarily a bad decision if implemented following a systematic approach to large scale databases where dozens of relational tables are used.

Denormalization is an effort that seeks to optimize performance while maintaining data integrity. A denormalized database is thus not equivalent to a database that has not been normalized. Instead, you only seek to denormalize a data model that has already been normalized. This distinction is important to understand, because you go from normalized to denormalized, not from nothing to denormalized. The mistake that some software developers do is to directly build a denormalized database considering only the performance aspect. This only optimizes one part of the equation, which is database reads. Denormalization is a design level that is one step up from normalization and should not be treated naively. Framing denormalization against normalization purely in the context of performance.
is unserious and can result in major application problems [Thought Clusters, 2009]. We need to understand how and when to use denormalization. This paper is organized as follows: Section 1 introduces the concept and current need for denormalization. Section 2 provides us a background of the related work in this area from the academic and the practitioners’ point of view. Section 3 makes a strong case for denormalization while Section 4 presents the framework for a systematic denormalization. Section 5 elucidates some denormalization techniques that can be followed during the database design life cycle and shows the performance gain of this technique over a Hierarchical Normalized Relation.

II. BACKGROUND AND RELATED WORK

Relational Databases can be roughly categorized into Transaction Processing (OLTP) and Data Warehouse (OLAP). As a general rule, OLTP databases use normalized schema and ACID transactions to maintain database integrity as the data needs to be continuously updated when transactions occur. As a general rule, OLAP databases use unnormalized schema (the “star schema” is the paradigmatic OLAP schema) and are accessed without transactions because each table row is written exactly one time and then never deleted nor updated. Often, new data is added to OLAP databases in an overnight batch, with only queries occurring during normal business hours [Lurie M, IBM, 2009] [Microsoft SQL Server guide] [Wiseth, Oracle].

Software developers and practitioners mention that database design principles besides normalization, include building of indices on the data and denormalization of some tables for performance. Performance tuning methods like indices and clustering data of multiple tables exist, but these methods tend to optimize a subset of queries at the expense of the others. Indices consume extra storage and are effective only when they work on a single attribute or an entire key value. The evaluation plans sometimes skip the secondary indexes that are created by users if these indices are nonclustering [Khaldtiance, 2008].

Materialized Views can also be used as a technique for improving performance [Vincent et al, 1997] but these consume vast amount of storage and their maintenance results in additional runtime overheads. Blind application of Materialized Views can actually result in worse query evaluation plans and should be used carefully [Chaudhuri et al, 1995]. View update techniques have been researched and a relatively new method of updating using additional views has been proposed [Ross et al, 1996].

In the real world, denormalization is sometimes necessary. There have been two major trends in the approach to demoralization. The first approach uses a “non normalized ERD” where the entities in the ERD are collapsed to decrease the joins. In the second approach, denormalization is done at the physical level by consolidating relations, adding synthetic attributes and creating materialized views to improve performance. The disadvantage of this approach is the overheads required in view consistency maintenance. Denormalization is not necessarily a bad decision if implemented wisely [Mullins, 2009].

Some denormalization techniques have been researched and implemented in many strategic applications to improve query response times. These strategies are followed in the creation of data warehouses and data marts [Shin and Sanders, 2006] [Barquin and Edelstein] and are not directly applicable to an OLTP system. Restructuring a monolithic Web application composed of Web pages that address queries to a single database into a group of independent Web services querying each other also requires denormalization for improved performance [Wei Z et al, 2008].

Several researches have developed a list of normalization and denormalization types and have subsequently mentioned that denormalization should be carefully deployed according to how the data will be used [Hauns, 1994] [Rodgers, 1989]. The primary methods that have been identified are: combining tables, introducing redundant data, storing derivative data, allowing repeating groups, partitioning tables, creating report tables, mirroring tables. These “denormalization patterns” have been classified as Collapsing Relations, Partitioning Relations, Adding Redundant Attributes and Adding Derived Attributes [Sanders and Shin, 2001].

III. A CASE FOR DENORMALIZATION

Four main arguments that have guided experienced practitioners in database design have been listed here [26]

The Convenience Argument
The presence of calculated values in tables’ aids the evaluation of adhoc queries and report generation. Programmers do not need to know anything about the API to do the calculation.

The Stability Argument
As systems evolve, new functionality must be provided to the users while retaining the original. History data may still need to be retained in the database.

The Simple Queries Argument
Queries that involve join jungles are difficult to debug and dangerous to change. Eliminating joins makes queries simpler to write, debug and change.

The Performance Argument
Denormalized databases require fewer joins in comparison to normalized relations. Computing joins are expensive and time consuming. Fewer joins directly translates to improved performance.

Denormalization of Databases, ie, a systematic creation of a database structure whose goal is performance improvement, is thus needed for today’s business processing requirements. This should be an intermediate step in the DataBase Design Life Cycle integrated between the Logical DataBase Design Phase and the Physical DataBase Design Phase. Retrieval performance needs dictate very quick retrieval capability for
data stored in relational databases, especially since more accesses to databases are being done through Internet. Users are concerned with more prompt responses than an optimum design of databases. To create a Denormalization Schema the functional usage of the operational data must be analyzed for optimal Information Retrieval.

Some of the benefits of denormalization can be listed:

(a)Performance improvement by
   - Precomputing derived data
   - Minimizing joins
   - Reducing Foreign Keys
   - Reducing indices and saving storage
   - Smaller search sets of data for partitioned tables
   - Caching the Denormalized structures at the Client for ease of access thereby reducing query/data shipping cost.

(b)Since the Denormalized structures are primarily designed keeping in mind the functional usage of the application, users can directly access these structures rather than the base tables for report generation. This also reduces bottlenecks at the server.

A framework for denormalization needs to address the following issues:

(i) Identify the stage in the DataBase Design Life Cycle where Denormalization structures need to be created.
(ii) Identify situations and the corresponding candidate base tables that cause performance degradation.
(iii) Provide strategies for boosting query response times.
(iv) Provide a method for performing the cost-benefit analysis.
(v) Identify and strategize security and authorization constraints on the denormalized structures.

Although (iv) and (v) above are important issues in denormalization, they will not be considered in this paper and will be researched on later.

IV. A DENORMALIZATION FRAMEWORK

The framework presented in this paper differs from the papers surveyed above in the following respects:
It does not create denormalized tables with all contributing attributes from the relevant entities, but instead creates a set of Denormalized Structures over a set of Normalized tables. This is an important and pertinent criteria as these structures can be built over existing applications with no “side effects of denormalization” over the existing data. The entire sets of attributes from the contributing entities are not stored in the Denormalized structure. This greatly reduces the storage requirements and redundancies.
The Insert, Update and Delete operations (IUDs) are not done to the denormalized structures directly and thus do not violate data integrity. The IUDs to data are done on the Base Tables and the denormalized structures are kept in synch by triggers on the base tables. Since the denormalized structures are used for information retrieval, they need to consider the authorization access that users have over the base tables. The construction of the “Denormalization View” is not an intermediate step between the Logical and the Physical Design phases, but needs to be consolidated by considering all 3 views of the SPARC ANSI architectural specifications.

Most existing Conceptual Level RDBMS data models provide a set of constructs that describes the structure of the database [Elmashree and Navathe]. This higher level of conceptual modeling only informs the end user “what data is used” and does not capture “how the data is being used”. The question of “how data is used” gets embedded in the implementation level details. As a result, every application built on the existing database extracts the same or similar data in different ways. If the functional use of the data is also captured, common query evaluation techniques can be formulated and optimized at the design phase, without affecting the normalized database structure constructed at the Conceptual Design phase. Business rules are descriptive integrity constraints or functional (derivative or active) and ensure a well functioning of the system. Common models used during the modeling process of information systems do not allow the high level specification of business rules except a subset of ICs taken into account by the data model [Amghar and Mezaine, 1997].

The ANSI 3 level architecture stipulates 3 levels – The External Level and the Conceptual Level, which captures data at rest, and the Physical Level which describes how the data is stored and depends on the DBMS used. External Schemas or subschemas relate to the user views. The Conceptual Schema describes all the types of data that appear in the database and the relationships between data items. Integrity constraints are also specified in the conceptual schema. The Internal Schema provides definitions for stored records, methods of representation, data fields, indexes, and hashing schemes. Although this architecture provides the application development environment with logical and physical data independence, it does not provide an optimal query evaluation platform. The DBA has to balance conflicting user requirements before creating indices and consolidating the Physical schema.

The reason denormalization is at all possible in relational databases is because, courtesy of the relational model, which creates lossless decompositions of the original relation, no Information is lost in the process. The Denormalized structure can be reengineered and populated from the existing Normalized database and vice-versa. In a distributed application development environment the Denormalization Views can be cached on the client resulting in a major performance boost by saving run time shipping
costs. It would require only the Denormalization View Manager to be installed on the Client.
A High Level Architecture that this framework considers is defined as follows:

![High Level Architecture of the Relational Data Information Retrieval Model](image)

To realize the potential of the Denormalization View, efficient solutions to the three encompassing issues are required:

**Denormalization View design**: Determining what data and how it is stored and accessed in the Denormalization Schema

**Denormalization View maintenance**: Methods to efficiently update the data in the Denormalized schema when base tables are updated.

**Denormalization View exploitation**: Making efficient use of denormalization views to speed up query processing (either entire queries or sub queries)

Extensive research has been done on subquery evaluation on materialized views [Afrati et al, 2001] [Chirkova et al, 2006] [Halevy, 2001]

The inputs that are required for the construction of the Denormalized schema can be identified as:

- the number of entities the queries involve,
- the usage of the data (ie, the kind of attributes and their frequency of extraction within queries and reports),
- the volume of data being analyzed and extracted in queries ( cardinality and degree of relations, number and frequency of tuples, blocking factor of tuples, clustering of data, estimated size of a relation ),
- the frequency of occurrence and the priority of the query,
- the time taken by the queries to execute(with and without denormalization).

The problem can now be stated as “Given a logical schema with its corresponding database statistics and a set of queries with their frequencies, arrive at a set of denormalized structures that enhances query performance”

A few definitions are required

**Defn 1**: A Relational Data Information Retrieval System (RDIRS) has as its core components (i) a set of Normalized Relations \{R\} (ii) a set of Integrity Constraints \{ICs\} (iii) a set of data access methods \{A\} (iv) a set of Denormalization Structures \{DS\} and (v) a set of queries and subqueries that can be defined and evaluated on these relations. Each component of the RDIRS, by definition, can have dynamic elements resulting in a flexible and evolvable system.

**Defn 2**: A “Denormalized Structure” (DSM) is a relvar [Date, Kannan, Swamynathan] comprising of the Denormalized Schema Design and the Denormalized Structure Manager.
Domain and Table level ICs are enforced. Once the base relations are updated, the Denormalized Schema Relation triggers are invoked atomically to synchronize the data, ensuring simultaneous consistency of Base and Denormalized tables. Further, the primary reason for the Denormalization Structures is faster information retrieval and not data manipulation; hence no updates need be made to the Denormalization Schema directly.

Every Normalized Relation requires a Primary Key which satisfies the Key Integrity Constraint. This PK maintains uniqueness of tuples in the database and is not necessarily the search key value for users. For the RDIRS we define

**Defn 3:** An Information Retrieval Key (IRK) is a (set of) attributes that the users most frequently extract from an entity. The IRK is selected from amongst the mandatory attribute values which gives the end user meaningful information about the entity. For ex, an employee table may have an Empid as its PK, but the IRK could be EmpName and Contact No.

**Defn 4:** An Information Retrieval Tree (IRT) is a Query Evaluation Tree which has as its components the operators required to extract the information from the database and the relvars that contribute to an optimized Data Extraction Plan. The IRT consists of relational algebra operations along the intermediate nodes and the relvars in the leaf nodes (base relations, views, materialized views or denormalization structures) and is a requisite for cost benefit analysis and query rewrites.

Researchers and Practitioners [Inmon, 1987] [Shin and Sanders, 2006] [Mullins, 2009] create the denormalized tables by creating a schema with all the attributes from the participating entities. This results in (i) additional storage and redundancy (ii) slows down the system on updates to data (iii) creates a scenario for data anomalies.

**Defn 5:** The Denormalization Schema (DS) in the RDIR Model is a relation that has as its attributes only the PKs, the IRKs and the URowIds (Universal Row Id) of the participating or contributing Base Relations.

The storage of only the PK, IRKs and URowIds is justifiable as most often, end users are interested in only the significant attributes of an entity. If required, the remaining attributes can be obtained from the base table using the RowId field stored in the Denormalized Scheme. The URowIds are chosen as they can even support row-ids on remote foreign tables.

It is interesting to note that even when a “select * “clause is used in an adhoc query, it is either because the user is unaware of the attributes of the entity or is uninterested in the attribute per se, but is actually looking for other information.

The Denormalization Schema Design is an input to the Query Optimizer for collapsing access paths, resulting in the IRT which is then submitted to the Query Evaluation Engine.

Although the metadata tables are query able at the server, the Denormalized Structure Manager can have its own metadata stored locally (at the node where the DSs are stored).

**DS_Metadata_Scheme (DS_Name,DS_Trigger_Name,DS_Procedure_Name, DS_BT1_Name, Creator,DS_BT1_Trigger_Name,DS_BT2_Trigger_Name,DS_BT1_Name, DS_BT1_Authorization,DS_BT2_Authorization)**

### V. Denormalization Techniques

Denormalization looks at normalized databases which have operational data, but whose performance degrades during query evaluation. There are several indicators which will help to identify systems and tables which are potential denormalization candidates.

The techniques that can be used are summarized below:

**a. Prejoined Tables**

**Application:** When two or more tables need to be joined on a regular basis and the cost of joins is prohibitive. This happens when Foreign Keys become a part of a relation or when transitive dependencies are removed.

**Denormalization Technique:** Collapse the relations.

**b. Report Tables**

**Application:** When the application requires creation of specialized reports that requires lot of formatting and data manipulation.

**Denormalization Technique:** The report table must contain the mandatory columns required for the report.

**c. Fragmenting Tables**

**Application:** If separate pieces of a normalized table are accessed by different and distinct groups of users or applications, then the original relation can be split into two (or more) denormalized tables; one for each distinct processing group. The relation can be fragmented horizontally or vertically by preserving losslessness.

**Denormalization Technique:** When horizontal fragmentation is done, the predicate must be chosen such that rows are not duplicated. When vertical fragmentation is done, the primary key must be included in the fragmented tables. Associations between the attributes of the relation must be considered. Projections that eliminate rows in the fragmented tables must be avoided.
5.1: An illustration of the above techniques

Consider the following Normalized database (3NF) relations:
(Primary Keys are in Red, Foreign keys are in Blue)

Customer (CustomerNo, CustomerName, ContactId)

Order OrderNo, CustomerNo, OrderDate, ShipRecdDate,
VATax, Local_Tax, ShiptoContactId, BillToContactId)

ContactInfo (ContactId, Name, Street, City, State Country,
Zip)

ContactPhone (ContactId, PhoneNumber)

Item (ItemNo, ItemName, ItemPrice, ItemPart, SubItemNo)

OrderItem (OrderNo, ItemSerialNo, ItemNo, Quantity)

PaymentInfo (OrderNo, PaymentNo, PaymentType,
PaymentDate)

PaymentType (PaymentType, Description)

Data
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f. Derivable Data

Application: If the cost of deriving data using complicated formulae is prohibitive then the derived data can be stored in a column. It is imperative that the stored derived value needs to be changed when the underlying values that comprise the calculated value change.

Denormalization Technique: Frequently used aggregates can be precomputed and materialized in an appropriate relation.

g. Hierarchical Speed Tables

Application: A hierarchy or a recursive relation can be easily supported in a normalized relational table but is difficult to retrieve information from efficiently. Denormalized “Speed Tables” are often used for faster data retrieval.

Denormalization Technique: Not only the immediate parent of a node is stored, but all of the child nodes at every level are stored.

Some of the major reports identified and that need to be generated from this database:

- What are the current outstanding orders along with their shipping and Billing details
- For a given order, find all the parts that are ordered along with the subparts of that part.
- Prepare a voucher for a given order.
- For orders that were paid for on the same date that the Shipment was received, give a 10% discount if the amount exceeds a value ‘x’ and a 20% discount if the amount exceeds a value ‘y’.
- Retrieve all sub items that item number 100 contains
- Find all subparts that have no subpart.

The Denormalized Schema thus constructed over the Normalized Tables to improve performance and using the techniques described above:

DN_Oust_Order (OrderNo, CustomerNo, OrderDate, ShipToContactInfo_Name, ShipToContactPhone_PhNo, BillToContactInfo_Name, BillToContactPhone_PhNo, ShipToContactInfo_URowId, BillToContactInfo_URowId)

DN_Aggregate (OrderNo, OrderDate, TotalAmt, Discount)

DN_Voucher (OrderNo, OrderDate, ItemName, ItemPrice, Quantity, DN_Aggregate_RowId)

DN_Item_Hierarchy (Main_ItemId, Sub_ItemId, Child_Level, Is_Leaf, Item_URowId)

These tables can be created using the
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create materialized view
build immediate
refresh fast on commit
enable query rewrite
clauses provided by the DBMSs. The URowIds of the Base Table rows can also be selected and inserted into the Denormalized Schema Extensions. The DN_Aggregate Tables need to be created using the withschemabinding clause.
The Denormalized Hierarchy tables can be created using the connect by prior start with level clauses.
The CONNECT BY prior clause can automatically handle insertions.

5.2: A Performance Study on Hierarchical Queries
The Hierarchical Technique for Denormalization needs to be further illustrated.

Considering the Normalized Item Data consisting of data shown below (partial view of the database)

![Partial Hierarchical Item Data](image)

The Normalized Relation for the Hierarchical Item Table would be stored as

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>ItemNo</th>
<th>ParentItemNo</th>
<th>OtherItemDetails</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>100</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>101</td>
<td>100</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>105</td>
<td>100</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>108</td>
<td>101</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>200</td>
<td>101</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>203</td>
<td>101</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>204</td>
<td>101</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>109</td>
<td>108</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>110</td>
<td>108</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>111</td>
<td>108</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>112</td>
<td>108</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>209</td>
<td>204</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Consider a query “Find all items that are contained in item 100” that requires to be run on the above table. This involves finding the child nodes at every level of the hierarchy.

A Solution to the above query:

```sql
2.
SELECT ItemNo, ItemName, ParentItem FROM item
START WITH ParentItem = 100
CONNECT BY PRIOR ItemNo = ParentItem;
```

69 rows selected.
Elapsed: 00:00:00.17

3.

```sql
SELECT ParentItem, ChildItemNo, ItemName FROM dn_Item_Hier
WHERE ParentItem = 100;
```

69 rows selected.
Elapsed: 00:00:00.15

With an increased set of tuples, and a greater depth in the hierarchy, the improvement will be substantial.

This retrieval query, besides being extremely inefficient, one needs to know the maximum depth of the hierarchy.

The Denormalized Schema for the Item Information in the RDIRS:

**DN_Item_Hierarchy** (ParentItemNo, ChildItemNo, ItemName, ChildLevel, IsLeaf, Item_URowId)

The ChildLevel ascertains the level in the hierarchy that the child node is at; IsLeaf specifies if that node has further child nodes and makes queries like “Find all items that have no subparts” solvable efficiently.

The (part) extension of the DN_Item_Hierarchy Schema

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>ParentItemNo</th>
<th>ChildItemNo</th>
<th>ItemName</th>
<th>ChildLevel</th>
<th>IsLeaf</th>
<th>ItemRowId</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
The results are as shown:

1.
Set timing on;

select itemno,itemname,parentitem from item1 where itemno in

(select itemno from item1 where parentitem=100
union
select itemno from item1 where parentitem in

(select itemno from item1 where parentitem=100)
union
select itemno from item1 where parentitem in

(select itemno from item1 where parentitem in

(select itemno from item1 where parentitem=100)))

69 rows selected.
Elapsed: 00:00:00.31

VI. CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK
Although each new RDBMS release usually brings enhanced performance and improved access options that may reduce the need for denormalization, there will be many occasions where even these popular RDBMSs will require denormalized data structures. Denormalization will continue to remain an integral part of Data Base Design. A detailed authorization and access matrix which is stored along with the Denormalization view will further enhance performance. This and a detailed strategy for cost benefit analysis will be the next stage in the subject of my research.
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Experiments with Self-Organizing Systems for Texture and Hardness Perception
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Abstract- We have experimented with different SOM-based architectures for bio-inspired self-organizing texture and hardness perception systems. To this end we have developed a microphone based texture sensor and a hardness sensor that measures the compression of the material at a constant pressure. We have implemented and successfully tested both monomodal systems for texture and hardness perception, bimodal systems that merge texture and hardness data into one representation and a system which automatically learns to associate the representations of the two submodalities with each other. The latter system employs the novel Associative Self-Organizing Map (A-SOM). All systems were trained and tested with multiple samples gained from the exploration of a set of 4 soft and 4 hard objects of different materials with varying textural properties. The monomodal texture system was good at mapping individual objects in a sensible way. This was also true for the hardness system which in addition divided the objects into categories of hard and soft objects. The bimodal system was successful in merging the two submodalities into a representation that performed at least as good as the best recognizer of individual objects, i.e. the texture system, and at the same time categorizing the objects into hard and soft. The A-SOM based system successfully found representations of the texture and hardness submodalities and also learned to associate these with each other.

Keywords: haptic perception, hardness perception, texture perception, self-organizing map, A-SOM

I. INTRODUCTION

Two important submodalities in haptic perception are texture and hardness perception. In non-interactive tasks, the estimation of properties like the size and the shape of an external object is often to a large extent based on vision only and haptic perception will only be employed when visual information about the object is not reliable. This might happen for example at bad lighting conditions or when the object is more or less occluded. Haptic submodalities like texture and hardness perception are different in this respect. These submodalities are especially important because they provide information about the outer world that is unavailable for all the other perception channels.

An efficient haptic perception system with several submodalities, as well as multimodal perceptual systems in general, should be able to associate different submodalities or modalities with each other. This provides an ability to activate the subsystem for a modality even when its sensory input is limited or nonexistent as long as there are activities in subsystems for other modalities, which the subsystem has learned to associate with certain patterns of activity, which usually comes together with the patterns of activity in the other subsystems. For example, in humans the sensory information gained when the texture of an object is felt in the pocket can invoke visual images of the object or a feeling for its hardness.

There have been some previous studies of texture and hardness in robotics. For example Hosoda et al (7) have built an anthropomorphic fingertip with distributed receptors consisting of two silicon rubber layers of different hardness. The silicon rubber layers contain two different sensors, strain gauges and polyvinylidene fluoride films, which yield signals that in a test enabled the discrimination of five different materials pushed and rubbed by the fingertip. Mayol-Cuevas et al (18) describe a system for tactile texture recognition, which employs a sensing pen with a microphone that is manually rubbed over the explored materials. The system uses a supervised Learning Vector Quantization (LVQ) classifier system to identify with 93% accuracy 18 common materials after signal processing with the Fast Fourier Transform (FFT). Edwards et al (5) have used a vinyl record player with the needle replaced with an artificial finger with an embedded microphone to quantify textural features by using a group of manufactured discs with different textural patterns. Campos and Bajcsy (4) have explored haptic Exploratory Procedures (EPs) based on human haptic EPs proposed by Lederman and Klatzky, among them an EP for hardness exploration in which the applied force is measured for a given displacement.

Our previous research on haptic perception has resulted in the design and implementation of a number of versions of three different working haptic systems. The first system (8) was a system for haptic size perception. It used a simple three-fingered robot hand, the LUCS Haptic Hand I, with the thumb as the only movable part. The LUCS Haptic Hand I was equipped with 9 piezo electric tactile sensors. This system used Self-Organizing Maps (SOMs) (15) and a neural network with leaky integrators. A SOM is a self-organizing neural network that finds a low-dimensional discretized and topology preserving representation of the input space. The system successfully learned to categorize a test set of spheres and cubes according to size.

The second system (9) was a system for haptic shape perception and used a three-fingered 8 d.o.f. robot hand, the LUCS Haptic Hand II, equipped with a wrist for horizontal rotation and a mechanism for vertical repositioning. This
robot hand was equipped with 45 piezo electric tactile sensors. This system used active explorations of the objects by several sequential grasps to gather tactile information, which together with the positioning commands to the actuators (thus a kind of pseudo proprioception) were cross coded by, either tensor product (outer product) operations or a novel neural network, the Tensor Multiple Peak SOM (TMPSOM) (9). The cross-coded information was categorized by a SOM. The system successfully learned to discriminate between different shapes as well as between different objects within a shape category when tested with a set of spheres, blocks and cylinders.

The third system (10) (13) was a bio-inspired selforganizing system for haptic shape and size perception based solely on proprioceptive data from a 12 d.o.f. anthropomorphic robot hand with proprioceptive sensors (11). Several kinds of selforganizing neural networks were successfully tested in this system. The system was trained with 10 different objects of different sizes from two different shape categories and tested with both the training set and a novel set with 6 previously unused objects. It was able to discriminate the shape as well as the size of the objects in both the original training set and the set of new objects.

This paper explores SOM-based systems of texture and hardness perception, bimodal systems that merge these submodalities (12) and a self-organizing texture and hardness perception system, which automatically learns to associate the representations of the two submodalities with each other (14). The latter system is based on a novel variant of the SOM, called Associative Self-Organizing Map, A-SOM. (14). All systems employ a microphone based texture sensor and/or a hardness sensor that measures the compression of the material at a constant pressure.

The systems are bio-inspired in the sense that they employ SOMs or a variation of the SOM to represent the two submodalities texture and hardness, and the SOM shares many features with cortical brain maps (16). Our approach is also biologically motivated in the sense that different submodaliteter are integrated. That different submodaliteter are integrated in unimodal association areas in the human brain is well established (19). The texture sensor is also bio-inspired. Our system is based on the transduction of vibrations from a metal edge which are transmitted to a microphone. This parallels the humans system where the mechanoreceptors respond to vibrations as well (6).

II. SENSORS IN THE EXPERIMENTS

All systems discussed in this paper employ at least one of two sensors (Fig. 1) developed at Lund University Cognitive Science (LUCS). One of these sensors is a texture sensor and the other is a hardness sensor. The texture sensor consists of a capacitor microphone with a tiny metal edge mounted at the end of a moveable lever, which in turn is mounted on an RC servo. When exploring a material, the lever is turned by the RC servo, which moves the microphone with the attached metal edge along a curved path in the horizontal plane. This makes the metal edge slide over the explored material, which creates vibrations in the metal edge with frequencies that depend on the texture of the material. The vibrations are transferred to the microphone since there is contact between it and the metal edge. The signals are then sampled and digitalized by a NiDaq 6008 (National Instruments) and conveyed to a computer via a USB-port. The FFT is then applied to the input to yield a spectrogram of 2049 component frequencies.

The hardness sensor consists of a stick mounted on an RC servo. During the exploration of a material the RC servo tries to move to a certain position, which causes a downward movement of the connected stick at a constant pressure. In the control circuit inside the RC servo there is a variable resistor that provides the control circuit with information whether the RC servo has been reaching the wanted position or not. In our design, we measure the value of this variable resistor at the end of the exploration of the material and thus get a measure of the end position of the stick in the exploration. This end position is proportional to the compression of the explored material. The value of the variable resistor is conveyed to a computer and represented in binary form. The actuators for both the sensors are controlled from the computer via a SSC-32 controller board (Lynxmotion Inc.). The software for the system presented in this paper is developed in C++ and runs within the Ikaros system (1)(2). Ikaros provides an infrastructure for computer simulations of the brain and for robot control.

III. EXPLORATIONS OF OBJECTS

Each system described in this paper has been trained and tested with one or both of two sets of samples. One set consists of 40 samples of texture data and the other set consists of 40 samples of hardness data. These sets have been constructed by letting the sensors simultaneously.
The output from the texture sensor is transformed by the FFT into a spectrogram containing 2049 frequencies, and the spectrogram represented by a vector is in turn conveyed to a SOM, which uses softmax activation (3) with the softmax exponent equal to 10. After training the SOM will represent the textural properties of the explored objects.

We have experimented with different parameter settings of the texture SOM, both with the aim to get a well-working monomodal system and to get a system that would serve well as a part of a bimodal system, and we reached the conclusion that a well-working set of parameters is to use a SOM with $15 \times 15$ neurons with a plane topology. A torus topology was also tested but turned out to be less effective than a plane topology. The sort of topology used influences the behaviour of the SOM at the borders. With plane topology the activations from the objects in the training set tend to be close to the borders, which turned out to be good when the texture perception system was used as a part of the combined monomodal/bimodal system described below. We also experimented with different decay rates of the Gaussian neighbourhood function. We came to the conclusion that a neighbourhood radius of 15 at the start of the training phase, which decreased gradually until it was approximately 1 after 1000 iterations, and stayed at 1 during the rest of the training phase, was satisfactory. This system and all the others were trained during 2000 iterations before evaluation. We reasoned that it would be good if the neighborhood had shrunk to a small value after about 1000 iterations in order to let the bimodal SOM of the combined system, described below, get enough iterations to self-organize. In other words, the idea was that the texture SOM should be rather well organized after 1000 iterations.

2) A Hardness Perception System

The hardness perception system is also monomodal. In this system (Fig. 2B), the raw sensor output from the hardness sensor, represented as a binary number with 18 bits, is conveyed to a SOM, which like the texture system uses softmax activation with the softmax exponent equal to 10. After training, the SOM will represent the hardness property of the explored objects.

As in the case of the texture system we have experimented with different parameter settings of the hardness SOM, and for the same reasons. In this case we also tested a lot of different sizes of the monomodal. Table 1: The eight objects used in the experiments with all systems. The objects a-h were used both for training and testing. The materials of the objects are presented and they are subjectively classified as either hard or soft. A rough subjective estimation of their textural properties is also provided.
SOM. This was because preliminary experiments indicated that it could be a good idea to use a very small sized SOM for hardness in the combined system described below. A small sized hardness SOM seemed to self-organize solely according to the hardness property and not distinguish individual objects, and since the texture SOM was better at distinguishing individual objects we did not want the hardness part to impair this although we wanted it to make the bimodal representation become organized according to hardness as well. We tried SOMs with planar as well as torus topology and with $15 \times 15$, $10 \times 10$, $5 \times 5$, $2 \times 2$ or $1 \times 2$ neurons. All variants started with a neighbourhood size that covered the whole SOM and the rates of decay of the neighbourhood were adjusted so that the neighbourhood would shrink to a radius of approximately 1 after about 1000 iterations. As we had expected the $15 \times 15$ neurons SOM (with plane topology) was best in this monomodal system but we also found that, as suspected, all tested sizes but one indeed organized to divide the objects into the categories hard and soft. The exception was the SOM with only $1 \times 2$ neurons, which did not preserve the division of hard and soft objects in a good way.

3) A Combined Monomodal and Bimodal System
In this system (Fig. 2C) we experimented with different ways of combining the output from the monomodal SOMs to an input for the bimodal SOM. First we tried a method for cross coding that we have used in other contexts. In this method a two-vector input self-organizing neural network called T-MPSOM (9) that self-organizes into something similar to the tensor product operation, was used to combine the outputs from the monomodal SOMs. In previous research, the T-MPSOM was very successful in coding proprioceptive and tactile information and it also worked in the current system. However, we also experimented with a simpler method of combining the monomodal outputs, which was also superior for this aim. This method was simply to combine the activity of the monomodal SOMs, re-arranged into vectors, by creating a new vector by putting the hardness output vector after the texture output vector. The monomodal texture SOM used $15 \times 15$ neurons with the same parameter setting as in the texture system. In the case of the monomodal hardness SOM we tried two different variations, namely a $2 \times 2$ neurons SOM and a $15 \times 15$ neurons SOM with the settings specified in the hardness system above. Both worked fine but the variation with the $2 \times 2$ neurons SOM yielded the best representation in the bimodal SOM. The bimodal SOM had similar settings as the monomodal texture SOM, but the decay rate of the neighbourhood was set to decrease the neighbourhood radius to one in 2000 iterations.

4) A Bimodal System
In the bimodal system (Fig. 2D) we combined the output from the texture sensor, after transformation into a spectrogram by a FFT, with the raw hardness sensor output expressed as a binary number by the same method as in the combined system described above, i.e. by putting the output vector from the hardness sensor after the output vector from the FFT. This means that this system has no monomodal representations. The combined vector was used as input to a bimodal SOM with the same settings as in the combined system above. Also in this system we tried to use T-MPSOM but with a worse result than with this simpler method.

5) Results and Discussion
The mapping of the objects (a-h in Tab. 1) used in the experiments with the different SOM-based systems is depicted in Fig. 3. Each image in the figure corresponds to a SOM in a fully trained system and each cell in an image corresponds to a neuron in the corresponding SOM. A filled circle in a cell is supposed to mean that particular neuron is the centre of activation in one or several explorations. In Fig. 3A the mapping of individual texture explorations with the texture system have been encircled. As can be seen, most objects are mapped at separate sites in the SOM (c, d, e, f, h).
Figure 2: Schematic depiction of the systems architectures.

A: A monomodal system for texture perception. The raw sensor output is transformed by the FFT into a spectrogram containing 2049 frequencies. The spectrogram represented by a vector is convolved to a SOM.

B: A monomodal system for hardness perception. The raw sensor output represented as a binary vector with 18 elements is conveyed to a SOM.

C: A system with both monomodal and bimodal representations. This system could be seen as a merging and an extension of the previous two systems, or likewise the previous two systems could be seen as the monomodal level of this system. The output from the texture SOM and the output from the hardness SOM is merged, i.e. a new vector is created by transforming the activations of the texture SOM and the hardness SOM into vectors and putting them after each other. The merged vector is used as input to a bimodal SOM. This means that in this system there are self-organizing representations of texture and hardness as well as a combined representation of both.

D: A bimodal system. This system directly combines the output from the FFT and the binary output from the hardness sensor into a new vector in the same way as described in the previous system, but without the step with monomodal representations. The combined vector is used as input to a bimodal SOM. E: The A-SOM based system. This system consists of two monomodal subsystems, which develop monomodal representations (A-SOMs) of hardness and texture that learn to associate their activities. The hardness subsystem uses the raw sensor output from the hardness sensor as input to an A-SOM, which finds a representation of the hardness property of the explored objects. The texture subsystem transforms the raw sensory data by the aid of a FFT module and then forwards it to another A-SOM, which finds a representation of the textural properties of the explored objects. The two A-SOMs learn to associate their respective activities are some exceptions though, namely a, b and g. So the texture system is able to discriminate between individual objects, although not perfectly.

The SOM in the hardness system, depicted in Fig. 3B, also maps different objects at different sites in the SOM but not as good as the texture system. The hardness system recognizes b, f and h perfectly and blurs the other more or less. However, the system perfectly discriminates hard from soft objects.

The combined monomodal and bimodal system (Fig. 3C), which as mentioned above can be seen as a merging and extension of the texture system and the hardness system (with $2 \times 2$ neurons in the SOM), discriminate hard from soft objects well. In two explorations the hard/soft category is undetermined. This is so because one exploration of an object a and one exploration of an object g have the same centre of activation. It also discriminates perfectly between the objects b, d, f and h.

The bimodal system (Fig. 3D) discriminates perfectly between the objects c, d, e, f and h, i.e. the same objects as in the texture system. Moreover, it also discriminates hard from soft objects, although in seven explorations the hard/soft category is undetermined because three explorations of the object a and four explorations of the object b have the same centre of activation.

V. A BIMODAL SYSTEM WITH ASSOCIATED SOM REPRESENTATIONS

(1) A-SOM

The A-SOM (Fig. 4) can be considered as a Self-Organizing Map (SOM) (15) which learns to associate the activity of an external A-SOM or SOM with its own activity. It consists of an $I \times J$ grid of neurons with a fixed number of neurons and a fixed topology. Each neuron $n_{ij}$ is associated with two weight vectors $w^a_{ij} \in \mathbb{R}^n$ and $w^b_{ij} \in \mathbb{R}^m$ where $m$ equals the number of neurons in an external A-SOM or SOM. $w^a_{ij}$ is initialized randomly to numbers between 0 and 1, whereas all elements of $w^b_{ij}$ are initialized to 0.

At time $t$ each neuron $n_{ij}$ receives two normalized input vectors $x^a(t) \in \mathbb{R}_n$ and $x^b(t) \in \mathbb{R}_m$. The neuron $c$
associated with the weight vector \( \mathbf{w}_c(t) \) most similar to the input vector \( \mathbf{x}(t) \) is selected:

\[
c = \arg \max_c \{ \| \mathbf{x}(t)^a \mathbf{w}_c(t) \| \}
\]

(1)

The activity in the neuron \( n_{ij} \) is given by

\[
y_{ij}(t) = \left[ y_{ij}^{\text{input}}(t) + y_{ij}^{\text{extern}}(t) \right] / 2
\]

(2)

where

\[
y_{ij}^{\text{input}}(t) = G(\| n_{ij} - c \|)
\]

(3)

Figure 3: The mapping of the objects used in the experiments with the different SOM-based systems. The characters a-h refer to the objects in Table 1. Each image in the figure corresponds to a SOM in a fully trained system and each square represents a neuron in the SOM, which consists of \( 15 \times 15 = 225 \) neurons. A filled circle in a cell is supposed to mean that that particular neuron is the centre of activation for one or several explorations. The occurrence of a certain letter at more than one place means that the corresponding object has different centres of activation during different explorations of the same object, i.e. all letters of a certain kind represents all occurring centres of activation in the SOM when the system was tested with the corresponding object. A: The monomodal SOM in the texture system. The centres of activation of all instances of each object have been encircled. The objects c, d, e, f and h are mapped at non-overlapping sites in the SOM, whereas the objects a, b and g are not. This can be interpreted as that the texture system is able to discriminate between individual objects, although not perfectly. B: The monomodal SOM in the hardness system. In this system the objects b, f and h are perfectly recognized, whereas the others are not. Moreover, the system perfectly discriminates hard from soft objects. C: The bimodal SOM in the combined monomodal and bimodal system. In this system the objects b, d, f and h are perfectly recognized, whereas the others are not. It also discriminates hard from soft objects. In two explorations the hard/soft category is undetermined, because one exploration of an object a and one exploration of an object g have the same centre of activation. D: The bimodal SOM in the bimodal system. In this system the objects b, d, f and h are perfectly discriminated, i.e. the same objects as in the texture system. Moreover, it also discriminates hard from soft objects, although in seven explorations the hard/soft category is undetermined because three explorations of the object a and four explorations of the object b have the same centre of activation.

Figure 4: The connectivity of the A-SOM network. During training each neuron in an A-SOM receives two kinds of input. One kind of input is the native input, which corresponds to the input an ordinary SOM receives. The other kind of input is the activity of each neuron in an associated SOM or A-SOM. In the fully trained A-SOM, activity can be triggered by either native input or by activity in the associated SOM or ASOM, or both.

and

\[
y_{ij}^{\text{extern}}(t) = \mathbf{x}^b(t)^b w_{ij}^b(t)
\]

(4)

\( G() \) is a Gaussian function with \( G(0) = 1 \), and \( \mathbf{k} \cdot \mathbf{k} \) is the Euclidean distance between two neurons.

\( G() \) is a Gaussian function with \( G(0) = 1 \), and \( \| \cdot \| \) is the Euclidean distance between two neurons.

The weights \( w_{ijk}^b \) are adapted by
where $0 \leq \alpha(t) \leq 1$ is the adaptation strength with $\alpha(t) \to 0$ when $t \to \infty$ and the neighbourhood function $G_{ijc}(t)$ is a Gaussian function decreasing with time.

The weights $w_{ij}^{b}$ are adapted by

$$w_{ij}^{b}(t + 1) = w_{ij}^{b}(t) + \alpha(t)G_{ijc}(t)\left[x_{k}^{a}(t) - w_{ij}^{a}(t)\right]$$

where $\beta$ is the constant adaptation strength.

(2) The System

This system is a bimodal model of haptic hardness and texture perception (Fig. 3). It consists of two monomodal subsystems (hardness and texture), which develop monomodal representations (A-SOMs) that are associated with each other. The subsystem for hardness uses the raw sensor output from the hardness sensor, represented as a binary number with 18 bits and conveys it to an A-SOM with $15 \times 15$ neurons with plane topology. After training, this A-SOM will represent the hardness property of the explored objects.

In the subsystem for texture, the raw sensor output from the texture sensor is transformed by a FFT module into a spectrogram containing 2049 frequencies, and the spectrogram which is represented by a vector, is in turn conveyed to an A-SOM with $15 \times 15$ neurons with plane topology. After training, this A-SOM will represent the textural properties of the explored objects.

The two subsystems are coupled to each other in that their A-SOMs also receive their respective activities as associative input.

Both A-SOMs begun their training with the neighborhood radius equal to 15. The neighborhood radius was decreased at each iteration by multiplication with 0.998 until it reached the minimum neighbourhood size 1. Both A-SOMs started out with $\alpha(0) = 0.1$ and decreased it by multiplication with 0.9999. Where set to 0.35 for both A-SOMs.

The system was trained with samples from the training set, described above, by 2000 iterations before evaluation.

(3) Results and Discussion

The results of the experiment with the A-SOM based system are depicted in Fig. 5. The 6 images depict the centres of activation when the fully trained system was tested with the test set (described above) constructed with the aid of the objects a-h in Table 1. Images 5A, 5B and 5C correspond to the texture representing A-SOM. Likewise the images 5D, 5E and 5F correspond to the hardness representing A-SOM. Each cell in an image represents a neuron in the A-SOM. In the images 5A, 5B, 5D and 5E there are black circles in some of the cells. This means that the corresponding neurons in the A-SOM are the centre of activation for one or several of the samples in the test set. The centers of activation from the samples in the test set corresponding to each object in Tab 1 when only native input was provided have been encircled in 5A and 5D to show where different objects are mapped in the A-SOMs. Native input should be understood as texture input for the texture representing A-SOM, and hardness input for the hardness representing A-SOM. These results with only native input to the A-SOMs are similar to our earlier results with the hardness and texture sensors together with ordinary SOMs described above and in (12). The encircled are also present in the other four images to show how the A-SOMs are activated when there are both native and external input provided to the system (5B and 5E), and when there are only external input provided (5C and 5F). External input should be understood as hardness input in the case of the texture representing A-SOM, and as texture input in the case of the hardness representing A-SOM.

Fig. 5A depicts the texture representing A-SOM in the fully trained system when tested with the test set (only native texture input). As can be seen, most objects are mapped at separate sites in the A-SOM (c, d, e, f, h). There are some exceptions though, namely a, b and g. So the system is able to discriminate between individual objects when provided with native input only, although not perfectly.

The hardness representing A-SOM in the fully trained system when tested with the test set (only native hardness input), depicted in Fig. 5D, also maps different objects at different sites in the A-SOM but not as good as the texture representing A-SOM. The hardness representing A-SOM recognizes b, f and h perfectly and blurs the other more or less. However, the hardness representing A-SOM perfectly discriminates hard from soft objects.

When the texture representing A-SOM receives native texture input as well as external hardness input (as can be seen in Fig. 5B) its activations are very similar to those in Fig. 5A. Likewise when the hardness representing A-SOM receives native hardness input as well as external texture input (as can be seen in Fig. 5E) its activations are very similar to those in Fig. 5D.

Fig. 5C depicts the activations in the texture representing A-SOM when it receives only external hardness input. As can be seen this external hardness input very often triggers an activity similar to the activity following native texture input. Likewise, Fig. 5F depicts the activity in the hardness representing A-SOM when it receives only external texture.
input. Even in this case the external input very often triggers an activity similar to the activity following native input. This means that when just one modality in the system receives input, this can trigger activation in the other modality similar to the activation in that modality when receiving native input. Thus an object explored by both sensors during training of the system can trigger a more or less proper activation in the representations of both modalities even when it can be explored by just one sensor during testing. However, as can be seen in Fig. 5C and Fig. 5F, the activity triggered solely by external input does not map every sample properly. The worst cases are the objects c, d and g in the texture representing A-SOM (Fig. 5C) and the objects a, b and g in the hardness representing A-SOM (Fig. 5D). As can be seen in Fig. 5D, the objects c, d and g are not distinguishable in the hardness representing A-SOM, and the objects a, b and g are not distinguishable in the texture representing A-SOM (Fig. 5A). Thus the external activity patterns for these objects are overlapping and the receiving A-SOM cannot be expected to learn to map these patterns correctly even if the objects where well separated by the A-SOM when it received native input.

VI. Conclusion

We have experimented with several self-organizing systems for object recognition based on textural and/or hardness input. The texture sensor employed is based on the transmission of vibrations to a microphone when the sensor slides over the surface of the explored material. The hardness sensor is based on the measurement of displacement of a stick when pressed against the material at a constant pressure. The results are encouraging, both for the monomodal systems, the bimodal systems and the A-SOM based system. The bimodal systems seem to benefit from both submodalities and yield representations that are better than those in the monomodal systems. This is particularly true because the bimodal representations preserve the discrimination ability of the monomodal texture system and also seem to preserve the way that the system groups the objects. The influence of the hardness input makes the bimodal representation organized according to hardness as well. The A-SOM based system is able to discriminate individual objects based on input from each submodality and to discriminate hard from soft objects. In addition input to one submodality can trigger an activation pattern in the other submodality, which resembles the pattern of activity the object would yield if explored with the sensor for this other submodality.

Our experiments with texture complement those done by Edwards et al (5) and Hosoda et al (7) because they only show that the signals from their sensors are in principle useful as texture sensors whereas we actually implemented working self-organizing systems. When compared to the work done by Mayol-Cuevas et al (18) our texture experiments differ in that we use a sensor that is not manually rubbed over the material as their pen, but moved by an actuator built into the sensor. A couple of extensions in our experiments when compared to all the previously mentioned experiments and to the work done by Campos and Bajcsy (4) are that we also experimented with both hardness and texture and the association between these two submodalities.

Because of the successful results of basing a texture sensor on a microphone and basing hardness perception on the measurements of displacements at a constant applied pressure, we will in the future try to integrate this approach with our haptic systems. In other words, we will carry out experiments in which we equip future robot hands with microphone based texture sensors and measure hardness by letting a finger press on the explored material at a constant pressure while measuring the displacement. This could result in systems that explore objects and more or less immediately gain information about the objects shape, size, hardness and textural properties. This will yield a system that is able to discriminate between equally shaped and sized objects made of different materials.

We will also continue our experimentations with the A-SOM. We will continue by testing the ability of the A-SOM when there are very many categories to see if the A-SOM works equally well in that case. We will also try to implement an extended version of the A-SOM, which can be associated with several external A-SOMs or SOMs. In this way we could build not only bimodal but multimodal systems. Such systems would trigger proper activation patterns in the other modalities when receiving input from just one modality. This extension should be quite straightforward. It could be accomplished by just adding a new weight vector to each neuron for every new associated A-SOM or SOM. The activity of the neurons would be calculated by adding the native activity and the activities coming from all associated A-SOMs or SOMs and divide the sum with the total numbers of activities.

Another very interesting continuation would be to test the A-SOM technology in systems that integrate visual and haptic subsystems. This would allow the visual system to trigger a proper apprehension of a robot hand when it is about to grasp an object.
Figure 5: The mapping of the objects used in the experiments with the A-SOM based system. The characters a-h refers to the objects in Table 1. The images in the uppermost row correspond to the texture representing A-SOM and the images in the lowermost row correspond to the hardness representing A-SOM. Each cell in an image represents a neuron in the A-SOM, which consists of $15 \times 15 = 225$ neurons. A filled circle in a cell is supposed to mean that that particular neuron is the centre of activation for one or several explorations. The occurrence of a certain letter in the rightmost images means that there are one or several centers of activation for that particular object at that particular place. The centers of activation from the samples in the test set corresponding to each object in Tab 1 when only native input was provided have been encircled in the images. A: The texture representing A-SOM when tested with native texture input. Most objects are mapped at separate sites so the system is able to discriminate between individual objects when provided with native input, although not perfectly. B: The texture representing A-SOM when tested with native texture input together with external hardness input. Its activations are very similar to those in A. C: The texture representing A-SOM when it receives only external hardness input. This often triggers an activity similar to the activity following native hardness input. D: The hardness representing ASOM when tested with native hardness input maps different objects at different sites and it perfectly discriminates hard from soft objects. E: The hardness representing A-SOM when tested with native hardness input together with external texture input. Its activations are very similar to those in D. F: The hardness representing A-SOM when it receives only external texture input. This often triggers an activity similar to the activity following native hardness input.
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Abstract- Parkinson's Disease (PD) is the second most common neurodegenerative affliction only surpassed by Alzheimer's Disease (AD). Moreover, it is expected to increase in the next decade with accelerating treatment costs as a consequence. This situation leads us towards the need to develop a Decision Support System for PD. In this paper we propose methods based on ANNs and SVMs to aid the specialist in the diagnosis of PD. Data recorded during 195 examinations carried out on 31 patients was used to verify the capacity of the proposed system. The results show a high accuracy of around 90%.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Parkinson's Disease (PD) is the second most common neurodegenerative affliction after Alzheimer's disease (AD). Studies from Olmsted County (Mayo Clinic) [Elbaz et al., 2002] have computed the lifetime risk of developing Parkinson's disease to 2 percent for men and 1.3 percent for women. The greater incidence in men is repeatedly conirmed.

PD is a progressive neurological disorder characterised by tremor, rigidity, and slowness of movements. It is associated with progressive neuronal loss in the substantia nigra and other brain structures. Non-motor features, such as dementia and dysautonomia, occur frequently, especially in advanced stages of the disease. Diagnosis depends on the presence of two or more cardinal motor features such as rest tremor, bradykinesia, or rigidity [Hughes et al., 1992]. Functional neuroimaging holds the promise of improved diagnosis and allows assessment in early disease [Piccini and Whone, 2004]. Two studies draw attention to the difficulties in the diagnosis of the disease in the early stages [Tolosa et al., 2006]. In a prospective clinicopathological study, Rajput [Rajput et al., 1991] showed that initial clinical diagnosis within 5 years from the disease onset was correct in 65% of the cases. After a mean duration of 12 years, the final diagnosis of PD by the clinician was confirmed with autopsy in 76% of cases. Similarly, among 800 patients in the Deprenyl and Tocopherol Antioxidative Therapy for PD study with mild early parkinsonism [Jankovic et al., 2000] judged to have PD, 89% were later reported to have an alternative diagnosis on the basis of multi-factorial, clinical diagnostic criteria.

Having so many factors to analyze to diagnose PD, specialist normally makes decisions by evaluating the current test results of their patients. Moreover, the previous decisions made on other patients with a similar condition are also done by them. These are complex procedures, especially when the number of factors that the specialist has to evaluate is high (high quantity and variety of these data). For these reasons, PD diagnosis involves experience and highly skilled specialists.

The use of classifier systems in medical diagnosis is increasing gradually. Recent advances in the field of artificial intelligence have led to the emergence of expert systems and Decision Support Systems (DSS) for medical applications.

Moreover, in the last few decades computational tools have been designed to improve the experiences and abilities of doctors and medical specialists in making decisions about their patients. Without doubt the evaluation of data taken from patients and decisions of experts are still the most important factors in diagnosis. However, expert systems and different Artificial Intelligence (AI) techniques for classification have the potential of being good supportive tools for the expert. Classification systems can help in increasing accuracy and reliability of diagnoses and minimizing possible errors, as well as making the diagnoses more time efficient [Akay, 2008].

Some of the related work about using AI techniques to aid in PD diagnosis and other types of mental disorder are [Cohen, 1994] [Cohen, 1998] [BjÄorne and Balkenius, 2005] [Berdia and Metz, 1998] [Ivanitsky and Naumov, 2008] [Loukas and Brown, 2004].

Motivated by the usefulness of such an expert system or DSS, the aim of this work is to propose a method to aid the specialist in the diagnosis of PD, thus increasing accuracy and reducing costs. The quantity and variety of the data recorded during examinations makes AI tools useful to improve the final diagnosis. AI tools are also useful in retrospective studies. Nowadays such historical studies are easier, better and more precise due to the increased use of automated tools that allow storage and retrieval of large...
volumes of medical data. The proposal is to build a system using Artificial Neural Networks (ANNs) and Support Vector Machines (SVMs). These two classifiers, which are widely used for pattern recognition, should provide a good generalization performance in the diagnosis task. The usage of such classifiers would reinforce and complement the diagnosis of the specialists and their methods in the diagnosis tasks.

Fig. 1. The architecture of the MLP network (input layer, hidden layer and output layer). The input layer represents the input data (the input data is described in section 4.1). The usage of a hidden layer enables the representation of data sets that are not linearly separable. The output layer represents the classification result. The weights and the threshold of the MLP are calculated during an adaptation process.

(ANNs) and Support Vector Machines (SVMs). These two classifiers, which are widely used for pattern recognition, should provide a good generalization performance in the diagnosis task. The usage of such classifiers would reinforce and complement the diagnosis of the specialists and their methods in the diagnosis tasks.

The remaining part of the paper is organized as follows: First, we explain the Parkinson data set used in the experimentation; second, we give a brief description of ANNs; Third, we describe the basic concepts of SVMs; Fourth, we describe our testing of the system and analyze the results; Finally, we draw the relevant conclusions and suggest future lines of research.

II. Multilayer Perceptron

In this study we have used a Multi-Layer Perceptron (MLP) network with two layers. A two-layer MLP network is a fully connected feedforward neural network consisting of an input layer (which is not counted since its neurons are only for representation and thus do no processing), a hidden layer, and an output layer (healthy or ill) which represents the classification result (see figure 1) [Ripley, 1996] [Haykin, 1998][Bishop]. Each neuron (see figure 2) in the input and hidden layers is connected to all neurons in the next layer by weighted connections. These neurons (see figure 2) compute weighted sums of their inputs and adds a threshold. The resulting sums are used to calculate the activity of the neurons by applying a sigmoid activation function.

![Fig. 2. A neuron in the hidden or output layer in the MLP.](image)

This process is defined as follows:

$$\nu_j = \sum_{i=1}^{p} w_{ji}x_i + \theta_j , \quad y_j = f_j(\nu_j)$$  \hspace{1cm} (1)

where $\nu_j$ is the linear combination of inputs $x_1; x_2; \ldots; x_p$; and the threshold $\theta_j$ is the connection weight between the input $x_i$ and the neuron $j$, and $f_j$ is the activation function of the $j_{th}$ neuron, and $y_j$ is the output. The sigmoid function is a common choice of the activation function. It is defined as:

$$f(t) = \frac{1}{1 + e^{-t}}$$  \hspace{1cm} (2)

A single neuron in the MLP is able to linearly separate its input space into two subspaces by a hyper plane defined by the weights and the threshold. The weights define the direction of this hyper plane whereas the threshold term $\mu_j$ offsets it from origo.

The MLP network uses the backpropagation algorithm [Rumelhart et al., 1986], which is a gradient descent method, for the adaptation of the weights. This algorithm works as follows

The backpropagation MLP is a supervised ANN. This means the network is presented with input examples as well as the corresponding desired output. The backpropagation...
algorithm adapts the weights and the thresholds of the neurons in a way that minimizes the error function $E$

$$E = \frac{1}{2} \sum_{p=1}^{n} (d_p - y_p)^2$$

where $y_p$ is the actual output and $d_p$ the desired output for input pattern $p$.

The minimization of $E$ can be accomplished by gradient descent, i.e. the weights are adjusted to change the value of $E$ in the direction of its negative gradient. The exact updating rules can be calculated by applying derivatives and the chain rule (for the weights between the input and the hidden layer).

### III. SVM

In this section, the basic concepts of the SVM are described. More thorough descriptions can be found in [Burges, 1998] [Theodoridis and Koutrombas, 2003] [Hsu et al., 2003]. A typical two class problem as the one shown in figure 3 is similar to the problem of diagnosing patients as either ill or healthy.

For a classification problem, it is necessary to first try to estimate a function

$$f : \mathbb{R}^N \rightarrow \{\pm 1\}$$

using training data, which are $l$ N-dimensional patterns $x_i$ and class labels $y_i$, where $(x_1; y_1); \ldots; (x_l; y_l) \in \mathbb{R}^N \times \{\pm 1\}$

such that $f$ will classify new samples $(x; y)$ correctly.

Given this classification problem the SVM classifier, as described by [Vapnik, 1995] [Guyon et al., 1992] [Cortes and Vapnik, 1995], satisfies the following conditions:

$$\begin{cases} w^T \varphi(x_i) + b \geq 1 & \text{if } y_i = +1, \\ w^T \varphi(x_i) + b \leq -1 & \text{if } y_i = -1, \end{cases}$$

which is equivalent to

$$y_i[w^T \varphi(x_i) + b] \geq 1, \quad i = 1, 2, \ldots, l.$$  \hspace{1cm} (6)

Here training vectors $x_i$ are mapped into a higher dimensional space by the function $\varphi$. The equations (8) construct a hyper plane $w^T \varphi(x_i) + b = 0$. In this higher dimensional space that enables discrimination between the two classes (figure 3). Each of the two half-space defined by this hyper plane corresponds to one class, $H_1$ for $y_i = +1$ and $H_2$ for $y_i = -1$. Therefore the SVM classifier corresponds to the decision functions:

$$y(x) = \text{sign}[w^T \varphi(x) + b]$$

Thus the SVM finds a linear separating hyper plane with the maximal margin in this higher dimensional space. The margin of a linear classifier is the minimal distance of any training point to the hyper plane which is the distance between the dotted lines $H_1$ and $H_2$ and the solid line showed in figure 3. The points $x$ which lie on the solid line satisfy $w \varphi(x) + b = 0$, where $w$ is normal to the hyper plane, $|b|/\|w\|$ is the perpendicular distance from the hyper plane to the origin, and $\|w\|$ is the Euclidean norm of $w$. $1/\|w\|$ is the shortest distance from the separating hyper plane to the closest positive (negative) example. Therefore, the margin of a separating hyper plane will be $1/\|w\|+1/\|w\|$. To calculate the optimal separating plane is equivalent to maximizing the separation margin or distance between the two dotted lines $H_1$ and $H_2$.

$$H_1 : w^T \varphi(x) + b = 1 \quad \text{and} \quad H_2 : w^T \varphi(x) + b = -1$$

are parallel since they have the same normal $w$ and perpendicular distance from the origin, $|1-b|/\|w\|$ for $H_1$ and $|-1-b|/\|w\|$ for $H_2$, and that no training points fall between them. Thus we expect the solution for a typical two dimensional problem to have the form shown in figure 3. Those training points which give equality in (9) are lying on one of the hyper planes $H_1$ and $H_2$ and are called support vectors. They are indicated in figure 3 by gray color.

For non-separable classes, the optimization process needs to be modified in an efficient and elegant manner. In mathematical terms, the maximal margin hyper plane for non-separable data is selected by minimizing the cost function:

$$J(w, \xi) = \frac{1}{2} w^Tw + C \sum_{i=1}^{l} \xi_i$$

Thus the SVM finds a linear separating hyper plane with the maximal margin in this higher dimensional space. The margin of a linear classifier is the minimal distance of any training point to the hyper plane which is the distance between the dotted lines $H_1$ and $H_2$ and the solid line showed in figure 3. The points $x$ which lie on the solid line satisfy $w \varphi(x) + b = 0$, where $w$ is normal to the hyper plane, $|b|/\|w\|$ is the perpendicular distance from the hyper plane to the origin, and $\|w\|$ is the Euclidean norm of $w$. $1/\|w\|$ is the shortest distance from the separating hyper plane to the closest positive (negative) example. Therefore, the margin of a separating hyper plane will be $1/\|w\|+1/\|w\|$. To calculate the optimal separating plane is equivalent to maximizing the separation margin or distance between the two dotted lines $H_1$ and $H_2$.

$$H_1 : w^T \varphi(x) + b = 1 \quad \text{and} \quad H_2 : w^T \varphi(x) + b = -1$$

are parallel since they have the same normal $w$ and perpendicular distance from the origin, $|1-b|/\|w\|$ for $H_1$ and $|-1-b|/\|w\|$ for $H_2$, and that no training points fall between them. Thus we expect the solution for a typical two dimensional problem to have the form shown in figure 3. Those training points which give equality in (9) are lying on one of the hyper planes $H_1$ and $H_2$ and are called support vectors. They are indicated in figure 3 by gray color.

For non-separable classes, the optimization process needs to be modified in an efficient and elegant manner. In mathematical terms, the maximal margin hyper plane for non-separable data is selected by minimizing the cost function:

$$J(w, \xi) = \frac{1}{2} w^Tw + C \sum_{i=1}^{l} \xi_i$$

(8)
subject to the constraints:

\[ y_i(w^T \varphi(x_i) + b) \geq 1 - \xi_i, \quad i = 1, 2, ..., l. \]  \hspace{1cm} (9)

Where,

\[ \xi_i \geq 0, \quad i = 1, 2, ..., l. \]

where the variables \( \xi_i \) are known as slack variables. Note that, the goal of the optimization task is to make the margin as large as possible and reduce the number of points with \( \xi_i > 0 \). The parameter \( C \) is a positive constant that controls the relative influence of the two competing terms.

When no linear separation of the training data is possible, SVM can work in combination with kernel techniques so that the hyper plane defining the SVM corresponds to a nonlinear decision boundary in the input space. If the data is mapped to some other (possibly infinite dimensional) Euclidean space using a mapping \( \Phi(x) \), the training algorithm only depends on the data through dot products in such a Euclidean space, i.e. on functions of the form

\[ \Phi(x) \cdot \Phi(x'). \]

If a kernel function \( K \) is defined as:

\[ K(x, x') = \Phi(x) \cdot \Phi(x') \]  \hspace{1cm} (11)

then, it is not necessary to know the \( \Phi \) function during the training process. In the test phase, an SVM is used by computing dot products of a given test point \( x \) with \( w \), or more specifically by computing the sign of:

\[ f(x) = \sum_{i=1}^{l} y_i K(s_i, x) + b \]  \hspace{1cm} (12)

where \( s_i \) are support vectors.

Figure 3 shows the basic idea of the SVM in which the use of kernels in SVM enables the mapping of the data into some other dot product space (called feature space) \( F \) via a nonlinear transformation.

\[ \Phi : \mathbb{R}^n \rightarrow F \]  \hspace{1cm} (13)

and perform the above linear algorithm in \( F \). Note that, all the points belonging to a given class remain at a given side of the separating hyper plane and the data becomes linearly separable. In the input space, the hyper plane corresponds to a non-linear decision function whose form is determined by the kernel.

We now provide a description of the tools to construct nonlinear classifiers. We substitute \( \Phi(x_i) \) for each training example \( x_i \), and perform the optimal hyper plane algorithm in \( F \). Since we are using kernels, we will end up with a nonlinear decision function of the form.

\[ y(x) = \text{sign} \left[ \sum_{i=1}^{l} y_i K(x, x') + b \right]. \]  \hspace{1cm} (14)

There are many possibilities to define a function to be used as a Kernel. However, typical examples of kernels used in SVM, which have been successfully applied to a wide variety of applications, are linear, polynomial, radial basis functions and the hyperbolic tangent:

- **Linear Kernel**: \( k(x, x') = x \cdot x' \)  \hspace{1cm} (15)
- **Polynomial Kernel**: \( k(x, x') = (x \cdot x' + c)^d \)  \hspace{1cm} (16)
- **RBF Kernel**: \( k(x, x') = \exp \left( \frac{-\gamma (x - x')^2}{\sigma} \right) \)  \hspace{1cm} (17)
- **Sigmoid Kernel**: \( k(x, x') = \tanh(\gamma (x \cdot x') + c) \)  \hspace{1cm} (18)

Beside the possible kernels defined in this section there are others and much of the most current research is oriented to improve and to increase the efficiency of the SVM method. In subsections 4.3 and 4.4 the peculiarities of the kernels used in our experiments will be explained. These are the linear and the puk kernel.

IV. EXPERIMENTATION

4.1 Parkinson data

The Parkinson database used in this study is taken from the University of California at Irvine (UCI) machine learning repository[Asuncion and New- man, 2007] [Little et al., 2007] [Little et al., 2008]. It was used for training and testing experiments. The reason to use these sets of data is that the data sets of this website have been donated from hospitals. These data have been studied by many professionals of artificial intelligence departments. The dataset is composed of a range of biomedical voice measurements from 31 people, 23 with PD. Each column in table 1 is a particular voice measure, and each row corresponds to one of 195 voice recordings of these individuals ("name" column). Table 1 shows the fields of this database and a brief description of each input variable.

**Table 1**

List of measurement methods applied to acoustic signals recorded from each subject.
In this study we have used the Weka program package. The Weka program package is a JAVA software package from the University of Waikato, New Zealand [Witten and Frank, 2005] issued under the GNU General Public License. This

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Field name</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>name</td>
<td>ASCII subject name and recording number</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MDVP:Fo(\text{Hz})</td>
<td>Average vocal fundamental frequency</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MDVP:Fhi(\text{Hz})</td>
<td>Maximum vocal fundamental frequency</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MDVP:Flo(\text{Hz})</td>
<td>Minimum vocal fundamental frequency</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MDVP:Jitter(%)</td>
<td>Five measures of variation in fundamental frequency</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MDVP:Jitter(\text{Abs})</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MDVP:RAP</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MDVP:PPQ</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jitter:DDP</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MDVP:Shimmer</td>
<td>Six measures of variation in amplitude</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MDVP:Shimmer(\text{dB})</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Shimmer:APQ3</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Shimmer:APQ5</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MDVP:APQ</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Shimmer:DDA</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NHR</td>
<td>Two measures of ratio of noise to tonal components in the voice</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HNR</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RPDE</td>
<td>Two nonlinear dynamical complexity measures</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>D2</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DFA</td>
<td>Signal fractal scaling exponent</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>spread1</td>
<td>Three nonlinear measures of fundamental frequency variation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>spread2</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PPE</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Status</td>
<td>Output - Health of the subject (1) - Parkinson's, (0) - healthy</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
software has been used and referenced in many works and projects [Massarelli et al., 2009] [Huang et al., 2009] [Ahmed et al., 2008] [Tari et al., 2008].

The first step of the experimentation is to load the data. Figure 4 shows the relation between every input field and the diagnosis. That relation reflects just how small or big the influence between a specific input data and the final diagnosis is.

The method to evaluate our system is to obtain some measures as classification accuracy, sensitivity, specificity, positive predictive value, negative predictive value and a confusion matrix. A confusion matrix [Kohavi and Provost, 1998] contains information about actual and predicted classifications done by a classification system.

### 4.2 MLP

In this section we test the Parkinson database by using MLP. For the construction of the architecture of the MLP we proceed as follows:

a) Layer 1 corresponds directly to the input vector, that is, all the parameters fields of the patient’s record.

b) Layer 2 (the hidden layer). The number of hidden neurons for this layer is the most elaborated question in the network’s architecture. This number represents a trade of between performance and the risk of over fitting. In fact, the number of neurons in a hidden layer will significantly influence the ability of the network to generalize from the training data to the unknown examples [Pal and of Nottingham , GB]. By doing some experiments we discovered that:

- With a low number of neurons for this layer training and test sets performed badly.
- With a high number of neurons the training set performed well. However there is a high risk of over fitting.

- The optimal solution for this layer was found to be 13 neurons.

Therefore, the best solution for this hidden layer has been found with 13 neurons.

c) Layer 3 (the output layer) (ill and healthy patients). Table 2, 3 and 4 show the confusion matrix for a two class classifier. Classification accuracy, sensitivity, specificity, positive predictive value and negative predictive value can be defined by using the elements of the confusion matrix.

#### Table 2

Definition of the confusion matrix with the value for every measure for the MLP classifier:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Actual</th>
<th>Predicted</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Positive</td>
<td>True positive (TP)=138</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Negative</td>
<td>False positive (FP)=6</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Classification accuracy (%)**

\[
\text{accuracy} = \frac{TP + TN}{TP + FP + FN + TN} \times 100 = 92.31\% \quad (19)
\]

**Sensitivity (%)**

\[
\text{Sensitivity} = \frac{TP}{TP + FN} \times 100 = 93.88\% \quad (20)
\]

**Specificity (%)**

\[
\text{Specificity} = \frac{TN}{FP + TN} \times 100 = 87.50\% \quad (21)
\]

**Positive predictive value (%)**

\[
\text{Positive predictive value} = \frac{TP}{TP + FP} \times 100 = 95.83\% \quad (22)
\]

**Negative predictive value (%)**

\[
\text{Negative predictive value} = \frac{TN}{FN + TN} \times 100 = 82.35\% \quad (23)
\]

#### 4.3 SVM with linear kernel

In the next two sections we do some experimentation with the Parkinson database by using the SVM with different kernels in order to test the accuracy. The SVM produces better results than the MLP tested in the previous section. In particular we use a new algorithm for training the SVM: Sequential Minimal Optimization (SMO) which is a faster
training method for SVMs. SVMs have empirically been shown to have good generalization performance on a wide variety of problems. However, the use of SVMs is still limited to a small group of researchers. One possible reason is that training algorithms for SVMs are slow, especially for large problems. Another explanation is that SVM training algorithms are complex, subtle, and difficult for an average engineer to implement. Training a SVM requires the solution of a very large Quadratic Programming (QP) optimization problem. SMO breaks this large QP problem into a series of smallest possible QP problems [Platt, 1998] [Platt, 1999] [Keerthi et al., 2001]. This implementation globally replaces all missing values and transforms nominal attributes into binary ones. It also normalizes all attributes by default.

4.4 SVM with puk kernel
In this section we test the parkinson database with the SVM method by using an universal Pearson VII function based kernel (puk kernel) [Aüstärn et al., 2006]. This new method improves the accuracy of our system.

The applicability, suitability, performance and robustness of this alternative kernel in comparison to the commonly applied kernels is investigated by applying this to simulated as well as real-world data sets. From the outcome of these examinations, it was concluded that the PUK kernel is robust and has an equal or even stronger mapping power as compared to the standard kernel functions leading to an equal or better generalization performance of SVMs. In general, PUK can be used as a universal kernel that is able to serve as a generic alternative to the common linear, polynomial and RBF kernel functions [Aüstärn et al., 2007].

### Table 3
Definition of the confusion matrix with the values for every measure of the SVM classifier and linear kernel.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Actual</th>
<th>Predicted</th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Positive</td>
<td>True positive (TP)=146</td>
<td>False negative (TN)=33</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Negative</td>
<td>False positive (FP)=15</td>
<td>True negative (FN)=1</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Classif: accuracy(%)**

\[
\text{accuracy} = \frac{TP + TN}{TP + FP + FN + TN} \times 100 = 91.79\%
\]  
(24)

**Sensitivity(%)**

\[
\text{Sensitivity} = \frac{TP}{TP + FN} \times 100 = 99.32\%
\]  
(25)

**Specificity(%)**

\[
\text{Specificity} = \frac{TN}{FP + TN} \times 100 = 68.75\%
\]  
(26)

**Positive predictive value(%)**

\[
\text{PPV} = \frac{TP}{TP + FP} \times 100 = 90.68\%
\]  
(27)

**Negative predictive value(%)**

\[
\text{NPV} = \frac{TN}{FN + TN} \times 100 = 97.06\%
\]  
(28)

### Table 4
Definition of the confusion matrix with the value for every measure of the SVM classifier and puk kernel.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Actual</th>
<th>Predicted</th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Positive</td>
<td>True positive (TP)=139</td>
<td>False negative (FN)=8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Negative</td>
<td>False positive (FP)=5</td>
<td>True negative (TN)=43</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Classif: accuracy(%)**

\[
\text{accuracy} = \frac{TP + TN}{TP + FP + FN + TN} \times 100 = 93.33\%
\]  
(29)

**Sensitivity(%)**

\[
\text{Sensitivity} = \frac{TP}{TP + FN} \times 100 = 94.56\%
\]  
(30)

**Specificity(%)**

\[
\text{Specificity} = \frac{TN}{FP + TN} \times 100 = 89.58\%
\]  
(31)

**Positive predictive value(%)**

\[
\text{PPV} = \frac{TP}{TP + FP} \times 100 = 96.53\%
\]  
(32)

**Negative predictive value(%)**

\[
\text{NPV} = \frac{TN}{FN + TN} \times 100 = 84.31\%
\]  
(33)
One of the reasons why such a high degree of accuracy is obtained, is due to the data cleaning procedure; the data preprocessing. The data preprocessing of the databases collected directly from a hospital or Health centers, is necessary in order to homogenize the data before applying them to artificial intelligence methods. Moreover, it increases the accuracy of the classification methods.

The accuracy of the ANN and SVM were very good. They showed a high degree of certainty, above 90%. Furthermore, some of the parameters reach very high accuracy such as "Sensitivity" and "Negative predictive value" with 99.32% and 97.06% respectively.

Consequently, we propose a hybrid system combining ANN and SVM classifiers (SVM is tested with two different kernels). The goal is not only to establish a comparison between all of them but also to benefit from the highest accuracies of each classifier. The diagnosis must be reinforced and complemented in order to provide a better generalization in the same way that two or more specialists (or a specialist group) co-operate with each their methods, in order to obtain a final common diagnosis. As illustrated in Figure 5, our system allows finding out which instances are correctly or incorrectly classified. A future line of the system is an exhaustive study of all the fields, thus allowing us to determine why the errors occurred, and learning how to avoid this from happening in the future.

We have found that the outliers and the imbalanced data directly affected the classification performance and effectiveness of the classifiers. There are 147 registers with PD and 48 healthy ones. The accuracy of the classifiers will be improved by eliminating a number of outliers from both the minority and majority classes, and increasing the size of the minority class to the same size of the majority class. Once the AI methods have been separately and/or individually tested, the next step will be to use a clustering method also called a metalearning. Metalearning algorithms take classifiers and turn them into more powerful learners with a higher generalization degree. They carry out the classifications either by averaging probability estimation or by voting and they always take advantage of every particular method.
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Abstract- The databanks available globally having the diagnosis results of patients about chronic diseases like Diabetics, Blood Pressure etc offer wealth information that reveal among others, predisposition to various diseases and paternity relations. But these data requires privacy as some times the parties may not intention to reveal the data to each other. They need a protocol or the technique to preserve the privacy. Here we are implementing the homomorphic encryption scheme to compare the cipher text as plaintext so that the privacy may be preserved. Here we are discussing the new protocol for the existing schemes. We also compare the computational costs of the some homomorphic encryption schemes.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Over the past decade, there has been a growing need for large-scale privacy preserving systems spanning several databases distributed over the Internet [23]. One motivating example is the nation-wide electronic medical records (EMR) effort within the US which hopes to integrate the EMR of patients across a large number of hospitals while mandating stringent privacy requirements for patient records as specified in the HIPAA regulations [1]. Over the years, the research community has developed a wide range of privacy-preserving techniques for answering different types of queries [2, 3, 4, and 13] without revealing information of any individual database which is irrelevant to the queries.

Human Desoxyribo-Nucleic Acid (DNA) sequences offer a wealth of information that reveal among others predisposition to various diseases and paternity relations. The breadth and personalized nature of this information highlights the need for privacy-preserving protocols. The human genome contains a wealth of information about a person’s body broad access to the genome is likely to revolutionize medical diagnosis and treatment [23]. A doctor can avail this stored data and find out whether the patient has predisposition towards developing a specific diseases like diabetics, blood pressure etc. and also he can understand that the patient reactions towards the specific drug composition [23]. Or whether the treatment will likely fail, there by reducing the overall costs and increasing the effectiveness of the therapy. Finally, it may be possible to create an individual drug therapy for each patient by analyzing his genetic profile and predicting his response to different medications [22]. If the data is available in internet are with the private organizations then if a patient has digital or image data about his DNA are genome then he wants to give it to another party for diagnosis then obviously both parties wants to maintains secrecy as Patient feels My symptoms and history are personal Diagnose.com feels My diagnostic is proprietary and valuable [23].

When the diagnostic and the data are both private then we need a procedure to compare both and results will be forward to patient. There are some disadvantages with this kind of data available on internet or with the private databanks .For instance a person carrying the cancer symptoms may not get insurance coverage which will be rejected at starting itself by insurance companies. In other scenario an employee may be rejected from his permanent job work because of his history from the databanks. Privacy concerns about this information have traditionally been addressed through laws and procedures .Healthcare professionals are required to keep sensitive data confidential and make it available only with explicit consent of the patient .so far this kind of traditional approach has worked reasonably well, due to limited data availability at established centers. This kind of traditional form of protecting the sensitive information leakage is insufficient. We may understand that the cryptographic privacy preserving protocols will become invaluable components to over come the procedural approach.

One of the fundamental methods for molecular sequence comparison and alignment is the Needleman-Wunsch algorithm [6], which is used in software for detecting similarities between two DNA sequences. The underlying sequence comparison and alignment problem is also known as the string edit problem in the literature.
II. RELATED LITERATURE SURVEY

The problem discussed here is without revealing the data of the both parties providing the result for further actions to the doctors and diagnosis centers. here we used the homomorphic property to provide security as the computations takes place on encrypted data. Here we are going to discuss some protocols edit distance, Hamming distance for finding equalities in encrypted data given by some research scholars and also we are providing a protocol using the various homomorphic encryption schemes such as Elgamal, Elliptic curve and privacy homomorphism.

They given an efficient protocol for sequence comparisons of the edit distance kind, such that neither party reveals anything about their private sequence to the other party (other than what can be inferred from the edit distance between their two sequences (which is unavoidable because computing that distance is the purpose of the protocol). The amount of communication done by our protocol is proportional to the time complexity of the best-known algorithm for performing the sequence comparison. The problem of determining the similarity between two sequences arises in a large number of applications, particularly in bioinformatics. In these application areas, the edit distance is one of the most widely used notions of sequence similarity: It is the least-cost set of insertions, deletions, and substitutions required to transform one string into the other. The generalizations of edit distance that are solved by the same kind of dynamic programming recurrence relation as the one for edit distance, cover an even wider domain of applications.

III. BUILDING BLOCKS

Homomorphic encryption

Homomorphic encryption is a special type of cryptography in which the sum of two encrypted values is equal to the encrypted sum of values [21]. The high level formula for this is. In simple mathematics, this is equivalent to the communicative property of multiplication, where. For a majority of cryptographic algorithms, this does not hold true. In most cases, it is undesirable because it may help reveal information which can be used to break the encryption. However, this is a desirable property if one wishes to have the sum of a group of encrypted values verified without revealing those encrypted values. In voting protocols, this is used to verify the tally of the ballots without revealing what those ballots are.

Scenario 1

Alice wants to query a database but she does not want the database to learn what she is querying [21].

Alice has a function that she does not want to reveal and some secret inputs. Bob has some secret inputs and wants to compare with Alice are they want to compare with data base banks for getting the information without revealing data to others.

- Homomorphic Encryption Scheme (HES) enables direct computation on encrypted data without decryption. Properties of HES that are needed [10, 11]:
  - Additively homomorphic: Computing \( E(x+y) \) from \( E(x) \) and \( E(y) \) without revealing \( x \) and \( y \)
  - Multiplicatively homomorphic: computing \( E(xy) \) from \( E(x) \) and \( E(y) \) without revealing \( x \) and \( y \).
  - Mixed-multiplicatively Homomorphic: computing \( E(xy) \) from \( E(x) \) and \( y \) without revealing \( x \).

IV. MIXED MULTIPLICATIVE

Homomorphism

The mixed multiplicative homomorphism [5] is the simplified version of Domingo-Ferrer’s field encryption [4].

1) Encryption/Decryption

This new cryptosystem, uses large number \( m \), where \( m = p \times q \). Here \( p \) and \( q \) are large prime numbers, which are kept secret. Let \( Z_p = \{ x | x \leq p \} \) be the set of original plaintext messages, \( Z_m = \{ x | x < m \} \) be the set of ciphertext messages and \( Q_p = \{ a | a \ \notin \ Z_p \} \) be the set of encryption clues.

The encryption operation is performed by choosing a plaintext \( x \) belonging to \( Z_p \) and a random number \( \alpha \) in \( Q_p \) such that \( x = a \mod p \), here \( p \) is kept secret. The cipher text \( y \) is calculated as \( y = E_p(x) = a \mod m \).

In decryption operation the plaintext \( x \) is recovered as \( x = D_p(y) = y \mod p \), where \( p \) is the secret key.

2) Properties

Following are the properties of the mixed multiplicative homomorphism:

- **Additive Homomorphic:**
  Addition is done on cipher text and the decrypted result is same as the sum of plaintexts.

- **Multiplicative Homomorphic:**
  Multiplication is done on cipher text and the decrypted result is same as the product of plaintexts.

- **Mixed-Multiplicative Homomorphic:**
  Multiplication is done on a cipher text and Plaintext and the decrypted result is same as the product of plaintexts.

Let us look into an example, which explains this protocol in more detail.

Let \( p = 13 \), \( q = 5 \), \( n = p \times q = 65 \), \( x_1 = 3 \), \( E_p(x_1) = 29 \), \( x_2 = 7 \) and \( E_p(x_2) = 46 \).
**Additive homomorphism:** In additive homomorphism decryption of the sum of two cipher text is same as the addition of two plaintext.

\[ E_p(x_1) + E_p(x_2) = 29 + 46 = 75 \mod 65 = 10 \]

By decrypting the cipher text 10 we get, \( D_p(10) = 10 \mod 13 = 10 \), which is same as the plaintext \( x_1 + x_2 = 10 \). This shows that addition can be performed on the cipher text, as if performed on the plaintext.

**Multiplicative homomorphism:** In multiplicative homomorphism decrypted result of the product of two cipher text is same as the multiplication of two plaintext.

\[ E_p(x_1) \times E_p(x_2) = 29 \times 46 = 1334 \mod 65 = 34. \]

By decrypting the ciphertext 34 we get, \( D_p(34) = 34 \mod 13 = 8 \), which is same as the plaintext \( x_1 \times x_2 = 21 \mod 13 = 8 \). This shows that multiplication can be performed on the cipher text, as if performed on the plaintext.

**Mixed Multiplicative Homomorphism:** In Mixed Multiplicative Homomorphism \( E_p(x_1 \times x_2) = E_p(x_1) \times x_2 \)

\[ E_p(x_1) \times x_2 = 29 \times 7 = 203 \mod 65 = 8. \]

By decrypting 8 we get, \( D_p(8) = 8 \mod 13 = 8 \), which is same as the plaintext \( x_1 \times x_2 = 21 \mod 13 = 8 \). This shows that mixed multiplicative homomorphism can be performed on the ciphertext, as if performed on the plaintext.

3) **Security**

The proposed protocol though exhibits the property of homomorphism is not very secure against known plain-text attack. The cryptosystem is however secured against known cipher text attack.

Let us look into the known plaintext attack and known cipher text attack in more detail with respect to this cryptosystem.

- **Known plaintext attack:**

  If \((x, y)\) are the known plaintext ciphertext pair, finding key \(p\) is relatively easy. We know \(x = D_p(y) = y \mod p\), where \(p\) is the prime key and \(p \geq x\). We know that \(p | (y - x)\), that is \(p\) completely divides \(y - x\). Here \(x\) and \(y\) are known, so finding \(p\) is relatively easy as \(p\) is the divisor of \((y - x)\).

- **Known ciphertext attack:**

  We know \(x = y \mod p\) and if \(y\) is known, \(x\) and \(p\) are still unknown. We know, \(y = x + rp\) and it is difficult to determine \(y\) as \(x\) and \(p\) are unknown.

V. EXPERIMENT PROCEDURE AND RESULTS

The problem can be described as follows:

The client has an algorithm to compute a function \(f(x)\).

The client sends it over to the server which computes the function on an input \(x\). \(x\) can be encrypted form of client's data stored by the server. Therefore the function \(f\) should have the capability to decode it. The server should not be able to learn anything substantial about \(f\) or the intermediate data it uses for execution.

A simple protocol for doing this will look like

1. Client encrypts \(f\).
2. Client creates a program \(P(E(f))\) which implements \(E(f)\).
3. Client sends \(P(E(f))\) to server.
4. Server executes \(P(E(f))\) with \(x\) as input.
5. Server sends \(P(E(f))(x)\) to client.

Alice or doctor wants report of his or his patient diagnosis data/image of his genome or DNA for understanding about his future medical suggestions so he will send the data to the database bank or distributed server or Bob/another doctor through the application .the application itself encrypts and sends data for result .At other side this data will be compared with the available data in banks and sends the report without revealing the data to each other. The application is simulated in c under Linux platform and the computational costs and information rates in encryption are compared and the graphical information has been furnished here.

The advantages over the existing ones: The first is that we lower the level of trust on the involved individual principals. The second is that extra attention has been paid to the privacy issues related to the sensitive relationship between a biometric feature and the relevant identities. Specifically, this relationship is unknown to the database and the matcher.

The central idea is to develop a system on which we can evaluate encrypted functions without decrypting it. The functions can be encrypted such that the resulting transformation can be implemented as a program that can be executed on an unreliable host. The executing computer will not be able to see the program's unencrypted instructions but will not be able to make out what the function implements.

The important implication here is that the executing system won’t be able to modify the encrypted function in goal – oriented way. We will be looking at non interactive evaluation of encrypted functions, where in, we encrypt a function such that it still remains executable. The first observation we can make is that it is not enough to secure only the secret function or secret data, the whole program has to be made secure. Otherwise an attacker can modify the clear text parts of the program and make the secure parts do something other than what it is meant to do.
From above Figure 1 and respective Table it is clear that MMH is much faster than DF’s new Privacy Homomorphic encryption scheme, DF’s additive and multiplicative Privacy Homomorphic encryption scheme and DF’s field Privacy Homomorphic encryption scheme. We also see from Figure 1 that the encryption timing of DF’s new Privacy Homomorphic encryption scheme, DF’s additive and multiplicative Privacy Homomorphic encryption scheme and DF’s field Privacy Homomorphic encryption scheme increases with the increase in encryption keys but the encryption timing of MMH remains almost the same with the increase in encryption key size. From Figures 2, 3 and 4 and corresponding Tables we also see that the encryption timing of DF’s new PH and DF’s additive and multiplicative PH increases with the increase in message size. However the encryption timing of DF’s field Privacy Homomorphic encryption scheme and MMH remains almost the same with the increase in the message size. In determining the encryption timing of DF’s new Privacy Homomorphic encryption scheme and DF’s additive and
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Abstract- In this paper we evaluate the performance of our proposed Message Encryption scheme using cheating text [6] with respect to response time and user load. In this method the authentication of the message is also possible because of the hashing by Modified message digest Algorithm [6]. This scheme can be applied for authentication like security in data bases. The response time of the algorithm is implemented in java is calculated with user load and the different sizes of the data file. The results are also compared with the performance evaluation done by Priya Dhawan [8], Aamer Nadeem [7] and found to be efficient.

I. INTRODUCTION

The popular method of authentication is by using a hash algorithm. MD5 is a hash algorithm to prepare a message digest for a given plaintext. However, this suffers from Wang’s collision attack [2]. Modified Message Digest algorithm is modified to sustain the Wang’s collision attack. The idea is to use 64-bit chaining variables instead of 32-bit. The performance of our MMD encryption scheme is evaluated and compared with the Priya Dhawan [8], Aamer Nadeem [7]. The results are shown in section 3 and section 4.

Keywords: Junit, MMD, Wang’s Collision.

II. AUTHENTICATION SYSTEM EVALUATION

1) Performance Evolution Methodology

This section describes the techniques and simulation choices made to evaluate the performance of the compared algorithms. In addition to that, this section will discusses the methodology related parameters like: system parameters, experiment factors, and experiment initial settings. It includes a overview of Junit test which is used for finding the response time of the algorithms. The experiments are conducted using 64-bit processor with 1GB of RAM [6]. The simulation program is compiled using the default settings in Java, windows applications. The experiments are performed number of times to assure that the results are consistent and are valid to compare the different algorithms.

III. TESTING FRAME WORK

JUnit is a unit-testing framework that can be used to test the functionality of java classes [11]. Writing a test is a method that exercises the code to be tested and defining the expected result. The framework provides the context for running the test automatically and as part of a collection of other tests. This investment in testing will continue to pay us back in time and quality.

a. Need of JUnit
1. JUnit is useful to write tests that exercise our code and incrementally add tests as the software grows.
2. Testing become tough if we have to manually compare the expected and actual result of tests, and it slows us down. JUnit tests can be run automatically and they check their own results. When we run tests, we get simple and immediate visual feedback as to whether the tests passed or failed. There's no need to manually comb through a report of test results.

b. Features of JUnit
1. For testing java classes written by us we need to write test classes using features of JUnit.
2. TestCase is a command Object. Test Classes must extend this TestCase class. A TestCase can define any number
of public testXXX() methods. When we want to check the expected and actual test results, we can invoke a variation of the assert() method.

3. TestCase subclasses that contain multiple testXXX() methods can use the setUp() and tearDown() methods to initialize and release any common objects under test, referred to as the test fixture. Each test runs in the context of its own fixture, calling setUp() before and tearDown() after each test method to ensure there can be no side effects among test runs.

4. TestCase instances can be composed into TestSuite hierarchies that automatically invoke all the testXXX() methods defined in each TestCase instance. A TestSuite is a composite of other tests, either TestCase instances or other TestSuite instances. The composite behavior exhibited by the TestSuite allows you to assemble test suites of test suites of tests, to an arbitrary depth, and run all the tests automatically and uniformly to yield a single pass or fail status.

IV. RELATED WORK

In this section discusses the results obtained from Priya Dhawan [8], Aamer Nadeem [7]. By considering the response time, complexity and security will improve with the Advanced Authentication Method. The following graph is taken into consideration by considering different User load. Dhawaan [8], Nadeem [7] has done experiments for finding the performance of MD5. The method computes the hash of data stored in a file. It performed the tests with a data size of 4 KB, 135 KB to see how the size of data impacts performance. The algorithms were implemented in a Java, using their standard specifications, and were tested to compare their performance.

Fig 1 and 2 gives the Existing experiments report for performance of 4 KB and 135KB data files with respect of response time.

Fig 3 and 4 gives the Modified Message digest Algorithm reports for performance of 4 KB and 135KB data files with respect of response time.

V. PERFORMANCE METHODOLOGY ADOPTED FOR THE PROPOSED SCHEME

In this section a step by step procedure is given to illustrate the methodology adopted for the performance evaluation of the message encryption scheme proposed in [3,6].

Step 1: Developed unit test cases for the algorithm using JUnit Testing tool.

Step 2: Developed wrapper test cases using JUnitPerf testing tool for the test cases that were developed using JUnit as mentioned in step2.


Step 4: Change in the response time can be observed with the change of user load (max number of concurrent users) with respect of executing the above steps.

Modified Message Digest algorithm [3,6] is getting the results in 'milli Seconds'. Table 1 and Table 2 contains the speed benchmarks for the 4KB data file using proposed algorithm and Existing Algorithm. Table 3 and Table 4 contains the speed benchmarks for the 135KB data file using proposed algorithm [3,6] and Existing Algorithm [2,5]. Existing Algorithm [2] is having inconsistency as shown in Fig 3 along with the collision attacks [2]. Proposed algorithm [3,6] overcome the limitations what are existed.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Load</th>
<th>Time Taken(ms)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>20</td>
<td>0.015</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>30</td>
<td>0.032</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>40</td>
<td>0.062</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>50</td>
<td>0.078</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>60</td>
<td>0.109</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Table 1 Response time for 4 KB data file with respect of user load (in milli seconds)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Load</th>
<th>Time Taken (ms)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>0.016</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>20</td>
<td>0.015</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>30</td>
<td>0.032</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>40</td>
<td>0.078</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>50</td>
<td>0.141</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>60</td>
<td>0.093</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>70</td>
<td>0.203</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 2 Response time for 4 KB data file with respect of user load using Existing algorithm.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Load</th>
<th>Time Taken (ms)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>0.016</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>20</td>
<td>0.015</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>30</td>
<td>0.032</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>40</td>
<td>0.078</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>50</td>
<td>0.141</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>60</td>
<td>0.093</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>70</td>
<td>0.203</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 3 Response time for 135 KB data file with respect of user load (in milli seconds)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Load</th>
<th>Time Taken (ms)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>0.016</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>20</td>
<td>0.015</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>30</td>
<td>0.032</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>40</td>
<td>0.078</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>50</td>
<td>0.141</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>60</td>
<td>0.093</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>70</td>
<td>0.203</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 4 Response time for 135 KB data file with respect of user load using Existing algorithm.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Load</th>
<th>Time Taken (ms)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>0.016</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>20</td>
<td>0.015</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>30</td>
<td>0.032</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>40</td>
<td>0.078</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>50</td>
<td>0.141</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>60</td>
<td>0.093</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>70</td>
<td>0.203</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Fig 3 Comparison results for 4 KB files with the existing algorithm.

---

VI. CONCLUSION

The presented testing results showed that MMD has a better performance. As these tests demonstrate, authentication
schemes and hashing algorithms carry varying amounts of overhead, and therefore have vastly different performance characteristics. The size of data being passed to hashing algorithms, as well to cryptography techniques, is also significant.
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Abstract - In this paper an attempt is made to study the behavior of the Constant Modulus Algorithm (CMA) as used to adapt a Fractionally Spaced Equalizer (FSE). It is illustrated below using simple examples. Some important conclusions are drawn from these examples: (1) in the presence of noise or channel under modeling, proper initialization may be necessary to successfully equalize the channel, and (2) channels containing nearly reflected roots exhibit high levels of noise gain. Classical Equalization techniques employ a timeslot during which a training signal known in advance by the receiver is transmitted. As inclusion of such signals sacrifices valuable channel capacity, to avoid this disadvantage here we are using the BERGulator which is a MATLAB 5-based interactive simulation tool aimed to generate CMA for studying the behavior of the Constant Modulus Algorithm (CMA). By adjusting channel coefficients, SNR, and selecting appropriate channel type, spacing we can obtain perfect Equalizability with well behaved channel which reduces ISI at the receiver. General packet radio service is a global system for mobile communications, which provides efficient access to the Internet from mobile networks. The main advantage is to accommodate Internet traffic that is bursty in nature while maintaining the desired service quality of GSM calls. A GPRS bandwidth allocation strategy called the BANDWIDTH-ON-DEMAND (BoD) strategy. The BoD strategy is adaptive to the change of traffic conditions, dynamically adjust the number of channels for GSM and GPRS traffic. An iterative algorithm is proposed to determine the optimum bandwidth allocation for GSM and GPRS traffic. Efficiently bandwidth utilization with high QoS requirements for both GSM and GPRS traffic. Information bearing signals transmitted between remote locations often encounter a signal altering physical channel. Examples of common physical channels include coaxial, fiber optic or twisted pair cable in wired communications and the atmosphere or ocean in wireless communications. Each of these physical channels may cause signal distortion, including echoes and frequency selective filtering of the transmitted signal. In digital communications, a critical manifestation of distortion is inter symbol interference (ISI), whereby symbols transmitted before and after a given symbol corrupt the detection of that symbol. All physical channels tend to exhibit ISI. The presence of ISI is readily observable in the sampled impulse response of a channel, an impulse response corresponding to a lack of ISI contains a single spike of width less than the time between the symbols. Linear channel equalization, an approach commonly used to counter the effects of linear channel distortion, can be viewed as application of linear filter to the received signal. The equalizer attempts to extract the transmitted symbol sequence by counteracting the effects of
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Fractionally Spaced Equalizer (FSE), Constant modulus Algorithm (CMA), Inter Symbol Interference (ISI), Binary Phase Shift Keying (BPSK), General packet radio service (GPRS), Global System for mobile communications (GSM), Quality of service (Qos), Internet, bandwidth-on-demand strategy (BoD)

I. INTRODUCTION

General Packet Radio Service (GPRS) is a Global System for Mobile Communications (GSM) packet data service, which provides efficient access to the Internet from mobile networks. The main advantage is to accommodate Internet traffic that is bursty in nature while maintaining the desired service quality of GSM calls. A GPRS bandwidth allocation strategy called the BANDWIDTH-ON-DEMAND (BoD) strategy. The BoD strategy is adaptive to the change of traffic conditions, dynamically adjust the number of channels for GSM and GPRS traffic. An iterative algorithm is proposed to determine the optimum bandwidth allocation for GSM and GPRS traffic. Efficiently bandwidth utilization with high QoS requirements for both GSM and GPRS traffic. Information bearing signals transmitted between remote locations often encounter a signal altering physical channel. Examples of common physical channels include coaxial, fiber optic or twisted pair cable in wired communications and the atmosphere or ocean in wireless communications. Each of these physical channels may cause signal distortion, including echoes and frequency selective filtering of the transmitted signal. In digital communications, a critical manifestation of distortion is inter symbol interference (ISI), whereby symbols transmitted before and after a given symbol corrupt the detection of that symbol. All physical channels tend to exhibit ISI. The presence of ISI is readily observable in the sampled impulse response of a channel, an impulse response corresponding to a lack of ISI contains a single spike of width less than the time between the symbols. Linear channel equalization, an approach commonly used to counter the effects of linear channel distortion, can be viewed as application of linear filter to the received signal. The equalizer attempts to extract the transmitted symbol sequence by counteracting the effects of
ISI, thus improving the probability of correct symbol detection. Since it is common for the channel characteristics to be unknown or to change over time, the preferred embodiment of the equalizer is a structure adaptive in nature. Classical Equalization techniques employ a timeslot during which a training signal known in advance by the receiver is transmitted. The receiver adopts the equalizer so that output Closely matches the known reference training signal. As inclusion of such signals sacrifices valuable channel capacity, adaption without resort to training i.e. blind adoption is preferred. So here we are implementing blind adoption algorithm constant Modulus Algorithm (CMA).

II. Architecture

- The GGSN can be seen as an edge Internet protocol (IP) router providing connectivity to the Internet, which routes packets between the Internet and the SGSN.
- The SGSN is responsible for delivering packets to the mobile stations (MSs), and also responsible for performing security, mobility management, and session management functions.
- The SGSN is connected to the GGSN over an IP backbone network on one side and to the base station subsystem (BSS) over a Frame Relay network on the other side.
- The BSS consists of the base transceiver station (BTS) and the base station controller (BSC).

The BTS handles the radio interfaces toward the MSs. The BSC controls the Usage of the radio resources, where the physical radio channels can be used as either circuit-switched GSM channels or packet-switched GPRS channels.

When the GPRS-attached MS attempts to send/receive packet data to/from the Internet, a packet data protocol (PDP) context with a specific quality-of-service (QoS) profile between the MS and the GGSN shall be activated [3]. As shown in Figure 2, the MS activates a PDP context by sending an ACTIVATE PDP CONTEXT REQUEST message to request the GGSN to establish an IP tunnel with the required QoS profile between the SGSN and the GGSN. The GGSN then returns a CREATE PDP CONTEXT RESPONSE message to indicate whether the establishment of an IP tunnel was successful. Besides, in order to request the creation of the packet flow context (PFC) between the MS and the SGSN, the SGSN sends a CREATE BSS PFC message with the aggregate BSS QoS profile (ABQP)2 to the BSC. If the PFC creation request was accepted, a CREATE BSS PFC ACK is returned to the SGSN. Finally, if the IP tunnel establishment and the PFC creation were successful, the SGSN returns an ACTIVATE PDP CONTEXT ACCEPT message to the MS. The MS is now able to access mobile Internet services.

III. The Bandwidth-on-Demand (BoD) Strategy

Let C be the Number of Channels in the BSC. Let M be the M Number of Channels designated for GSM. Let G be the Hand – off GSM calls among M Channels. A hand-off GSM call is accepted as long as there are free channels. A new GSM call is accepted only if the number of free channels is greater than G. A GPRS packet is served only if the number of GPRS packets being served is less than c–m otherwise it is queued in a buffer with capacity B.

Two performance measures are considered in our study: The GSM-call blocking probability PB, GPRS-packet dropping probability PD QoS is defined as:

\[ Q = \alpha (1-P_B) + (1-\alpha)(1-P_D) \]

\[ 0 \leq \alpha \leq 1 \]
The value of $\alpha$ depends on the stress laid on the QoS requirements for GSM and GPRS traffic. Consequently, the core idea of the BoD strategy is to dynamically adjust the values of $m$ and $g$ based on the traffic load conditions so as to maximize the quality of service index $Q$.

Figure 3 illustrates the BSC architecture for supporting the BoD strategy, which consists of the following components:

**Traffic Measurement Unit (TMU)** is responsible for traffic measurement at the BSC. The measurement is based on statistics collected during fixed time intervals called measurement periods. In each measurement period, the TMU determines the offered GSM and GPRS traffic loads, and informs the bandwidth controller (BC).

**Bandwidth Controller (BC)** dynamically allocates bandwidths on the basis of traffic information sent from the TMU. The BC determines the optimum values of $m$ and $g$ according to the measured traffic loads and the QoS index $Q$ defined in (1). In each measurement period, the BC informs the access controller (AC) of the optimum values of $m$ and $g$. The threshold-based policy is used to manage the variations of $m$ and $g$ by tracking traffic load fluctuations. Specifically, the load-to-threshold mapping is available as a look-up table whose entries are a priori calculated according to the QoS index.

**Access Controller (AC)** is responsible for assigning bandwidth resources to GSM and GPRS traffic according to the values of $m$ and $g$ sent from the BC.

Hand-off GSM call is accepted as long as there are available channels. A new GSM call, however, is accepted only when the number of idle channels is greater than $g$. A GPRS packet is served only if the number of GPRS packets being served is less than $c-m$ and there are channels free. Otherwise, it is queued in a buffer.
IV. THE ANALYTICAL MODEL

The Analytical Model is developed to study the performance of the BOD strategy.

The following parameters and assumptions are made:

1. The arrivals of new and hand-off GSM calls are Poisson distributed with rates \( \lambda_v \) and \( \lambda_{vh} \) respectively. \( \lambda_v \) is correlated with other parameters (e.g., call arrival rate, portable mobility, service time etc) and can be determined from them.

2. The arrivals of GPRS data packets are Poisson distributed with rate \( \lambda_d \). A GPRS packet being served or queued is immediately dropped, if the corresponding Mobile station leaves the BSC service area.

3. The service rates of GSM calls and GPRS packets are exponentially distributed with means \( 1/\mu_v \) and \( 1/\mu_d \) respectively.

4. The BSC area residence times for GSM and GPRS MS's follow exponential distribution with means \( 1/\eta_v \) and \( 1/\eta_d \).

State \( S_{ij} \) where \( i \) and \( j \) denote the number of existing GSM calls and GPRS packet in BSC. The State Space is denoted by \( E=\{s_{ij}|0 \leq i < m, 0 \leq j \leq c-m+b \text{ and } m \leq i \leq c, 0 \leq j \leq c-i+b \} \)

With normalization condition

\[
\sum_{i=0}^{m-1} \sum_{j=0}^{c} P_{ij} + \sum_{i=m}^{c} \sum_{j=0}^{c} P_{ij} = 1
\]

1) GSM-Call Blocking Probability

Consider the new-call and hand-off blocking probabilities for GSM calls in the BSC. A new GSM call is granted to access a free channel only if the number of free channels is greater than \( g \). Thus, if the number of existing GSM calls is less than \( m-g \), a new GSM call is accepted. If the number of existing GSM calls is greater than or equal to \( m-g \), a new GSM call is accepted only when the channel occupancy is smaller than \( c-g \). Thus, the new-call blocking probability of GSM calls \( P_{NB} \) is given by

\[
P_{NB}=1-\left(\sum_{j=0}^{c} \sum_{i=0}^{g-1} P_{ij} + \sum_{i=m-g}^{c} \sum_{j=0}^{c-g} P_{ij}\right)
\]

A hand-off GSM call is accepted as long as there are free channels. If the number of existing GSM calls is less than \( m \), a hand-off GSM call is accepted. When the number of existing GSM calls is greater than or equal to \( m \), a hand-off GSM call is accepted when the number of busy channels is less than \( c \). The hand-off blocking probability of GSM calls \( P_{HB} \) can thus be expressed as

\[
P_{HB}=1-\left(\sum_{i=0}^{m-1} \sum_{j=0}^{c} P_{ij} + \sum_{i=m}^{c} \sum_{j=0}^{c} P_{ij}\right)
\]

Assume homogeneous BSCs in the GPRS network. Since the probability that an accepted GSM call will attempt to hand-off is \( \eta_v/(\eta_v + \mu_v) \) the rate of hand-off GSM call arrivals can be expressed as

\[
\lambda^h_v = \left(\frac{\eta_v}{\eta_v + \mu_v}\right) \left[\lambda_v (1-P_{NB}) + \lambda^h_v (1-P_{HB})\right]
\]

The GSM-call blocking probability is computed as follows. \( \eta_N \) be the number of new call requests, \( \eta_H \) be the number of hand-off call requests, \( \eta_{NB} \) be the Number of blocked new call requests, \( \eta_{HB} \) be the number of blocked hand-off

Call requests in a time interval of length \( t \). As \( t \) goes to \( \infty \), the GSM-call blocking Probability \( P_B \) can be expressed as:

\[
P_B = \eta_N + \eta_H / \eta_{NB} + \eta_{HB}
\]

2) GPRS – PACKET DROPPING PROBABILITY

Now consider the GPRS-packet dropping probability in the BSC. A GPRS packet may be dropped for one of three reasons. The first is that as a GPRS packet arrives, no legitimate channel is available and the buffer is full, called immediate dropping. The second is that although a GPRS packet has been accepted and is waiting in the queue, it fails to access a free channel before the corresponding MS leaves the current BSC area. This packet is removed from the queue, and the action is called queued dropping. The third is that although a GPRS packet has been granted access to a free channel, it fails to be transmitted before the corresponding MS leaves the current BSC area, called granted dropping. The immediate dropping probability \( P^i_D \)

\[
P^i_D = \sum_{i=0}^{m-1} P_i, c - m + b + \sum_{i=m}^{c} P_i, c - i + b
\]
• The first is that as a GPRS packet arrives, no legitimate channel is available and the buffer is full, called immediate dropping.
• The second is that although a GPRS packet has been accepted and is waiting in the queue, it fails to access a free channel before the corresponding MS leaves the current BSC area. This packet is removed from the queue, and the action is called queued dropping.
• The third is that although a GPRS packet has been granted access to a free channel, it fails to be transmitted before the corresponding MS leaves the current BSC area, called granted dropping.

V. OPTIMUM BANDWIDTH ALLOCATION

In the BoD strategy, determining the optimum bandwidth allocation for GSM and GPRS traffic is equivalent to determining the optimum values for m and g that maximize the QoS index Q defined in (3). Let m* and g* be the optimum values for m and g respectively that achieve the maximal QoS index Q. This section proposes an iterative algorithm to determine m* and g* using equations derived.

VI. ILLUSTRATIONS OF THE MA-FSE COST SURFACE

In one regard, the goal of CMA is to transfer a set of initial equalizer parameters to the lowest point on the CMA cost surface. As evident below, there may be multiple locations on the cost surface attaining the minimum cost. As such, they represent equally desirable solutions.

All of the contour plots exhibit the following properties: at the origin there exists a maximum, surrounded by a ring of up to four minima. Minima reflected across the origin correspond to solutions differing only in sign, which is inconsequential when using differential coding. Finally, as we travel further from the origin, the surface rises steeply in all directions.

It should be noted that, though the following surfaces were created from particular channels, they are intended to be prototypical of their respective channel classes. For simplicity, BPSK was chosen as the model for the source statistics, though the thrust of the conclusions below applies to higher-order constellations (e.g. 64-QAM) as well.

Perfect Equalizability with Well-Behaved Channel

In the case of perfect equalizability, all four minima correspond to the same (optimal) CMA cost of zero. Each minima reflects a particular combination of system delay and system polarity. The asterisk indicates the location of a particular Wiener solution. Since there is no noise, it appears coincident with the CMA cost minimum of corresponding system delay and polarity.

Perfect Equalizability with Nearly-Reflected Channel

Roots
As channel roots become more nearly reflected, the surface becomes more elongated. Note the scaling on the vertical axis is 100 times that on the horizontal axis! This characteristic will be manifested as an extremely slow convergence of the 'f1' equalizer tap due to the shallowness of the gradient along that dimension. Theoretically, however, perfect equalizability is still possible in the noiseless case. In other words, all minima correspond to zero cost and are aligned with the respective Wiener solutions.

Noisy but Well-Behaved Channel

When the well-behaved channel (i.e. the first plot above) is operated in a 7dB SNR environment, note the appearance of local minima distinct from the global minima. For particular initializations, local minima are capable of capturing the parameter trajectory and preventing it from attaining an optimum setting. Note that all minima correspond to costs greater than zero since perfect equalization is not possible in the presence of noise.

Noisy Channel with Nearly-Reflected Roots

When the channel with nearly reflected roots (above) is operated in a 7dB SNR environment, we see a dramatic change in the cost surface. Note the equivalent scaling of horizontal and vertical axes; the cost surface has become much less elongated than in the noiseless case (see the second picture in the series). Also note the merging of two pairs of minima into one pair. For this channel, the optimal solution in the presence of noise is very different from the solution which perfectly equalizes the channel.

Undermodelled but Well-Behaved Channel, No Noise

When the delay spread of the channel is longer than the delay spread of the FSE, we lose the ability to perfectly equalize. Thus, none of the minima correspond to zero cost. More importantly, note the existence of local minima with greater CMA cost than the global minima. This implies that the equalizer initialization will determine the optimality of the resulting CMA solution.

VII. RESULTS

To obtain perfect Equalizability with well behaved channel the values are given to the system are channel type 4 -tap, spacing (BS), source type (Bpsk), channel coefficients (0.2, 0.5, 1, -0.1) and Dbsnr (50). Then we can obtain the following result.

In this system, we can obtain the Frequency response magnitude. The values are given to the system are channel type 4 -tap, spacing (BS), source type (Bpsk), channel coefficients (0.2 0.5 1 - 0.1) and Dbsnr (50). Then we can obtain the following result.
The equalizer attempts to extract the transmitted symbol sequence by counteracting the effects of ISI, thus improving the probability of correct symbol detection. Here we are using the BERGulator which is a MATLAB 5-based interactive simulation tool aimed to generate CMA for studying the behavior of the Constant Modulus Algorithm (CMA). By adjusting channel coefficients, dB SNR, and selecting appropriate channel type, spacing we can obtain perfect Equalizability with well behaved channel which attempts to extract the transmitted symbol sequence by counteracting the effects of ISI, thus improving the probability of correct symbol detection.
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An Introduction to DNA Computing
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Abstract- DNA (Deoxyribose Nucleic Acid) computing, also known as molecular computing is a new approach to massively parallel computation based on groundbreaking work by Adleman. DNA computing was proposed as a means of solving a class of intractable computational problems in which the computing time can grow exponentially with problem size (the 'NP-complete' or non-deterministic polynomial time complete problems). A DNA computer is basically a collection of specially selected DNA strands whose combinations will result in the solution to some problem, depending on the problem at hand. Technology is currently available both to select the initial strands and to filter the final solution. DNA computing is a new computational paradigm that employs (bio)molecular manipulation to solve computational problems, at the same time exploring natural processes as computational models. In 1994, Leonard Adleman at the Laboratory of Molecular Science, Department of Computer Science, University of Southern California surprised the scientific community by using the tools of molecular biology to solve a different computational problem. The main idea was the encoding of data in DNA strands and the use of tools from molecular biology to execute computational operations. Besides the novelty of this approach, molecular computing has the potential to outperform electronic computers. For example, DNA computations may use a billion times less energy than an electronic computer while storing data in a trillion times less space. Moreover, computing with DNA is highly parallel: in principle there could be billions upon trillions of DNA molecules undergoing chemical reactions, that is, performing computations, simultaneously.

I. HISTORY & MOTIVATION:
"Computers in the future may weigh no more than 1.5 tons." So said Popular Mechanics in 1949. Most of us today, in the age of smart cards and wearable PCs would find that statement laughable. We have made huge advances in miniaturization since the days of room-sized computers, yet the underlying computational framework has remained the same. Today's supercomputers still employ the kind of sequential logic used by the mechanical dinosaurs of the 1930s. Some researchers are now looking beyond these boundaries and are investigating entirely new media and computational models. These include quantum, optical and DNA-based computers. It is the last of these developments that this paper concentrates on.

The current Silicon technology has following limitations:

- Circuit integration dimensions
- Clock frequency
- Power consumption
- Heat dissipation.

The problem's complexity that can be afforded by modern processors grows up, but great challenges require computational capabilities that neither most powerful and distributed systems could reach.

The idea that living cells and molecular complexes can be viewed as potential machinic components dates back to the late 1950s, when Richard Feynman delivered his famous paper describing "sub-microscopic" computers. More recently, several people have advocated the realization of massively parallel computation using the techniques and chemistry of molecular biology. DNA computing was grounded in reality at the end of 1994, when Leonard Adleman, announced that he had solved a small instance of a computationally intractable problem using a small vial of DNA. By representing information as sequences of bases in DNA molecules, Adleman showed how to use existing DNA-manipulation techniques to implement a simple, massively parallel random search. He solved the traveling salesman problem also known as the "Hamiltonian path" problem.

There are two reasons for using molecular biology to solve computational problems.

(i) The information density of DNA is much greater than that of silicon: 1 bit can be stored in approximately one cubic nanometer. Others storage media, such as videotapes, can store 1 bit in 1,000,000,000,000 cubic nanometer.

(ii) Operations on DNA are massively parallel: a test tube of DNA can contain trillions of strands. Each operation on a test tube of DNA is carried out on all strands in the tube in parallel.

II. DNA FUNDAMENTALS

DNA (deoxyribonucleic acid) is a double stranded sequence of four nucleotides; the four nucleotides that compose a...
strand of DNA are as follows: adenine (A), guanine (G), cytosine (C), and thymine (T); they are often called bases. DNA supports two key functions for life:

- coding for the production of proteins,
- self-replication.

Each deoxyribonucleotide consists of three components:

- a sugar — deoxyribose
  - five carbon atoms: 1' to 5'
  - hydroxyl group (OH) attached to 3' carbon
- a phosphate group
- a nitrogenous base.

The chemical structure of DNA consists of a particular bond of two linear sequences of bases. This bond follows a property of Complementarity: adenine bonds with thymine (A-T) and vice versa (T-A), cytosine bonds with guanine (C-G) and vice versa (G-C). This is known as Watson-Crick complementarity.

The DNA monomers can link in two ways:
The four nucleotides adenine (A), guanine (G), cytosine (C), and thymine (T) compose a strand of DNA. Each DNA strand has two different ends that determine its polarity: the 3’end, and the 5’end. The double helix is an parallel anti-(two strands of opposite polarity) bonding of two complementary strands.

The structure of DNA double helix

III. PRINCIPLES OF DNA COMPUTING

DNA is the major information storage molecule in living cells, and billions of years of evolution have tested and refined both this wonderful informational molecule and highly specific enzymes that can either duplicate the information in DNA molecules or transmit this information to other DNA molecules. Instead of using electrical impulses to represent bits of information, the DNA computer uses the chemical properties of these molecules by examining the patterns of combination or growth of the molecules or strings. DNA can do this through the manufacture of enzymes, which are biological catalysts that could be called the 'software', used to execute the desired calculation.

A single strand of DNA is similar to a string consisting of a combination of four different symbols A G C T. Mathematically this means we have at our disposal a letter alphabet, \( \Sigma = \{ A, G, C, T \} \) to encode information which is more than enough considering that an electronic computer needs only two digits and for the same purpose. In a DNA computer, computation takes place in test tubes or on a glass slide coated in 24K gold. The input and output are both strands of DNA, whose genetic sequences encode certain information. A program on a DNA computer is executed as a series of biochemical operations, which have the effect of synthesizing, extracting, modifying and cloning the DNA strands. As concerning the operations that can be performed on DNA strands the proposed models of DNA computation are based on various combinations of the following primitive bio-operations:

- **Synthesizing:** a desired polynomial-length strand used in all models.

- **Mixing:** combine the contents of two test tubes into a third one to achieve union.

- **Annealing:** bond together two single-stranded complementary DNA sequences by cooling the solution. Annealing in vitro is known as hybridization.

- **Melting:** break apart a double-stranded DNA into its single-stranded complementary components by heating the solution. Melting in vitro is also known under the name of denaturation.

- **Amplifying (copying):** make copies of DNA strands by using the Polymerase Chain Reaction PCR. The DNA polymerase enzymes perform several functions including replication of DNA. The replication
reaction requires a guiding DNA single-strand called **template**, and a shorter oligonucleotide called a **primer**, that is annealed to it.

- **Separating** the strands by length using a technique called gel electrophoresis that makes possible the separation of strands by length.

- **Extracting** those strands that contain a given pattern as a substring by using affinity purification.

**Gel Electrophoresis**

**DNA Replication**

**Affinity Purification**
Cutting DNA double-strands at specific sites by using commercially available restriction enzymes. One class of enzymes, called restriction endonucleases, will recognize a specific short sequence of DNA, known as a restriction site. Any double-stranded DNA that contains the restriction site within its sequence is cut by the enzyme at that location.

**Ligating**: paste DNA strands with compatible sticky ends by using DNA ligases. Indeed, another enzyme called DNA ligase, will bond together, or "ligate", the end of a DNA strand to another strand.

**Substituting**: substitute, insert or delete DNA sequences by using PCR site-specific oligonucleotide mutagenesis.

**Marking** single strands by hybridization: complementary sequences are attached to the strands, making them double-stranded. The reverse operation is **unmarking** of the double-strands by denaturing, that is, by detaching the complementary strands. The marked sequences will be double-stranded while the unmarked ones will be single-stranded.

**Destroying** the marked strands by using exonucleases, or by cutting all the marked strands with a restriction enzyme and removing all the intact strands by gel electrophoresis. (By using enzymes called exonucleases, either double-stranded or single-stranded DNA molecules may be selectively destroyed. The exonucleases chew up DNA molecules from the end inward, and exist with specificity to either single-stranded or double-stranded form.)

**Detecting** and **Reading**: given the contents of a tube, say "yes" if it contains at least one DNA strand, and "no" otherwise. PCR may be used to amplify the result and then a process called sequencing is used to actually read the solution.
In Short, DNA computers work by encoding the problem to be solved in the language of DNA: the base-four values A, T, C and G. Using this base four number system, the solution to any conceivable problem can be encoded along a DNA strand like in a Turing machine tape. Every possible sequence can be chemically created in a test tube on trillions of different DNA strands, and the correct sequences can be filtered out using genetic engineering tools.

IV. EXAMPLE OF DNA COMPUTING: THE HAMILTONIAN PATH PROBLEM

In 1994 Leonard M. Adleman showed how to solve the Hamilton Path Problem, using DNA computation.

Hamiltonian Path Problem:

A directed graph G with designated nodes vin and vout is said to have a Hamiltonian path if and only if there exists a sequence of compatible one-way edges e1, e2, ...en that begins at vin, ends at vout and enters every other node exactly once. A simplified version of this problem, known as the traveling salesman problem, poses the following question: given an arbitrary collection of cities through which a salesman must travel, what is the shortest route linking those cities?

This problem is difficult for conventional computers to solve because it is a "non-deterministic polynomial time problem". These problems, when the instance size is large, are intractable with conventional computers, but can be solved using massively parallel computers like DNA computers. NP problems are intractable with deterministic (conventional/serial) computers, but can be solved using non-deterministic (massively parallel) computers.

A DNA computer is a type of non-deterministic computer. The Hamiltonian Path problem was chosen by Adleman because it is known as "NP-complete".

Adleman’s Algorithm

Input: A directed graph G with n vertices, and designated vertices vin and vout.

Step 1: Generate paths in G randomly in large quantities.

Step 2: Reject all paths that

- do not begin with vin and
- do not end in vout.

Step 3: Reject all paths that do not involve exactly n vertices.

Step 4: For each of the n vertices v:

- reject all paths that do not involve v.

Output: YES, if any path remains; NO, otherwise.

To implement step 1, each node of the graph was encoded as a random 20-base strand of DNA. Then, for each edge of the graph, a different 20-base oligonucleotide was generated that contains the second half of the source code plus the first half of the target node.
### Table 1: DNA Name and Complement

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>City</th>
<th>DNA Name</th>
<th>Complement</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Atlanta</td>
<td>Atlanta</td>
<td>TGAACGTC</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Boston</td>
<td>TCGGACTG</td>
<td>AGCCTGAC</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chicago</td>
<td>GGCTATGT</td>
<td>CCGATAACA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Detroit</td>
<td>CCGAGCAA</td>
<td>GGCTCGTT</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Table 2: DNA Flight Number

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>City</th>
<th>DNA Flight Number</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Atlanta - Boston</td>
<td>CCAGTCGG</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Atlanta - Detroit</td>
<td>GCAGCCGA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Boston - Chicago</td>
<td>ACTGGGCT</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Boston - Detroit</td>
<td>ACTGCCGA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Boston - Atlanta</td>
<td>ACTGACTT</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chicago - Detroit</td>
<td>ATGTCCGA</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

To implement step 2, the product of step 1 was amplified by PCR using oligonucleotide primers representing \( \text{vin} \) and \( \text{vout} \) and ligase enzyme. This amplified and thus retained only those molecules encoding paths that begin with \( \text{vin} \) and end with \( \text{vout} \). \( \approx 10^{14} \) computations are carried out in a single second.

For implementing step 3, agarose gel electrophoresis allowed separation and recovery of DNA strands of the correct length. The desired path, if it exists, would pass through all seven nodes, each of which was assigned a length of 20 bases. Thus PCR products encoding the desired path would have to be 140 bp.

Step 4 was accomplished by successive use of affinity purification for each node other than the start and end nodes.

- The solution strand has to be filtered from the test tube:
  
  \[
  \text{GCAG TCGG ACTG GGCT ATGT CCGA}
  \]

  \[\text{Atlanta} \rightarrow \text{Boston} \rightarrow \text{Chicago} \rightarrow \text{Detroit}\]

Thus we see in a graph with \( n \) vertices, there are a possible \((n-1)!\) permutations of the vertices between beginning and ending vertex.

To explore each permutation, a traditional computer must perform \( O(n!) \) operations to explore all possible cycles. However, the DNA computing model only requires the representative oligos. Once placed in solution, those oligos will anneal in parallel, providing all possible paths in the graph at roughly the same time. That is equivalent to \( O(1) \) operations, or constant time. In addition, no more space than what was originally provided is needed to contain the constructed paths.

### V. Present & Future DNA Computer

A year ago, researchers from the Weizmann Institute of Science in Rehovot, Israel, unveiled a programmable molecular computing machine composed of enzymes and DNA molecules instead of silicon microchips. "This re-designed device uses its DNA input as its source of fuel," said Ehud Shapiro, who led the Israeli research team. This computer can perform 330 trillion operations per second, more than 100,000 times the speed of the fastest PC.
While a desktop PC is designed to perform one calculation very fast, DNA strands produce billions of potential answers simultaneously. This makes the DNA computer suitable for solving "fuzzy logic" problems that have many possible solutions rather than the either/or logic of binary computers. In the future, some speculate, there may be hybrid machines that use traditional silicon for normal processing tasks but have DNA co-processors that can take over specific tasks they would be more suitable for.

VI. ADVANTAGES

- Perform millions of operations simultaneously.
- Generate a complete set of potential solutions and conduct large parallel searches.
- Efficiently handle massive amounts of working memory.
- They are inexpensive to build, being made of common biological materials.
- The clear advantage is that we have a distinct memory block that encodes bits.
- Using one template strand as a memory block also allows us to use its compliment. As another memory block, thus effectively doubling our capacity to store information.

VII. DISADVANTAGES

- Generating solution sets, even for some relatively simple problems, may require impractically large amounts of memory (lots and lots of DNA strands are required)
- Many empirical uncertainties, including those involving: actual error rates, the generation of optimal encoding techniques, and the ability to perform necessary bio-operations conveniently in vitro (for every correct answer there are millions of incorrect paths generated that are worthless).
- DNA computers could not (at this point) replace traditional computers. They are not programmable and the average dunce can not sit down at a familiar keyboard and get to work.
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Distributed Diagnosis in Dynamic Fault Environments using HeartBeat Algorithm
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Abstract—The problem of distributed diagnosis in the presence of dynamic failures and repairs is considered. To address this problem, the notion of bounded correctness is defined. Bounded correctness is made up of three properties: bounded diagnostic latency, which ensures that information about state changes of nodes in the system reaches working nodes with a bounded delay, bounded start-up time, which guarantees that working nodes determine valid states for every other node in the system within bounded time after their recovery, and accuracy, which ensures that no spurious events are recorded by working nodes. It is shown that, in order to achieve bounded correctness, the rate at which nodes fail and are repaired must be limited. This requirement is quantified by defining a minimum state holding time in the system. Algorithm Heartbeat Complete is presented and it is proven that this algorithm achieves bounded correctness in fully-connected systems while simultaneously minimizing diagnostic latency, start-up time, and state holding time.

I. INTRODUCTION

An important problem in distributed systems that are subject to component failures is the distributed diagnosis problem. In distributed diagnosis, each working node must maintain correct information about the status (working or failed) of each component in the system. In this paper, we consider the problem of achieving diagnosis despite dynamic failures and repairs. In static fault situation statuses of nodes remain fixed for as long as it takes an algorithm to completely diagnose the system.

We present a formal model of dynamic behavior, which allows us to rigorously define what it means for a diagnosis algorithm to be correct in dynamic situations. This notion of correctness, referred to as bounded correctness, consists of three properties: bounded diagnostic latency, bounded start-up, and accuracy. For bounded diagnostic latency, all working nodes must learn about each event (node failure or repair) within a bounded time L. For bounded start-up, nodes that recover must determine a valid state for every other node within time S of entering the working state. Finally, accuracy ensures that no spurious events are recorded by any working node.

The specification of bounded correctness represents a strengthening of the properties required for a solution to the diagnosis problem. To our knowledge, no prior distributed diagnosis algorithm has been formally proven to achieve properties as strong as those of bounded correctness in the presence of truly dynamic failures and repairs. We present herein the first algorithms for distributed diagnosis that are rigorously proven to be correct in dynamic fault situations. Furthermore, evaluation of prior algorithms shows that our algorithms achieve significantly shorter diagnostic latency while tolerating substantially higher event rates than previous ones. We show in the next section that previous algorithms, by focusing almost exclusively on minimizing the number of tests performed, have unintentionally made themselves quite vulnerable to dynamic environments.

II. RELATED WORK

The bulk of the work in system diagnosis has assumed a static fault situation [3], [9], [17], [18], [20], [23], i.e., the statuses of nodes do not change during execution of the diagnosis procedure. Some diagnosis algorithms, e.g., [5], [13], [19] allow dynamic failures and repairs to occur, but are only guaranteed to be correct when system status has become stable. One of the diagnosis algorithms in [4] assumes that nodes can fail dynamically, but cannot be repaired during execution of the diagnosis procedure. This approach is suitable in some systems, but is not a satisfactory solution in general. The diagnosis model of [14] considers dynamic failures but requires a centralized diagnosis entity.

Previous work on distributed diagnosis has focused almost exclusively on minimizing the number of tests performed. One interesting result of our work is to show that the goal of minimizing tests and the goal of effectively handling dynamic failures and repairs are directly in conflict. Prior algorithms that minimize the number of tests construct sparse testing graphs and propagate information in reverse direction of tests. The ideal testing property for which these algorithms strive is to have each node tested by exactly one other node at each testing round. With dynamic failures and repairs, the latency and the minimum time a node must remain in a particular state can be as high as (n — 1) T, where n is the number of nodes in the network and T is the duration of a testing round. Experiments in [5] on networked systems were conducted with parameters of n = 60 and T = 30 seconds, which yield a diagnostic latency and state holding time of about 30 minutes when dynamic environments are considered. The above result holds for all of the following algorithms: ADSD [5], BH [2], Adapt [24], and RDZ [19]. Other relevant algorithms such as Hi-ADSD and its variants [8], [9] have latencies of at least \( \log_2^2 n \) rounds, which are still far greater than Algorithm HeartbeatComplete.
Since we assume testing is accomplished via heartbeat-based mechanisms which have low cost, we are not so concerned with the number of tests. Rather, we try to minimize diagnostic latency and state holding time in dynamic fault environments for completely-connected networks. Our algorithm for completely-connected networks, known as Algorithm HeartbeatComplete, has a latency of approximately one heartbeat transmission round and a state holding time of about half a round.

A problem closely related to distributed diagnosis, known as the synchronous group membership problem [6], [7], [11], [12], [15], is for each working node to maintain correct information about the group of working nodes with which it can communicate, and for all nodes in one group to agree on the membership of the group. In [12], it is shown that, under some models, these two problems are equivalent and an algorithm for one problem can be converted to an algorithm for the other. The primary difference between the two approaches is the requirement of agreement among nodes in the group membership problem, while agreement is not required in distributed diagnosis.

The work is closest to the approach taken in [6], where there is no limit on how many nodes can change state during execution of the algorithm, but there is a limit on how frequently an individual node can change state. The algorithm of [6] guarantees that working nodes make identical membership changes at the same local clock times. To achieve this strong property, the algorithm requires synchronized clocks and a form of atomic broadcast. Bounded correctness can be achieved without clock synchronization and does not require any special communication mechanisms. In addition, the work of [6] does not derive lower bounds on state holding time and latency and, therefore, does not address the limits of dynamic behavior nor the optimality of the presented algorithm.

Another related area is that of failure detection. Failure detectors are used to solve higher-level problems such as consensus and atomic broadcast in asynchronous and partially-synchronous systems. To our knowledge, the latest work that considers failures and recoveries is [1]. In [1], existence of nodes that eventually are permanently working or permanently failed is assumed. Since we do not assume existence of such nodes in our model, all nodes are unstable in the terminology of [1]. In [1], working nodes do not distinguish between unstable and failed nodes. Hence, no evaluation is done of the minimum time an unstable node needs to be in a particular state so that its status is accurately tracked. Diagnosis done by unstable nodes on other unstable or permanently failed nodes is also not considered. Last, [1] considers only asynchronous completely-connected networks.

III. SYSTEM MODEL

In this section, we present some basic definitions used throughout the paper.

1) Communication Model

Diagnosis algorithms can use either unicast or multicast communication. We assume generic parameters that could apply to either type of communication. We also assume a synchronous system in which the communication delay is bounded. This is an implicit assumption in all prior work on distributed diagnosis.

Definition 1. The send initiation time, $\Delta_{\text{send\_init}}$, is the time between a node initiating a communication and the last bit of the message being injected into the network. This includes message setup time on the node, any delay in accessing the communication medium, and the time to inject all of the message bits into the network. To simplify analysis, it is assumed that $\Delta_{\text{send\_init}}$ is a constant.

Definition 2. The minimum and maximum message delays, $\Delta_{\text{send\_min}}$ and $\Delta_{\text{send\_max}}$, are the minimum and maximum times, respectively, between the last bit of a message being injected into the network and the message being completely delivered at a working neighboring node.

We assume that messages are encoded in such a way, e.g., using checksums, to enable incomplete messages to be detected and discarded. Hence, failures that occur on a sending node in the middle of a message transmission (prior to the last bit of the message, including the checksum, being injected into the network) appear as omissions at receiving nodes.

In a completely-connected network, there is a direct communication channel between every pair of nodes. It is not difficult to show that this is a requirement to be able to achieve bounded correctness with an arbitrary number of node failures.

2) Fault Model

We consider crash faults in nodes. The network delivers messages reliably. The crash fault assumption differs from traditional work on system-level diagnosis for which the fault model is not specified. However, the classical assumption that tests are perfect implies some class of easily-detectable faults. The crash fault assumption is necessitated by our use of heartbeat-based algorithms for diagnosis, which have been more commonly used in group membership algorithms. Hiltunen [12] shows how heartbeat-based algorithms can be transformed into test-based algorithms and vice versa. Using this transformation, our algorithms could be easily converted to ones that use explicit testing and the crash fault assumption could then be loosened.

Nodes can alternate between working correctly and being crashed in our model. Hence, the status of a node is modeled by a state machine with two states, failed and working.
Failed nodes do not send messages nor do they perform any computation. Working nodes execute faithfully the diagnosis procedure.

**Definition 3.** The state holding time is the minimum time that a node remains in one state before transitioning to the other state. It is important to note that, in completely-connected networks, Definition 3 is our model’s only restriction on the timing of node failures and repairs. Since node failures and repairs are independent in this model, there are no restrictions on the number of nodes that are in the failed state at any one time nor on the number that can fail (or recover) at the same instant. This model is, therefore, considerably less restrictive than many of the models used. Since we will show later that a nonzero state holding time is required to solve the problems of interest and this is the only assumption on failure timing in our model, it is the least restrictive dynamic model possible for this problem.

3) **Time and Clock Models**
Since we are interested in dynamic failure situations in which failure and recovery timing is critical, it is imperative that the notion of time be well defined.

**Definition 4.** Time that is measured in an assumed Newtonian time frame (which is not directly observable) is referred to as real time.

**Definition 5.** Time that is directly observable on a node’s clock is referred to as clock time. The clock time of node X at real time t is denoted by $T_X(t)$.

**Definition 6.** While a node is in the working state, its clock experiences bounded drift. This means that if a node X is in the working state continuously during a real-time interval $[t_1, t_2]$, then for all real-time intervals $[u_1, u_2]$ subset $[t_1, t_2]$ $|T_X(u_2) - T_X(u_1)| - (u_2 - u_1) \leq p(u_2 - u_1)$, where $p \ll 1$ is the maximum drift rate of a clock.

4) **Algorithm Assumptions**
We assume algorithms work by use of heartbeat messages, i.e., each node periodically initiates a round of message transmissions to other nodes in order to indicate that it is working.

**Definition 7** Assume an arbitrary node X initiates a round of heartbeat transmissions at real time t and remains in the working state indefinitely afterward. X will initiate another round of heartbeat transmissions no later than real time $t + (1 + p)\pi$, where $\pi$ is the heartbeat period.
We do not restrict algorithms to exchange status information only by heartbeat messages. For example, a node could send heartbeat messages to a subset of other nodes and then rely on those nodes to relay the information that it is working to the remaining nodes via ordinary (nonheartbeat) messages. We do assume, however, that heartbeats are the basic mechanism for a node to notify other nodes that it is working.

After a node recovers, it could initiate a round of heartbeats immediately after entering the working state or it could wait before doing so. If the node waits, however, it should not wait more than $\pi$ in local clock time in order to maintain the heartbeat period. This leads to the following definition.

**Definition 8** The recovery wait time for an algorithm, denoted by $W \leq \pi$, is the local clock time for which the algorithm waits after entering the working state before initiating a round of heartbeat transmissions.

5) **Bounded Correctness**
In a system that dynamically experiences failures and repairs and has nonzero communication delay, the view that any node has of the system at any time is, inevitably, out of date. To examine the limits of diagnosis algorithms, we consider what we believe are the weakest properties that any such algorithm should guarantee. Each working node should have timely information about the status of every other node, either working or failed, in the system. Any transition between the two states on a node is referred to as an event. The goal is for working nodes to learn about every event in the system as quickly as possible, to have their views of other nodes be out of date by only a bounded amount, and to not detect any spurious events.

Formally, we represent this goal by three properties which we collectively refer to as bounded correctness. Specification of one of these properties requires the following definition.

**Definition 9** A state held by a working node X for another node Y at time t is said to be $T$-valid if node Y was in the indicated state at some point during the interval $[t - T,t]$.

**Property 1:** Bounded Diagnostic Latency. Consider any event in the system that occurs at an arbitrary real time t. Any node that is in the working state continuously during the interval $[t, t + L]$ learns about the event and records the new state of the node that experienced the event by time $t + L$, where $L$ is an algorithm-dependent bounded time referred to as the diagnostic latency of the algorithm.

**Property 2:** Bounded Start-Up. Consider the recovery of an arbitrary node X at real time t. If X remains in the working state continuously during the interval $[t, t + S]$, then at time $t + S$, X holds L-valid states for every other node in the system, where $S \geq L$ is an algorithm-dependent bounded time referred to as the start-up time of the algorithm.

**Property 3:** Accuracy. Consider an arbitrary working node X after its start-up time. Every state transition (working to failed or failed to working) recorded by X for an arbitrary node Y corresponds to an actual event that occurred on Y and no single event on Y causes multiple state transitions to be recorded on X.

Taken together, these properties ensure that after a node recovers (or starts up for the first time), it will determine
valid state information about every other node in the system within bounded time and from that time on it will maintain a faithful record of events that occur on all nodes. Bounded Diagnostic Latency ensures that no events are missed, while Accuracy guarantees that no spurious events are recorded.

IV. COMPLETELY CONNECTED NETWORKS

(1) Limits on Algorithm Performance

In this section, we derive lower bounds on the diagnostic latency, start-up time, and state holding time achievable by any heartbeat-based diagnosis algorithm in completely-connected networks. The maximum time between two consecutive heartbeats arriving from a continuously working node at any other node in the system sets a limit on how early failed nodes can be identified by the absence of a heartbeat. This is specified in the following lemma.

Lemma 1. Assume an arbitrary node Y is in the working state continuously for sufficiently long to send two consecutive heartbeats to another arbitrary node X. The maximum time between the two heartbeats arriving at X, \( \Delta_{\text{heartbeat}} \), is \( (1 + p)\pi + \Delta_{\text{send\_max}} - \Delta_{\text{send\_min}} \).

Proof. Suppose Y initiates the first heartbeat at time \( t \). That heartbeat will arrive at X at time \( t + \Delta_{\text{send\_init}} + \Delta_{\text{send\_min}} \) at the earliest. By Definition 8, Y will initiate its next heartbeat at time \( t + (1 + p)\pi \) at the latest. This heartbeat will arrive at X at time \( t + (1 + p)\pi + \Delta_{\text{send\_init}} + \Delta_{\text{send\_min}} \) at the latest. Subtracting the earliest and latest arrival times on X yields the maximum heartbeat interarrival time stated in the lemma.

Lemmas 2 and 3 provide the desired performance limits for any algorithm.

Lemma 2. The diagnostic latency and start-up time of any heartbeat algorithm that achieves bounded correctness are both at least \( (1 + 3p)\pi + 2(1 + p) \Delta_{\text{send\_max}} - (1 + 2p) \Delta_{\text{send\_min}} \).

Proof. The worst-case latency for the detection of node Y’s failure by node X occurs if Y fails immediately after initiating a heartbeat to X. If \( t \) represents the heartbeat initiation time, Y will fail at time \( t + \Delta_{\text{send\_init}} \) and the heartbeat will be received by X at time \( t + \Delta_{\text{send\_init}} + \Delta_{\text{send\_max}} \) at the latest. Factoring in clock drift, X must then wait \( (1 + p) \Delta_{\text{heartbeat}} \) time on its local clock without receiving a heartbeat before concluding that Y has failed. Subtracting the failure time from the latest detection time and simplifying yields a maximum failure detection latency of \( (1 + 3p)\pi + 2(1 + p) \Delta_{\text{send\_max}} - (1 + 2p) \Delta_{\text{send\_min}} \).

We now analyze the latency in detecting a node’s recovery. We assume that nodes initiate heartbeat transmission immediately after making a transition from the failed state to the working state because this produces the shortest possible latency for recovery detection. The maximum delay before a working node receives a heartbeat from a recovered node is, therefore, \( \Delta_{\text{send\_init}} + \Delta_{\text{send\_max}} \). Since \( \Delta_{\text{send\_init}} < \pi \), this is shorter than the failure detection latency derived above. Hence, the latency is equal to the failure detection latency.

For start-up time, we also need to consider the amount of time it takes after a node X returns to the working state before it determines an initial status for each other node in the system. The question here is, how long must node X wait without receiving a heartbeat from node Y before concluding that node Y is failed? The worst-case occurs if a heartbeat arrived from node Y just prior to node X’s recovery. In this case, Y must wait for clock time \( (1 + \rho) \Delta_{\text{heartbeat}} \) before it is safe to conclude that node Y failed. In real time, this could take as long as \( (1 + \rho)(1 + p) \Delta_{\text{heartbeat}} \). Since this is less than the minimum diagnostic latency and start-up time cannot be less than latency, the minimum start-up time is equal to the minimum latency derived above.

Lemma 3. The state holding time for any heartbeat algorithm to achieve bounded correctness is at least \( (1 + 4p)\pi/2 + (1 + 2p) (\Delta_{\text{send\_max}} - \Delta_{\text{send\_min}}) - \rho \Delta_{\text{send\_init}} \).

Proof. We analyze the minimum state holding time as a function of the recovery wait time W and then minimize the function with respect to W to determine the minimum for any algorithm. As in the proof of Lemma 2, we ignore \( \rho^2 \) terms. Denote the minimum possible state holding time by \( \text{SHT}_{\text{min}} \).

After a node Y recovers from the failed state, it must send a single heartbeat so that other nodes detect the recovery event. Hence,

\[
\text{SHT}_{\text{min}} > (1 + \rho)W + \Delta_{\text{send\_init}}
\]  

(1)

This is the minimum time a node must remain in the working state after making a transition into that state.

Now, consider the minimum time a node must remain in the failed state in order for the transition into that state to be detected. Such a transition cannot be detected if the node returns to the working state and sends a new round of heartbeats as early as if it had never left the working state. The worst-case is if a node fails at time \( t + \Delta_{\text{send\_init}} \) immediately after successfully initiating a heartbeat to another node X and returns to the working state in time \( \text{SHT}_{\text{min}} \). In this situation, the first heartbeat arrives at X at time \( t + \Delta_{\text{send\_init}} + \Delta_{\text{send\_max}} \) at the latest. The second heartbeat will arrive at X at time \( t + \Delta_{\text{send\_init}} + \text{SHT}_{\text{min}} + (1 - \rho) W + \Delta_{\text{send\_init}} \Delta_{\text{send\_min}} \) at the earliest. If the difference between these arrival times is no greater than \( (1 + 2p) \Delta_{\text{heartbeat}} \), then node X cannot distinguish this situation from one in which node Y remained in the working state for the entire interval. This yields
From (1) and (2), we have
\[
SHT_{\min} > (1 + 3p)\pi + 2(1 + p)(\Delta_{send\_max} - \Delta_{send\_min}) - \Delta_{send\_init} - (1 + p)W \tag{2}
\]

As \(W\) increases, the right-hand side of (1) monotonically increases and the right-hand side of (2) monotonically decreases. Furthermore, since \(\Delta_{send\_init} \ll \pi\) in practice, the right-hand side of (1) is less than the right-hand side of (2) when \(W = 0\). This means that the two expressions cross for some \(W > 0\). Thus, the right-hand side of (3) is minimized when the right-hand sides of (1) and (2) are equal. Setting these two expressions to be equal and solving for \(W\) yields
\[
W = (1 + 3p)\pi/2 + (1 + p)(\Delta_{send\_max} - \Delta_{send\_min}) - \Delta_{send\_init} - (1 + p)W \tag{4}
\]
and the lemma follows.

Note that it is theoretically possible for the right-hand side of (4) to be greater than \(\pi\), which is outside the allowable range for \(W\). However, in practice, all the parameters in (4) are small compared to \(\pi\) and the value for \(W\) that produces the smallest possible state holding time is approximately \(\pi/2\). Even if the right-hand side of (4) is greater than \(\pi\) then from (3), \(SHT_{\min}\) in the range \(0 \leq W \leq \pi\) will be greater than its absolute minimum and the lemma will still hold.

If we assume that \(\rho, \Delta_{send\_max}, \Delta_{send\_min}\) and \(\Delta_{send\_init}\) are all much smaller than \(\pi\), which is likely to be true in practice, then Lemma 3 gives the minimum state holding time as approximately \(\pi/2\). This is somewhat counterintuitive in that it would seem that a node should remain in the failed state for at least \(\pi\) time before recovering in order to guarantee that its failure is observed by all working nodes. However, this analysis allows for the possibility that an algorithm forces nodes to recover to delay sending their heartbeats in order to extend the inter arrival times of their heartbeats on working nodes by enough to allow those nodes to observe the failure.

(2) An Optimal Algorithm for Bounded Correctness in Completely-Connected Networks

In this section, we present a new heartbeat-based algorithm, referred to as Algorithm HeartbeatComplete, for distributed diagnosis that provably minimizes diagnostic latency, start-up time, and state holding time in completely-connected networks.

4.2.1 Description of Algorithm HeartbeatComplete

The analysis of Section 4.1 shows that, if heartbeat messages are sent periodically by each working node to all other nodes with a period of \(\pi\), then it is safe to declare a node to be failed when no heartbeat is received from it within a clock time of \((1 + \rho)\Delta_{heartbeat}\). The pseudocode for Algorithm HeartbeatComplete, which makes use of this fact is shown in Fig. 1.

Each node executing Algorithm HeartbeatComplete uses a broadcast mechanism to send heartbeat messages to all of its neighbors in a single message requiring only one send initiation. Due to the assumption that faults are restricted to nodes, if a node successfully initiates a heartbeat, it will be received by all of its neighbors within time \(\Delta_{send\_max}\). However, it should be emphasized that there are no ordering requirements in this broadcast, e.g., it is neither causal nor atomic, so that broadcasts sent by two different nodes can be received in different orders on different nodes.

4.2.2 Algorithm Analysis

The following theorem states that Algorithm HeartbeatComplete achieves bounded correctness and characterizes its diagnostic latency, start-up time, and state holding time. The proof can be found in the appendix.

Theorem 1. With \(W \leq \pi\) and a state holding time of \(\max((1 + \rho)W + \Delta_{send\_init}, (1 + 3\rho)\pi/2 + 2(1 + \rho)(\Delta_{send\_max} - \Delta_{send\_min}) - \Delta_{send\_init} - (1 + \rho)W),\)

Algorithm HeartbeatComplete achieves bounded correctness with diagnostic latency and start-up time equal to \(\max((1 + 3\rho)\pi/2 + 2(1 + \rho)(\Delta_{send\_max} - (1 + 2\rho) \Delta_{send\_min} + (1 + \rho)W + \Delta_{send\_init} + \Delta_{send\_max})\)

Corollary 1. With \(W = \min(\pi, (1 + 3\rho)\pi/2 + (1 + \rho)(\Delta_{send\_max} - \Delta_{send\_min}) - \Delta_{send\_init})\)

Algorithm HeartbeatComplete achieves bounded correctness with minimum diagnostic latency and start-up time while requiring minimum state holding time.

Proof. With \(W\) as specified in the corollary, the value of the diagnostic latency and start-up time given by Theorem 1 becomes \((1 + 3\rho)\pi/2 + 2(1 + \rho)(\Delta_{send\_max} - (1 + 2\rho) \Delta_{send\_min})\), which, according to Lemma 2, is the minimum possible.
The expression for state holding time given in Theorem 1 is exactly the one derived in the proof of Lemma 3. This expression was shown to be minimized by the value of \( W \) specified in the corollary.

Note that Algorithm HeartbeatComplete does not specify any value for \( W \). The above corollary gives the value of \( W \) that minimizes the diagnostic latency and start-up time while requiring minimum state holding time. If minimizing the minimum time a node must spend in the working state is critical, then \( W \) should be set to zero.

### 4.2.3 Message Cost of Algorithm HeartbeatComplete

Many systems that are logically completely-connected actually employ a bus or redundant bus structure. In such systems, HeartbeatComplete sends one heartbeat message per node per round, which is the minimum possible message cost. Even if buses are not used, a single broadcast message per node per round is generated. In networks with efficient broadcast support, e.g., Ethernet, this cost can still be low. In a complete network made entirely of point-to-point links, the algorithm would generate \( n(n-1) \) messages per round, which is higher than the best known algorithms for completely-connected networks; \( 2n \) ([15]) and \( 2 n \log n \) ([8] and [9]). However, the cost of HeartbeatComplete still represents only one message per link per node per round in this case. Note that, to satisfy our model, any type of logical completely-connected network must reliably deliver all messages, and so redundant buses, redundant links, or reliable broadcast support must be provided.

### Complexity Analysis

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Algorithm</th>
<th>Message Count (Msgs)</th>
<th>Diagnosis Latency (Testing Round)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>ADSD</td>
<td>( n )</td>
<td>( n )</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HeartBeat</td>
<td>( n(n-1) )</td>
<td>( \leq 1 )</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### V. Conclusion

Heartbeat Algorithms works over a different approach where diagnostic latency is given higher priority than no of tests performed, and it has achieved the diagnostic latency of approximately half-testing round. This algorithm can be used to diagnose a system with faulty environment i.e. network fault detection & monitoring.

### VI. Future Enhancements

1. This work can be extended by considering different types of faults
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Abstract- The problem considered in this paper is how to guide Rough actor-critic learning based on temperature variation. The solution to this problem stems from a modification of the action-preference model that includes a temperature adjustment factor. We consider modification of the action-preference model using average rough coverage derived from approximation spaces. Approximation spaces provide a ground for deriving pattern-based behaviors as well as information granules that can be used to influence the policy structure of an actor in a beneficial way. This paper includes the results of a recent study of swarm behavior by collections of biologically-inspired bots carried out in the context of an artificial ecosystem. This ecosystem has an ethological basis that makes it possible to observe and explain the behavior of biological organisms that carries over into the study of actor-critic learning by interacting robotic devices. The proposed approach results in new forms of Rough actor-critic learning (RACL), i.e., rough coverage temperature variation ACL. The contribution of this article is a framework for actor-critic learning defined in the context of temperature variation and approximation spaces.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Swarms learn by evaluating their actions. In reinforcement learning, the choice of an action is based on estimates of the value of a state and/or the value of an action in the current state using some form of an update rule (see, e.g. [7,8,10]). A swarm learns the best action to take in each state by maximizing a reward signal obtained from the environment. Two different forms of Rough Actor-Critic method are considered in this article as a part of study of reinforcement learning in real-time by a swarm. First, a conventional Rough Actor-Critic method is considered, where a critic evaluates whether things have gotten better or worse than expected as a result of an action selection in the previous state. A temporal difference (TD) error term delta (δ) is computed by the critic to evaluate an action previously selected. An estimated action preference in the current state is then determined using δ. Swarm actions are generated using the Gibbs softmax method [8]. In the study of swarm behavior of multiagent systems such as systems of cooperating bots, it is help to consider ethological methods [1, 3]. Where each proximate cause (stimulus) usually has more than one possible response. Swarm actions with lower TD error tend to be favored. The second form of Rough Actor-Critic method is defined in context of environmental factor.

In this new form of Rough Actor-Critic method we have include temperature adjustment Factor (TAF). The contribution of this article is to introduce a Temperature Rough Actor-Critic method (TRAC) to adjust the preference of selecting the particular action. This form of actor critic method utilizes what is known as reference reward, which is action specific and the next action not only depends on previous average reward but also on some environmental factor like temperature. This paper has the following organization. A brief introduction about the swarm-bots is given in section II. Section III represents a basic of Rough sets. Section IV represents the Approximation spaces. Effect of temperature on swarm-bots is given in section V. Actor critic reinforcement learning by a Swarm is considered using a conventional approach in section VI and the temperature rough actor critic method in section VI (B).

II. WHAT IS SWARM-BOT?

Swarm-bots is self-assembling and self-organizing robot colony composed of number (30-35) of smaller devices, called s-bots [12]. Each s-bot is a fully autonomous mobile robot capable of performing basic tasks such as autonomous navigation, perception of environment and grasping of objects. In addition to these features, one s-bot is able to communicate with other s-bots and physically connect to them in flexible ways, thus forming a so-called swarm-bot. Such a robotic entity is able to perform tasks in which a single s-bot has major problems, such as exploration, navigation, and transportation of heavy objects on very rough terrain (this hardware structure is combined with a distributed adaptive control architecture loosely inspired upon ant colony behaviors).
III. ROUGH SET

The rough set approach introduced by Zdzislaw Pawlak provides a ground for concluding to what degree a set of equivalent behaviors is a part of a set of behaviors representing a standard. For computational reasons, a syntactic representation of knowledge is provided by rough sets in the form of data tables. Informally, a data table is represented as a collection of rows each labeled with some form of input and each column is labeled with the name of an attribute (feature) that computes a value using the row input. Formally, a data (information) table IS is represented by a pair (U, A), where U is a non-empty, finite set of elements and A is a non-empty, finite set of attributes (features), where a: U→V_a for every a belongs to A. For each B is subset of A, there is associated an equivalence relation Ind_{IS}(B) such that Ind_{IS}(B) =\{(x, x0) ∈ U|^a| ∈ B.a(x) = a(x0)\}. Let U/Ind_{IS}(B) denote a partition of U, and let B(x) denote a set of B-indiscernible elements containing x. B(x) is called a block, which is in the partition U/Ind_{IS}(B).

For X is subset of U, the sample X can be approximated from information contained in B by constructing a B-lower and B-upper approximation denoted by B-X and B’X, respectively, where B-X= \{x ∈ U|B(x) is subset of X\} and B’X = \{x ∈ U|B(x)∩ X = 0\}. The B-lower approximation B-X is a collection of sample elements that can be classified with full certainty as members of X using the knowledge represented by attributes in B. By contrast, the B-upper approximation B’X is a collection of sample elements representing both certain and possible uncertain knowledge about X. Whenever B-X is a proper subset of B’X, i.e., B-X ⊆ B’X, the sample X has been classified imperfectly, and is considered a rough set.

IV. APPROXIMATION SPACES

The primary notions of the theory of rough sets are the approximation space and lower and upper approximations of a set. The approximation space is a classification of the domain of interest into disjoint categories. The classification formally represents our knowledge about the domain, i.e. the knowledge is understood here as an ability to characterize all classes of the classification, for example, in terms of features of objects belonging to the domain. Objects belonging to the same category are not distinguishable, which means that their membership status with respect to an arbitrary subset of the domain may not always be clearly definable. This fact leads to the definition of a set in terms of lower and upper approximations. The lower approximation is a description of the domain objects which are known with certainty to belong to the subset of interest, whereas the upper approximation is a description of the objects which possibly belong to the subset. Any subset defined through its lower and upper approximations is called a rough set. It must be emphasized that the concept of rough set should not be confused with the idea of fuzzy set as they are fundamentally different, although in some sense complementary, notions. An equivalence relation induces a partitioning of the universe. These partitions can be used to build new subsets of the universe. Subsets that are most often of interest have the same value of the outcome attribute.

A approximation space is a system of GAS = (U, I, v) Where
- U is a non-empty set of objects, and P(U) is the power set of U.
- I: U → P (U) is an uncertainty function.
- v: P(U) x P(U) → [0, 1] denotes rough inclusion.

The uncertainty function I defines a neighborhood of every sample element x belonging to the universe U. The rough inclusion function v computes the degree of overlap between two subsets of U. Let P (U) denote the power set of U. In general, rough inclusion v: P (U) x P (U) → [0, 1] can be defined in terms of the relationship between two sets where
- v(x, Y) = \{ | X∩Y | / |Y| if Y!=0
- v(x, Y) = 1 , otherwise

For any X, Y is subset of U. In the case where X is subset of Y, then v(X, Y) = 1. The minimum inclusion value v(X, Y) = 0 is obtained when X ∩ Y = 0 (i.e., X and Y have no elements in common). In a hierarchical model of an intelligent system, one or more approximation spaces would be associated with each layer.

V. EFFECT OF TEMPERATURE ON SWARM-BOT

Temperature is the major environmental factor that causes the problem in taking the particular action by swarm-bot. When the temperature crosses from a certain boundary value swarm-bot functioning is affected. Swarms-bots are functioning well in between certain desirable temperature. When these swarm-bot have to work on high temperature area like equator or in some very low temperature like poles than its time to take a particular action increases. Temperature has direct effect on its processor and sensors. Temperature reduces processor life and degrades the performance of sensor due to the thermal effect. Swarm-bots are trained by various algorithms like greedy method, actor...
critic method etc. Here we are using actor-critic method to operate the swarm-bot. In the previous actor-critic method the environmental factor is not included but now we are including the temperature in preference formula (which is used in deciding a particular action) and show its effect on action taking priority. To reduce the impact causes by temperature we are using temperature adjustment factor (TAF).

Ambient temperature affects Swarm-bot temperature. With an ordinary heat sink a normal swarm-bot cannot able to reduce such effect that is generated by the excess temperature. Swarm-bot life and temperature are inversely related - the higher the temperature, the lower the swarm-bot Life. Temperature affects the processor of swarm-bot. This holds true for all integrated circuits that is used in swarm-bot - heat is the enemy!

**Swarm-bot processors Life**

\[
\text{Swarm-bot processors Life} = \frac{\text{Normal Life Hours}}{((273 + \text{New Temp}) / (273 + \text{Normal Temp})^{1/\gamma})}
\]  

(1)

\[\delta_t = r_{t+1} + \gamma V(s_{t+1}) - V(s_t)\]  

(2)

Where \(V\) does the critic implement the current value function. This TD error can be used to evaluate the action just selected, the action \(a_t\) taken in states \(s_t\). If the TD error is positive, it suggests that the tendency to select \(a_t\) should be strengthened.

VI. ACTOR-CRITIC METHOD

Actor-critic methods are temporal difference (TD) methods with a separate memory structure to explicitly represent the policy independent of the value function [7,8] used. The policy structure is known as the **actor**, because it is used to select actions, and the estimated value function is known as the **critic**, because it criticizes the actions made by the actor. Learning is always on-policy: the critic must learn about and critique the actor is currently following. The critique takes the form of a TD error. This scalar signal is the sole output of the critic and drives all learning in both actor and critic, as suggested by Figure 4. Actor-critic methods are the natural extension of the idea of reinforcement comparison methods to TD learning and to the full reinforcement-learning problem. Typically, the critic is a state-value function. After each action selection, the critic evaluates the new state to determine whether things have gone better or worse than expected. That evaluation is the TD error \(\delta\).

\[\pi_t(s,a)=\Pr\{a_t=a\mid s_t=s\} = \frac{\exp(s,a)}{\sum_b \exp(s,b)}\]  

Where the \(P(s,a)\) are the values at time \(t\) of the modifiable policy parameters of the actor, indicating the tendency to select \((s,a)\) when in each state \(s\). Then the strengthening or weakening described above can be implemented by increasing or decreasing \(P(s_t,a_t)\), for instance, by

\[P(s_t,a_t)\leftarrow P(s_t,a_t) + \beta \delta\]  

(4)

Where \(\beta\) is another positive step size parameter.

A. Rough Actor-Critic Algorithms:

This algorithm is used for the learning process in swarm-bot. The main rough actor-critic method is described here in which we are not considering the temperature as an environmental factor.
Initialize, for all $s \in S$, $a \in A(s)$:

\[
p(s, a) \leftarrow 0
\]

\[
\pi(s, a) \leftarrow \frac{e^{(s, a) / \left[ \sum_{b=1}^{A(s)} e^{p(b, a)} \right]}}{\sum_{a} e^{p(s, a)}}
\]

Count(s) ← 0

Repeat forever:

Initialize s

Repeat (for each step of episode):

Choose a from s using $\pi(s, a)$

Take action a, observe r, s'

Count(s) ← Count(s) + 1

$V(s) \leftarrow V(s) + \frac{1}{Count(s)} [r - V(s)]$

$\delta = r + \gamma V(s_0) - V(s)$

$p(s, a) \leftarrow p(s, a) + \beta(\delta - r')$

$\pi(s, a) \leftarrow \frac{e^{p(s, a) / \left[ \sum_{b=1}^{A(s)} e^{p(b, a)} \right]}}{\sum_{a} e^{p(s, a)}}$

s ← s'

Until s is terminal

Calculate r'as follows (At the end of each episode):

Start with ethogram table DTsbot = (Ubeh, A, d).

Discretize feature values in DTsbot.

Construct approximation space where

\[
B \text{ is subset of } A
\]

\[
D = \{ x \mid d(x) = 1 \}
\]

\[
B_a(x) = \{ y \in Ubeh \mid a(x) = a(y) \text{ and } a \in B \}
\]

Lower Approximation: \(B_a(x)\) is subset of \(D\), then

Compute rough inclusion value for each \(B_a(x)\)

\[
r' = \sum \left[ v(B_a(x), B_a(x)) \right] / \text{ln} \]

\[
\text{VII. CONCLUSION}
\]

This paper presents an ethological approach to observing reinforcement learning by swarms of cooperating agents in an ecosystem testbed that is being used to design line–crawling bots that forms swarms to carry out inspection of various power system structures. The result reported in this paper shows the effect of temperature on swarm that learn. This effect is minimized by the temperature adjustment factor that is included in the rough actor–critic algorithm.

The main idea behind this paper to represent the actor critic algorithm included with temperature adjustment factor (TAF) in the preference field of algorithm. The result of this paper shown by graph in which solid line shows the preference of general rough actor–critic algorithm at normal temp, dashed line shows the preference at 40 or 50 degree temperature and dotted line represent the adjusted preference with TAF. To measure the temperature we need some sensors according to that we can change the value of TAF

Where $r'$ is reminiscent of the idea of a reference reward used during reinforcement comparison, $t$ is the temperature and TAF is the Temperature adjustment factor. In Temperature Rough actor-critic method (TRAC) preference of taking a particular action depend upon temperature. To reduce the effect of temperature we are using the temperature adjustment factor. It may be the value which is taken by a particular sensor device. This TAF minimizes the effects on probability, which is generated by temperature.

The new TRAC Algorithm is as follows.

Initialize, for all $s \in S$, $a \in A(s)$:
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p(s, a) \leftarrow 0
\]

\[
\pi(s, a) \leftarrow \frac{e^{(s, a) / \left[ \sum_{b=1}^{A(s)} e^{p(b, a)} \right]}}{\sum_{a} e^{p(s, a)}}
\]

Count(s) ← 0

Repeat forever:

Initialize s

Repeat (for each step of episode):

Choose a from s using $\pi(s, a)$

Take action a, observe r, s'

Count(s) ← Count(s) + 1

$V(s) \leftarrow V(s) + \frac{1}{Count(s)} [r - V(s)]$

$\delta = r + \gamma V(s_0) - V(s)$

$p(s, a) \leftarrow p(s, a) + \frac{[r - V(s)]}{t} \text{TAF}$
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\pi(s, a) \leftarrow \frac{e^{p(s, a) / \left[ \sum_{b=1}^{A(s)} e^{p(b, a)} \right]}}{\sum_{a} e^{p(s, a)}}
\]

s ← s'

Until s is terminal

Calculate r'as follows (At the end of each episode):

Start with ethogram table DTsbot = (Ubeh, A, d).

Discretize feature values in DTsbot.

Construct approximation space where

\[
B \text{ is subset of } A
\]
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D = \{ x \mid d(x) = 1 \}
\]

\[
B_a(x) = \{ y \in Ubeh \mid a(x) = a(y) \text{ and } a \in B \}
\]

Lower Approximation: \(B_a(x)\) is subset of \(D\), then

Compute rough inclusion value for each \(B_a(x)\)

\[
r' = \sum \left[ v(B_a(x), B_a(x)) \right] / \text{ln} \]

\[
\text{VII. CONCLUSION}
\]

This paper presents an ethological approach to observing reinforcement learning by swarms of cooperating agents in an ecosystem testbed that is being used to design line–crawling bots that forms swarms to carry out inspection of various power system structures. The result reported in this paper shows the effect of temperature on swarm that learn. This effect is minimized by the temperature adjustment factor that is included in the rough actor–critic algorithm.

The main idea behind this paper to represent the actor critic algorithm included with temperature adjustment factor (TAF) in the preference field of algorithm. The result of this paper shown by graph in which solid line shows the preference of general rough actor–critic algorithm at normal temp, dashed line shows the preference at 40 or 50 degree temperature and dotted line represent the adjusted preference with TAF. To measure the temperature we need some sensors according to that we can change the value of TAF

Where $r'$ is reminiscent of the idea of a reference reward used during reinforcement comparison, $t$ is the temperature and TAF is the Temperature adjustment factor. In Temperature Rough actor–critic method (TRAC) preference of taking a particular action depend upon temperature. To reduce the effect of temperature we are using the temperature adjustment factor. It may be the value which is taken by a particular sensor device. This TAF minimizes the effects on probability, which is generated by temperature.

The new TRAC Algorithm is as follows.

Initialize, for all $s \in S$, $a \in A(s)$:

\[
p(s, a) \leftarrow 0
\]

\[
\pi(s, a) \leftarrow \frac{e^{(s, a) / \left[ \sum_{b=1}^{A(s)} e^{p(b, a)} \right]}}{\sum_{a} e^{p(s, a)}}
\]

Count(s) ← 0

Repeat forever:

Initialize s

Repeat (for each step of episode):

Choose a from s using $\pi(s, a)$

Take action a, observe r, s'

Count(s) ← Count(s) + 1

$V(s) \leftarrow V(s) + \frac{1}{Count(s)} [r - V(s)]$

$\delta = r + \gamma V(s_0) - V(s)$

$p(s, a) \leftarrow p(s, a) + \frac{[r - V(s)]}{t} \text{TAF}$

\[
\pi(s, a) \leftarrow \frac{e^{p(s, a) / \left[ \sum_{b=1}^{A(s)} e^{p(b, a)} \right]}}{\sum_{a} e^{p(s, a)}}
\]

s ← s'

Until s is terminal

Calculate r'as follows (At the end of each episode):

Start with ethogram table DTsbot = (Ubeh, A, d).

Discretize feature values in DTsbot.

Construct approximation space where

\[
B \text{ is subset of } A
\]

\[
D = \{ x \mid d(x) = 1 \}
\]

\[
B_a(x) = \{ y \in Ubeh \mid a(x) = a(y) \text{ and } a \in B \}
\]

Lower Approximation: \(B_a(x)\) is subset of \(D\), then

Compute rough inclusion value for each \(B_a(x)\)

\[
r' = \sum \left[ v(B_a(x), B_a(x)) \right] / \text{ln} \]
Ultimately, it is important to consider ways to evaluate the behavior of an intelligent system as it unfolds. Behavior decision table constantly change during the life of an intelligent system because of changing temperature and changing rewards of corresponding action responses. As a result there is a need for a co-operating system of agents to gain measure and share knowledge about changing behavior patterns. Part of future work may be included for the other environmental factor like Wind, Snowfall and Rainy season. According to that we can make changes in the actor-critic algorithms.
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I. INTRODUCTION

The World Wide Web is the universe of network-accessible information, an embodiment of human knowledge.” The recent increase in popularity of the World Wide Web has led to a considerable increase in the amount of traffic over the Internet. As a result, the web has now become one of the primary bottlenecks to network performance. When a user requests objects, which are connected to a server on a slow network link, there is considerable latency, which can be noticed at the client end. Transferring the object over the network leads to increase in the level of traffic. Increase in traffic will reduce the bandwidth for competing requests and increase latencies for other users. In order to reduce access latencies, it is desirable to store copies of popular objects closer to the user. Consequently, Web Caching has become an increasingly important topic. After a significant amount of research to reduce the noticeable response time perceived by users, it is found that Web caching and Web Prefetching are two important techniques to this end. This paper provides an environment containing a number of ready-made options like cache, log file, error checking, connection pooling, etc.

II. WEB CACHING

Web caching is the emerging technology in web. In web caching if the client is requesting a page from server it will fetch from the server and will give response to the server. A web cache sits between web server and a client and watches request for web pages. It caches web documents for serving previously retrieved pages when it receives a request for them. According to the locations where objects are cached, web caching technology can be classified into three categories, i.e., client’s browser caching, client-side proxy caching, and server-side proxy caching. In client’s browser caching, web objects are cached in the client’s local disk. If the user accesses the same object more than once in a short time, the browser can fetch the object directly from the local disk, eliminating the repeated network latency. However, users are likely to access many sites, each for a short period of time. Thus, the hit ratios of per-user caches tend to be low.

In client side proxy caching, objects are cached in the proxy near the clients to avoid repeated round-trip delays between the clients and the origin Web servers. To effectively utilize the limited capacity of the proxy cache, several cache replacement algorithms are proposed to maximize the delay savings obtained from cache hits. Such advanced caching algorithms differ from the conventional ones (e.g., LRU or LFU algorithms) in their consideration of size, fetching delay, reference rate, invalidation cost, and invalidation frequency of a Web object. Incorporating these parameters into their designs, these cache replacement algorithms show significant performance improvement over the conventional ones. In addition, cooperative caching architectures, proposed in enable the participating proxies to share their cache content with one another. Since each participating proxy can seek for a remote cache hit from other participating proxy’s cache, the overall hit ratio can be further improved.

In server-side Web caching and content distribution networks (CDN) are recently attracting, an increasing amount of attention. It is noted that, as the Web traffic grows exponentially, overloaded Web servers become the sources of the prolonged response time. Server-side Web
caching, which distributes routes the user requests to the proper server-side proxies, it is able to release the Web server’s load. Server side proxy caching will shorten the user perceived response time.

III. PROXY CACHING

Caching can be implemented at various points in the network. The best method among this is to have a cache in the Web server itself. Further, it is increasingly common for a university or corporation to implement specialized servers in the network called Caching Proxies. Such proxies act as agents on behalf of the client in order to locate a cached copy of an object if possible. There are different types of proxy server based on FTP, HTTP, and SMTP and so on. They are FTP Proxy Server which relays and caches FTP Traffic. HTTP Proxy Server which has one way request to retrieve Web Pages and Socks Proxy Server is the newer protocol to allow relaying of far more different types of data, whether TCP or UDP. NAT Proxy Server which works differently from other servers, it allows the redirection of all packets without a program having to support a Proxy Server. SSL Proxy Server which is an extension to the HTTP Proxy Server which allows relaying of TCP data similar to a Socks Proxy Server.

Furthermore, a Proxy Server can be split into another two Categories:
- Anonymous
- Transparent.

1) Anonymous
An Anonymous Proxy Server blocks the remote computer from knowing the identity of the computer using the Proxy Server to make requests. Anonymous Proxy Servers can further be broken down into two more categories, Elite and Disguised. An Elite Proxy Server is not identifiable to the remote computer as a Proxy in any way.

2) Transparent
A Transparent Proxy Server tells the remote computer the IP Address of the Computer. This provides no privacy. A Disguised Proxy Server gives the remote computer enough information to let it know that it is a Proxy, however it still does not give away the IP of the computer it is relaying information for.

IV. WEB PREFETCHING

In Web prefetching scheme the proxy itself will give the response to the clients if the web page requested is present in the proxy itself. Several algorithms based on Markov models and web mining techniques are proposed to derive prefetching rules from the server’s access log.

Solution for the problem

In this paper an innovative cache replacement algorithm (i.e.) randomized algorithm is proposed. Randomized algorithm combines the benefit of both utility, based schemes and RR (Round Robin) schemes and it avoids the need for data structures. The utility function assigns to each page a value based on recentness of use and frequency of use, size of page, cost of fetching and RR scheme would replace the least recently used web documents. These data will be evacuated only when it crosses the expiry time.

To reduce the latency time and to increase the memory capacity and processing power the proxy server is designed in which data and images are stored separately. The proxy server can be connected to number of clients.

V. WEB CACHING WITH PROXIES

After a serious research in caching technologies it was found that Web caching with proxies is the efficient technology. Web proxy will be between the server and client and will serve for web page request.

Cache deployment options
There are three main cache deployment choices:
- Near the content provider (provider-oriented)
- Near the content consumer (consumer-oriented)

At strategic points in the network, based on user access patterns and network topology.

Provider-oriented deployment
In provider oriented deployment method caches positioned near or maintained by the content provider, as in reverse proxy and push caching, improve access to a logical set of content. This type of cache deployment can be critical to delay-sensitive content such as audio or video. Positioning caches near or on behalf of the content provider allows the provider to improve the scalability and availability of content, but is obviously only useful for that specific provider. Any other content provider must do the same thing.

Consumer-oriented deployment
Positioning caches near the client, as in client side proxy caching has the advantage of leveraging one or more caches to a user community. If those users tend to access the same kind of content, this placement strategy improves response time by being able to serve requests locally. Thus this technology is widely used in recent trends and used in this paper model.

Strategic point oriented deployment
In strategic point oriented deployment method the dynamic deployment of caches at network choke points, is a strategy embraced by the adaptive caching approach. Although it would seem to provide the most flexible type of cache coverage, it is still a work in progress and, to the best of the authors’ knowledge, there have not been any performance studies demonstrating its benefits. The dynamic deployment technique also raises important questions about the administrative control of these caches, such as what impact network boundaries would have on cache mesh formation.
VI. COMBINING CACHING AND PREFETCHING

Prefetching and caching are two known approaches for improving the performance of file systems. Although they have been studied extensively, most studies on prefetching have been conducted in the absence of caching or for a fixed caching strategy. After the invention of complication in individual prefetching technology (i.e.) prefetching file blocks into a cache can be harmful even if the blocks will be accessed in the near future. This is because a cache block needs to be reserved for the block being prefetched at the time the Prefetch is initiated. The reservation of a cache block requires performing a cache block replacement earlier than it would otherwise have been done. Making the decision earlier may hurt performance because new and possibly better replacement opportunities open up as the program proceeds and hence combining caching and prefetching is essential.

VII. CACHE REPLACEMENT POLICIES

One of the key complications in implementing cache replacement policies for Web objects is that the objects to be cached are not necessarily of homogeneous size. For example, if two objects are accessed with equal frequency, the hit ratio is maximized when the replacement policy is biased towards the smaller object. This is because it is possible to store a larger number of objects of smaller size.

In addition to non homogeneous object sizes, there are several other special features of the Web, which need to be considered. First, the hit ratio may not be the best possible measure for evaluating the quality of a caching algorithm. For example, the transfer time cost for transferring a large object is more than that for a small object, though the relationship is typically not straightforward. It will depend on the distance of the object from the Web server. Furthermore, Web objects will typically have expiration times. So, when considering which objects to replace when a new object enters a Web cache.

We must consider not only the relative frequency, but also factors such as object sizes, transfer time savings, and expiration times. It may not always be favorable to insert an object into the cache, because it may lower the probability of a hit to the cache.

However, maximizing the cache hit ratio alone does not guarantee the best client response time in the Web environment. In addition to maximizing the cache hit ratio, a cache replacement algorithm for Web documents should also minimize the cost of cache misses, i.e., the delays caused by fetching documents not found in the cache. Clearly, the documents, which took a long time to fetch, should be preferentially retained in the cache. For example, consider a proxy cache at Northwestern University. The cache replacement algorithm at the proxy found two possible candidates for replacement. Both documents have the same size and are referenced with the same rate, but one document originates from the University of Chicago while the other is from Seoul National University. The cache replacement algorithm should select for replacement the document from the University of Chicago and retain the document from Seoul National University because upon a cache miss the former can be fetched much faster than the latter.

VIII. RELATED REPLACEMENT ALGORITHMS

1) Least Recently-Used (LRU)

In the standard least recently used (LRU) caching algorithm for equal sized objects we maintain a list of the objects in the cache, which is ordered, based on the time of last access. In particular, the most recently accessed object is at the top of the list, while the least recently accessed object is at the bottom. When a new object comes in and the cache is full, one object in the cache must be pruned in order to make room for the newly accessed object. The object chosen is the one which was least recently used. Clearly the LRU policy needs to be extended to handle objects of varying sizes.

\[
MI_{LRU} = 1 - \frac{\% \text{FirstTimer}}{\% \text{LRU Hit Ratio}}
\]

LRU treats all documents equally, without considering the document size, type or network distance. It also ignores frequency information, thus an often-requested document will not be kept if it is not requested for a short period so LRU does not perform well in web caches. A scan, stream of multiple documents accessed only once, can force all the popular documents out of an LRU-based cache.

2) Least-Frequently-Used (LFU)

In least-frequently used method evicts the document, which is accessed least frequently. Least Frequently Used also has some disadvantages; the important problem with this method is cache pollution which means that a document that was formerly popular, but no longer is, will stay in the cache until new documents become more popular than the old one which was used. This can take a long time, and during this time, part of the cache is wasted. It assumes that probabilities are constant, but in practical it is not so it also includes problem with implementation. Ideally, an implementation of the algorithm would keep a frequency counter for documents not in the cache as well as those present. On the scale of the web, this is prohibitive. However, if this is not done, the performance of the algorithm diminishes. Even if only the counters for the documents in the cache are kept, counters have to be updated continuously, even when no document needs to be replaced, incurring considerable overhead. It is also necessary to keep the documents sorted by frequency to be able to make rapid decisions at replacement time. This method has no notion of document size or cost of retrieval.

IX. PROPOSED SYSTEM MODEL

The proxy is located near the Web clients in order to avoid repeated round-trip delays between the clients and the origin Web servers. The origin Web server in this model is
an enhanced Web server which employs a prediction engine and this will derive prefetching rules from the server’s access log periodically. These derived rules are assumed to be frequent. That is, only rules with supports larger than the minimum support are derived and provided by Web servers. The derived prefetching rules are stored in the prefetching rule depository of the Web server.

As shown in Fig.1, the proxy serves the requests sent from the Web clients. In the case that a cache miss occurs, the proxy will forward the request to the origin Web server for resolution. Upon receiving the request, the origin server will log this request into record, fetch the requested object form the Web object depository, and check the prefetching rule depository at the same time. If this request triggers some prefetching rules in the prefetching rule depository, the objects implied by these prefetching rules and their corresponding confidences will be piggybacked to the responding message as hints and returned to the proxy. After the proxy receives the response with the hints piggybacked from the origin Web server, the proxy will first send the requested object back to the client and then determine whether it is worth caching the piggybacked implied objects in the proxy. Here the cache replacement algorithm is devised for the integration of Web caching and Web prefetching techniques. If a cache hit is found (i.e., the client’s request can be satisfied directly with the proxy’s local cache), we assume that the proxy will still communicate with the origin Web server to obtain the prefetching hints related to that request after the proxy has sent the response to the client. As such, we are able to investigate each request the prefetching hints from the origin Web server to ensure that the discovered prefetching hints are always up-to-date.

A typical system model is shown below

![Fig. 1 Module for integrating web caching and prefetching](image)

In fig2 the flow of the data is described that is any pages from web can be accessed by client after it send some request and wait for the response. The server processes the client request and analyze that it was in cache folder or it was get from the web server, if it retrieves from the local cache folder itself it simply update the times amp and size of the web page and forward to the client, else if get from the web server, it saves a copy in local folder then forward to client.

**X. CREATION OF PROXY SERVER CONFIGURATION**

In this module proxy server is configured in which the images are stored separately. This is done by initializing the Boolean function for images. The port number and maximum number of connection possible with the proxy server are initialized and during the running mode of the server, the server is started and we check whether the ip address is present. If so the server socket is created with port number and maximum number of connection and if ip address is not present then we get the new ip address for it and this process is done by setting the timeout period.

Graphical user interface design is done in this phase. This includes the menu items like start server and stop server and viewing cache and the graphical user interface contains help menu item and client can also view that administrator is currently connected to which person.

Connection of proxy server with Internet

The proxy server is connected with the internet by creating HTTP configuration and proxy cache pool. Proxy ip address
and port number is connected with the network and if the cache is enabled then that cache is used.

Replacement algorithm design

\[ \text{N: Total number of Documents} \]
\[ \text{M: Next Least useful document} \]

Eviction: Retrieval the requesting document

Sample: Method for selecting the retrieval option

If (eviction)
{
    if (first_iteration)
    {
        sample(N);
        evict_least_useful;
        keep_least_useful(M);
    }
    else
    {
        sample(N-M);
        evict_least_useful;
        keep_least_useful(M);
    }
}

Replacement algorithm design includes two iteration models. In the first iteration step the N-documents is randomly picked from the cache and among that N-documents the least useful document is evicted and then next M least useful document is retained and in subsequent iteration the N-M documents is randomly picked from cache and it is appended to the M previously retained documents and among the N-samples the least useful document is evicted and M next least useful document are retained.

The pie chart identifies the percentage notification of requests 20% most popular objects. In Fig 3 the chart defines the percentage of the requests of the file for a sample organization. In that it shows that less than 1 kilo byte size files are requested is only 1.3%, more than 1 kilo byte size files are requested 21.8%, 5-100 kilo byte size files are requested 23.3% and 1–5 kilo byte size files are requested 53.6%, when compare to all the final identification which was green in color is higher percentage which was requested by the client.

In Fig 4 The Hit ratio for our algorithm is implemented, here we compare our algorithm with SLRU (second Least recently used), FBR and LRU/2. The ratio of our algorithm has slight difference from the other algorithms retrieval. In the above figure we describe the hit ratio along with our cache size.

XI. CONCLUSION

The proxy server is designed, doesn’t use the data structure to store the data in the cache and hence the server is capable of accessing to number of clients and the administrator can view the data’s present in the cache. The organization in the
proxy server is a simple local folder which holds the "\texttt{.cache}" files and the images in separate folder. The work to be proposed in the next phase is to connect this proxy server where in we connect the server to a LAN. The server provides the internet connection to the LAN. Later the cache replacement algorithms are implemented to reduce the response time of the user. The existing algorithms are being studied and the improvements in the algorithms are being implemented. Improvements are being done to the algorithms on various then the improved proxy server is created. So we conclude that the performances of the replacement algorithms are improved.
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Abstract - In just the past few years wireless LAN has come to occupy a significant niche in the local area network market. Increasingly, Organization are finding that WLAN are an indispensable adjunct to traditional wired LAN to satisfy requirement for mobility relocation ,ad hoc networking and coverage of location difficult to wired

Wireless technologies have become increasingly popular in our everyday business and personal lives. Today, wireless communication technology has become very important part of our daily life. The use of wireless communication technology is increasing day by day but there is a danger of black hole associated with these types of networks communications (wireless). This research paper will provide an overview of security risks, threats and vulnerabilities (weaknesses in the design and implementation) with wireless network systems, referencing IEEE 802.11. This research paper will not cover the topic of Bluetooth wireless security. To combat these risks, some protocols and mechanisms will be needed to secure this wireless communication and increase the use of wireless based systems.

I. INTRODUCTION

Wireless local area networks (WLANs) allow greater flexibility and portability than do traditional wired local area networks (LAN). Unlike a traditional LAN, which requires a wire to connect a user’s computer to the network, a WLAN connects computers and other components to the network using an access point device. An access point communicates with devices equipped with wireless network adaptors it connects to a wired Ethernet LAN via an RJ-45 port. Access point devices Ethernet Card typically have coverage areas of up to approximately 100 meters (300 feet). This coverage area is called a range or cell. Users move freely within the cell with their laptop or other network device. Access point cells can be linked together to allow users to even “roam” within a building or between buildings.

802.11 is the original wireless local area network standard, designed for 1 Mbps to 2 Mbps for communication wireless transmissions. In 1999 by 802.11a, established a high-speed wireless local area network standard for the 5 GHz band and supported 54 Mbps data rate. Also completed in 1999 was the 802.11b standard, which operates in the 2.4-2.48GHz band and supports 11 Mbps. The 802.11b standard is currently the dominant/Small business/organization standard for wireless local area networks, providing sufficient speeds for most used application in today’s world. Because the 802.11b standard has been so widely used in today’s world, the security weaknesses in the standard have also been exposed. Another standard, 802.11g, still in draft, operates in the 2.4 GHz waveband, where current wireless local area network products based on the 802.11b standard operate.

“As wireless based system is developed and implemented and used the complexity of the types of attacks will increase, but these appear the standard main methods used to break and Attack wireless systems. These attacks may be very similar against other wireless type Technologies and is not unique to 802.11b. Understanding these risks and how to develop Security solution for 802.11b will provide a strong foundation for integrating a good secure solution to any wireless solution”. (Maxim Pollino 2002).

II. WIRELESS TECHNOLOGIES STANDARDS

Wireless technologies conform to a variety of standards and offer varying levels of security features. The principal advantages of standards are to encourage mass production and to allow products from multiple vendors to interoperate 802.11 And the Bluetooth standard. WLANs follow the IEEE 802.11 standards. Ad hoc networks follow techniques or are based on the Bluetooth standard, which was developed by a consortium of commercial companies making up the Bluetooth Special Interest Group (SIG). These standards are followed below.

- IEEE 802.11
- Bluetooth

III. SECURITY FEATURES OF 802.11

The three basic security services defined by IEEE for the WLAN environment are as follows

1) Authentication

A primary goal of WEP was to provide a security service to verify the identity of communicating client stations. This provides access control to the network by denying access to client stations that cannot authenticate properly. This service
addresses the question, “Are only authorized persons allowed to gain access to my network?”

2) Confidentiality
Confidentiality, or privacy, was a second goal of WEP. It was developed to provide “privacy achieved by a wired network.” The intent was to prevent information compromise from casual eavesdropping (passive attack). This service, in general, addresses the question, “Are only authorized persons allowed to view my data?”

3) Integrity
Another goal of WEP was a security service developed to ensure that messages are not modified in transit between the wireless clients and the access point in an active attack. This service addresses the question, “Is the data coming into or exiting the network trustworthy has it been tampered with?”

IV. PROBLEMS IEEE 802.11 STANDARD SECURITY
1) Security features in vendor products are frequently not enabled
Security features, albeit poor in some cases are not enabled when shipped, and users do not enable when installed. Bad security is generally better than no security.

2) Vs are short (or static)
24-bit IVs cause the generated key stream to repeat. Repetition allows easy decryption of data for a moderately sophisticated adversary.

3) Cryptographic keys are short
40-bit keys are inadequate for any system. It is generally accepted that key sizes should be greater than 80 bits in length. The longer the key, the less likely a compromise is possible from a brute-force attack.

4) Cryptographic keys are shared
number of people sharing the key grows, the security risks also grow. A fundamental tenant of cryptography is that the security of a system is largely dependent on the secrecy of the keys.

5) Cryptographic keys cannot be updated automatically and frequently
Cryptographic keys should be changed often to prevent brute-force attacks.

6) RC4 has a weak key schedule and is inappropriately used in WEP

7) The combination of revealing 24 key bits in the IV and a weakness in the initial few bytes of the RC4 key stream leads to an efficient attack that recovers the key. Most other applications of RC4 do not expose the weaknesses of RC4 because they do not reveal key bits and do not restart the key schedule for every packet. This attack is available to moderately sophisticated adversaries

8) Packet integrity is poor
CRC32 and other linear block codes are inadequate for providing cryptographic integrity. Message modification is possible. Linear codes are inadequate for the protection against advertent attacks on data integrity. Cryptographic protection is required to prevent deliberate attacks. Use of non cryptographic protocols often facilitates attacks against the cryptography.

9) No user authentication Occurs
Only the device is authenticated. A device that is stolen can access the network.

10) Authentication is not enabled; only simple SSID identification occurs
Identity-based systems are highly vulnerable particularly in a wireless system because signals can be more easily intercepted.

11) Device authentication is simple shared-key challenge-response
One-way challenge-response authentication is subject to “man in the middle” attacks. Mutual authentication is required to provide verification that users and the network are legitimate.

12) The client does not authenticate the Access Point
The client needs to authenticate the Access Point to ensure that it is legitimate and prevent the introduction of rogue Access Point.

V. SECURING WIRELESS LOCAL AREA NETWORK
Wireless local area network operates in the same fashion as a wired local area network except that data is transported through a wireless medium rather than cables. The following sections describe common threats that local area network faced with and some countermeasures that can be employed to protect against such threats. Some of the threats are as followed:

Threats

- Eavesdropping

The main threat posed to a Wireless local area network is the potential for unauthorized persons to eavesdrop on radio signals transferred between a wireless station and an access point which compromises the privacy of sensitive information and data (Barken 2004). Eavesdropping is considered to be a passive attack.

Example
When a radio operator sends a message over a radio path, other users who are equipped with a compatible receiver within the range of the transmission are able to listen. Also, because an eavesdropper has the ability to listen to a message without modifying the data, the sender and intended receiver of the message are unaware that there has been an intrusion

- Unauthorized Access

Another threat to Wireless local area network is when an intruder enters a Wireless local area network disguised as an authorized user. When the intruder has gained access, he can violate the confidentiality and integrity of the network traffic by sending, receiving, altering, or forging messages (Nichols, Lekkas 2002).

Unauthorized access is considered as an active attack and can be executed using a wireless adapter, which is compatible with the wireless network

- Authentication Mechanisms Try

One of the best protections against this type of unauthorized access is to deploy authentication mechanisms to ensure that only users who are authorized can gain access to the network. One of the hardest tasks for wireless LAN is to detect unauthorized access when they occur. This is because unsuccessful attacks might be misinterpreted as merely unsuccessful logon attempts caused by high bit error rate.

- Capture Secret keys and Passwords

An attacker can lure a station onto his network in order to capture secret keys and passwords. Another way to accomplish this is that the attacker rejects the logon attempts but record the messages transmitted during the logon process.

The first attack described is very hard to execute because the attacker must have specific details in order to deceive the station into believing that it has accessed its home network.

The second attack mentioned is easier to implement because in this case all that is required by the attacker is a receiver and an antenna that is compatible with the stations.

In addition to this, the attack is more difficult to detect. This is because the unsuccessful logons are common in WLAN environments. The best method to protect against these types of attacks is to employ an efficient mechanism that allows wireless stations to authenticate to access points without disclosing confidential keys or passwords.

- Interference and Jamming

A third threat to wireless LAN security is radio interference which can deteriorate bandwidth. In most cases the interference is accidental. Since WLANs use unlicensed radio waves, other electromagnetic devices can coincide with WLAN traffic (Barken 2004)

Sources of interference can include high power amateur, military, and industrial, scientific, and military transmitters.

- Denial of Service Attack

Interference may also be intentional. If an attacker has a powerful transmission, he can produce a radio signal strong enough to overwhelm weaker signals which can disrupt communications. This is known as jamming and is a denial of service attack.

VI. TYPES OF JAMMERS

There are two types of jammers which are as followed and can be utilized against wireless LAN

i) Traffic

ii) High Power Pulsed and lower power partial-band jammers.

Jamming equipment is available to consumers or can be created by attackers. These types of attacks can be mounted remotely from the targeted network.

VII. PHYSICAL THREATS

The physical structure of a wireless Local area network can be impacted if it is damaged. Similar to a wired LAN, a wireless Local area network operating in infrastructure mode is dependant upon a number of physical components.

Physical Components

Some of the physical components are as followed

- Access points APs,
- Cables,
- Antennas,
- Wireless adapter,
- Software.

Harm to any of these could significantly reduce the strength of the signal, limit coverage area, or reduce bandwidth.

Infrastructure components are also vulnerable to the conditions of its environment, especially if outdoors. APs can be affected by snow and ice. Antennas which are placed on poles or buildings have the risk of being knocked down by winds, rain, or ice which can change the beam width for transmitting signals. Finally, Physical components can be attacked.

Example

An attacker could cut the cabling that connects an AP to the wired network, isolating affected microcells and disrupting power to the receiver. Another potential attack could involve stealing or compromising wireless station or adapter and see it to try and intercept WLAN traffic or to gain unauthorized access to the network. Accidents and improper handling can harm wireless adapters and wireless stations.(Can cause damage to whole network and make it unusable)
VIII. OTHER SECURITY RISKS

With the prevalence of wireless devices, more users are seeking ways to connect remotely to their own organization’s networks. One such method is the use of UN trusted third-party networks. Conference centers, for example, commonly provide wireless networks for users to connect to the Internet and subsequently to their own organizations while at the conference. Airports, hotels, and even some coffee franchises are beginning to deploy 802.11 based publicly accessible wireless networks for their customers, even offering VPN capabilities for added security.

IX. UN TRUSTED PUBLIC NETWORKS PRIMARY RISKS

These un-trusted public networks introduce three primary risks which area as followed:

1) They are public; they are accessible by anyone, even malicious users;
2) They serve as a bridge to a user’s own network, thus potentially allowing anyone on the public network to attack or gain access to the bridged network;
3) They use high-gain antennas to improve reception and increase coverage area, thus allowing malicious users to eavesdrop more readily on their signals.

By connecting to their own networks via an untrusted network, users may create vulnerabilities for their company networks and systems unless their organizations take steps to protect their users and themselves. Users typically need to access resources that their organizations deem as either public or private. Agencies may want to consider protecting their public resources using an application layer security protocol such as Transport Layer Security (TLS), the Internet Engineering Task Force standardized version of Secure Sockets Layer (SSL). However, in most agencies, this is unnecessary since the information is indeed public already. For private resources, agencies should consider using a VPN solution to secure their connections because this will help prevent eavesdropping and unauthorized access to private resources.*

X. COUNTERMEASURES

Some of the countermeasures are as followed:

1) Management Countermeasures

Management countermeasures for securing wireless networks begin with a comprehensive security policy. A security policy and compliance therewith, is the foundation on which other countermeasures the operational and technical are rationalized and implemented.

2) Security Policy

A Wireless local area network security policy should be able to do the following jobs:

- Identify who may use Wireless local area network technology in an agency
- Identify Internet access is required or not
- Describe who can install access points and other wireless devices
- Provide limitations on the location of and physical security (Guards) for access points
- Describe the nature of information that may be sent over wireless links
- Describe conditions and requirement under which wireless devices are allowed
- Define security settings for access points
- Describe limitations on how the wireless device may be used
- Describe the configuration (H/W and S/W) of all wireless devices
- Provide guidelines on reporting losses of wireless devices and security incidents
- Provide guidelines for the protection of wireless clients to overcome theft
- Provide guidelines on the use of encryption and key management tools

XI. OPERATIONAL COUNTERMEASURES

Physical security is the most fundamental step for ensuring that only authorized users have access to wireless computer equipment. Physical security combines such measures as access controls, personnel identification, and external boundary protection. As with facilities housing wired networks, facilities supporting wireless networks need physical access controls.

Example

Photo identification, card badge readers, or biometric devices can be used to minimize the risk of improper penetration of facilities. Biometric systems for physical access control include palm scans, hand geometry, iris scans, retina scans, fingerprint, voice pattern, signature dynamics, or facial recognition. External boundary protection can include locking doors and installing video cameras for surveillance around the perimeter of a site to discourage unauthorized access to wireless networking components such as wireless APs. It is important to consider the range of the AP when deciding where to place an AP in a wireless system environment. If the range extends beyond the physical boundaries of the office building walls, the extension creates security vulnerability. An individual outside of the building, perhaps “war driving,” could eavesdrop on network communications by using a wireless device that picks up the RF emanations. A similar consideration applies to the implementation of building-to-building bridges. Ideally, the APs should be placed strategically within a building so that the range does not
exceed the physical perimeter of the building and allow unauthorized personnel to eavesdrop near the perimeter. Agencies should use site survey tools to measure the range of AP devices, both inside and outside of the building where the wireless network is located. In addition, agencies should use wireless security assessment tools (e.g., vulnerability assessment) and regularly conduct scheduled security audits.

XII. TECHNICAL COUNTERMEASURES

Technical countermeasures involve the use of hardware and software solutions to help secure the wireless local area network systems

1) **Software countermeasures**

Software countermeasures include proper AP configurations (i.e., the operational and environment, security settings on an AP), software patches and upgrades, authentication, intrusion detection systems (IDS), and encryption.

2) **Hardware countermeasures**

Hardware solutions include smart cards, VPNs, public key infrastructure (PKI)

XIII. SMART CARDS

Smart cards may add another level of protection, although they also add another layer of complexity. Agencies can use smart cards in conjunction with username or password or by themselves. They can use smart cards in two-factor authentication. Agencies can also combine smart cards with biometrics.

In wireless networks, smart cards provide the added feature of authentication. Smart cards are beneficial in environments requiring authentication beyond simple username and password. User certificate and other information are stored on the cards themselves and generally require the user only to remember a PIN number. Smart cards are also portable; consequently users can securely access their networks from various locations. As with an authentication software solution, these tamper-resistant devices may be integrated into a WLAN solution to enhance the security of the system. Again, users should be careful to fully understand the security provided by the smart card solution.

XIV. VIRTUAL PRIVATE NETWORKS

VPN technology is a rapidly growing technology that provides secure data transmission across public network infrastructures. VPNs have in recent years allowed corporations to harness the power of the Internet for remote access. VPNs are typically used in three different scenarios:

i) Remote user access,

ii) LAN-to-LAN (site-to-site) connectivity

iii) Extranet

Most VPNs in use today make use of the IPsec protocol suite. IPsec, developed by the Internet Engineering Task Force (IETF), is a framework of open standards for ensuring private communications over IP networks. It provides the following types of robust protection:

- Confidentiality
- Integrity
- Data origin authentication
- Traffic analysis protection.

Infrared

IR is the third radio technology specified in the original 802.11 standard. This technology transmits data at high frequencies just below visible light on the electromagnetic system. IR signals are susceptible to interception, interference, and jamming. Therefore, IR systems are typically utilized for high-security applications in enclosed facilities (Barken 2004).

Drawback

It is also more expensive than the Spread-Spectrum technologies mentioned above in addition to its data rate being low 1 – 2 Mbps.

Narrowband

Narrowband transmits and receives radio signals on a specific frequency. This keeps the radio signal as narrow as possible. This method prevents cross-talk among radio channels by coordinating different channel frequencies.

Drawback

A drawback of narrowband is that eavesdroppers can easily detect transmitted signals. It also requires a license from the FCC for each site that it is used at.

XV. WIRED EQUIVALENT PRIVACY (WEP)

WEP (Wired Equivalent Privacy) is implemented in the 802.11 specification to provide basic levels of authentication and data encryption. 802.11b utilizes WEP. It is a crucial element for securing confidentiality and integrity of on WLAN systems in addition to providing access control through authentication.
XVI. ENCRIPTION

WEP uses a shared secret key between a wireless station and an access point. The data sent and received between the station and AP can be encrypted using the shared key. WEP provides data encryption with a 128-bit secret key and a RC4 Pseudo Random Generator.

Processes
There are two processes that are applied to plaintext data; one encrypts the plaintext and the other protects it from unauthorized modification during transition. After the secret key has encrypted the text, it returns the encrypted text back to the AP. If the text matches the text that was sent then the client is authorized and granted access.

Problem
A problem that this method has is that the key distribution. Most WLANs share one key across all stations and Access Points in the network. It’s not likely that a key shared among several users will remain secret forever. Some network administrators address this issue by configuring wireless stations with the secret key as opposed to allowing users to execute this task.

XVII. AUTHENTICATION

There are two types of authentication that WEP provides:
- Default Open System (all users are permitted to access a WLAN)
- Shared key authentication (controls access to WLAN and prevents unauthorized network access).

1) Shared key authentication

Shared key authentication is the more secure mode. It employs a secret key that is shared among all stations and Access points in a WLAN. Shared key works only if WEP encryption is enabled.

2) Default Open System mode

The system will default to Open System mode which will permit most any station within range of an AP to access the network. This will permit an intruder to enter the system where he can interfere with your messages. It is important to ensure that WEP is enabled whenever secure authentication is required.

In many WLAN systems, the key utilized for authentication is the same key used for encryption. This presents a weakness which strengthens the problems mentioned above. If the attacker has control of the shared key he can access the network in addition to decrypt the messages. The solution is to distribute separate keys throughout the system one for authentication and one for encryption.

XVIII. CONCLUSION

The main purpose of this research paper is to provide an overview of security risks, threats and vulnerabilities (weaknesses in the design and implementation) with wireless network systems, referencing IEEE 802.11. After our research we conclude that the wireless network are increasing day by day we must implemented all types of security policies in our wireless local area network security system. And bring many technical countermeasures in our wireless network. To protect our network from the security risk A better solution is to assign a unique key to each station and to change keys frequently in Wired Equivalent Privacy.

Solution of problems with Existing 802.11 Wireless LAN

Security

Cryptographic keys are short

The main problems of the IEEE 802.11 WLAN is that the Cryptographic keys is short its length is only 40 bits brute force attacked can easily be applied on it

\[ 2^{40} = 1099511627776 \]

by applying this much combination the key can be broken

Time required breaking 40 bit key = 10 hours

\[ 2^{40} = 1099511627776 = 10 \text{ hours} \]

But if we increase the key bit length up to 128 then

\[ 2^{128} = 3.4 \times 10^{38} = 5.4 \times 10^{18} \text{Years} \]

So we can solve this problem by increasing the key bit length and it also required more memory space and more computing time

Cryptographic keys are shared

Sharing the cryptographic key with the user we must authenticate the user and its device and then share the key after the user is authenticated

Cryptographic keys cannot be updated automatically and frequently

By placing some type of technical mechanism in the cryptographic key we can update them automatically and can change them whenever we required. But if we increased
the bit of the key we may not required them to update frequently.

**No user authentication occurs**

In wireless network only device is authenticated we can prevent these problems by giving this user a specific type of digital certificate and update that certificate whenever user logon on the network.

**The client does not authenticate the Access Point**

Client must be authenticated on the access point before they logon the WLAN.

**RECOMMENDATION**

- Develop an agency security policy that addresses the use of wireless technology, including 802.11.
- Ensure that users on the network are fully trained in computer security awareness and the risks associated with wireless technology.
- Locate APs on the interior of buildings instead of near exterior walls and windows.
- Ensure that wireless networks are not used until they comply with the agency’s security policy.
- Disable all insecure and non-essential management protocols on the Access point.
- Ensure that encryption key sizes are at least 128 bits or as large as possible. Install a properly configured firewall between the wired infrastructure and the wireless network (AP or hub to APs).
- Install antivirus software on all wireless clients.

1. Understand and make sure that all default parameters are changed.
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A Trust-Based Secured Routing Protocol for Mobile Ad hoc Networks
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Abstract- In wireless adhoc networks, all nodes are mobile and can be connected dynamically in an arbitrary manner for packet type communications. All nodes behave as routers and take part in discovery and maintenance of routes to other nodes in the network. In this paper, we propose a routing protocol that is based on securing the routing information from unauthorized users. Even though routing protocols of this category are already proposed, they are not efficient, in the sense that, they use the same kind of encryption algorithms for every bit of routing information they pass from one intermediate node to another in the routing path. This consumes lot of energy or power as well as time. Our routing algorithm basically behaves depending upon the trust one node has on its neighbor. The trust factor and the level of security assigned to the information flow decide what level of encryption is applied to the current routing information at a source or intermediate node. In other words, above a certain level of trust level, there is no need for the source or intermediate node to perform high level encryption on the routing information as it completely trusts the neighboring node. So based on level of trust factor, the routing information will be low-level, medium level, high level encrypted, the low-level being normal AODV. This not only saves the node’s power by avoiding unnecessary encoding, but also in terms of time, which is very much valuable in cases of emergencies where the information is as valuable as the time.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Mobile host and wireless networking hardware are becoming widely available, and extensive work has been done in the recent years in integrating these elements into traditional networks such as internet. They can be often used in scenarios in which no infrastructure exists, or in which the existing infrastructure does not meet application requirements for reasons of security or cost. Ad hoc routing protocols are challenging to design and secure ones are even more so. Prior research has generally studied the routing problem in a non-adversarial setting, assuming a trusted environment [7]. These may be sufficient for normal day-to-day applications but for applications such as military exercises and disaster relief, a secure and a more reliable communication is a prerequisite.

Our main focus is on on-demand routing protocols [7], in which a node attempts to discover a route to some destination, if and only if has a packet to send to that destination. The source must wait until a route has been discovered, but the traffic overhead is less than Table-driven algorithms [7] where many of the updates are for the unused paths. This reduced overhead affects bandwidth utilization, throughput as well as power usage. No prior advertisement is done, which makes the on-demand routing protocols covert in nature. However, this property is alone not enough to stop a malicious user to access the routing information and initiate directed attacks at the source, destination or any other intermediate node in the network, thus effectively disrupting or even bring down the network.

In applications involving secure and covert operations, information security is one thing that can never be compromised. These operations would rather go for a dependable and unbreakable communication than for a cheap, insecure and fast communication. The idea is instead of going for a path, which involves unknown, not trustable enough nodes, it’s better to go with the established path with known and trusted nodes. Routing protocols are very vulnerable since they can reveal topology information. Listening to few
DSR messages in promiscuous mode gives valuable information. A GPS based routing algorithm may give exact node locations. Typically, an attacker can playback routing information and easily collapse the network in different ways.

The remainder of this paper is organized as follows: Section 2 summarizes the basic operation of the Ad-hoc On-demand Distance Vector Routing [8] [13] on which we base the design of our secure routing protocol including why we chose it. In Section 3, we present the design of our new secure ad-hoc network routing protocol. Section 4 presents our simulation based performance evaluation of a basic form of our protocol. Finally, section 5 present concluding remarks.

II. AODV

The Ad hoc On Demand Distance Vector (AODV) routing algorithm is a routing protocol designed for ad hoc mobile networks. AODV is capable of both Unicast and multicast routing. It is an on demand algorithm, meaning that it builds routes between nodes only as desired by source nodes. It maintains these routes as long as they are needed by the sources. AODV uses sequence numbers to ensure the freshness of routes. It is loop-free, self-starting, and scales to large numbers of mobile nodes.

AODV builds routes using a route request / route reply query cycle. When a source node desires a route to a destination for which it does not already have a route, it broadcasts a route request (RREQ) packet across the network. Nodes receiving this Packet update their information for the source node and set up backwards pointers to the source node in the route tables. In addition to the source node’s IP address, current sequence number, and broadcast ID, the RREQ also contains the most recent sequence number for the destination of which the source node is aware. A node receiving the RREQ may send a route reply (RREP) if it is either the destination or if it has a route to the destination with corresponding sequence number greater than or equal to that contained in the RREQ. If this is the case, it unicasts a RREP back to the source. Otherwise, it rebroadcasts the RREQ. Nodes keep track of the RREQ's source IP address and broadcast ID. If they receive a RREQ which they have already processed, they discard the RREQ and do not forward it.

As the RREP propagates back to the source, nodes set up forward pointers to the destination. Once the source node receives the RREP, it may begin to forward data packets to the destination. If the source later receives a RREP containing a greater sequence number or contains the same sequence number with a smaller hop-count, it may update its routing information for that destination and begin using the better route. As long as the route remains active, it will continue to be maintained.

A route is considered active as long as there are data packets periodically traveling from the source to the destination along that path. Once the source stops sending data packets, the links will time out and eventually be deleted from the intermediate node routing tables. If a link break occurs while the route is active, the node upstream of the break propagates a route error (RERR) message to the source node to inform it of the now unreachable destination(s). After receiving the RERR, if the source node still desires the route, it can reinitiate route discovery.

AODV is chosen because of the inherent security in the protocol. Notice that one of the differences between AODV and DSR is that, DSR requires every packet to carry the routing information, whereas, in AODV, once the route is established, the data packets just carry the flow-ID. So, in DSR, we’ve to encrypt the routing information in every single data packet which is, not impossible, but not desired.

III. TRUST BASED ADAPTIVE ON DEMAND AD HOC ROUTING PROTOCOL

1) Design Goals:

The main aim is to mask the route path between the source and destination from all the other nodes, so as to avoid any kind of directed attacks. In fact, most of the routing disruption attacks are caused by malicious injection or altering of routing data. So, we feel that there is a need to prevent these attacks by totally hiding the routing information form unauthorized nodes.

2) Protocol Description:

In this protocol, routing information is shielded from every other node except the source and the destination. A few other routing protocols already exist implementing this idea by encrypting the routing information. This also involves in keeping the source node anonymous. It is to be noted that encryption is a very tedious process which involves consuming lot of nodes’ time and energy. So, if this process is implemented at all intermediate nodes, it’s very difficult to design a scalable, viable and efficient routing protocol design. Here is where the trust factor and security level of the application are implemented.

So, instead of masking from all the nodes, both time and energy can be saved by masking this information only from the un-trusted nodes. This also depends on the level of security that the application demands. The application demands and the trust levels can be classified as follows:

Security level : {high, medium, low}

Trust factor : {0, 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10}
Encryption : {high, medium, low}

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>HIGH</th>
<th>MEDIUM</th>
<th>LOW</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>9,</td>
<td>medium</td>
<td>low</td>
<td>no</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>encryption</td>
<td>encryption</td>
<td>encryption</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6, 7</td>
<td>high</td>
<td>medium</td>
<td>no</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>encryption</td>
<td>encryption</td>
<td>encryption</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2, 3</td>
<td>high</td>
<td>high</td>
<td>no</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4, 5</td>
<td>encryption</td>
<td>encryption</td>
<td>encryption</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0, 1</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 1: Security level description

The numbers in the table correspond to the trust factor. The top column of high, medium, low relate to the security level of application. Suppose, if there is a neighboring node whose trust factor with the source node falls between 6 and 8, and the security level is set to “high”, then the routing information is highly encrypted. This doesn’t necessarily mean that this kind of encryption is going to take place all the way to the destination. Depending on the trust factor one node has on its neighbors and the level of security assigned to the application, the level of encryption varies. If the trust factor of a node falls below 2, then that node will not be included in any routing path.

Even though all the nodes in the routing path do encrypt their routing information, the difference lies in the keys they use. For ensuring the high level security 128-bit key will be used, where as for a low-level encryption a 32-bit key will be used. This ensures that instead of applying 128-bit key for every bit of routing information between every two nodes in the routing path, which involves spending considerable amount of time and node’s energy, we can actually fluctuate between these keys and save on the above mentioned parameters.

3) Route Discovery:
Route discovery allows any host in the ad hoc network to dynamically discover a route to any other host in the ad hoc network, whether directly reachable within wireless transmission range or reachable through one or more intermediate network hops through other hosts. A host initiating a route request first broadcasts a route request packet, which is received by those hosts within the wireless transmission range of it. An additional field, Security Level, has been added to the original RREQ. This is where the application will set the level of security it requires. Since, we are trying to keep the source anonymous from other nodes and also take the trust factor of the neighboring node into consideration; we first look up the source nodes’ trust table and depending on the trust factor and the level of security for the application, we encrypt the Source ID with the public key of the destination. Now, the source broadcasts this message to its neighboring nodes.

Source -> broadcast: {RREQ, seqnum, PbD[Sid], D_id, SL } where seqnum is the sequence number, PbD[Sid] is the encrypted Source ID with the destination’s (D) public key, D_id is the Destination ID and SL is the security level set by the application. This is to make sure that only the destination can unlock the information and know who the source is.

When the neighboring node, node B, receives the RREQ packet, it looks into the packet and checks whether the RREQ is destined to it or not. It then looks up its trust table for each of its neighboring node and then encodes its own information first with its private key, appends it to the source information and then encodes the whole with the public key of destination and locally broadcasts the RREQ packet.

Intermediate node -> broadcast: {RREQ, seqnum, PbD[P_v,B_id], PbD[Sidl], D_id, SLq} where PbD[P_v,B_id] is the encrypted intermediate nodes’ ID (B).

Here, one might argue that since the destination is open to everyone, then this RREQ might not be propagated all the way down. This might be true in cases where a malicious node is bent on disrupting the network. It’s not possible to eliminate the bad node altogether, so the best way is to avoid it. But here, it is not possible to initiate any directed attacks towards a particular route between a particular source and a particular destination. Since the source is not known, it is impossible for the passive malicious node to get information about the source. And if it still initiates its attack directed towards the destination, then it can be easily identified using ARIADNE, LHAV, ANODR etc., [12] [10] [11] [14] and listed as bad node and be avoided in further route discoveries.

In this way, the RREQ is propagated along the network and finally reaches the destination. The destination checks that this RREQ is destined to itself, then applies its private key and then public keys of the intermediate nodes in the order they were encoded. This helps in authenticating that the intermediate node themselves encoded their information and prevent any kind of misrepresentation by any malicious node.

The destination node then checks to see if there are any designated bad nodes (trust factor less than 2) in the
intermediate node list. It compares each node with its list of known bad nodes. If it finds any known bad nodes, it simply discards the RREQ and wait for the next RREQ to arrive. If every intermediate node is not in its bad node list then the destination node generates a flow-id and encodes it with the public keys of intermediate nodes in the order they would receive. Once this is done, the destination node locally broadcasts the RREP packet.

D -> broadcast: \{RREP, P_B|F_id,P_B
[F_id,P_B,S[P,D,F_id]]\}

Where P_B, P_B, are the public keys of the intermediate nodes in the order they were encoded. P_B refers to the public key of the source and P_D is the private key of the destination.

When the neighboring nodes receive the RREP packet, they would try to decode it using their public key. If they fail, they just discard the RREP, but if they are successful then they will update their corresponding route table path with the local source and destination along with the flow-id. And then, they will remove their part from the packet and locally broadcast it.

C -> broadcast: \{RREP, P_B|F_id,P_B,S[P,D,F_id]]\}

When the source receives the RREP, it first applies its private key and then the public key of destination. This authenticates the destination, and prevents misrepresentation of the destination by any malicious node. Now, the source gets the flow-ID generated by the destination which completes the process of route discovery. Now the source just uses the flow-ID in the header of the data packet to identify the route. All the intermediate nodes also use the flow-ID to identify the packet and forward them accordingly.

S -> B: \{F_id, Data\}

4) Route Maintenance:
All nodes maintain tables which contain the information about the routes. Route disruption can occur due to various reasons. One of the important reasons is that since the nodes are mobile, it happens that some times they might move out of each other’s transmission range.

Once the route is broken, a node cannot forward the packet to its neighbor. In this case, the node generates a route error packet, with the flow-id as the header and transmits it to the node up in the hierarchy. The error packet will be propagated all the way up to the source, which then issues a new route request. This is similar to normal AODV operation except for the local repair.

IV. PEFORMANCE EVALUATION
The Simulation platform used for evaluating the proposed approach is GlomoSim[1], a discrete – event, detailed simulator for wireless adhoc networks. It is based on the C-based parallel simulation language PARSEC[2]. The AODV protocol of GlomoSim was modified with cryptographically delay.

4.1 Simulation Environment:
To simulate the effects of encoding and decoding, we introduced delay when the nodes are issuing a RREQ, RREP, RERR, forwarding etc., Table 2 shows the performance (encryption and decryption bit-rate) of different cryptosystems.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Cryptosystem</th>
<th>decryption</th>
<th>encryption</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>ECAES (160-bit key)</td>
<td>42ms</td>
<td>160ms</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RSA (1024-bit key)</td>
<td>900ms</td>
<td>30ms</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>El Gamal (1024-bit key)</td>
<td>80ms</td>
<td>100ms</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 2. Processing Over head of Various Cryptosystems (on iPAQ3670 pocket PC with Intel StrongARM 206MHz CPU)[15]
We implemented simple AODV (low level security), and then modified with the new trust based algorithm for medium level and high level security.

4.2 Average End-End Delay:

The average end-end delay at the given traffic load is shown in the Figure 2. Note that a link becomes unreliable when it is broken and/or saturated with heavy traffic. When link is unreliable the node fails delays.

![Figure 2: Average End-End Delay](image)

A unique property of ad hoc networks is the dynamicity of the topology. The velocity of nodes is the main component of the network dynamicity. Ad hoc routing algorithms are designed to cope up with this property, thus, we choose a fast maximum time ranging from 0 to 200 seconds.

The random mobility generator based on the random way point algorithm [17] is used for the node movement pattern in the networks. The node movement is restricted to a flat terrain without any obstacles. The node starts moving toward a point independently and randomly chosen at speeds ranging between 0 and 20m/sec. It pauses for a predefined amount of time on arriving at the point.

For the communication pattern, we used constant bit rate (CBR) traffic model. The number of sources of CBR in the simulation is 30. Each source sends out 8 packets/sec using 64 byte packets. We run the simulation using twenty random scenarios at each pause time. The simulation lasts for 100 seconds. Table 3 summarizes the parameters chosen for this simulation environment.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>AES/Rijndael (128-bit key &amp; block)</th>
<th>29.2Mbps</th>
<th>29.1Mbps</th>
<th>RC6 (128-bit key &amp; block)</th>
<th>53.8Mbps</th>
<th>49.2Mbps</th>
<th>Mars (128-bit key &amp; block)</th>
<th>36.8Mbps</th>
<th>36.8Mbps</th>
<th>Serpent (128-bit key &amp; block)</th>
<th>15.2Mbps</th>
<th>17.2Mbps</th>
<th>TwoFish (128-bit key &amp; block)</th>
<th>30.9Mbps</th>
<th>30.8Mbps</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

Table 3. Simulation Parameter Values

For the communication pattern, we used constant bit rate (CBR) traffic model. The number of sources of CBR in the simulation is 30. Each source sends out 8 packets/sec using 64 byte packets. We run the simulation using twenty random scenarios at each pause time. The simulation lasts for 100 seconds. Table 3 summarizes the parameters chosen for this simulation environment.

From the figure, it can be seen that low security level has the lowest average end-end delay whereas at high level, which requires higher level of encryption, has the highest end-end delay. This is the price which has to be paid for information security and network reliability.

4.3 Packet Delivery Ratio:

Figure 3 shows how many packets are successfully received at the destination in the 500 x 500 networks. It shows that at high level security we have the lowest percentage of packet delivery because of obvious delay occurring due to high level cryptographic operations at the nodes.
It can be seen that the Packet Delivery Fraction gradually increases from around 25% at pause time 0 sec (high mobility) to 50% at pause time 200 sec (low mobility).

V. CONCLUSIONS

In this work, we proposed a solution for the application to choose the level of security it needs. Based on this level of security the application needs and the level of trust a particular node has on its neighbors, the nodes encrypt the information. So, instead of using the same kind of encryption for all the information exchanged, this protocol provides a way to limit this kind of high level of encryption to only the applications which really need them. This saves a lot of time as shown in our study. No protocol can effectively solve all existing security problems. Our proposed protocol can be easily combined with other routing protocols to detect a malicious node [5]-[15] [16], and can be implemented in normal networks to high level security networks.
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Abstract: Fractal is an irregular and fragmented geometric shape that can be subdivided in parts, where each part appears to be the same in all range of scale. Fractals play a central role in the realistic rendering and modeling natural phenomena in computer graphics. Fractals have infinite details. One can magnify a fractal and observe fascinating details. Many mathematical structures are fractals. In recent years many relations have been discovered between fractals and music. Fractal music is a result of a recursive process where an algorithm is applied multiple times to process its previous output. This Paper will cover some of the research that has been done on these relations. It will show how artists are currently using fractals to generate the basic melodies in their composition; the computer program that generates these melodies will be discussed.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Benoit Mandelbrot invented the word fractal. Latin adjective - fractus verb – frangere means ‘to break’ to create irregular fragments [1]. Fractals generated by dynamical systems are called Algebraic fractals, Ex: Mandelbrot & Julia set.

Just as there are graphical representations of fractals, there are also musical representations of fractals. Music and Mathematics always had a close relationship since the time of Pythagoras and his discoveries of harmony and scales. He formulated a scientific approach to music, expressing music intervals as numeric proportions.

The most rigorous mathematical study of music in more recent years would be the system formulated by Joseph Schillinger in the 1920’s and 1930’s. Mathematics and Music are closely connected in many ways. For example, rhythm can be easily described using fractions. Pitchs can be represented by real numbers. Chords can be represented by the addition of integers. In the 20th century, musical composition using mathematics by the help of computer programming began to evolve. These types of compositions are called Algorithmic Compositions which are also known popularly as "Fractal Music". Fractal Music is a musical piece composed using fractal mathematics by means of computer programming. [5]

1) Notes and Numbers
Consider an elementary mapping for mathematical quantities and musical notes; match up each note in the musical chromatic scale with an ordinary number.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>c1</th>
<th>c#1</th>
<th>d1</th>
<th>d#1</th>
<th>e1</th>
<th>f1</th>
<th>f#1</th>
<th>g1</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>8</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

These numbers could represent actual notes played on a synthesizer, an output onto magnetic media, or just a theoretical set.

2) 1/f noise and music
In the mid – 1970’s, an even more general mathematical study of music was performed by Richard F.Voss and John Clarke at the University of California. This time, rather than studying the structure of the music as it is written, the researchers decided to study the actual audio physical sound of the music as it is played. This was accomplished by analyzing the audio signal which, in a stereo system, would correspond to the voltage used to drive the speakers. The signal was fed through a PDP-11 computer, which then measured a quality called a spectral density.

Spectral density is often used in the analysis of random signals or noise, and is a useful characterization of the average behavior of any quantity varying in time [3]. Another quality, called the autocorrelation function, measures how the fluctuations in the signal are related to previous fluctuations.

The concepts of spectral density and autocorrelation are a bit difficult to grasp mathematically, but can be understood intuitively; Benoit Mandelbrot explains them in the following manner. If one takes a tape recorder and records a sound, then play it faster or slower than normal, the character of the sound changes considerably. Some sounds, however will sound exactly the same as before if they are
played at a different speed; one only has to adjust the volume to make it sound the same. These sounds are called “scaling sounds”.

II. CLASSIFICATION

The simplest example of a scaling sound is white noise, which is commonly encountered as static on a radio. This is caused by the thermal noise produced by random motions of electrons through an electrical resistance. The autocorrelation function of white noise is zero, since the fluctuations at one moment are unrelated to previous fluctuations. If white noise is recorded and played back at a different speed, it sounds pretty much the same: like a “colorless” hiss. In terms of spectral density, white noise has a spectral density of 1/f^0. [6]

Another type of scaling sound is sometimes called Brownian noise because it is characteristic of Brownian motion, the random motion of small particles suspended in a liquid and set into motion by the thermal agitation of molecules. Brownian motion resembles a random walk in three dimensions. Since where the particle goes next depends on its current position, Brownian motion is random but still highly correlated. Brownian noise has a spectral density of 1/f^2.

Voss and Clerk analyzed several recordings of music and speech. They first analyzed the spectral density of the audio signal itself. This consisted of a series of sharp peaks between 100 Hz and 2 kHz, which was far from the kind of results they were seeking. Since they wanted to measure quantities that varied more slowly, they then examined a quantity they called the audio power of the music. This was proportional to the power delivered to the speakers rather than the voltage. The audio power seemed to show 1/f behavior, which is midway between white noise (1/f^0) and Brownian noise (1/f^2). [7]

After Voss and Clarke found 1/f behavior in music, they decided to try applying these results in composing music using white, Brownian, and 1/f noises and compare the results. This composition technique was done in the following manner. A physical noise source was first used to provide a fluctuating voltage with the desired spectrum. This was done by using various electronic methods which could produce the desired noise. The voltages were then sampled, digitized, and stored in a computer as a series of numbers with a spectral density the same as the noise source. These numbers were then rounded and scaled and matched to notes over two octaves of a musical scale, matching the higher numbers to the notes with higher frequencies and the lower numbers to notes of lower frequencies. The process was then repeated, this time interpreting the numbers produced as duration of notes. They then turned these data into musical scores.

The three types of music were then played for several listeners, who made comments about the pieces. Most of them said that the white music was too random and the Brownian music was too correlated. The 1/f music, however, seemed to sound the most like regular music.

III. MANDELBROT SET

Fractals generated from dynamical system are of algebraic type. Algebraic fractals are generated by simple iterated transformation function like f (z) = z^2 + c where z and c are complex numbers. [9]. The Mandelbrot set is one of the algebraic fractal types.

Figure 1. Mandelbrot Set
(White region – belongs to Mandel fractal set
Black region – belongs to outside the set)

Step 1:
Input xmin, xmax, ymin, ymax, M and R
Where M is the maximum number of iterations
R is radius of the circle.
Choose a complex function ( Z -> Z^2 + C)
Z=x+i y and C= p+ iq
x ε [xmin,xmax], y ε [ymin,ymax]
dx = (xmax - xmin)/a;
dy = (ymax - ymin )/b;
where a is the maximum number of columns and b is the maximum number of rows of the display screen.

Step 2 :
For all points (nx, ny) of the screen
(nx=0, 1, 2…, a-1),
(ny=0,1,2,…b-1)
Go through the following routine:
Step 3 :
Set k=0
p0 = xmin + nx * dx
q0= ymin + ny * dy
x0=y0=0
Step 4:
Calculate (x_{k+1},y_{k+1}), where x_{k+1} is the real part of the given complex function and y_{k+1} is the imaginary part of the complex function.
Step 5:
Calculate \( r = x_k^2 + y_k^2 \)

i) if \( r > R \) then set black to color and go to step 6

ii) if \( k = M \) then set white to color and go to step 6

iii) \( r \leq R \) and \( k < M \), repeat step 4

Step 6:
Plot the point \((nx, ny, color)\) and go to the next point (step 2).

IV. PROPOSED METHOD

This work uses the language Visual Basic which comes with libraries and methods that are useful for creating graphical displays and music.

1) Graphing the Mandelbrot Set

The Mandelbrot set is a set of complex numbers, so we graph it on the complex number plane. First we need a test to determine if a given number is inside the set or outside the set. The test is based on the equation \( Z = Z^2 + C \).

C represents a constant number, meaning that it does not change during the testing process. C is the number we are testing. \( Z \) starts out as zero, but it changes as we repeatedly iterate this equation. With each iteration we create a new \( Z \) that is equal to the old \( Z \) squared plus the constant C. So the number \( Z \) keeps changing throughout the test. We are not really interested in the actual value of \( Z \) as it changes; we just look at its magnitude.

The magnitude of a number is its distance from zero. To calculate the magnitude of a complex number, we add the square of the number’s distance from the x-axis (the horizontal real axis) to the square of the number’s distance from the y-axis (the imaginary vertical y axis) and take the square root. In this illustration \( a \) is the distance from the y-axis, \( b \) is the distance from x-axis, and \( d \) is the magnitude, distance from zero.

As we iterate our equation, \( Z \) changes and the magnitude of \( Z \) also changes. The magnitude of \( Z \) will do one of the two things. It will either stay equal to or below 2 forever, or it will eventually surpass 2. Once the magnitude of \( Z \) surpasses 2, it will increase forever. In the first case, where the magnitude of \( Z \) stays small, the number we are testing is part of the Mandelbrot set. If the magnitude of \( Z \) eventually surpasses 2, the number is not part of the Mandelbrot set. As we test many complex numbers we can graph the ones that are part of the Mandelbrot set on the complex number plane. If we plot thousands of points, an image of the set will appear.

We can also add color to the image. The colors are added to the points that are not inside the set, according to how much iteration was required before the magnitude of \( Z \) surpassed 2. Not only do colors enhance the image aesthetically, they help to highlight parts of the Mandelbrot set that are too small to show up in the graph.

To make exciting images of tiny parts of the Mandelbrot set, we just select an area and magnify it. Notice that each image is a detail of the center of the image preceding it. We can trace on the outline of the image and click a point on the outline to generate music.

2) Mapping to Musical notes in Mandelbrot set

Each current point \((x, y)\) created using the algorithm is mapped to MIDI notes. MIDI is the digital note for music. The midi notes are played in real time. Mandelbrot music produces music following the sinuosities of the Mandelbrot “mountains” along straight lines. The music is recorded using sound recorder and saved for future use.

The “Draw entire area” button creates the full view of Mandelbrot graph. The “Show outline” button traces the outline of the Mandelbrot graph. The “Zoom area” button is used to magnify a certain portion of the graph. The “Generate Music” button generates music based on the point clicked on the outline. The “Stop music” button stops the music.

Figure 2. Mset Fractal Music

Figure 3. Mandel music sound recorder
V. RESULTS
This paper demonstrates that it is possible to generate music from fractal sets. For generating more interesting pictures, the region of the complex plane with $x$-boundaries $-2.25$ and $0.75$ and $y$-boundaries $-1.5$ and $1.5$ is enough. The following music files are generated.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>X Min</th>
<th>X Max</th>
<th>Y min</th>
<th>Y max</th>
<th>Music</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>-0.75</td>
<td>0.5</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1.25</td>
<td>M1.wav</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0</td>
<td>0.25</td>
<td>0.25</td>
<td>0.75</td>
<td>M2.wav</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-2.25</td>
<td>-0.5</td>
<td>-1.5</td>
<td>-0.75</td>
<td>M3.wav</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

VI. CONCLUSION
In the future, this method of generating music using fractals can be used by artists for composing basic melodies and tunes in their composition, thereby saving time. Here in this paper the music is generated using the notes of piano. In the same way, notes of different musical instruments like drums, guitar, violin etc... can be used to create different music. The method discussed in this paper can be also used to generate different fascinating fractal images and music using various fractal algorithms.
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Abstract- The performance of different ATM switch buffer queuing schemes for round-robin and weighted round-robin didn’t have too much difference. This paper presents the discrete-event simulation provides detailed, accurate network simulation results and it observed a wide variety of network statistics. The software simulation package, OPNET, which specializes in discrete-event simulation of communication systems, has many attractive features and can simulate large communication networks with detailed protocol modeling and performance analysis.

I. INTRODUCTION

1) Introduction to ATM

The ATM (Asynchronous Transmission Mode) Technology is the merged result of Packet Switching (Packet switching is a store and forward data transmission technique in which a message is broken up into small parts each called packet.) and TDM (Time Division Multiplexing is a method of putting multiple data streams in a single signal by separating the signal into many segments, e.g. having a very short duration) These technique are clearly describe by Prycker et al [1]. The first 5 bytes contain cell-header information, and the remaining 48 bytes contain the “payload” (user information) [2].

2) Service Categories in ATM Networks

ATM Network is designed to carry different type of traffic at the same type. Traffic could be voice, video or IP traffic. Internally all different traffic is carried as 53 byte cells. However, handling of traffic depends on the characteristics and requirement of the traffic. There are four categories of Service; the QoS Parameters for those categories are [3] as follows:

- Constant Bit Rate (CBR)
- Variable BIT Rate (VBR)
  - Real Time VBR and Non Real Time VBR
  - Real Time Variable Bit Rate (Rt-VBR)
  - Non Real time Variable Bit Rate (Nrt-VBR)
  - Available Bit Rate (ABR)
  - Unspecified Bit Rate (UBR)

3) Quality of Service (QoS) Parameters in ATM Networks

Primary objectives of ATM are to provide QoS Guarantees while transferring cells across the network. There are mainly three QoS parameters specified for ATM and they are indicators of the performance of the network.

- Cell Transfer Delay (CTD)
  The Delay experienced by a cell between the first bits of the cell is transmitted by the source and the last bit of the cell is received by the destination. This includes propagation delay, processing delay and queuing delay at switches. Maximum cell transfer delay (Max CTD) and Mean cell Transfer Delay (Mean CTD) are used.

- Peak to peak Cell Delay Variation (CDV)
  The difference of the maximum and minimum CTD experienced during connection. Peak to Peak CDV and instantaneous CDV are used.

- Cell loss Ratio (CLR)
  The percentage of cells lost in the network due to error or congestion that is not received by the destination. CLR value is negotiated between user and network during call set up process and is usually in the range of $10^{-1}$ to $10^{-15}$.

4) Traffic Management

A key advantage of ATM is that it can carry traffic of different type like voice, video, data etc. Different type of traffic necessitates a mechanism that can fairly manage the traffic coming on different virtual connection of different type. Traffic management in ATM does this by appropriately providing QoS for different type of traffic. By doing so traffic management has following Components

Negotiations of a Contract Between end System and the Network

To make the QoS job easier for the Network, ATM forum define 5 different QoS classes. Five different classes are Class 0, Class 1, Class 2, Class 3, Class 4 which corresponds to best effort applications, CBR circuit emulation applications, VBR video and audio applications, connection-oriented data, and connectionless
data respectively. For each specified QoS class, the network specifies an objective value for each QoS parameters.

**Connection Admission Control**

ATM network uses connection admission control to reserve the bandwidth for each virtual connection on ATM network. Every time a new connection is made, the network checks to see if it can fulfill the QoS requirements and the traffic characteristics of the incoming connection.

- **Peak Cell Rate (PCR)**
  Define an upper bound on the traffic that can be submitted by the source into the ATM network. PCR is defined in terms of T, where T is the minimum inter-cell spacing in seconds. This is needed for CBR traffic.

- **Sustainable cell rate (SCR)**
  It is the upper bound on the average rate that could be sent over a period on an ATM connection. SCR is basically a measure of bursty traffic. SCR is needed for VBR services as it enables the network to allocate resources efficiently.

- **Maximum Burst Size (MBS)**
  MBS is the maximum burst size that can be sent continuously at PCR. If the cells are presented to the network as MBS interspersed by idle time period, then at no time overall rate should exceed the SCR. MBS is also specified for VBR sources.

- **Minimum cell rate**
  MCR specifies the minimum rate that should be allocated to an ABR source by the network. MCR makes sure that ABR source never have to transmit at a rate lower than MCR.

**Traffic Policing**

The incoming traffic on a virtual connection is measured by traffic policing component and it discards the traffic that exceeds the negotiated parameters specified in the contract. Traffic policing employs Generic cell rate algorithm (GCRA), which is also commonly known as leaky bucket algorithm. Leaky bucket algorithm checks the rate at which traffic arrives on a virtual connection. And if the arrival doesn’t conform to the contract then it either marks them as potential candidates for discard during congestion or if arrival rate too high, it immediately drops them. Cells could be marked as potential candidates for discard by setting the CLP bit in the cell. CLP=1 makes them likely candidates to be dropped in case of congestion. Policing is usually used for VBR traffic where source is allowed to send burst of traffic over a period of time.

**Traffic Shaping**

Traffic shaping shapes the traffic coming on ATM interface that doesn’t conform to the traffic contract and then it ensures by adjusting the incoming rate that traffic reaches the destination without getting discarded. Traffic shaping does this by buffering the traffic and sending it into the network at some later time.

5) **Performance Parameters**

Following parameters characterize the performance of ATM systems.

**Throughput**

This can be defined as the rate at which the cells depart the switch measured in the number of cell departures per unit time. It mainly depends on the technology and dimensioning of the ATM switch. By choosing a proper topology of the switch, the throughput can be increased.

**Connection Blocking Probability**

Since ATM is connection-oriented, there will be a logical connection between the logical inlet and outlet during the connection setup phase. Now the connection blocking probability is defined as the probability that there are not enough resources between inlet and outlet of the switch to assure the quality of all existing as well as new connection.

**Cell Loss Probability**

In ATM switches when more cells than a queue in the switch can handle will compete for this queue, cell will be lost. This cell loss probability has to be kept within limits to ensure high reliability of the switch. In Internally Non-Blocking switches, cell can only be lost at their inlets/outlets. There is also possibility that ATM cell may be internally misrouted and they reach erroneously on another logical channel. This is called Insertion Probability.

**Switch Delay**

This is the time to switch an ATM cell through the switch. The typical values of switching delay range between 10 and 100 µsec. This delay has two parts. Fixed switching delay and queuing delay and the fixed switching delay is because of internal cell transfer through the hardware.

**Jitter on the Delay**

This is also called Cell delay variation (CDV) and this is denoted as the probability that the delay of the switch will exceed a certain value. This is called a quantile and for example, a jitter of 100 µsec at a 10exp-9 quantile means the probability that the delay in the switch is larger than 100 Microsecs is smaller than 10exp-9.

Asynchronous Transfer Mode (ATM) is a connection-oriented packet switching technique that is universally accepted as the transfer mode of choice for Broadband Integrated Services Digital Network. This report describes key features of the ATM network and some relative simulation work we have done by OPNET.

Since the project is emphasize in simulation work by OPNET, we’ll just simply introduce the basic principles of ATM:

- ATM is considered as a specific packet oriented transfer mode based on fixed length cells. Each cell
consists of a 48 bytes of information field and a 5 bytes of header, which is mainly used to determine the virtual channel and to perform the appropriate routing. Cell sequence integrity is preserved per virtual channel.

- ATM is connection-oriented. The header values are assigned to each section of a connection for the complete duration of the connection. Signaling and user information are carried on separate virtual channels.

- The information field of ATM cells is carried transparently through the network. No processing like error control is performed on it inside the network.

- All services (voice, video, data) can be transported via ATM, including connectionless services. To accommodate various services an adaptation function is provided to fit information of all services to ATM cells and to provide service specific functions (e.g. clock recovery, cell loss recovery ...).

II. SIMULATION BY OPNET

1) Introduction:
OPNET (Optimized Network Engineering Tool) provides a comprehensive development environment for the specification, simulation and performance analysis of communication networks.

OPNET provides four tools called editors to develop a representation of a system being modeled. These editors, the Network, Node, Process and Parameter Editors, are organized in a hierarchical fashion, which supports the concept of model level reuse. Models developed at one layer can be used by another model at a higher layer.

2) ATM Model Features:
Signaling Support: Signaling is provided for point-to-point, full-duplex, Switched Virtual Circuit (SVC), Soft-Permanent Virtual Circuit (SPVC) and Soft-Permanent Virtual Path (SPVP).

Traffic Control: Traffic control includes Call Admission Control (CAC) and Usage Parameter Control (UPC). Traffic Control is based on specific service category, traffic parameters (PCR, SCR, MCR, MBS) and QoS parameters (ppCDV, maxCTD, CLR).

Buffering: Buffers can be configured at each switch for various QoS levels. A QoS level is made up of the QoS category (CBR, rt-VBR, nrt-VBR, ABR, UBR), the QoS parameters, (ppCDV, max CTD, CLR), and the traffic parameters.

3) ATM Node Models:
The ATM model suite contains several client and server node models, which can be subdivided into the following categories: workstations and servers, uni-clients and uni-servers, uni-sources and uni-destinations, and intermediate switching elements (such as clouds and switches). The ATM nodes can be found in the object palettes with an “atm” prefix: atm, atm_advanced, atm_lane, and atm_lane_advanced. In this simulation, we choose atm_uni_client for applications that run directly over ATM.

Uni-clients and uniservers: atm_uni_client, atm_uni_server
These client node models feature an application layer that resides directly over the ATM layer. Unlike the ATM workstation node model, the ATM uni-client model establishes a separate ATM connection for each application task. Examples of application tasks are sending an e-mail, downloading a .le, and making a voice call. ATM uni-clients can be used only with ATM uni-servers, which are capable of supporting all of the application services. The ATM uni-client and uni-server node models are located in the atm_advanced object palette.

4) ATM Model attributes:
The intermediate and advanced ATM nodes have several attributes that can be used to specify ATM configuration details. Some of the important ATM model attributes we concern in our simulation are:

(1) Traffic Contract:
This attribute specifies the traffic contract used by the application layer when it sends traffic over an ATM stack. Although the application layer includes data traffic, signaling traffic and IP/ATM routing traffic, only data traffic has a configurable traffic contract. The Traffic Contract attribute has 3 parts: the Category, the Requested Traffic Contract, and the Requested QoS.

- Category: This attribute specifies the service category used by the application. OPNET supports all five categories specified by the ATM Forum Traffic Management Specification 4.0: CBR, rt-VBR, nrt-VBR, ABR, and UBR. For a call to be admitted by call admission control, there should be at least one path to the destination where all nodes support the requested service category.

- Requested Traffic Contract: This attribute specifies the traffic parameter settings for the connection. The Requested Traffic Contract allows you to specify the peak cell rate (PCR), minimum cell rate (MCR), sustainable cell rate (SCR), and mean burst duration (MBS) in the incoming and outgoing directions. During call admission control, these requested values are compared to the supported parameters on all intermediate nodes.
• **Requested QoS**: This attribute specifies the application’s requested Quality of Service, which includes the peak-to-peak cell delay variation (ppCDV), the maximum cell transfer delay (maxCTD), and the cell loss ratio (CLR). During call admission control, these requested values will be compared to the supported parameters on all intermediate nodes.

(2) **Port Buffer Configuration**:
This attribute is used to specify supported parameters and to configure buffers on each port of a node. The configuration specified in this attribute applies to all ports of the node.

• **Queue Number**: This attribute specifies the queue index. To automatically assign indices to the queues, you can use the Per VC setting. Alternatively, you can assign each queue a unique queue number. The queue number is used to identify the queue being monitored for certain statistics (such as queue length).

• **Queue Parameters**: This attribute allows you to specify the amount of bandwidth that is allocated to a specific queue.

• **Max_Avail_BW (% Link BW)**: This is the maximum bandwidth available to this queue. It is calculated as a percentage of the link bandwidth. For CBR calls, this attribute regulates the maximum bandwidth reserved and hence guarantees this bandwidth as well.

• **Min_Guaran_BW (% Link BW)**: This is the minimum guaranteed bandwidth expressed as a percentage of link bandwidth. For non-CBR calls, this attribute defines the bandwidth reserved. For example, for a rt-VBR call, SCR is the minimum guaranteed bandwidth. The value specified for minimum guaranteed bandwidth is equal to the weight of this queue when the ATM QoS Priority Scheme attribute is set to weighted round-robin.

• **Size**: This attribute determines the number of cells in the queue.

• **Traffic and Qos Parameters**: These attributes are used when selecting a buffer for a call that is waiting for admission through a port in a node. A buffer is selected if both of the following requirements are met:
  - The traffic parameters (PCR, SCR, MCR, and MBS) of the incoming call are less than or equal to the value specified in the Traffic Parameters attribute.
  - The QoS parameters (maxCTD, ppCDV, CLR) of the incoming request are greater than or equal to the values specified in the QoS Parameters attribute.

(3) **ATM Switching Speed**:
This attribute specifies how fast a cell is switched through the core switching fabric. This speed is specified in cells/sec.

(4) **ATM QoS Priority Scheme**:
This attribute specifies the servicing scheme for the queues. Two types of queuing schemes are available: round-robin and weighted round-robin.

• **Weighted round-robin scheme**: queues are serviced depending on the weights assigned to them. Weights are determined according to the Minimum Guaranteed Bandwidth attribute (in ATM Port Buffer Configuration >Queue Parameters attribute) of each queue parameter. This scheme ensures that the guaranteed bandwidth is reserved.

• **Round-robin scheme**: all queues have the same priority and therefore have the same chance of being serviced. The link’s bandwidth is equally divided amongst the queues being serviced.

(5) **Routing attributes**:
Switches in the ATM model suite use a dynamic routing protocol, ATM Distance Vector Routing, which is implemented as a distributed, asynchronous adaptation of the Bellman-Ford shortest path algorithm. When the ATM signaling layer receives a call setup request, the source node finds a route to the call’s destination. The following attributes are used to configure this routing protocol:

**ATM Routing Update Interval**: This attribute specifies the time between regular routing updates. Routing tables are periodically updated to ensure that all nodes are aware of the latest topology changes.

**ATM Active and Passive Failure Detection Modes**. Failures and recoveries in the network must be detected by nodes adjacent to the failure or recovery point. These (adjacent) nodes must then inform other nodes in the network of the failure or recovery.

• **active failure detection mode**: the routing process detects a neighbor node or link failure/recovery and updates its routing tables immediately. The node sends out route advertisements that reflect its updated routing table.

• **passive failure detection mode**: failure is detected implicitly when no route costs have been received in two or more route update periods.

5) **Simulation results**:
The fig1 is the ATM network we constructed by OPNET. This ATM network we are simulating consists of several ATM switches, server and clients (the reason why we didn’t
use more ATM switches is the simulation time increase beyond our computer can afford), we use OC3 link to connect the network for supporting maximum 155Mbps traffic.

![ATM Network Structure](image)

**Fig1. ATM network structure**

We can simply adjust the traffic load by changing the *Traffic Scaling Factor* in *Configure Simulation* menu before we run the simulation every time. The three traffic components: video, voice and data are generated; we use rt_VBR for video, CBR for the voice, and ABR for data traffic. However, the ratio of the three kinds of traffic is difficult to set to exactly 30%, 40% and 30%. Fig2 is the comparison of the traffic generated by video, voice and data.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Statistic</th>
<th>Average</th>
<th>Maximum</th>
<th>Minimum</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Ftp Download Response Time (sec)</td>
<td>0.072</td>
<td>0.109</td>
<td>0.059</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ftp Traffic Received (bytes/sec)</td>
<td>84,309</td>
<td>285,440</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ftp Traffic Received (packets/sec)</td>
<td>30.7</td>
<td>96.7</td>
<td>0.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ftp Traffic Sent (bytes/sec)</td>
<td>84,814</td>
<td>242,267</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ftp Traffic Sent (packets/sec)</td>
<td>30.8</td>
<td>93.3</td>
<td>0.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ftp Upload Response Time (sec)</td>
<td>0.070</td>
<td>0.107</td>
<td>0.059</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The following tables are the statistic results of data, video and voice sevices.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Statistic</th>
<th>Average</th>
<th>Max.</th>
<th>Min.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Video Conferencing Packet End-to-End Delay (sec)</td>
<td>0.0708</td>
<td>0.0709</td>
<td>0.0708</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Video Conferencing Traffic Received (bytes/sec)</td>
<td>313,018</td>
<td>691,200</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Video Conferencing Traffic Received (packets/sec)</td>
<td>18.1</td>
<td>40.0</td>
<td>0.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Video Conferencing Traffic Sent (bytes/sec)</td>
<td>315,350</td>
<td>691,200</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Video Conferencing Traffic Sent (packets/sec)</td>
<td>18.3</td>
<td>40.0</td>
<td>0.0</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The shortest path routing algorithm we are using in OPNET is a dynamic routing protocol, ATM Distance Vector Routing. Since the OPNET only support two types of queuing schemes: *round-robin* and *weighted round-robin*, and the simulation is limited by the time constriction, we can only compare the two queuing schemes running for 30
seconds processing time (the actual time for the simulation is much longer, may take half an hour to several hours). The following two tables are the results for running at two different queuing schemes.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Statistic</th>
<th>Average</th>
<th>Maximum</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>ATM Call Blocking Ratio (%)</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ATM cell Delay (sec)</td>
<td>0.00370</td>
<td>0.00755</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ATM throughput (bits/sec)</td>
<td>1,390,592</td>
<td>3,064,107</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table1. Statistic results in round-robin

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Statistic</th>
<th>Average</th>
<th>Maximum</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>ATM Call Blocking Ratio (%)</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ATM cell Delay (sec)</td>
<td>0.00387</td>
<td>0.00910</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ATM throughput (bits/sec)</td>
<td>1,390,239</td>
<td>3,064,453</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table2. Statistic results in weighted round-robin

In our study, the performance of different ATM switch buffer queuing schemes for round-robin and weighted round-robin didn’t have too much difference.

In conclusion, discrete-event simulation provides detailed, accurate network simulation results and can observe a wide variety of network statistics. However, this method of simulation generally requires ample significant time and memory.
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Abstract - Fire modeling is used to understand and to predict possible fire behavior without getting burned. Fire models are used in different aspect of fire management. The increase in the number of forest fires in the last few years has forced governments to take precautions. Beside prevention, early intervention is also very important in fire fighting. If the fire fighters know where the fire will be in sometimes it would be easier for them to stop the fire. Therefore a big need for simulating the fire behavior exists. In this paper we present the survey of various forest fire simulations. The main goal is to determine how forest fires develop in different manners under specific conditions.

I. INTRODUCTION

Forest fires are considered a potential hazard having physical, biological, ecological and environmental consequence. Almost 6-7 million Km2 of forests have been lost in less than 200 years due to wildfires. Fire disturbance has important ecological effect in many forest landscapes. Today, virtually all forest fires are man made intentional or accidental. Computer based tools entail a breakthrough advance in the forest fire simulation. Since the incipient attempts to calculate the fire ignition and estimate the fire behaviors over complex terrain and non-homogenous forest fuel pattern, the computer application has served well to forest fire defense services planners and managers in the decision making process about what, where, when and why to use fire prevention resources and fire fighting forces.

The paper is organized as follows: Section 2 presents a detailed description of the classification of the forest fires models. Section 3 presents the detail of current forest fire simulation system Section 4 present the discussion of computer aided decision support system are used to support wild land fire management decision. Finally conclusions are given in section 5.

II. CLASSIFICATION OF FOREST FIRE MODELS

Numerous fire spread model have been proposed. They can be grouped into

A. Empirical Model

These models are predicting more portable fire behavior from average condition and accumulating knowledge obtained from laboratory and outdoor, experimental fires or historical fires.

B. Semi-Empirical Model

These models are based on a global energy balance and on the assumption that the energy is transferred to the unburned fuel are proportional to the energy released by the combustion of the fuel.

C. Physical Model

These model are based on physical principle, have the potential to accurately predict the parameter of interest over a broader range of input variable then empirically based model

D. Cellular automata Approach

Cellular automata paradigm is widely used for modeling and simulating complex dynamical system whose evolution depends exclusively on the local interactions of their constituent parts. A cellular automaton involves a regular division of the space in cells, each one characterized by a state that represents its actual condition. The state change according to a transition rule which depends on the state of neighbor cells and of the cell itself. At the starting time cells are in the states describing initial condition and subsequently the cellular automata evolves changing the state of all the cells simultaneously at discrete steps according to the transition rule.

E. Parallelization Approach

The parallelization of simulation model approach can be done with data parallelism the same algorithm can be applied to several set of data independently. This entails that the same problem has very regular structure and the same operation can be dome on the different part of the problem. This mean in the case of fire simulation. The movements of each line of fireline can be calculated independently.

Figure 1 Classification of Forest Fire Model
III. FOREST FIRE SIMULATION SYSTEMS

The fight against the forest fires emergencies requires useful tools to predict the propagation and behavior of forest fire in order to take the best decision. It means it is necessary to know the propagation and behavior of forest fire.

A. Parallelization of forest fire propagation Simulation

In forest fire propagation model Josep jorba and Tomas have used the model define by Andre/Viegas 1994[1]. The main goal of this model is to study the movement of the fire line. The operational cycle of this model consist in calculating the next position of the fire line. Considering the current fire line position. To reach this goal the model is divided in to a local fire model and global fire spread model.

The local fire spread model calculates the movement of each individual section of the fire line and then the global model calculate the total fire line applying an aggregation process. The local fire model takes in account the static and dynamic conditions. The dynamic condition must be calculated before the local model can calculate the movement of the section. The global model allows the partitioning of the fire line into a set of sections. In order to calculate the movement of the section it is necessary determine the calculation of the propagation speed.

The calculation of the each section can be done parallel using data parallelization approach. In global model the fire line is composed of set of independent model. The section can be represented numerical in the form of arc. Therefore the calculation of these section can be distributed among resources of parallel machine.

B. Burn: A simulation for forest fire propagation

The burn model of the fire spread is based on the Rothermel equation [3]. The BURN has been implemented in the parallel language of the FROTRAN 90s.

The calculation of the burn model is based on the Rothermel Equation

1) BRUN Input

BRUN take the input in the form of ASCII. The program accept the five input files [4]
- A Terrains File
  Contain Value of every cell of the Burn Space
- A Moisture Data File
  Contain the data of each cell which represent the Fuel Moisture of each cell
- A Elevation Data File
- A Wind Data File
- Ignition Data File

The calculation of the burn model is based on the Rothermel Equation

C. 3D wildfire simulation system

In the model of 3D wildfire simulation Kijanc kose have used the using FireLib [5] using the function define in the library and some extension of these function the proposed algorithm calculate the propagation of fire in 2D. FireLib uses the algorithm defined in the BEHAVA fire model “BEHAVWE was developed by Andrews[6] 1986 by the U.S Departments of Agriculture forest services in mid 80’S and Consist a very popular tool for predicting forest fire propagation. Beside the fuel parameter environment are very important in the determination of the fire propagation especially wind speed, humidity of the weather condition, slope and aspect of the terrain some of the information is obtained in real fire but some of the information is obtained from the local and global sources. Beside weather condition terrain is another information parameter for fire propagation, slope and aspect of the area affect the propagation speed and direction fire propagation faster in the uphill and slowly in downhill direction. Aspect determinist facing to the wind direction on the effect of the wind on the fire increased.

The simulator can calculate the propagation of the time on a Landscape with varying condition. FireLib divide the area of
interest into cell. Each of cells can have its respective fuel type, aspect, slope etc. However there parameter are assume to be constant with respect to the ignition times of it neighbors cell is performed. The propagation of fire from one cell to another depends on the ignitability of the cell. This calculates yield an ignition time instant as well as an estimated flame length. However as the time increase the fire propagation further, some of the parameter in the cell may be change flame length is calculate once want the cell is ignited.

Calculation of surface parameter using height and coordinate value of point on the surface these value can be obtained for this calculation we have used the “Horn Methods[7]” (Horn 1981) due to its reduced memory and computational required.

**D. Forest fire spread modeling using cellular automata approach**

Ljiljana Bodrozic forest fire spread method is based on the cellular automata and is belong to semi empirical. Landscape can be represented as cellular automata. It is possible to apply cellular automata formations to a number of landscape diffusion processes such as forest fires. [9]

The most common approach for fire modeling has been simulate fire growth as a discrete process of ignition across a regularly spread landscape grids of cells. Each cell represent a fixed surface area and has a attribute that correspond to environmental feature

Computational methods are used to automata the application of fire shaped model to non uniform condition by assuming local uniformly

This Model assign a numerical value to each cell following

- A burning cell has a value of 3
- A burned cell has a value of 2
- A growing cell has a value of 1
- The state where it can be ignited has a value 0

In order to implement cellular automata model on specific area we need to obtained input data required by the model we need a matrix grid where each cell has assigned value that represents parameter that affect forest fire. Each cell represents a tree or no tree and can burn or not.

**E. CARDIN 3.0**

CARDIN 3.0[10] a new tool for fire fighting simulation on a PC computer is presented. The general CARDIN system uses a square scenery usually 4 by 400 KM, that is on to 400 * 400 small cell, for each cell data about elevation, slope , aspect, fuel model land use and wind direction and speed are considered other parameters are average for all the scenery the fuel moisture is given for each of the 13 fuel models with out consideration of local humidity condition initial fire focuses are point sized, corresponding to one single cell to line shaped as it happened in already developed fires

The general procedure for the definition of fire shape is based on a spread law for each burring cell according to its physical data that is projected to the eight surrounding cell. The simulation process take place over a digital raster layer of information in this way slope and aspect, fuel model and wind direction and intensity is known easily by X, Y, Z the program, it self generate a new layer of information including flame length maximum rate of spread, direction of max rate of spread, fire line intensity time at which fire is expected to reach the cell and residence time of flame and ember.

The program is completed with a useful local fire projection module called FAST (Fire Analysis and Simulation Tool). It performs very fast simulations of scenery portions of 100x100 cells giving accurate results about fire line position over time.

**F. Modeling Fire Spread under Environmental Influence Using a Cellular Approach**

The model consists of a number of base components first it has an artificial world with 2 dimensional where bushes are placed randomly across the landscape a cell state could correspond to a number of environmental factor such as fuel and land height. A fire which is regarded as an individual in such an artificial world can be generated at a particular cell on such a landscape or many fires can be created along one side of the artificial world once started fires can then spread into their neighborhood by looking around locally. This model takes into account some of the most important influential factor contributing to the development and spread of fire. The individual in the model in this case will be having number of factor. Our goal is to determine how the fire developed in different manners from initial condition (Rapidly spread out of control, die permanently) including the factor (Bush density Flammability, Heat condition, Land Height, wind speed and it direction).

![Figure 4 A fires can spread into its neighborhood on a 2-dimensional artificial world, depending on some predefined local conditions (environmental factors) in these neighboring cells [13]](image)

This model is implemented in SWARM [12] (a general purpose simulation framework that provides a set of standard tools for simulating and analyzing complex systems exhibiting highly decentralized architecture such as a multi-agent system) a user prior to the start to simulation run can set all of the factor. The user is able to allow
variation in wind magnitude and speed during the run and can set how much variation will occur.

IV. DISCUSSION

Many computer aided decision support system are used to support wild land fire management decision. They are used for such application designing fire prescriptions, projecting the growth of a wild fire assessing the role of fire in the eco system and developing budge. Theses system have been developed over a period of 30 years by various group and individuals and targeted to meet specific need. [14] An important step in creating a simulation model is to calculate the internal simulation parameters against fire behaviors model for each fuel type present in the landscape.

V. CONCLUSION

Our study examines and classifies various model of forest fire spreading based on 2D and 3D grids of cells The simulation of forest fire propagation involves several research fields and the cooperation among researchers of these different fields is important to develop more accurate models, which reproduce the fire’s behavior in a more realistic way. Moreover, the simulation of these complex models should be fast in order to predict the fire behavior in advance and use this information to decide which actions should be taken to control fire propagation. These accurate models require high performance capabilities in order to provide the results in a satisfactory time. Distributed computing provides the required computing capabilities at a relatively low cost.
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Abstract- Biological databases store data about molecular biological entities such as genes, proteins, diseases, etc. The main purpose of creating and maintaining such databases in commercial organizations is their importance in the process of drug discovery. As databases become more pervasive through the biological sciences, various data quality concerns are emerging. Biological databases tend to develop data quality issues regarding data redundancy. Due to the nature of this data, each of these problems is non-trivial and can cause many problems for the database. For biological data to be corrected, methods must be developed to handle the biological data. This paper discusses the biological database problems and introduces new methods to help preserve biological data quality.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Data Mining aims at discovering knowledge out of huge data and presenting it in a form that is easily comprehensible to humans [1]. Data mining, sometimes called Knowledge Discovery in Databases (KDD), has been defined as "The nontrivial extraction of implicit, previously unknown, and potentially useful information from data" [2]. Data mining is a process that uses a variety of data analysis tools to discover patterns and relationships in data that may be used to make valid predictions [3], [5]. Other steps of the KDD process are the collection, selection, and transformation of the data and the visualization and evaluation of the extracted knowledge. Data mining employs algorithms and techniques from statistics, machine learning, artificial intelligence, databases and data warehousing and more. Some of the most popular tasks are classification, clustering, association and sequence analysis, and regression. Data mining is usually used by business intelligence organizations, and financial analysts, but is increasingly being used in the sciences and health management or medical diagnosis to extract information from the enormous data sets generated by modern experimental and observational methods [4].

The widespread exploitation of data mining is driven by technological advancements that generate voluminous data, which can no longer be manually inspected and analyzed. For example, in the biological domain, the invention of highthroughput sequencing techniques enables the deciphering of genomes that accumulate massively into the biological databanks. Due to the large volume of biological data, i.e., databases such as GenBank [28] are often used with no consideration of the errors and defects contained within. When subject to automated data mining and analysis, these “dirty data” may produce highly misleading results, resulting in a “garbage-in garbage-out” situation. Further complication arises when some of the erroneous results are added back into the information systems, and therefore creating a chain of error proliferations. Data cleaning is particularly critical in databases with high evolutionary nature such as the biological databases and data warehouses. New data generated from the worldwide experimental labs are directly submitted into these databases on daily basis without adequate data cleaning steps and quality checks. Although data cleaning is the essential first step in the data mining process, it is often neglected conveniently because the solution towards attaining high quality data is non-obvious. Development of data cleaning techniques is at its infancy and the problem is complicated by the multiplicity as well as the complexity of data artifacts, also known as “dirty data” or data noise.

A. Data Cleaning

Data cleaning is an emerging domain that aims at improving data quality. It is a very large field that encompasses a number of research areas within database [6]. Data cleaning, also called data cleansing or scrubbing, deals with detecting and removing errors and inconsistencies from data in order to improve the quality of data. Data quality problems are present in single data collections, such as files and databases, e.g., due to misspellings during data entry, missing information or other invalid data. When multiple data sources need to be integrated, e.g., in data warehouses, federated database systems or global web-based information systems, the need for data cleaning increases significantly [7]. The process may include format checks, completeness checks, reasonableness checks, limit checks, review of the data to identify outliers (geographic, statistical, temporal or environmental) or other errors, and assessment of data by subject area experts (e.g. taxonomic specialists). These processes usually result in flagging, documenting and
subsequent checking and correction of suspect records. Validation checks may also involve checking for compliance against applicable standards, rules, and conventions [8]. As information is defined as data and method for its interpretation, it is only as good as the underlying data. Therefore, it is essential to maintain data quality. High quality data means that it is “fit for use” [14] and good enough to satisfy a particular business application. The following data quality measures allow one to quantify the degree to which the data is of high quality, namely:

- **Completeness**: All the required attributes for the data record are provided.
- **Validity**: All the record attributes have values from the predefined domain.
- **Consistency**: The record attributes do not contradict one another; e.g. the ZIP code attribute should be within the range of ZIP codes for a given city.
- **Timeliness**: The record should describe the most up-to-date state of the real-world object it refers to. Moreover, the information about an object should be updated as soon as the state of the real world objects changes.
- **Accuracy**: The record accurately describes the real world object it refers to; all the important features of the object should be precisely and correctly described with the attributes of the data record.
- **Relevancy**: The database should contain only the information about the object that is necessary for the purpose they were gathered for.
- **Accessibility and Interpretability**: The metadata describing the sources of the data in the database and transformations definitions it has undergone should be available immediately when it is needed.

In most cases it is almost impossible to have only “clean” and high-quality data entered into the information system. According to the research report of The Data Warehousing Institute (TDWI), “25% of critical data within Fortune 1000 companies will continue to be inaccurate through 2007” [13]. High quality data or “clean data” are essential to almost any information system that requires accurate analysis of large amount of real-world data. In these applications, automatic data corrections are achieved through data cleaning methods and frameworks, some forming the key components of the data integration process (e.g. data warehouses) [14] and are the pre-steps of even using the data (e.g. customer or patient matching) [15].

The classical application of data cleaning is in data warehouses [10, 11]. Data warehousing emerged as the solution for “warehousing of information” in the 1990s in the business domain; a business data warehouse is defined as a subject-oriented, integrated, non-volatile, time-variant collection of data organized to support management decisions. Data warehouses are generally used to provide analytical results from multidimensional data through effective summarization and processing of segments of source data relevant to the specific analyses. Business data warehouses are basis of decision support systems (DSS) that provide analytical results to managers so that they can analyze a situation and make important business decisions. Cleanliness and integrity of the data contributes to the accuracy and correctness of these results and hence affects the impact of any decision or conclusion drawn, with direct cost amounting to 5 million dollars for a corporate with a customer base of a million [12].

II. THE PROBLEMS IN THE BIOLOGICAL DATABASES

Biological data is rich with issues that can be addressed with data cleaning and integration methodologies. Data cleaning in biological data is an important function necessary for the analysis of biological data. It can standardize the data for further computation and improve the quality of the data for searching. The very core purpose for most biological databases is to create repository, integrating work from numerous scientists [9]. While the problem of data artifacts in biological data has been known for a long time and individual artifacts have been reported [17, 18, 19, 20, 21, 22, 23, 24], the development of data cleaning approaches in the bioinformatics domain is at its infancy. Biological data management systems usually take the form of publicly accessible biological databases. They include primary sequence databases, protein structure databases, gene expression databases, micro-array databases, databases of protein-protein interactions, and a large number of specialist databases [27]. Many reasons accounts for the presence of data artifacts in biological databases. Biological database records are primarily collected through direct submissions by the worldwide experimentalists and sequence centers, bulk submissions from high-throughput sequencing projects, or data exchanges between the databases. Erroneous data may be mistakenly submitted, especially in projects that produce voluminous data. Different molecular databases have different data formats and schemas, and nomenclature is not standardized across databases. This introduces high level of information redundancy because the same sequence may have inconsistent, overlapping, or partial information in heterogeneous representations that cannot be easily merged. Some of the major databases update one another, replicating partial or full entries from one database to another. Replication of data also happens due to the annotation of same sequences by different groups, submission of the same sequence to different databases, or even re-submission of the same sequence to the same database either by same or different authors. In addition, the primary sequence records in the databases are often enriched with additional functional and structural information through manual annotations [26].

**A Replication across Biological Databases**

We carried out an analysis of scorpion toxins in SCORPION, a fully referenced database of 221 scorpion toxins [31] to assess the extent of redundancy in biological data. The SCORPION records compiled from public database sources GenBank/GenPept, Swiss-Prot, EMBL,
DDBJ, TrEMBL, PIR and PDB were overlapping to various degrees (Table 1). From among the raw entries, we found 143 cases of replication across two or more databases. Nearly half of the data entries were incomplete and required enrichment with additional structural and functional annotations.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Databases</th>
<th>No. of toxins</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Genbank, Swiss-prot, EMBL, DDBJ, PDB</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Genbank, Swiss-prot, EMBL, DDBJ, PIR</td>
<td>10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Genbank, Swiss-prot, EMBL, DDBJ</td>
<td>19</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Genbank, Swiss-prot, PIR, PDB</td>
<td>10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Genbank, EMBL, DDBJ, TrEMBL</td>
<td>17</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Genbank, Swiss-prot, PIR</td>
<td>36</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Genbank, Swiss-prot, PDB</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Genbank, EMBL, DDBJ</td>
<td>16</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Genbank, Swiss-prot</td>
<td>9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Genbank, PIR</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Genbank, PDB 2
Genbank, TrEMBL 2
Genbank, PDB 8
Total 143

Table 1: Scorpion toxin entries replicated across multiple databases.

The bioinformatics data is characterized by enormous diversity matched by high redundancy, across both individual and multiple database s. Enabling interoperability of the data from different sources requires resolution of data disparity and transformation in the common form (data integration), and the removal of redundant data, errors, and discrepancies (data cleaning). Frequently encountered data redundancy issues are:

1. fragments and partial entries of the same item (e.g. sequence) may be stored in several source record ; 2. Databases update and cross-reference one another with a negative side effect of occasionally creating duplicates, redundant entries and , proliferating errors; 3. The same sequence may be submitted to more than one database with out cross-referencing those records; and 4. The “owners” of the sequence record may submit a reference one another with a greater degree of access.

B. Data cleaning Tools

Very few complete data cleaning methods for biological data exist. The BIO-AJAX data cleaning framework is proposed in [29]. A framework for the application of data mining tools to data cleaning in the biological domain has been presented [30]. They focused on tuple constraints and functional dependencies detection in representative biological databases by means of association rule mining. By analyzing association rules they can deduce not only constraints and dependencies, which provide structural knowledge on a dataset and may be useful to perform query optimization or dimensional reduction, but also the anomalies in the system, which could be errors or interesting information to highlight to domain experts. Bioinformatics has the same demand for high quality data, but there are limited data cleaning applications available in the domain. Majority of data cleaning methods focus on the more challenging duplicate and outlier detection problems, while other approaches address database repair issues related to various types of violations, inconsistency, and errors.

III. CORRELATION ANALYSIS

Redundancies refer to data which are recorded in more than one database entries due to different data sources, varying views of the proteins (PDB protein structures versus Swiss-Prot protein annotations), or repeated submissions of the sequence by the same or different annotators. We propose a correlation-analysis method for detecting duplicates of the biological databases. An attribute may be redundant if it can be derived from another table. Inconsistencies in attribute or dimension naming can also cause redundancies in the resulting data set. Redundancies can be detected by correlation analysis.

For given two attributes, such analysis can measure how strongly one attribute implies the other, based on the available data. For the numerical attributes, we can evaluate the correlation between attributes A and B, by computing the correlation coefficient. This is:

\[ r_{A,B} = \frac{\sigma_{A,B}}{\sigma_A \sigma_B} \]

Where \( N \) is the number of tuples, \( ai \) and \( bi \) are the respective values of A and B in tuple i, \( \bar{A} \) and \( \bar{B} \) are the respective mean values of A and B. Where \( n \) is the number of tuples, A and B are respective mean values of A and B, and \( \sigma_A \) and \( \sigma_B \) are the respective standard deviations of A and B. If the resulting value of equation (1) is greater than 0, than A and B are positively correlated \( \sigma_A \) and \( \sigma_B \) are the respective standard deviation of A and B, and \( \Sigma (AB) \) is the sum of the AB crossproduct. Note that -1 ≤ \( r_{A,B} \) ≤ +1. If \( r_{A,B} \) is greater than 0, then A and B are positively correlated, meaning that the values of A increase as the values of B increase. The higher the value, the stronger the correlation (i.e., the more each attribute implies the other attribute decrease. Note that correlation does not imply causality. That is, if A and B are correlated, this does necessarily imply that A causes B or that B causes A. For example, in analyzing a demographic database, we may find that attributes representing the number of hospitals and the number of car thefts in a region are correlated. This does not mean that one causes the other. Both are actually causally
linked to a third attribute, namely, population. For categorical (discrete) data, a correlation relationship between two attributes, A and B, can be discovered by \( \chi^2 \) (chi-square) test. Suppose A has \( c \) distinct values, \( a_1, a_2, \ldots, a_c \). B has \( r \) distinct values, namely \( b_1, b_2, \ldots, b_r \). The data tuples described A and B can be shown as a contingency table, with the \( c \) values of making up the column and the \( r \) values of B making up the rows. Let \((A_i, B_j)\) denote the event that attribute A takes on value \( b_j \), that is, where \((A=a_i, B=b_j)\). Each and every possible \((A_i, B_j)\) joint event has its own cell in the table. The \( \chi^2 \) value is computed as:

\[
\chi^2 = \sum_{i=1}^{c} \sum_{j=1}^{r} \frac{(o_{ij} - e_{ij})^2}{e_{ij}}
\]

Where \( o_{ij} \) is the observed frequency of the joint event \((A_i, B_j)\) and \( e_{ij} \) is the expected frequency of \((A_i, B_j)\), which can be computed as:

\[
e_{ij} = \frac{\text{count}(A=a_i) \times \text{count}(B=b_j)}{N}
\]

Where \( N \) is the number of data tuples, count \((A=a_i)\) is the number of tuples having value \( a_i \) for A and count \((B=b_j)\) is the number of tuples having value \( b_j \) for B. The sum in Equation (1) is computed over all of the \( r \times c \) cells. Note that the cells that contribute the most to the \( \chi^2 \) value are those whose actual count is very different from that expected.

IV. MATERIALS AND METHODS

This section details the redundancy detection framework.

A. Redundancy detection framework

Figure 1 depicts the redundancy detection framework. First, all the data are collected and we should replace synonyms with one standard term (e.g. Hiway 9 -> Highway 9). Second stage is data validation which specifies acceptance criteria. Based on these acceptance criteria of each duplicate record pairs are measured using varying similarity functions, depending on the data types of the attributes. In the final stage duplicate records are detected.

V. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

The dataset is a combination of two set of records. The first data set consists of 520 scorpion toxin proteins retrieved from Entrez using the keywords “scorpion AND venom”. The second set contains 780 snake PLA2 venom proteins retrieved from Entrez using the keywords “serpentes AND venom AND PLA2”. The 700 records were annotated separately; 695 duplicate pairs were identified collectively.

![Scorpion toxin = 251 Snake PLA2 toxin = 444 Total Duplicate = 695](image)

Experiments were performed on a Pentium-IV computer with 1GB of main memory, and running Windows XP. The information overload era result in a manifestation of low quality data in real-world databases. The demand for high quality data surges and opens new challenges for data cleaning. This paper aims at handling the data quality problem through correlation analysis.

VI. CONCLUSION

With rapid growth of public biological data and fast development of computational methods based on mining of these data, achieving high quality datasets is becoming increasingly important for effective data mining. In this paper, we discussed the biological database problems. Also we presented a novel method for data cleaning, specifically in redundancy detection, using correlation analysis.
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Abstract- With the growing amount of people using the Internet, and creating digital content and information, knowledge retrieval becomes a critical task. Ongoing efforts provide standards and framework for annotating digital and non-digital content semantically to describe resources more precisely and processable in comparison to simple descriptive structured and unstructured metadata. Although the MPEG group provides with MPEG-7, a useful and well-defined theoretical framework for the creation of semantic annotation, retrieval of annotations is not discussed. In this paper we present a retrieval process for MPEG-7 based semantic annotations founded on well proved information retrieval techniques, namely query expansion and regular expressions. Additionally NWCBIR, a prototype implementation for semantic search and retrieval will be presented.
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I. INTRODUCTION

In traditional libraries metadata plays a central role, as keywords and taxonomies provide short and meaningful descriptions and cataloguing. It provided for a long time the only alternative way to inspecting all available books of finding what users need within the inventory of a traditional library. In digital libraries this context was “digitized” but remained quite similar to the original concept. Current trends show that the efforts and achievements of the information retrieval research area are integrated to enhance digital libraries ([Lossau2004], [Summan2004]). On the other hand much of the metadata based methods of digital libraries have been adopted in knowledge management, knowledge discovery and information retrieval (i) for providing an application area for techniques like metadata extraction and automatic taxonomy creation and (ii) for enhancing knowledge management, discovery and retrieval by using metadata based retrieval techniques. Especially in the latter field techniques based on query expansion using thesauri or ontologies are very successful. Multimedia retrieval heavily depends on such techniques and the appropriate metadata. Content based image and video retrieval requires the pre-processing and indexing of content before query time, this pre-processing is the extraction of low level metadata. An often discussed topic in content based image retrieval is the semantic gap ([DelBimbo1999], [Smeulders2000]), which defines the difference between automatically extracted image features and the understanding or description of visual information of a user. If the semantic gap can be bridged by retrieval mechanisms no annotation would be necessary.

Right now semantic descriptions have to be created, at least in parts, manually. Human Computer Interaction (HCI) methods and information retrieval methods exist, that support the user in the annotation task. Different formats and approaches for the storage and definition of semantic descriptions are currently discussed and in use, wherefrom MPEG-7 is one of them.

II. MPEG-7 BASED SEMANTIC DESCRIPTIONS

The standard being used to define the way of handling the metadata has to be a lot more powerful than EXIF or for instance Dublin Core [Hunter2000]. DC only defines 15 core qualifiers, which can be understood as metadata tags, which can be filled by the user. A combination of Dublin Core and adapted Resource Description Framework structures, RDF, would at least permit a structured storage of graphs and a quality rating, although content based image retrieval would not be supported. An import of the EXIF information to a RDF-based structure is possible. The main proposition against RDF is that there exists, at this time, no standardized structure for saving all or most of the metadata defined in the requirements above. Although it would not prove impossible to create such a structure, to gain interoperability with other systems and implementations, agreeing on the same RDF based enhancements with all other developers or vendors is necessary. Based on these facts a much better choice is MPEG-7 [Benitez2002].
III. **REALIZATION OF NWCBIR RETRIEVAL TOOL**

NWCBIR gives the user the ability to retrieve annotated photos. Due to the fact, that this is experimental software the retrieval mechanism is file system based. All MPEG-7 documents found by NWCBIR in a specified directory and in further sub-directories are searched. Figure 1 shows the simplified UML diagram of the NWCBIR System’s Retrieval Tool.

NWCBIR offers three different ways to search for a matching photo:

1. Defining search options through textboxes with various options.
2. Content based image retrieval using the visual descriptors *ColorLayout*, *ScalableColor* and *EdgeHistogram* defined in the MPEG-7 standard.
3. Searching for a similar semantic description graph.

![Simplified UML diagram of the NWCBIR System's Retrieval Tool](image)

**Fig. 1: Simplified UML diagram of the NWCBIR System’s Retrieval Tool**

---

IV. **SEMANTIC SEARCH**

The input for the retrieval process is a semantic description, given by the user. The output lists all relevant semantic descriptions in the database sorted by their relevance compared to the query. To achieve these goals a mathematical and data model for the semantic descriptions has been built and a retrieval strategy has been created.

---

V. **THE MODEL OF THE MPEG-7 SEMANTIC DESCRIPTION SCHEME**

All semantic descriptions consist of nodes, which are semantic descriptors extended from the semantic base descriptor, and relations, which interconnect two different nodes. The MPEG-7 Semantic DS can be seen as directed graph; whereas the nodes are the vertices and the relations are the directed edges. The graph is not necessarily connected, as relations are not mandatory. As all the nodes and relations are identified by descriptors, a semantic description is a labelled graph, whereas the MPEG-7 descriptors are the labels for the edges and vertices. Screenshots of visual representations are given in figure 2. For the sake of simplicity two nodes cannot be connected through two different relations and a relation cannot have one single node as start and end node. In graphs based on Semantic DS no two nodes can have the same label (the same descriptor), so the node labels are unique. Each directed edge can be inverted as there exists an inverse of each MPEG-7 based semantic relation.
VI. THE TERM SPACE FOR THE MPEG-7 SEMANTIC DS

Based on the identified constraints of a directed labelled graph with unique node labels and edges, that can be inverted, an efficient retrieval strategy can be designed as follows: The idea of fast retrieval of graph based structures is not new, as the contribution of Simmons in 1996 [Simmons1966] shows. Common retrieval techniques for graphs are the usage of metrics like the maximum common sub-graph metric, or the graph edit distance. A straightforward implementation using this distance measures results in search time $O(n)$, whereas $n$ defines the number of graphs in the database. Please note that the distance or similarity calculation between two graphs is NP-hard in respect to the number of nodes and edges of the graphs to compare [Valiente2002]. Another approach is the filtering of the database with a fast (less than linear search time) algorithm and the ranking of the results with a slower metric which is described in chapter 12 in [Baeza-Yates1999]. This method has been successfully used for graphs e.g. in [Fonseca2004] for clipart retrieval by using graph eigenvalues as filters like in [Shokoufandeh1999]. A more promising approach for MPEG-7 semantic DS, if the usage of an existing text search engine is constraint, is the usage of a path index [Shasha2002]. A path index allows the fast retrieval of graphs based on paths (sequences of nodes connected by edges, whereas the number of edges defines the length of the path) of different lengths extracted from the graphs. The extracted paths can be interpreted as index terms for a graph.

The graph can be expressed using all paths, which are sequences of nodes interconnected by edges, of chosen length. Paths of length 0 are the nodes themselves while paths of length 1 are triples as used in RDF. Paths of length 0 and length 1 have unique string representations for MPEG-7 based semantic descriptions as shown in [Lux2005]. To allow the usage of wildcard nodes at least the paths of length 2 have to be used, for which a unique string representation can be defined as shown below. The graph can be stored using the paths of length 0, 1 and 2 as index terms. Using a query graph all paths of the query graph are extracted and used as search terms. The ranking is done by $TF*IDF$ on the index terms, which are the paths of the graphs.
VII. IMPLEMENTATION

Based on an open source retrieval engine (*Lucene*), an index for node descriptors has been implemented in NWCBIR along with the string representations of paths of length 0 and 1. As the query graph can consist of query strings for the node values, query expansion based on the node descriptors is used as described in [Lux2005]. All path representations are constructed from node IDs, which identify a unique node descriptor in the index, and relation names or wildcards for nodes or relations. For the usage for terms within the retrieval engine (*Lucene*), the path representations were adopted: all white spaces were replaced by "_" and all paths start with a leading "_". The leading "_" allows the usage of wildcards at the start of a path expression.

For the creation of terms from paths of length 2, following method has been introduced. The input of the method is either a graph representing a semantic DS or a query graph. In a first step all paths of length 2 are extracted from the graph [Valiente2002]. For each of these extracted paths the unique string representation has to be created as follows:

1. Compare the start node of the path with the end node of the path.
2. If the start node is bigger than the end node reverse the path:
   a. Switch end and start node.
   b. Switch and invert first and second relation.
4. Prepend "_" to the string.

This results in the table 2 as shown below.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Term</th>
<th>Path length</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>_1_agentOf_2_patient_3</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>_1_agentOf_2_location_4</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>_3_patientOf_2_location_4</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

(*Note that the path _locationOf_4_2 has been inverted. This is done to normalize the edge directions in the index.*)
A simple example for a wildcard query would be: “Find all semantic descriptions where Balasubramani is doing something at the SMU”. In the first step possible candidates for nodes are identified to construct the query graphs. Assuming that for Balasubramani the node with ID 28 has been found, while for SMU the node with ID 93 has been found, the query graph would look like “[28] [93] [*] [agentOf 1 3] [locationOf 3 2]”. The numbers within the relations reference the node using their position in the node list. Such a query would result in a query like “_28_93_agentOf_28_*_locationOf_*_93_28_agentOf_*_locationOf_93”.

VIII. RETRIEVAL MECHANISM FOR SEMANTIC DESCRIPTIONS

This section introduces our retrieval model, which is motivated by providing a fuzzy retrieval mechanism for semantic descriptions and an appropriate ranking scheme, including support for wildcards. As there are already well functioning and well tested tools for text retrieval available one major constraint is that we want to focus on the usage of existing text retrieval tools. All of the used techniques should find their source in existing text retrieval techniques to allow the usage of existing tools if possible to rely on their speed and precision.

For the retrieval process of MPEG-7 based semantic descriptions we can assume that, without loss of generality, a set of images exists, where each image is annotated with a semantic description. Thus, our goal is to retrieve a set of semantic graphs best matching a given input graph. In the following section nodes (or vertices) of the graph are denoted as semantic objects and edges of the graph are denoted as semantic relations. Our model is described in three parts, whereas the first part explains the indexing of semantic objects and semantic descriptions, the second part states on the retrieval process and the third part introduces the ranking method.

IX. INDEXING OF SEMANTIC DESCRIPTIONS

The first step is creating a data structure for accessing nodes N of the graph. As in text retrieval we are using an inverted index as data structure, which holds all semantic objects and offers good possibilities for speeding up the retrieval process as a whole.

In general for every unique semantic object in all semantic descriptions a unique identifier is assigned and an index entry is created, which means the text describing a semantic object is indexed using text retrieval methods. Note that, multiple semantic descriptions can share the same semantic objects. In this case each shared semantic object is treated as one object and obtains the same unique ID within the different semantic descriptions. Figure 4 shows in detail the implementation of the indexing process.

For example if the description shown in figure 5 are processed three different semantic objects with three different IDs are extracted: (i) Balasubramani (Semantic agent, part of description of image A and B, ID: 1), (ii) Talking (Semantic event, part of description of image A, ID: 2) and (iii) Listening (Semantic event, part of description of image B, ID: 3).

For example if the description shown in figure 5 are processed three different semantic objects with three different IDs are extracted: (i) Balasubramani (Semantic agent, part of description of image A and B, ID: 1), (ii) Talking (Semantic event, part of description of image A, ID: 2) and (iii) Listening (Semantic event, part of description of image B, ID: 3).

After indexing and assigning unique IDs to semantic objects, semantic descriptions are indexed using a string representation. Given the semantic descriptions in figure 5, the string representation of image A is: [1] [2] [agentOf 1 2], for image B the description is [1] [3] [agentOf 1 3]. In the first part of the string representation all available semantic objects (vertices) of the semantic description (graph) represented by their ID in square brackets are defined in numerically ascending order. The second part consists of all available semantic relations (edges) in lexicographically ascending order. Each semantic relation is defined in square brackets, whereas the name of the relation is followed by the ID of its source and the ID of its target. Note that the number of possible MPEG-7 based semantic relation types is already limited by the standard itself. Therefore relations do not get unique IDs but are referenced by their names. All possible semantic relations in MPEG-7 are directed edges but have an inverse relation. Based on this fact relations are re-inverted if their inverse relation is used in a graph. It can be seen that the string representation is unique.
Fig. 4: Flow diagram showing the process of "indexing" semantic descriptions (SD) and semantic objects (SO).

Fig. 5: Examples for semantic descriptions of two different images
X. RETRIEVAL OF SEMANTIC DESCRIPTIONS

Given the fact that above described indices and representations exists, a retrieval mechanism can be implemented as follows:

1. A user provides a query string for each of the k semantic objects he wants to search for and interconnects the nodes with relations. Each query string leads to a node query, q_1 to q_k, which are used to query the inverted index of semantic objects, as described earlier.

2. The retrieval engine searches for a set of available matching node IDs L_1 to L_k for each node query q_1 to q_k, sorted by relevance of the matches. The relevance returned for each relevant node is in (0, 1], whereas a relevance of 1 indicates an optimal match. The relevance is obtained from using standard text relevance methods (e.g. vector space model).

3. Based on the sets of matching nodes for each node query the original query is expanded to L_1[L_2]*...*[L_k] queries, for which the node IDs and the relevance of the nodes are available. This means that every node returned by q_i is combined with every node returned by q_j having i ≠ j. Given the semantic relations of the user queries consisting of semantic descriptions can be created.

4. For each of the above |L_1|*[L_2]*...*[L_k] queries the number of matching documents is found through a search in the string representations of the graphs with regular expressions. A relevance value for each matching document is calculated based on the formula presented in the next section.

5. All resulting sets from step 4 are merged in one result set, whereas for documents which are in more than one set, a higher relevance value is assigned.

XI. RELEVANCE CALCULATION

Taking one specific expanded query q with node set N_q = { , , ..., } ≠ Ø and relation set R_q = { , , ..., } and one specific matching semantic description d resulting from the search in step 4 with node set N_d = { , , ..., } and relation set R_d = { , , ..., } with k, l, r, s ∈ N U {0}. The relevance r ∈ (0, 1] based on the query nodes relevance values

\[ r(n_1^k), r(n_2^l), \ldots, r(n_k^l) \in (0, 1] \text{ is defined by:} \]

\[ r = \frac{\min(N^k + |R^l|, N^l + |R^k|)}{\max(N^k + |R^l|, N^l + |R^k|) \prod_{i=1}^{k} r(n_i^k)} \]

The calculated relevance takes the relevance of nodes, which result from the query expansion, into account. The relevance value is in the interval (0, 1] because all node relevance values are in (0, 1] and the fraction has to be in (0, 1] because the numerator is smaller or of equal size compared to the denominator. Note that all irrelevant nodes are discarded in step 2 by discarding all nodes with relevance below a specific threshold which leads to a minimum relevance above zero. The relevance of semantic relations is not taken into account as the relations in the query are only matched with relations in the database following the Boolean model, not supporting a partial or fuzzy match.

To express the meaning of the relevance formula in words: The more relevant the nodes of the query expansion are, the more relevant is the matching semantic description. Additionally the smaller the difference in the number of components (nodes and edges) of the query and description graph is, the more relevant is the matching semantic description.

XII. IMPLEMENTATION DETAILS

The above described method was implemented in NWCBIR. NWCBIR uses the Jakarta Lucene search engine [Lucene], which allows the creation of an inverted index of nodes. The string representations of semantic descriptions are stored in a flat file.

For query formulation a simple query language is used which can be described as follows: All nodes are defined in square brackets, inside these square brackets all features of Lucene like fuzzy matching or field matching can be used. Following these node queries the relations are defined using the name of the relation as defined in the MPEG-7 standard followed by the source of the relation and the target of the relation identified by the position in the list of node queries. Following BNF expression defines the supported queries:

```
Query ::= NodeQuery {NodeQuery}
{RelationQuery}
NodeQuery ::= "[" NodeQueryString "]" 
NodeQueryString ::= ( Clause )
Clause ::= [“+”, “-”] [Term] ":" [Term] | "(" NodeQueryString ")"
RelationQuery ::= <MPEG-7_Relation><Number>
```

From each of the expanded queries a regular expression for searching in the file of semantic descriptions is created and executed on each semantic description in its string representation. If the regular expression matches the string, the associated documents are put into the result set and the relevance of the documents is calculated. Finally the result sets are merged following above described parameters and the sorted set of results is presented to the user.

XIII. USER INTERFACE

The component of most interest is the panel offering a search mechanism for searching semantic descriptions.
This component allows the user to define a graph with minimum one to maximum three nodes and two possible relations. An asterisk is used as wildcard. A search graph which only contains one node with a word defining this node will return each MPEG-7 document wherein a semantic object containing the specified word is found. If two or three nodes and one or two relations are used to define the search graph, the repository of MPEG-7 documents is filtered by the terms defined as objects or relations. If, for example, the graph in figure 7 below is used for search, all documents which contain semantic objects, which contain the terms “Manipal”, “SMU” and “MU”, and a semantic relation containing the term “partOf” are taken from the repository and checked if there is also a structural match with the given graph.

![Fig. 6: Starting a semantic search using a graph as input. Three objects and two relations are defined.](image)

![Fig. 7: Starting a semantic search using a graph as input](image)

![Fig. 8: Possible search graphs, which are supported in this prototype, are sub graphs of the maximum graph shown in figure 7](image)
The retrieval mechanism follows modular system architecture, an XPath statement is given to a class implementing the interface RetrievalEngine and the results are received as list of HTML documents, which can be visualized using standard Java Swing components. The only retrieval engine implemented yet is the “FileSystemRetrievalEngine”, which collects all MPEG-7 documents from a specified directory and its sub-directories and executes the given XPath statement. If a matching document is found it is transformed into HTML, using XSLT. This HTML result visualization is added to a list of results, which is ordered by relevance. Relevance is calculated using the number of nodes matching the XPath statement used as input. Another retrieval engine implementation would connect for instance to an XML database, which would result in a significant speedup executing the XPath statements.

In case of a content based image search each MPEG-7 document has to be loaded and the required descriptor is located using XPath. This descriptor has to be compared to the sample descriptor used as search parameter to calculate relevance. These results are put into a list ordered ascending by relevance, though a relevance of zero would show an exact match. Using a database the comparison of the descriptors has to be implemented on database side like a stored procedure, a server object or a similar mechanism, because of speed issues.

XIV. RESULTS

A common problem with retrieval of XML documents is the speed, although Oracle and other big players in creating databases are already working on a possible solution. An also well-known fact is the insufficiency of XPath as query language. The upcoming standard XQuery represents a possible solution. Nevertheless, most manufacturers and database vendors do not support it yet.

The computation of graph visualizations in a very semantic way with minimum crossings is also complicated in this context. For instance loading a semantic description and reading it does not prove as complicated, but arranging and visualizing the same graph can be quite tricky without generating a complete visual mess, which can only bring confusion to the user. Mostly a semantic description has a central element, take for example an image of a conversation between two persons. The central element is the conversation, therefore it should be placed in the center of the visualization, and the objects representing the persons taking part in the conversation should be placed around this element along with a place, a time and a context for the conversation. Basically a very similar effect can be achieved if visualization with a minimum number of edge crossings is calculated, because the central element takes part in most edges and therefore it is placed in the middle.

Another problem is that different users produce different descriptions for the same media instance. Also MPEG-7 defines an inverse for each semantic relation; as a result a user can choose either a relation or its inverse to create the description. Therefore the retrieval mechanism must take care of these differences, like combined searching for relations and inverse relations and computing a similarity between semantic objects to identify objects which define the same person, thing or state but differ in the way they are described.

Finally the retrieval using a semantic graph as search parameter is not only a simple graph to graph matching based on a simple description standard but has to mind some parameters set from the MPEG-7 standard. In addition to the above mentioned inverse relations, MPEG-7 allows to integrate objects by reference. This means that the objects are used in the graph, but they are not fully described inside the descriptor itself, but are only referencing the object, which is defined in another part of the document or even in another document.

Although MPEG-7 defines similarity measurement for low-level content based descriptors it fails to define those measurement methods for calculating the similarity of two semantic graphs, so a generalized method has to be found and proposed.

We have carried out experiment to compare the recall and precision for retrieving a given set of semantic-linked image networks under the same set of query conditions. Each network contains thirty image nodes. Figure 9 compares the change of precision and recall with the change of the number of semantic links. Figure 10 shows the recall and precision change with the number of types of semantic links.

We can see that the retrieval efficiency depends not only on the number of semantic links but also the types of the semantic links included in a semantic-linked network. We are carrying out experiments with larger scale and random samples to verify this phenomenon.
The underline premise of the proposed approach is that the image retrieval efficiency depends on the providers' semantic description on the provided images. If no semantic links are established, the proposed approach becomes traditional text-based or content-based approaches. The hyperlink-based approach also depends on the pre-established hyperlinks.

XV. CONCLUSION

The application areas most likely to benefit from the adoption of CBIR are those where level 1 technique can be directly applied. Users and managers of image collections need to be aware of the capabilities of CBIR technology, and to be capable of making informed decisions about adoption. Specifically:

- Managers of image collections in specialist areas such as fingerprints or trademark images, involving image matching by appearance, should be encouraged to investigate possible adoption of CBIR technology in the near future.
- Managers of video libraries should certainly investigate the possibility of using one of the proprietary video asset management packages.
- Managers of general-purpose image collections such as art galleries or photographic libraries should be encouraged to keep a watching brief on developments in CBIR, through articles in the specialist press and conferences relating to image retrieval particularly to hybrid text/image feature indexing and cross-media retrieval.
- Software developers or information providers with products designed to handle images, which currently lack
CBIR capabilities, also need to make informed decisions about whether CBIR would add value to their products.

In conclusion, CBIR is clearly a technology with potential. The next five to ten years will reveal whether this potential can be turned into solid achievement. Our view is that at present the omen is favorable.
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Abstract: MPEG-7 Visual Standard specifies a set of descriptors that can be used to retrieve similar images from digital photo repository. Among them, the Color Layout Descriptor (CLD) represents the spatial distribution of colors in an image. The Edge Histogram Descriptor (EHD) describes edge distribution with a histogram based on local edge distribution in an image. These two features are very powerful features for CBIR systems, especially sketch-based image retrieval. Further, combining color and texture features in CBIR systems leads to more accurate results for image retrieval. In both the Color Layout Descriptor (CLD) and the Edge Histogram Descriptor (EHD), image features like color and edge distribution can be localized in separate 4 x 4 sub-images. The visual features of each sub-image were characterized by the representative colors of the CLD as well as the edge histogram of the EHD at that sub-image using weighing factors. As most CBIR systems depend on query images and as most users of such CBIR systems are non-professional, we hope to develop a more user-friendly prototype, NWCBIR, implementing both CLD and EHD features.

Keywords: MPEG-7, Color Layout Descriptor (CLD), Edge Histogram Descriptor (EHD).

I. INTRODUCTION

Color is the most basic attribute of visual contents. MPEG-7 Visual defines five different description tools, each of which represents a different aspect of the color attribute. Of these the Color Layout Descriptor (CLD) represents the spatial layout of color images in a very compact form. It is based on generating a tiny (8x8) thumbnail of an image, which is encoded via Discrete Cosine Transform (DCT) and quantized. As well as efficient visual matching, this also offers a quick way to visualize the appearance of an image, by reconstructing an approximation of the thumbnail, by inverting the DCT.

The histogram is the most commonly used structure to represent any global feature composition of an image [Jain1996]. It is invariant to image translation and rotation, and normalizing the histogram leads to scale invariance. Exploiting the above properties, the histogram is very useful for indexing and retrieving images. Edges in images constitute an important feature to represent their content. Also, human eyes are sensitive to edge features for image perception. One way of representing such an important edge feature is to use a histogram. An edge histogram in the image space represents the frequency and the directionality of the brightness changes in the image. It is a unique feature for images, which cannot be duplicated by a color histogram or the homogeneous texture features. To represent this unique feature, in MPEG-7, there is a descriptor for edge distribution in the image [ISO/IEC2001]. This Edge Histogram Descriptor (EHD) proposed for MPEG-7 expresses the local edge distribution in the image. That is, since it is important to keep the size of the descriptor as compact as possible for efficient storage of the metadata, the normative MPEG-7 edge histogram is designed to contain only 80 bins describing the local edge distribution. These 80 histogram bins are the only standardized semantics for the MPEG-7 EHD.

II. COLOR LAYOUT DESCRIPTOR (CLD) EXTRACTION

During the CLD Extraction Process, it is assumed that the image consists of three color channels, R, G and B. The CLD descriptor was obtained through the following steps (figures 1 and 2):
1. The image was loaded using opencv and the width and height of the image was obtained, from which the block width and block height of the CLD were calculated by dividing by 8. The division was done using truncation, so that if the image dimensions were not divisible by 8, the outermost pixels are not considered in the descriptor.

2. Using the obtained information, the image data was parsed into three 4D arrays, one for each color component, were a block can be accessed as a whole and pixels within each block could also be accessed by providing the index of the block and the index of the pixel inside the block.

3. A representative color was chosen for each block by averaging the values of all the pixels in each block. This results in three 8x8 arrays, one for each color component.

This step is directly visualized in the first window of figure 2.

4. Each 8x8 matrix was transformed to the YCbCr color space.

5. These will be again transformed by 8x8 DCT (Discrete Cosine Transform) to obtain three 8x8 DCT matrices of coefficients, one for each YCbCr component.

6. The CLD descriptor was formed by reading in zigzag order six coefficients from the Y-DCT matrix and three coefficients from each DCT matrix of the two chrominance components. The descriptor is saved as an array of 12 values.
III. Definition and Semantics of the Edge Histogram Descriptor (EHD)

The EHD basically represents the distribution of 5 types of edges in each local area called a sub-image. As shown in figure 3, the sub-image is defined by dividing the image space into 4x4 non-overlapping blocks. Thus, the image partition always yields 16 equal-sized sub-images regardless of the size of the original image. To characterize the sub-image, we then generate a histogram of edge distribution for each sub-image. Edges in the sub-images are categorized into 5 types: vertical, horizontal, 45-degree diagonal, 135-degree diagonal and non-directional edges (figure 4) [CheeSunWon1997]. Thus, the histogram for each sub-image represents the relative frequency of occurrence of the 5 types of edges in the corresponding sub-image. As a result, as shown in figure 5, each local histogram contains 5 bins. Each bin corresponds to one of 5 edge types. Since there are 16 sub-images in the image, a total of 5x16=80 histogram bins is required (figure 6). Note that each of the 80- histogram bins has its own semantics in terms of location and edge type. For example, the bin for the horizontal type edge in the sub-image located at (0, 0) in figure 3 carries the information of the relative population of the horizontal edges in the top-left local region of the image.

The semantics of the 1-D histogram bins form the normative part of the MPEG-7 standard descriptor. Specifically, starting from the sub-image at (0,0) and ending at (3,3), 16 sub-images are visited in the raster scan order and corresponding local histogram bins are arranged accordingly. Within each sub-image, the edge types are arranged in the following order: vertical, horizontal, 45-degree diagonal, 135-degree diagonal, and non-directional. Table 1 summarizes the complete semantics for the EHD with 80 histogram bins. Of course, each histogram bin value should be normalized and quantized. For normalization, the number of edge occurrences for each bin is divided by the total number of image-blocks in the sub-image.

The image-block is a basic unit for extracting the edge information. That is, for each image-block, we determine whether there is at least an edge and which edge is predominant.

When an edge exists, the predominant edge type among the 5 edge categories is also determined. Then, the histogram value of the corresponding edge bin increases by one. Otherwise, for the monotone region in the image, the image-block contains no edge. In this case, that particular image-block does not contribute to any of the 5 edge bins.
Consequently, each image block is classified into one of the 5 types of edge blocks or a non-edge block. Although the non-edge blocks do not contribute to any histogram bins, each histogram bin value is normalized by the total number of image blocks including the non-edge blocks. This implies that the summation of all histogram bin values for each sub-image is less than or equal to 1. This, in turn, implies that the information regarding non-edge distribution in the sub-image (smoothness) is also indirectly considered in the EHD.

Now, the normalized bin values are quantized for binary representation. Since most of the values are concentrated within a small range (say, from 0 to 0.3), they are non-linearly quantized to minimize the overall number of bits. Table 2 shows the representative values for coded bits for each edge type. The normalized 80 bin values are non-linearly quantized and fixed length coded with 3 bits/bin as defined in Table 2. BinCounts[0]...and BinCounts[79] represent the final coded bits for the EHD.

### IV. EDGE HISTOGRAM DESCRIPTOR (EHD) EXTRACTION

Since the EHD describes the distribution of non-directional edges and non-edge cases as well as four directional edges, the edge extraction scheme should be based on the image block as a basic unit for edge extraction rather than on the pixel. That is, to extract directional edge features, we need to define small square image blocks in each sub-image as shown in Figure 7. Specifically, we divide the image space into non-overlapping square image blocks and then extract the edge information from them. Note that, regardless of the image size, we divide the image space into a fixed number of image blocks. The purpose of fixing the number of image blocks is to cope with the different sizes (resolution) of the images. That is, by fixing the number of image blocks, the size of the image block becomes variable and is proportional to the size of the whole image. The size of the image block is assumed to be a multiple of 2. Thus, it is sometimes necessary to ignore the outmost pixels in the image to satisfy that condition.

A simple method to extract an edge feature in the image block is to apply digital filters in the spatial domain. To this end, we first divide the image block into four sub-blocks as shown in Figure 7 [ISO/IEC1999]. Then, by assigning labels for four sub-blocks from 0 to 3, we can represent the average gray levels for four sub-blocks at \((i, j)\)th image block as \(a_0(i, j), a_1(i, j), a_2(i, j),\) and \(a_3(i, j)\) respectively. Also, we can represent the filter coefficients for vertical, horizontal, 45-degree diagonal, 135-degree diagonal, and non-directional edges as \(f_v(k), f_h(k), f_{d-45}(k), f_{d-135}(k),\) and \(f_{nd}(k)\) respectively, where \(k=0,...,3\) represents the location of the sub-blocks. Now, the respective edge magnitudes \(mv(i, j), mh(i, j), md_{-45}(i, j), md_{-135}(i, j),\) and \(mnd(i, j)\) for the \((i, j)\)th image block can be obtained as follows:

### Table 1: Semantics of local edge bins

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Histogram bins</th>
<th>Semantics</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>BinCounts[0]</td>
<td>Vertical edge of sub-image (0,0)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BinCounts[1]</td>
<td>Horizontal edge of sub-image (0,0)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BinCounts[2]</td>
<td>45-degree edge of sub-image (0,0)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BinCounts[3]</td>
<td>135-degree edge of sub-image (0,0)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BinCounts[4]</td>
<td>Non-directional edge of sub-image (0,0)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BinCounts[5]</td>
<td>Vertical edge of sub-image (0,1)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BinCounts[74]</td>
<td>Non-directional edge of sub-image (3,2)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BinCounts[75]</td>
<td>Vertical edge of sub-image (3,3)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BinCounts[76]</td>
<td>Horizontal edge of sub-image (3,3)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BinCounts[77]</td>
<td>45-degree edge of sub-image (3,3)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BinCounts[78]</td>
<td>135-degree edge of sub-image (3,3)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BinCounts[79]</td>
<td>Non-directional edge of sub-image (3,3)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Table 2: Quantization table for 5 types of edges

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>BinCounts (3bits/bin)</th>
<th>Representative values for vertical edges</th>
<th>Representative values for horizontal edges</th>
<th>Representative values for 45-degree diagonal edges</th>
<th>Representative values for 135-degree diagonal edges</th>
<th>Representative values for non-directional edges</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>000</td>
<td>0.016867</td>
<td>0.012266</td>
<td>0.004193</td>
<td>0.006174</td>
<td>0.006778</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>001</td>
<td>0.016867</td>
<td>0.012266</td>
<td>0.004193</td>
<td>0.006174</td>
<td>0.006778</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>010</td>
<td>0.12879</td>
<td>0.12879</td>
<td>0.12879</td>
<td>0.12879</td>
<td>0.12879</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>111</td>
<td>0.12879</td>
<td>0.12879</td>
<td>0.12879</td>
<td>0.12879</td>
<td>0.12879</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>000</td>
<td>0.50128</td>
<td>0.50128</td>
<td>0.50128</td>
<td>0.50128</td>
<td>0.50128</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>001</td>
<td>0.50128</td>
<td>0.50128</td>
<td>0.50128</td>
<td>0.50128</td>
<td>0.50128</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>010</td>
<td>0.50128</td>
<td>0.50128</td>
<td>0.50128</td>
<td>0.50128</td>
<td>0.50128</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>111</td>
<td>0.50128</td>
<td>0.50128</td>
<td>0.50128</td>
<td>0.50128</td>
<td>0.50128</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
If the maximum value among 5 edge strengths obtained from (1) to (5) is greater than a threshold $T_{edge}$ as in (6), then the image-block is considered to have the corresponding edge in it. Otherwise, the image-block contains no edge.

$$m_v(i,j) = \sum_{k=0}^{n-1} a_k(i,j) \times f_v(k)$$  \hspace{1cm} (1)  

$$m_h(i,j) = \sum_{k=0}^{n-1} a_k(i,j) \times f_h(k)$$  \hspace{1cm} (2)  

$$m_{2-45}(i,j) = \sum_{k=0}^{n-1} a_k(i,j) \times f_{2-45}(k)$$  \hspace{1cm} (3)  

$$m_{4-15}(i,j) = \sum_{k=0}^{n-1} a_k(i,j) \times f_{4-15}(k)$$  \hspace{1cm} (4)  

$$m_{45}(i,j) = \sum_{k=0}^{n-1} a_k(i,j) \times f_{45}(k)$$  \hspace{1cm} (5)  

In MPEG-7 XM Document, a set of filter coefficients, depicted in figure 8, is recommended. Note that the filter coefficients in figure 8, especially the non-directional edge filter, appear somewhat heuristic. In fact, the non-directional edges by definition do not have any specific directionality. So, it is hard to find filter coefficients that are applicable for all types of non-directional edges. To avoid this problem, we can first check whether the image-block can be classified into one of a monotone block and four directional edge blocks. If the image-block does not belong to any of the monotone or four directional edge blocks, then we classify it as a non-directional block. The flow chart of this method is shown in figure 9.

![Fig. 8: Filter coefficients for edge detection](image-url)  

![Fig. 7: Sub-blocks and their labelling](image-url)
For our experiments, we set the total number of image-blocks at 1100 and the threshold for edge detection ($T_{edge}$) at 11. For all our experiments, we used the image data set from the MPEG-7 Core Experiment (CE), which has 11639 images in the database. Most of the images in the database are natural images from “Correl One Million Gallery” and others are from images provided by the proponents of other image descriptors such as color and homogeneous texture descriptors. From 11639 images, we used 51 images, which were selected by MPEG-7 CE participants as query images. The ground truths that we used in our experiments were determined by three participants of the MPEG-7 CE. Each participant proposed from 3 to 33 ground truth images for each query image and they were approved by the other two CE participants. As a measure of retrieval accuracy, we used the Average Normalized Modified Retrieval Rank ($ANMRR$). Precision and Recall are well-known measures for the retrieval performance. They are basically a “hit-and-miss” counter. That is, the performance is based on the number of retrieved images, which have similarity measures that are greater than a given threshold. For more specific comparisons, however, we also need rank information among the retrieved images. $ANMRR$ is the measure that exploits the rank of the retrieved images as well. It was developed during the MPEG-7 standardization activity and was used for the MPEG-7 Core Experiments (CE). Note that lower $ANMRR$ values indicate more accurate retrieval performance.

Table 3 shows the results of the retrieval accuracy for different bits-per-bins numbers. As the bits-per-bin increases, the $ANMRR$ decreases. However, figure 10 demonstrates that a further decrease in the $ANMRR$ is not significant beyond 3 bits-per-bin. This is why 3 bits-per-bin was chosen in MPEG-7.
Although MPEG-7 defines similarity measurement for low-level content based descriptors it fails to define those measurement methods for calculating the similarity of two semantic graphs, so a generalized method has to be found and proposed.

VI. CONCLUSION

MPEG-7 matches many of the current requirements for a metadata standard for usage in a personal digital photo library and it defines a lot more useful descriptors, which could be integrated as features in such libraries. In addition it is not only a standard for describing the content of images, but it also defines ways to annotate video and audio documents and it is prepared for general usage with multimedia data.

In conclusion, CBIR is clearly a technology with potential. The next five to ten years will reveal whether this potential can be turned into solid achievement. Our view is that at present the omen is favorable.
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A similar shape descriptor based on the self similarity of a smooth outline is presented in [5]. Aslan and Tari [6] posit an unconventional approach to shape recognition using unconnected skeletons in the course level. While their approach leads to stable skeletons in the presence of boundary deformations, only rough shape classification can be performed since the obtained skeletons do not represent any shape details. This paper proposes a new algorithm for identifying the skeleton point’s viz., Core skeleton point and Valance skeleton point in an effective manner and to store them so that it can be utilized for further processing of the same images. The skeleton formed by these Csp’s and vsp’s minimizes the boundary deformations and produce topologically stable skeletons and thus we can reconstruct and deduce new images creatively.

I. INTRODUCTION

In all the research areas such as image retrieval and computer graphics, character recognition, image processing, and the analysis of biomedical images [1], the skeleton plays a major role for object representation and recognition. Skeleton-based representations are the abstraction of objects, which contain both shape features and topological structures of original objects. Because of the skeleton’s importance, many skeletonization algorithms have been developed to represent and measure different shapes. Many researchers have made great efforts to recognize the generic shape by matching skeleton structures represented by graphs or trees [2], [3], [4], [5], [6],[7]. The most significant factor constraining the matching of skeletons is the skeleton’s sensitivity to an object’s boundary deformation: little noise or a variation of the boundary often generates redundant skeleton branches that may seriously disturb the topology of the skeleton’s graph. To overcome a skeleton’s instability of boundary deformation, a variety of techniques have been suggested for matching and recognizing shapes. Zhu and Yuille [4] generate more than one possible skeleton graph to overcome unreliability.

II. RELATED WORK.

A. Skeletons
We characterize desirable properties of skeletons [8]. The skeleton of a single connected shape that is useful for skeleton-based recognition should have the following properties: (1) it should preserve the topological information of the original object; (2) the position of the skeleton should be accurate; (3) it should be stable under small deformations; (4) it should contain the centers of maximal disks, which can be used for reconstruction of original object; (5) it should be invariant under Euclidean transformations, such as rotations and translations, and (6) it should represent significant visual parts of objects.

B. Skeletonization
Skeletonization is a technique used to extract skeletons of the Objects [9]. The skeletonization methods are widely used because it
1. Generates reduced amount data, to be processed.
2. Minimizes the processing time.
3. The critical points like end-points, junction-points, and connection among the components can be extracted effectively.
4. Shape analysis can be more easily made.
The skeletonization algorithms can broadly be classified into four types:

1. The first type is thinning algorithms, such as those with shape thinning and the wave front/grassfire transform [10], [11], [12]. These algorithms iteratively remove border points, or move to the inner parts of an object in determining an object’s skeleton. These methods usually preserve the topology of the original object with many redundant branches, but they are quite sensitive to noise and often fail to localize the accurate skeletal position. In addition, it is important to determine a good stop criterion of this iterative process.

2. The second type is the category of discrete domain algorithms based on the Voronoi diagram [13], [14]; these methods search the locus of centers of the maximal disks contained in the polygons with vertices sampled from the boundary. The exact skeleton can be extracted as the sampling rate increases, but the time of computation is usually prohibitive. The obtained skeleton is extremely sensitive to local variance and boundary noise, so that complicated skeleton bunches need to be pruned [13], [15].

3. The third type of algorithms is to detect ridges in a distance map of the boundary points [16], [12]. Approaches based on distance maps usually ensure accurate localization but neither guarantees connectivity nor completeness [16],[17]. Under the completeness the skeleton branches representing all significant visual parts are present (6). The fourth type of algorithms is based on mathematical morphology [18], [19]. Usually, these methods can localize the accurate skeleton [18], but may not guarantee the connectivity of the skeleton [19]. All of the obtained skeletons are subjected to the skeleton’s sensitivity.

C. Constraints of skeletons – based shape matching.

There are two main factors that constraint the performance of skeleton-based shape matching: 1) skeleton’s sensitivity to object’s boundary deformation: little noise or variation of boundary often generates redundant skeleton branches that may disturb the topology of skeleton’s graph seriously; 2) the time cost for extraction of skeleton and matching skeleton trees/graphs cannot satisfy the requirement of fast shape retrieval. The performance of skeleton matching depends directly on the property of shape representation.

Therefore, to prune the grassy skeletons into the visual skeletons is usually inevitable [20]. There are two main pruning methods: (1) based on significance measures assigned to skeleton points [13],[21],[16], and (2) based on boundary smoothing before extracting the skeletons [22],[23]. In particular, curvature flow smoothing still has some significant problems that makes the position of skeletons shift and have difficulty in distinguishing noise from low frequency shape information on boundaries [21]. A different kind of smoothing is proposed in [24]. Great progress has been made in the type (1) of pruning approaches that define a significance measure for skeleton points and remove points whose significance is low. Shaked and Bruckstein [21] give a complete analysis and compare such pruning methods. Propagation velocity, maximal thickness, radius function, axis arc length, and the length of the boundary unfolded belong to the common significance measures of skeleton points. Ogniewicz et al [13] present a few significance measures for pruning complex Voronoi skeletons without disconnecting the skeletons. Siddiqi et al combine a flux measurement with the thinning process to extract a robust and accurate connected skeleton [18].

D. Drawbacks of Pruning.

Drawback 1. Many of them are not guaranteed to preserve the topology of a complexly connected shape (e.g., a shape with holes). This is illustrated in Fig. 2.D.b, where the skeleton in Fig 2.D.b violates the topology of the input skeleton in Fig 2.D.a. This skeleton was obtained by the method in [16]. However, many methods described above would lead to topology violation, particularly all methods presented in [21] (including the method of Ogniewicz et al. [13]). These methods are guaranteed to preserve topology for simply connected objects (objects with a single contour), but not for objects with more than one contour like the can in Fig. 2.D.a.
The second drawback of the methods described above is that main skeleton branches are shortened and short skeleton branches are not removed completely. This may lose important shape information and seriously compromise the structure of the skeletons.

The third drawback is that usually only the local significance of the skeleton points is considered, and the global information of the shape is discarded. However, the same part may represent an important shape feature for one shape while it may represent noise for a different shape. The fourth drawback is that pruning results may be different for different scales as pointed out in [25].

III. EXISTING METHODS.

A. Discrete Curve Evolution (DCE)

Returning to Blum’s definition of the skeleton, every skeleton point is linked to boundary points that are tangential to its maximal circle. These are called generating points. The main idea is to remove all skeleton points whose generating points all lie on the same contour segment. This works for any contour partition in segments, but some partitions yield better results than other.

A) Good partition of the Contour into Segments.

Thus, in our framework, the question of skeleton pruning is reduced to finding a good partition of the contour into segments. We obtain such partitions with the process of Discrete Curve Evolution (DCE) [26], [27], [28], which we briefly introduce as follows.

With respect to contour partition induced by five random points on the boundary in Fig 3.a.a.1. The five points in Fig 3.a.b.1 are selected with DCE.

First, observe that every object boundary in a digital image can be represented without the loss of information as a finite polygon, due to finite image resolution. Let us assume that the vertices of this polygon result from sampling the boundary of the underlying continuous object with some sampling error. There then exists a subset of the sample points that lie on the boundary of the underlying continuous object (modulo some measurement accuracy). The number of such points depends on the standard deviation of the sampling error. The larger the sampling error, the smaller the number of points will lie on the boundary of the continuous object, and subsequently, the less accurately we can recover from the original boundary [31]. The question arises as to how to identify the points that lie on (or very close to) the boundary of the original object or equivalently how to identify the noisy points (that lie far away from the original boundary). The process of DCE is proven experimentally and theoretically to eliminate the noisy points [26], [27],[28]. This process eliminates such points by recursively removing polygon vertices with the smallest shape contribution (which are the most likely to result from noise). As a result of DCE, we obtain a subset of vertices that best represents the shape of a given contour. This subset can also be viewed as a partitioning of the original contour polygon into contour segments defined by consecutive vertices of the simplified polygon.

A hierarchical skeleton structure obtained by the proposed approach is illustrated in Fig. 6, where the (red) bounding
polygons represent the contours simplified by DCE. Because DCE can reduce the boundary noise without displacing the remaining boundary points, the accuracy of the skeleton position is guaranteed. A formal proof of DCE continuity with respect to the Hausdorff distance of polygonal curves is given in [29].

B. Existing method Discrete Skeleton Evolution (DSE)

According to Blum’s definition of the medial axis [1], the skeleton $S$ of a set $D$ is the locus of the centers of maximal disks. A maximal disk of $D$ is a closed disk contained in $D$ that is interiorly tangent to the boundary $\partial D$ and that is not contained in any other disk in $D$. Each maximal disk must be tangent to the boundary in at least two different points. With every skeleton point $s \in S$ we also store the radius $r(s)$ of its maximal disk. By Theorem 8.2 in [30], the skeleton $S$ is a geometric graph, which means that $S$ can be decomposed into a finite number of connected arcs, called skeleton branches, composed of points of degree two, and the branches meet at skeleton joints (or bifurcation points) that are points of degree three or higher.

**Definition 1.** The skeleton point having only one adjacent point is an endpoint (the skeleton endpoint); the skeleton point having more than two adjacent points is a junction point. If a skeleton point is not an endpoint or a junction point, it is called a connection point. (Here we assume the curves of the skeleton is one-pixel wide)

**Definition 2.** A skeleton end branch is part of the skeleton between a skeleton endpoint and the closest junction point. Let $li$ ($i = 1, 2... N$) be the endpoints of a skeleton $S$. For each endpoint $li$, $f(li)$ denotes the nearest junction point. Formally, an end branch $P(li, f(li))$ is the shortest skeleton path between $li$ and $f(li)$.

For example, in Fig. 2, arc from 1 to a is a skeleton end branch: $P(1, f(1)) = P(1,a)$. The arc from a to b is not an end branch; it is a skeleton (inner) branch. Observe that point a is the nearest junction point of two endpoints (1 and 7). Based on Blum’s definition of a skeleton, a skeleton point $s$ must be the center of a maximal disk/ball contained in the shape $D$.
There are two motivations:
1) Removing an end branch will not change the skeleton’s topology; 2) the end branch with low contribution to the reconstruction is removed first. We define the weight $w_i$ for each end branch $P(l_i, f(l_i))$ as:

$$w_i = 1 - \frac{A(R(S - P(l_i, f(l_i))))}{A(R(S))}$$

Where function $A( )$ is the area function. The intuition for skeleton pruning is that an end branch with a small weight $w_i$ has a negligible influence on the reconstruction, since the area of the reconstruction without this branch is nearly the same as the area of the reconstruction with it. Therefore, it can be removed. The proposed skeleton pruning is based on iterative removal of end branches with the smallest weights until the desirable threshold is met.

IV. PROPOSED METHOD DISCRETE SKELETON RECONSTRUCTION (DSR).

A. Main Ideas of the Proposed Approach
Our proposed algorithm first splits the contour into number of contour segments[31], for each contour find the end branches using skeleton pruning algorithm.[32]. For each end branch perform the confirmation test using the proposed merge vertex detection algorithm.

a) Core Skeleton Point (CSP)
For Core Skeleton Point CSP as in [33], check whether it is the seed point and is in the base of the skeleton [16] by finding the Global maximum of the Euclidean distance map for that contour.
If $ED(CSP) \leq$ maximalDT(D) then add this as a base CSP. otherwise move to next CSP.
b) Valance Skeleton Point (VSP)
For Valance Skeleton Point (VSP) as in [33,31] check whether the vertex is on the boundary by finding the Standard Deviation of the Sampling error of the contour position. The larger the sampling error, the smaller the number of boundary points. Hence If $STD(SAMERR(VSP)) < \text{Threshold} (\_\_)$.
c) Stop Condition.
Given a threshold T, we can stop DSR if $D_{av} P_{(n, k)} > T$ for some k. Given a sequence of T values, we can obtain a hierarchical sequence of DSR simplified boundary polygons, which leads to a hierarchical sequence of corresponding skeletons. In general, an adequate stop condition depends on the particular application. A stop condition that is adequate for shape similarity is based on the difference of the DSR simplified contour to the original input contour. When the pruned skeletons are input into a shape similarity measure, this stop condition is recommended.

To summarize, the vertices $V_f$ that are used for contour partitioning induced by DSR are computed as: $V_f = V_s - (V_{concave} UV_l)$, where $V_s$ denotes all the vertices of the simplified polygon P obtained by DSR, $V_{concave}$ denotes all of the concave vertices of $V_s$, and $V_l$ denotes vertices of $V_s$ with low value of the measure $D_r$. Collect all CSP, VSP into the data store and sort them to find out the priority of the vertices. These vsp’s are the computed merging points, that can be used for image processing operations so as to produce new images of shapes that satisfies the skeleton topology. These new images can be used in Engineering drawings, Robotics, Animations and related fields.

B. Methodology.
We present a new algorithm for computing the $p(l_i, f(l_i))$. This is an extended algorithm of skeleton pruning algorithm and skeleton growing algorithm. From the skeleton growing algorithm We find the end branches to be removed. In the proposed algorithm use that end branch and calculate its $l_i$, $f(l_i)$.

a) The Six main tasks of the system are:
1. Pruned skeleton arc extraction.
   - Calculate the end points and junction points for the threshold value.
   - Calculate the number of skeleton paths between the end points.

Fig 4.b.1
We are using the input image of $t=0.0001$ and set of pruned skeleton is selected and a table is constructed as described in the following steps.
2. Assign the Relevance Index Based on Euclidean distance
Assign the highest relevance index to the skeleton path based on Euclidean distance nearer to the Core of the contour partition and lowest relevance index to the skeleton path nearer to the boundary.
3. Relevance index table.
Use a table to store the Relevance indices and the appropriate threshold value.
4. **Sort this relevance indices.**

Sort all the Relevance indeces and select the highest relevance index skeleton arc. For each skeleton arc compute the two end points namely

Valence skeleton point (VSP) and Core skeleton point (CSP).

Original shape with maximum skeleton arcs.

We have a new table with sorted relevance index skeleton arcs so that all the skeleton arcs are pruned and the needed skeleton arcs alone are stored as VSPs and Csps in the DSR Table.

5. **Confirmation test for Valence skeleton point (VSP) and Core skeleton point (CSP).**

The following connector symbol (yellow color) is used to denote the core skeleton point.

Compare The VSP and CSP with the initial image, so that the CSP may be one of its Junction Point Whose Removal may affect the Skeleton Topology. And also the VSP be on the Boundary and whose inclusion supports in the **reduction of boundary deformation.**

6. **Create and confirm the data structure to store VSP AND CSP.**

The new table with the set of VSP and CSP for the Particular Threshold value will definitely support the reconstruction of original image with remarkable output, having reduced boundary deformation.

Computing **CORE SKELETON POINT (CSP)i.e (l)** we extended the skeleton growing algorithm in [16] based on the Euclidean distance map. First, we selected a skeleton seed point as a global maximum of the Euclidean distance map. Then, the remainder of the skeleton points is decided by a growing scheme. In this scheme, the new skeleton points are added using a simple test that examines their eight connected points. During this process, the redundant skeleton branches are eliminated by the DCE.

Computing **VALANCE SKELETON POINT VSP i.e f (l).** Secondly, we extended the skeleton pruning algorithm. The VSP is taken and the standard deviation of the sample error of the particular polygon is calculated.

**b) Merging Vertx Detection Algorithm.**
Every evolutional step, a pair of consecutive line segments $s_1, s_2$ is replaced by a single line segment joining the endpoints of $s_1 \cup s_2$.

The key property of this evolution is the order of the substitution. The substitution is achieved according to a relevance measure $K$ given by:

$$K(s_1, s_2) = \frac{\beta(s_1, s_2)l(s_1)l(s_2)}{l(s_1) + l(s_2)}$$

Where line segments $s_1, s_2$ are the polygon sides incident to a vertex $v$, $\beta(s_1, s_2)$ is the turn angle at the common vertex of segments $s_1, s_2$, $l$ is the length function normalized with respect to the total length of a polygonal curve $C$. The main property of this relevance measurement is [16][18]:

**C. Adding a Skeleton Arc from a Distance Transform**

The main goal of this section is to show that it is not necessary to have a separate postprocessing step in skeleton pruning, as we can grow a pruned skeleton directly from the distance transform. In this section, we work in the discrete domain of 2D digital images, in which the object contour is still represented with polygons. To achieve our goal, we extend the fast skeleton growing algorithm presented by Choi et al. [16]. We briefly review the skeleton growing algorithm in [16].

First, the Euclidean Distance Transform DT of the binary image of a given shape $D$ is computed. Then the point with the maximal value of $DT(D)$ is selected as a seed skeleton point. Finally, the skeleton is grown recursively by adding points that satisfy a certain criterion, which intuitively means that the added points lie on ridges of the $DT(D)$. The grow process is based on examining every eight-connected point of the current skeleton points.

The skeleton continues growing in this way until it reaches an endpoint of a skeleton branch. Next, other skeleton branches starting at other skeleton points are considered. The proposed extension of the Skeleton Pruning Algorithm is very simple. For a Skeleton arc to be added, it must additionally have its CSP point on the base and VSP on the boundary of the same contour segments of a given contour partition.

**V. PERFORMANCE EVALUATION**

The performance of skeleton matching depends directly on the property of shape representation. We show the performance evaluation of the proposed work in four parts: 1. Stability, 2. Analysis and Comparison, 3. The potential in shape similarity, 4. Time complexity.

The DSR Data structure (Table) is very much useful in reconstructing the image (with reduced boundary deformation, which is a major problem in skeleton topology). This Table can be used as a back support and the VSPs and CSPs are first used to reconstruct the shape of an output image. The input image and the DSR table together will give you a new way of reconstructing the
Here in the input of the existing system, there are so many skeleton arcs which consume a lot of storage space and it reduces the speed. Also the output image does not guarantee the exact matching of the input image, due to boundary deformation. But our proposed system with the DSR table comparatively less storage and produces output image with reduces boundary deformation guaranteeing the 100% matching of the input image. Also the same technique can be used for different set of threshold values and revised DSR table can be used as a database for shape reconstruction with minimal boundary deformation.

VI. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE SCOPE.
Skeletons are useful in the area of handwritten and printed characters, Fingerprint patterns, Chromosomes & biological cell structures, Circuit diagrams, engineering drawings. Our proposed method with DSR table having CSP, VSP values produces output images with minimal boundary deformation guaranteeing the 100% matching of the input image. Also the VSP can be used for merging between two different shapes hereby generating new shapes (objects) satisfying all the skeleton properties. This VSP will surely form a new platform for engineers to design an innovative machines like robots for scientific developments. Thus our aim of identifying the merging points in an image using skeletons can be achieved.
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Abstract— In this paper we present a new word separation algorithm for Real Time Speech i.e., Continuous Bangla Speech Recognition (CBSR). Prosody has great impact on Bangla speech and the algorithm is developed by considering prosodic feature with energy. Task of this algorithm is to separate Bangla speech into words. At first continuous Bangla speech are fed into the system and the word separation algorithm separate speech into isolate words. Performance of the proposed algorithm is compared to the existing algorithms and result shows that 98% word boundaries are correctly detect.
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I. INTRODUCTION

The advent of Graphical User Interface (GUI) and others, gap between the human and computer is reduced and so Human-Computer Interaction (HCI) has gained importance in the age of information technology. Mouse, Keyboard, Touch Screen, Pens are serve to make HCI easy but uses of these devices is in hand. Speech is the primary mode of communication among human being and people expect to exchange natural dialect with computer due to recent development of speech technology. So in future, more development will happen in the field of speech in HCI.

Speech recognition is the process of extracting necessary information from input speech signal to make correct decision Speech recognition can be classified as speaker dependent or independent, isolated or Continuous/Real time and can be for large vocabulary or small vocabulary. An isolated speech recognition system requires that a speaker offer clear signature between words whereas continuous speech consists of continuous utterance which represents our natural speech. Isolated speech recognition is much easier than continuous speech recognition because start and end point determination of a word is easier because of clear pause or silence.

Existing word separation algorithm was employed to separate words from continuous Bangla speech by comparing noise’s energy and zero crossing rates to speech. We implement the existing algorithm and performance is shown below. In Figure 1 at first section input speech ‘Artho Anorther Mul’ is shown and in second section speech is segmented using existing algorithm. This shows that ‘Artho’ (‘Ar,tho) and Anorther (Anor, ther) is not separated correctly.

II. RELATED WORKS

Although 8% of total population of the word speaks in Bangla, works on Bangla speech recognition is not satisfactory [1]. By using Reflector coefficient, autocorrelations as speech feature and Euclidian distance for taking decision, recognition of vowel [2] was done with 80% efficiency. 66% recognition accuracy was obtained for Bengali phoneme recognition [3] where rms value used as feature and ANN as classifier. In [4] experiment was carried out for a database consisting of 30 different Bangla words. A word separation algorithm had been developed for Continuous speech Recognition [5] by comparing noise energy and zero crossing with speech and for 13 words. Among them 1 word is not separated and it requires huge memory, training time.

Crucial point is that continuous speech does not offer any clear signature like pause, silence between words. In CSR word boundary detection is important otherwise task of speech recognizer is more complicated. Because a new word may begin at any time and require huge search space [6]. But if words can be correctly detected than strategy of isolated speech recognition can be applied for continuous speech recognition.

In this paper we investigate problems of existing algorithms and propose a new method for word detection in real time Bangla speech by using prosodic feature. Result shows that not all prosodic parameters convey useful information for word separation and success rate is increased by 6% compare to other algorithms [5].
III. OUR APPROACH

Bangla is a bound stress language unlike English [6, 9]. It gives prominence on word that is high on initial word and become low at end of the sentences. So, our idea is if this prominence can be detected then words can be separated. To achieve this following methodology is set out:
1. Speech pattern is detected by comparing speech’s energy to noise energy.
2. Stress consists of pitch, intensity, duration [7]. Pitch means dominant frequency, intensity means power and duration means time duration. To find fundamental frequency of speech autocorrelation methods is used.
3. By using above stress information a Word Separation algorithm is developed.

IV. DETAILS OF EXPERIMENT

Conversion of analog speech signal into digital is the first step of speech signal processing. For this reason speech signal is digitized with sampling frequency 11025Hz and sampling size is 16 bit per sample. Human speech production is dynamic and nonstationary. But within a short period of time (20-40ms) its behavior is quasi stationary. Speech is framed of 40 ms length with 20ms overlapping. Then windowing is performed to remove unnatural discontinuities in the speech signal. Hamming window is used in this experiment. Speech is easily affected by noise. Noise removal of speech is the most challenging because noise nature is random. For this reason energy from first 100ms speech data considered as noise energy and then threshold value ($E_{\text{noise}}$) is set. Now energy for other speech frame, $E_{\text{st}}$ is calculated according to the following formula.

$$E_{sn} = \sum_{m=1}^{N} E_{sm}^2$$

Here, $E_{sn}$ is the energy of nth frame; $Sm$ is speech data and $N$ is total number of samples in nth frame. Now if $E_{sn}$ of speech frame is greater than noise energy threshold then speech frame exist and next it consider for stress analysis so consecutive frames are tagged as candidate word. Other frames are considered as noise frame hence discard.

A. Stress information:

Stress consists of pitch, intensity and duration. Intensity can be derived by using

$$p = \sum_{i=1}^{k} |s(i)|$$  \hspace{1cm} (1)

Duration is simple time duration of candidate word. Pitch is the most useful information for word separation of Bangla speech. But the general problem of fundamental frequency or pitch estimation is to take a portion of signal and to find dominant frequency of repetition [12]. Because fundamental frequency of the periodic signal may be changing over the time and not all signals are periodic. Signals that are periodic with interval T are also periodic with interval 2T, 3T etc, so we need to find the smallest periodic interval or highest fundamental frequency.

Different methods have been used for pitch detection like Zero Crossing, LPC based, Autocorrelation, Cepstrum, Harmonic structure etc [11]. Out of them autocorrelation methods is still one of the most robust and reliable pitch detectors. The autocorrelation computation is made directly on the waveform and fairly straight forward [10]. Autocorrelation function finds the similarity between the signal and shifted version of itself.

$$y(n) = \sum_{m=1}^{N} s(m)s(m-\alpha)$$  \hspace{1cm} (2)

This finds peaks in fundamental frequency and multiple of fundamental frequencies if the speech signal is harmonic. Actually as the shift value $\alpha$ begins to reach the fundamental period of the signal, the autocorrelation between the shifted
signal and original signal begin to increase and rapidly approaches to peak at the fundamental period. But length of frame is important for autocorrelation [10]. So we have to select frame size as long enough to contain at least one period and detect peak clearly. Hence we use short time autocorrelation function with frame size 40ms which exactly matched to our speech frame length. In Figure 3 resultant value of autocorrelation and frequency that derived by autocorrelation is shown.

![Autocorrelation and Pitch](image)

Fundamental frequency of male voice is 85-155Hz and female voice is 165-255 Hz. So we estimate fundamental frequency in between 60-300Hz. By using this pitch information we merge candidate words into one word. If pitch information of consecutive candidate words are high within certain gap then those candidate word form a single word. For example, Pitch information of ‘Ar’ and ‘tho’ is 170,221 so candidate word ‘tho’ is merged with ‘Ar’ and formed ‘Artho’. Again Pitch information of ‘Ano’ ‘ther’ is 163,230 so formed one word as ‘Another’.

V. RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS

Speech signal are recorded in room environment using microphone. Sampling frequency of 11025Hz and sampling size bits per sample and mono channel is set. Total 400 sentences are uttered by speaker. Last 200 sentences are the repetition of first 200 sentences but word position is varied. For example in first 200, if a sentence forms like this ‘Amader deshe onek nodi’ then in second 200(201-400), it forms like ‘Onek nodi amader deshe’. This is done to verify that our algorithm is error prone to specific position of word or not. So, total 400 sentences form our database. After separation of words from speech each word is saved in a wave file to take decisions. Word Separation of several speeches is shown using existing algorithm and proposed algorithm in Table 1.

Experimental result shows that our proposed algorithm that uses stress information with energy performs excellent compare to existing algorithm. Other stress information like intensity and duration does not contain useful information for word separation of Bangla speech. 798 words of total 2293 words from 400 sentences are not separated by existing algorithm and the number is 64 in our new algorithm. Success rate is 97% which is 6% better than existing algorithms [5] and also the rate is higher than the previous rate of 81% reported in [6].

VI. CONCLUSIONS:

English is said to ‘stress-timed’, as opposed Bangla is said to be bound stress. Prosodic behavior is vary from Language to Language (English [7], Hungarian, Finnish [8], Bengali [6, 9] etc). Stress in Bangla is high at initially and become low at the end of speech. We try to correlating this stress information with word. Result shows that energy and pitch information is important parameter for word separation. We use energy, zero crossing rate and pitch to separate words and get same results. Further study can be carried out for large database. Extracting Bangla phoneme from continuous bangla speech can also be challenging task.
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A Survey on User Interface Defect Detection in Object Oriented Design

VIJAYAKUMAR ELANG OVAN

Abstract- The interruptions and errors are frequent occurrence for the user having obscurity with a user interface. These delays and errors can result in brutal problems, predominantly for the real time and mission-critical applications in which the speed and accuracy are of the fundamental nature of the software. The difficulty of the users is often occurred by interface-design defects that may confuse or mislead the users. The current methodologies for separating such kind of defects are highly time consuming and very expensive this is so as they require human analysts to identify the defects manually where the users experience the difficulty. These methods only then can analysis and mend of the defects take place to the user. The tribulations of the complex human-machine interactions remain a challenge that is becoming very serious and the resources to get enhancement in their dependability and security needs to be identified and integrated. Ambiguous labels on interface controls, incomprehensible instructions, confusing icons, and inadequate system-status feedback are some examples. These are the reasons for causing delays and errors in user’s improvement in the direction of target achievement.

I. INTRODUCTION

The most frequently used Object-Oriented models, may possibly be affected by a variety of defects introduced simply due to misunderstanding of modeled reality and incorrect assumptions. The defects must be recognized and corrected as early as possible, rather before the model is used as the base for the later representations of the system. Improved study methods and efficient tool support are required to assure the effectiveness of the defect detection process.

The user interface is a vital part of most software so the quality of its progress is of decisive importance. The criteria of a software quality with the user interface have usability. The user estimates the application program based on its user interface flexibility [1, 2, 3]. Estimating the usability is an exclusive task in terms of time and labor which would cost high [18]. This is the main problem is usually resolved by gradually rising the number of testers or by automation of the process. The main task of this component is to detect defects of usability in a user interface based on its model and to give advice on their elimination.

Quality of Object-Oriented designs is put down by design defects resulting from poor design. Consequently, there is a chance for perfection is required. On the other hand, design defects are not accurately specified and there available, a small number of apt techniques allocate their detection and correction. This research focuses the problem with user interface defects in object oriented software metrics which has influence on the quality of the software, creating a metrics tool based on object oriented software. These metrics are proposed to add more quality in refining any object oriented software during the different stages.

II. DEFECTS IN OBJECT-ORIENTED DESIGN

1) Design defects
Design defects and design patterns are identical used and studied in the business and education [8]. Excellent solutions are given by design patterns to persistent problems in object-oriented design. Design defects cause fault in the software design due to the absence or the misuse of design patterns. Thus, Gu eheneuc et al. define design defects as distorted forms of design patterns, i.e., micro-architectures alike but not equivalent to those proposed by design patterns [12].

2) Code smells
Code smells means the code level warning sign or problem. Beck and Fowler describe code smells as “certain structures in code that suggest the possibility of refactoring” [9]. Some examples are duplicated code, long method, large class, long parameter list, data class. Possible presence of an anti-pattern and of a design defect can be recommended by the presence of code smells. Code smells are usually linked to the inner workings of classes where as design defects comprise the relationships among classes which are much situated on a micro-architectural level. So code smells can be called as intra-class defects and design defects as inter-class defects.

III. USER DIFFICULTY

The user difficulty is abstractly, an internal cognitive state in which the capacity to achieve a goal is impaired. Since the user difficulty is not openly observable from a usability test data, it must be contingent from the events that are directly observable in data, such as audio, video and think-aloud and other audio recordings.

1) Criterions for User difficulty
There are many reasons for the difficulties occurred when the user interfaces with a product [24]. The major criteria are the following:
**Statements of Users:** This occurs when a user tries to communicate or understand exceptions like makes a statement or asks a question indicating confusion, frustration, uncertainty, lack of knowledge, or indecision.

**Inactivity of the user:** This occurs as the user is not active with both the mouse and keyboard and does not react for a long time that genuinely indicating confusion in the data used in this study of the user.

**Toggling:** These are occurred when the user toggles an interface control, such as a checkbox, or a dialog box which confuses the user through one or more full cycles of its various states, without any intervening actions. These toggling generally indicate that a user is confused about what the control does or about how to operate it.

**Help:** This occurs when a user consults an online Help file or the help documentation in the product or moves to the service centre for the help about the product. Though, the difficulty is measured to have started at a period earlier to consulting Help. The statement is that users happen to get confused in the stage before consulting some sort of Help, so the hit it off that brings up the Help window would be too late to be measured as the onset of the period of difficulty.

**Accuracy:** It is measured in terms of hit ratio and false alarm ratio proportion. The Hit rate is the percentage of all periods of genuine user difficulty that the detector detects, while false alarm ration is the percentage of the rate of events for which the detector incorrectly indicates user difficulty when none was present.

### IV. USER INTERFACE DEFECTS IN OBJECT ORIENTED DESIGN

**User Interface Defect**

The User Interface detection is the set of methods where an evaluator inspects a user interface. This is in usability of the interface evaluated by testing it on real users. The usability interfaces can be used in the development process by evaluating or specifications for the user interface [6]. User Interface detection methods are generally considered to be cheaper to implement than testing on users.

User Interface (UI) is intended into an information device with which a person can interact together with display screen, keyboard, mouse, illuminated characters, help messages, interaction of website and its response.

The User Interface detection method includes the Cognitive walkthrough, Heuristic evaluation and Pluralistic walkthrough [19, 20]. The User Interface is full of means by which the users interact with the system a particular machine, device, computer program or other complex tool. The user interface provides means of input, to manipulate a system and the output, to indicate the effects of the manipulation of the user. The user interface can perhaps includes the total ease of the users which may include the aesthetic appearance of the device, response time, and the content that is presented to the user within the context of the user interface.

**Major reasons for the defects**

There are several defects that occur in user interface for any product in object oriented methodology. Some of the major causes are:

1) **Omission**
   The necessary information about the system has been omitted or not clearly given from the software artifact.

2) **Incorrect Fact**
   Some of the information in the software artifact contradicts with the information in the requirements document or the general domain knowledge for the usage of the software.

3) **Inconsistency**
   The information within one part of the software artifact is inconsistent with other information in the software artifact and such types of user design could also lead to defect.

4) **Ambiguity**
   The information within the software artifact is ambiguous. That is any of a number of interpretations may be derived that should not be the prerogative of the developer doing the implementation.

5) **Extraneous Information**
   Information is provided that is not needed or used can also confuse the user and lead to defects.

**Rectification Methodology for User Interface Defects**

User interface [5] defect in Object-Oriented Design is a high visibility defect and simple to rectify. The procedure follows as below,

- Defect should be reproduced
- Defect screen shots are captured
- Document correct inputs that are used to obtain the defect in the defect report

First of all computer hard ware configuration should be checked whether it is the same as that of the developer’s system configuration and also make sure that the system’s graphic drivers are installed appropriately. If the problem is found in the graphic drivers, the user interface error will occur [12]. So first check if it is correct from user’s side then report the defect by following the above method.

**V. USER INTERFACE TESTING**

The testing of the user interface (UI) is to ensure that it follows accepted UI standards and meets the requirements defined for it. UI Testing can be classified into four stages – Low level, Application, Integration, Non-functional.

- **Low Level Testing:** The low level consists of the Navigation and checklist testing
- **Application Testing:** The Application testing consists of Equivalence Partitioning, Boundary Values, Decision Tables and State Transition Testing.
The non functional interface defects the most common ontology models in application program and a model of a dialog scenario. A functional interface design, and code model. Based on this specifications are process relating a sequence of well defined inspection steps and test plan. Software inspection approach is a pre-requirements specification, user interface testing refers a group meeting carried out to accepted as an effectual technique for defect detection. A identified software quality techniques is the software inspection. The functional testing of the user interface fault for any additional features that extend the productivity of automated testing, Regression testing, Unit testing, and how it replies these responses to the displays the screen. This normally includes all responses including how the application handles the input from the keyboard and mouse and how it replies these responses to the displays the screen. The functional testing is frequently done by human testers and how it replies these responses to the displays the screen. This normally includes all responses including how the application handles the input from the keyboard and mouse and how it replies these responses to the displays the screen. The functional testing is frequently done by human testers but this is now made a lot efficient and more reliable by usage of automated testing tools which offers many other additional features that extend the productivity of automated functional testing of the user interface defect for any product.

VI. TECHNIQUES USED FOR DETECTION

There are various methodologies and techniques used for the detection of user interface defects the most common methodologies and techniques and their specifications are discussed below.

1) Software Inspection Technique

G. Cockton et al., discussed the one of the most well identified software quality techniques is the software inspection. Software inspection is currently far and wide accepted as an effectual technique for defect detection. A software inspection refers a group meeting carried out to expose defects in software products, occur during requirements specification, user interface design, and code and test plan. Software inspection approach is a pre-planned process relating a sequence of well defined inspection steps and roles, formal collection of process and product data and a checklist to aid error detection. Software inspections are conducted in business because of their effective way to expose defects. Rate of defect detection for an inspection differs on the basis of the product type being inspected and also based on the particular inspection used [3].

2) Checklist-based and Perspective-based reading Techniques

Giedre Sabaliauskaite et al., projected that Checklist-based reading (CBR) and Perspective-based reading (PER), are the two reading techniques most commonly used. The result was that both techniques are alike in order to detect defect effectively through individual inspection in inspection meetings. Considering the effectiveness of inspection meetings, we found out that the teams that used CBR technique exhibited significantly smaller meeting gains (number of new defect first found during team meeting) than meeting losses (number of defects first identified by an individual but never included into defect list by a team); meanwhile the meeting gains were similar to meeting losses of the teams that used PER technique [22]. Consequently, CBR 3-person team meetings turned out to be less beneficial than PER 3-person team meetings.

3) Ontology Models

Gribova V et al., has described the principal necessities to a system of automated detection of usability defects are expandability of the system, informing the developer about defects, and giving advice on its elimination of these defects. The chief initiative of this conception is to form an interface model using ontology models which portray features of every component of the model. Based on this high-level specification the code is generated for the user interface. The main components of the interface model are a domain model, a presentation model, a model of linking to an application program and a model of a dialog scenario. All the component of the interface model is formed by a structural or graphical editor managed by a domain-independent ontology model [17].

The principal requirements to a system of automated detection of usability defects are expandability of the system, informing the developer about defects, and giving advice on its elimination. The author has described a conception of user interface development based on ontologies in [2]. The main idea of this conception is to form an interface model using universal ontology models which describe features of every component of the model and then, based on this high-level specification, generate a code of the user interface. Components of the interface model are a domain model, a presentation model, a model of linking to an application program and a model of a dialog scenario. Every component of the interface model is formed by a structural or graphical editor managed by a domain-independent ontology model.
4) **Metristation Technique**

Metristation is a new transferable user-interface evaluation system as discussed by Ivory M.Y. et al., [16] that runs on an IBM-compatible desktop or notebooks and computer. Metristation monitors user interactions and their usage, automatically capturing detailed data about user-system behavior including keystrokes, mouse clicks, mouse movements, video display context, user speech observer speech and critical incidents. This is used for automatic location of potential user-interface defects. The data can be analyzed and presented in as much as three orders of magnitude less time than is conventionally possible; the uniformity of the data and analysis provide increased repeatability and accuracy over traditional evaluation methods.

The user interface dependability can only be achieved if the interface defects are detected, diagnosed, and recovered from. Nevertheless, merely detecting user-interface defects has confirmed to be a very difficult problem. A variety of techniques, including inspection-based methods user modeling user opinion surveys, field observation of users at work, and laboratory user testing have been studied by researchers and used in practice. However, all of these methods have significant weaknesses, including both failure to detect defects and classification of non-problematic aspects of interfaces as defects [14]. Of all available methods, observation-based techniques, i.e., field observation and laboratory user testing, are generally accepted as the best for acquiring valid results.

5) **Hesitation Analysis Technique**

R.W. Maxion et al., had proposed Hesitation detection refers automatically detect the instances of user difficulty. Thus the instances of user difficulty is defined as an instance in which a user’s ability to achieve a goal is impaired. Although such hesitations can occur for many reasons, they often indicate user difficulty. Hesitation detection accuracy can be characterized by two measures: the percentage of all user difficulties that it detects and by the percentage of benevolent events that it mistakenly classifies as difficulties assuming it has the ability to detect instances of user difficulty accurately [15]. Hesitation detection provides several momentous enhancements to observation by a human usability analyst alone. They are:

- It is cheap since hesitation detection is automated, it can save human-analyst time. It also provides better coverage much more data can be searched for instances of user difficulty [13]. It is insurmountable to human error; it does not miss instances of user difficulty due to limited attention.

The hesitation analysis does not detect the user interface defects directly it detects periods of user complexity that are the likely effect of interface defects. After the hesitation-detector output has been obtained, a usability analyst must examine other sources of data, usually video and audio of user sessions, to determine which hesitations really indicate difficulty, as well as which particular defects caused each period of difficulty.

This methodology can be applied to both field and lab-based user studies to save time that a usability analyst would otherwise have spent combing the data for trouble spots. The results show that hesitations are an effective means for detecting instances of user difficulty, and that hesitation detection promises to make usability studies less expensive and more comprehensive. For example, up to 96% of an analyst’s wasted time can be saved by using hesitation detection, while still detecting 81% of all defects manifested in usability data.

6) **Orthogonal Defect Classification Technique**

Gribova V et al., had described the methodology that automates static analysis that is effective at identifying and checking faults in user interface design. The majority of the defects found by automated static analysis appear to be produced by a few key types of programmer errors. Some of these types have the potential to cause security vulnerabilities. Statistical analysis results indicate the number of automated static analysis faults can be effective for identifying problem modules. Static analysis tools are complementary to other fault-detection techniques for the economic production of a high-quality software product.

7) **Refactoring Detection Technique**

According to Filip Van Rysselberge, Refactoring, this technique is the process of altering a software system in a way such that it does not change the external behavior of the code however improves its internal structure. It is a regimented way to clean up code that minimizes the chances of introducing bugs or errors. In concentrate when refactor the design of the code is improved after it has been written. While refactoring, the balance of work changes. The design, rather than occurring all up front, occurs continuously during development. The resulting interaction leads to a program with a design that stays good as development continues.

- **OptimalAdvisor**: The tool enables the developers to refactor their code automatically in the code analysis. Optimal Advisor supports class, package rename, move, remove unused import, and the dependency inversion refactoring.
- **IBM Structural Analysis for Java** does not refactor the code automatically but gives a exhaustive map of dependencies for assistance in refactoring.
- **The Refactory Browser** supports also like Optimal Advisor for class, variable and method insert, move, and remove refactoring [14].

The present survey relates to defect detection or the observation method that detects fine defects in the course of defect inspection and observation, does not detect locations not constituting defects, or classifies a defect candidate as a
grain phenomenon or other phenomenon that does not affect a product. In one embodiment, a method for inspecting defects of a product having a plurality of product units formed repetitively at different locations comprises obtaining an image of the product units on the product having an appearance to be observed [10]. detecting regions of the image each having an appearance which differs from an expected appearance by greater than a preset threshold; calculating feature amounts for the detected regions; classifying the detected regions into groups of defect candidates; forming an aggregate of the feature amounts of the detected regions in the different product units, for each of the groups of defect candidates; and determining for each product unit attributes for the detected regions by comparing the feature amounts of the detected regions belonging to each group of defect candidates with a distribution of the aggregate of the feature amounts for the group of defect candidates.

8) Reading Techniques
Victor R. Basili et al., proposed reading is a key technical activity for analyzing and constructing software artifacts. It is critical for reviews, maintenance, and reuse. It is a concrete set of instructions given to the reader saying how to read and how to look for in a software product and the individual analysis of a software artifact. Specifically to achieve the understanding needed for a particular task e.g., defect detection, reuse, maintenance [21].

“Software reading techniques” try to enhance the efficiency of inspections by giving procedural rule that has to be followed by individual commentators to read a software artifact which has been given and spot defects [4]. There is experiential proof that software reading technique is a hopeful technique to increase the efficacy of inspections on special sorts of software artifacts, not with some degree of source code.

VII. OBJECT-ORIENTED SPECIFIC METRICS
Many different metrics have been proposed for object-oriented systems. The selected object-oriented metrics are primarily applied to the concepts of classes, coupling, and inheritance [11]. In some cases, the counting method for a metric is determined by the software analysis package being used to collect the metrics [7 and 2].

1) Weighted Methods per Class
The WMC is the count of the methods implemented within a class. The second measurement is difficult to implement since not all methods are accessible within the class hierarchy due to inheritance. The number of methods and the complexity of the methods involved is a predictor of how much time and effort is required to develop and maintain the class. The larger the number of methods in a class, the greater the potential impact on children since children inherit all of the methods defined in a class.

2) Response for a Class
The RFC is the set of all methods that can be invoked in response to a message to an object of the class or by some method in the class. This includes all methods accessible within the class hierarchy. This metric looks at the combination of the complexity of a class through the number of methods and the amount of communication with other classes. The larger the number of methods that can be invoked from a class through messages, the greater the complexity of the class.

3) Cohesion
Cohesion is the degree to which methods within a class are related to one another and work together to provide well-bounded behavior. Effective object-oriented designs maximize cohesion since it promotes encapsulation. The third class metrics investigates cohesion.

4) Lack of Cohesion of Methods
LCOM measures the degree of similarity of methods by data input variables or attributes structural properties of classes. Any measure of separateness of methods helps identify flaws in the design of classes.

5) Coupling between Object Classes
CBO is a count of the number of other classes to which a class is coupled. It is measured by counting the number of distinct non-inheritance related class hierarchies on which a class depends. Excessive coupling is detrimental to modular design and prevents reuse. The more independent a class is, the easier it is reuse in another application. The larger the number of couples, the higher the sensitivity to changes in other parts of the design and therefore maintenance is more difficult.

6) Inheritance
Inheritance is a type of relationship among classes that enables programmers to reuse previously defined objects including variables and operators. Inheritance decreases complexity by reducing the number of operations and operators, but this abstraction of objects can make maintenance and design difficult. The two metrics used to measure the amount of inheritance are the depth and breadth of the inheritance hierarchy.

7) Depth of Inheritance
Tree The depth of a class within the inheritance hierarchy is the maximum length from the class node to the root of the tree and is measured by the number of ancestor classes. The deeper a class is within the hierarchy, the greater the number methods it is likely to inherit making it more complex to predict its behavior. Deeper trees constitute greater design complexity, since more methods and classes are involved, but the greater the potential for reuse of inherited methods.

8) Number of Children
The number of children is the number of immediate subclasses subordinate to a class in the hierarchy. It is an indicator of the potential influence a class can have on the
design and on the system. The greater the number of children, the greater the likelihood of improper abstraction of the parent and may be a case of misuse of sub classing. For each metric, threshold values can be adopted, depending on the applicable quality attributes and the application objectives. That is, acceptable ranges for each metric will have to developed, based on the effect of the metric on user design.

VIII. Future Work

The aim of our survey is to formalize defects of the user interface design including anti patterns and design defects for their detection and correction in object-oriented architectures and techniques to correct them. The techniques of detection and correction shall be generic. To detect automatically sad defects based on their formalization and to propose corrections with explanations to maintainers will be the future challenge to do it exactly as expected. Future work will be to define criteria for the metrics. In Hesitation method, the file-permissions domain shares individuality with many common task domains, like system configuration, data and image manipulation, so the consequences obtained are expected to generalize at least the common domains. Future work will test the method in these and other task domains, such as typing-intensive and long-duration tasks.

IX. Conclusion

This survey focuses the problem with user interface defects in object oriented software metrics which has influence on the quality of the software, creating a metrics tool based on object oriented software. These metrics are proposed to add more quality in refining any object oriented software during the different stages. The basic idea of the approach is to add a system of automated detection of usability defects to the tool for user interface development operated by a knowledge base of interface defects. In this survey all the common methodologies and techniques of automated detection of usability defects for user interface development is been discussed. The main task of all the system discussed is to detect defects in a user interface model within the design phase and to give advice to the developer on their elimination.
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Abstract- Object oriented design is becoming more popular in software development environment and object oriented design metrics is an essential part of software environment. This study focus on a set of object oriented metrics that can be used to measure the quality of an object oriented design. The metrics for object oriented design focus on measurements that are applied to the class and design characteristics. These measurements permit designers to access the software early in process, making changes that will reduce complexity and improve the continuing capability of the design. This report summarizes the existing metrics, which will guide the designers to support their design. We have categorized metrics and discussed in such a way that novice designers can apply metrics in their design as needed.

I. INTRODUCTION

Numerous software metrics related to software quality assurance have been proposed in the past and are still being proposed. Several books presenting such metrics exist, such as Fenton’s [25], Sheppard’s [26] and others. Although most of these metrics are applicable to all programming languages, some metrics apply to a specific set of programming languages. Among metrics of this kind, are those that have been proposed for object–oriented programming languages.

II. CK METRICS MODEL:

Chidamber and Kemerer define the so called CK metric suite [13]. CK metrics have generated a significant amount of interest and are currently the ost well known suite of measurements for OO software [17]. Chidamber and Kemerer proposed six metrics; the following discussion shows their metrics.

Weighted Method per Class (WMC)

WMC measures the complexity of a class. Complexity of a class can for example be calculated by the cyclomatic
The complexities of its methods. High value of WMC indicates the class is more complex than that of low values.

**Depth of Inheritance Tree (DIT)**
DIT metric is the length of the maximum path from the node to the root of the tree. So this metric calculates how far down a class is declared in the inheritance hierarchy. The following figure shows the value of DIT for a simple class hierarchy. DIT represents the complexity of the behaviour of a class, the complexity of design of a class and potential reuse.

[Diagram showing DIT for a simple class hierarchy]

Thus it can be hard to understand a system with many inheritance layers. On the other hand, a large DIT value indicates that many methods might be reused.

**Number of Children (NOC)**
This metric measures how many sub-classes are going to inherit the methods of the parent class. As shown in above figure, class C1 has three children, subclasses C11, C12, and C13. The size of NOC approximately indicates the level of reuse in an application. If NOC grows it means reuse increases. On the other hand, as NOC increases, the amount of testing will also increase because more children in a class indicate more responsibility. So, NOC represents the effort required to test the class and reuse.

**Coupling between objects (CBO)**
The idea of this metrics is that an object is coupled to another object if two object act upon each other. A class is coupled with another if the methods of one class use the methods or attributes of the other class. An increase of CBO indicates the reusability of a class will decrease. Thus, the CBO values for each class should be kept as low as possible.

**Response for a Class (RFC)**
RFC is the number of methods that can be invoked in response to a message in a class. Pressman [20] States, since RFC increases, the effort required for testing also increases because the test sequence grows. If RFC increases, the overall design complexity of the class increases and becomes hard to understand. On the other hand lower values indicate greater polymorphism. The value of RFC can be from 0 to 50 for a class, some cases the higher value can be 100- it depends on project to project.

**Lack of Cohesion in Methods (LCOM)**
This metric uses the notion of degree of similarity of methods. LCOM measures the amount of cohesiveness present, how well a system has been designed and how complex a class is [23]. LCOM is a count of the number of method pairs whose similarity is zero, minus the count of method pairs whose similarity is not zero. Raymond [24] discussed for example, a class C with 3 methods M1, M2, and M3. Let I1= {a, b, c, d, e}, I2= {a, b, e}, and I3= {x, y, z}, where I1 is the set of instance variables used by method M1. So two disjoint set can be found: I1 Ç I2 (= {a, b, e}) and I3. Here, one pair of methods who share at least one instance variable (I1 and I2). So LCOM = 2-1 =1. [13] States “Most of the methods defined on a class should be using most of the data members most of the time”. If LCOM is high, methods may be coupled to one another via attributes and then class design will be complex. So, designers should keep cohesion high, that is, keep LCOM low.

### III. MOOD METRICS MODEL - (METRICS FOR OBJECT ORIENTED DESIGN)

The MOOD metrics set refers to a basic structural mechanism of the OO paradigm as encapsulation (MHF and AHF), inheritance (MIF and AIF), polymorphisms (PF), message-passing (CF) and are expressed as quotients. The set includes the following metrics:

**Method Hiding Factor (MHF)**
MHF is defined as the ratio of the sum of the invisibilities of all methods defined in all classes to the total number of methods defined in the system under consideration. The invisibility of a method is the percentage of the total classes from which this method is not visible.

**Attribute Hiding Factor (AHF)**
AHF is defined as the ratio of the sum of the invisibilities of all attributes defined in all classes to the total number of attributes defined in the system under consideration.

**Method Inheritance Factor (MIF)**
MIF is defined as the ratio of the sum of the inherited methods in all classes of the system under consideration to the total number of available methods (locally defined plus inherited) for all classes.

**Attribute Inheritance Factor (AIF)**
AIF is defined as the ratio of the sum of inherited attributes in all classes of the system under consideration to the total number of available attributes (locally defined plus inherited) for all classes.

**Polymorphism Factor (PF)**

PF is defined as the ratio of the actual number of possible different polymorphic situation for class Ci to the maximum number of possible distinct polymorphic situations for class Ci.

**Coupling Factor (CF)**

CF is defined as the ratio of the maximum possible number of couplings in the system to the actual number of couplings not imputable to inheritance.

IV. **MOOSE (METRICS FOR OBJECT-ORIENTED SOFTWARE ENGINEERING)**

When Chidamber and Kemmerer Introduced the MOOSE (Metrics for Object-Oriented Software Engineering) metrics suite [1], also known as C.K. metrics suite, they inaugurated a plethora of Object-Oriented design metrics suits. Since 1994, many other OOD metrics suites [16, 20, 9, and 5] were presented; most of them are built upon the original C.K. metrics suite.

The C.K. metrics suite consists of six metrics that assess different characteristics of the OOD:

- **The Weighted Method per Class (WMC)** assesses complexity of a class through aggregating a complexity measure of its methods. Chidamber and Kemmerer did not state, deliberately, a complexity measure to use, leaving the matter as an implementation detail.
- **The Depth of Inheritance Tree (DIT)** assesses how deep, in a class hierarchy, a class is. This metric assesses the potential of reuse of a class and its probable ease of maintenance. A class with small DIT has much potential for reuse. (i.e. it tends to be a general abstract class).
- **The Number of Children (NOC)** is a simple measure of the number of classes associated with a given class using an inheritance relationship. It could be used to assess the potential influence a class has on the overall design. “God” classes [24] (i.e. classes with many children) are considered a bad design habit that occurs frequently. NOC helps detecting such classes.
- **The Response for a Class (RFC)** is defined as a count of the set of methods that can be potentially executed in response to a message received by an instance of the class.
- **The Lack of Cohesion in Methods (LCOM)** is the difference between the number of methods whose similarity is zero and the number of methods whose similarity is not zero. LCOM can judge cohesiveness among class methods. Low LCOM indicates high cohesiveness, and vice versa.

V. **QMOOD (QUALITY MODEL FOR OBJECT-ORIENTED DESIGN)**

The QMOOD (Quality Model for Object-Oriented Design) is a comprehensive quality model that establishes a clearly defined and empirically validated model to assess OOD quality attributes such as understandability and reusability, and relates it through mathematical formulas, with structural OOD properties such as encapsulation and coupling. The QMOOD model consists of six equations that establish relationship between six OOD quality attributes (reusability, flexibility, understandability, functionality, extendibility, and effectiveness) and eleven design properties.

All these are measurable directly from class diagrams, and applicable to UML class diagrams.

VI. **OTHER OOD METRICS**

Chen et al.[9] proposed metrics are 1.CCM (Class Coupling Metric), 2.OXM (Operating Complexity Metric), 3.OACM (Operating Argument Complexity Metric), 4.AC (Attribute Complexity Metric), 5.OCM (Operating Coupling Metric), 6.CM (Cohesion Metric), 7.CHM (Class Hierarchy of Method) and 8.RM (Reuse Metric). Metrics 1 through 3 are subjective in nature; metrics 4 through 7 involve counts of features; and metric 8 is a Boolean (0 or 1) indicator metric.

Since terminology varies among object oriented programming languages, the authors consider the basic components of the paradigm as objects, classes, attributes, inheritance, method, and message passing. They propose that each object oriented basic concept implies a programming behaviour. They assembled metrics are: Data Abstraction Coupling (DAC), Number of methods (NOM), Message Passing Coupling (MPC), and Number of semicolons per class (Size1), Number of methods per attributes (Size2). There is no individual breakdown of which of these metrics is significant in the prediction [3].

VII. **FUTURE WORKS**

I’ve surveyed metrics for software model complexity which is a combination of some of the metrics mentioned above with a new approach. With these metrics we can measure software’s overall complexity (including all its components and classes). Also there are metrics for measuring software’s run-time properties and would be worth studying more.

VIII. **CONCLUSION**

In this paper, we have surveyed four object-oriented design quality models. The work of Chidamber and Kemmerer has been seminal in defining, and validating quality models. Lorenz and Kidd metrics are criticized for not being a part of a quality model, however, they have the advantages of
being well-defined, easy to collect, and could be computed in the early phases of design. MOOD model is as a very well-defined, through mathematical formulas and OCL statements, empirically validated, supported by a tool, and most importantly provide thresholds that could be used to judge the metrics collected from a given design. The QMOOD model enjoys similar properties as the MOOD software Technology – oriented Design, S. and Nierstrasz, O. "Oriented Design. Information of S. Greensboro, Nc 27411-0012. 35,4(April 1993):232-240.

We surveyed a group of desirable properties for OOD quality models, and then we used them to compare the presented OOD quality models. Based on this comparison, we conclude that the QMOOD suite is the most complete, comprehensive, and supported suite.
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Abstract— In an ad-hoc mobile network where mobile hosts (MHs) are acting as routers and where routes are made inconsistent by MHs’ movement. In associativity-based routing protocol (ABR) where a route is selected based on nodes having associativity states that imply periods of stability. In this manner, the routes selected are likely to be long-lived and provides maximum throughput. In this paper we create a Coloured Petri Nets (CPN) model of the route discovery phase of the ABR protocol. The description of the discovery phase of the ABR protocol is given by arc inscriptions and functions in the CPN tool. Some dynamic properties of the discovery phase of the ABR protocol like fairness and liveness have been verified by means of CPN state space tool.
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I. INTRODUCTION

In a Mobile Ad-hoc Network (MANET) basically there are two types of routing protocols. Proactive and Reactive. The Proactive protocols are table driven and each node maintains a route to every other node in the MANET. Due to limited memory, processing power and battery capacity this protocol model is not suitable. In Reactive protocol route has been created on-demand that generates less traffic than proactive protocol. ABR [6, 8] is reactive routing protocol that only maintain routes for sources that actually desire routes. In addition, routing decisions are performed at the destination and only the best route will be selected and used while all other possible routes remain passive.

The aim of this paper is to provide the first Coloured Petri nets (CPN) model of the route discovery phase of the ABR protocol by using CPN tool [5]. It is a best tool in terms of explicit description of both states and actions. It is a graphical language for constructing models of wireless protocols and analyzing their properties. In this paper dynamic properties like fairness and liveness of the discovery phase of the ABR protocol have been verified.

II. RELATED WORK

Yuan and Billington [1] provides the first CPN model of the basic functions of the Destination-Sequential Distance-Vector (DSDV) routing protocol as a first step towards its formal specification and verification. It introduces the basic features of DSDV and provides abstract CPN model of the DSDV routing mechanism. DSDV is a proactive protocol. The modeling of the Dynamic MANET on-demand routing protocol (DYMO) is presented in [2, 3]. DYMO [3] uses the highly compact CPN model of the DYMO protocol and it provides the simulation to investigate properties of the protocol while DYMO [2] describes the hierarchical CPN model of the DYMO protocol.

III. PROTOCOL OVERVIEW

ABR is routing protocols that checks the association between nodes and transfer the messages from sources to destinations. Association [6] is a concept that verifies the wireless connection between two nodes that actually involve in the procedure of transferring the packets.

1) Property of Associativity

The rule of Associativity states that a Mobile Host (MH) association with its neighbor would depend on number of beacons that actually receives by both nodes. A MH periodically broadcasts beacons identifying itself and constantly updates its associativity ticks in accordance with other MH sighted in its neighborhood. A MH is said to exhibit a high state of mobility when it has low associativity ticks with its neighbors. However, if high associativity ticks are observed, the MH is in the stable state.
and this is the ideal point to select the MH to perform ad-hoc routing.

2) Description of the Protocol
A simple example scenario illustrating only route discovery phase of the protocol is shown in Fig 1. The scenario consists of six nodes 1 to 6. A double arrow indicates that the two nodes are in high association with each other. It means both nodes can send messages. Dotted line indicates low association between nodes. It means that there is no communication between these two nodes due to low associativity ticks. Source node 1 wants to establish a route to destination node 5. Node 1 broadcast a BQ request which is received by node 2 and 4. When receiving the BQ request, node 2 and node 4 will check that it is desired destination node or not. Now these nodes will create an entry in their routing table specifying a route back to the originator node 1. These nodes also save the route quality information (associative ticks etc.) in BQ request with hop count value. Since node 2 and node 4 are not the target of BQ request. So both nodes will broadcast this BQ request to their neighboring nodes. Node 4 broadcast to node 2, 1 and 5. Node 1 and node 2 will drop this BQ request because both have processed this same BQ request earlier. Only node 5 checks that it is destination node desired by source node and will create the routing table entry. Node 5 is the destination node, but it waits before creating the REPLY message because it will choose best path. Now node 2 broadcast to nodes 3, 4 and 1. Node 4 and node 1 will drop this request from node 2. Only node 3 will create the entries in its routing table and check that it is destination node or not. Again it will broadcast this request to its neighboring node. Only node 5 will receive this request. Node 5 enters its routing entry in its table and check that is desired destination node. Now node 5 chooses best path among them. It should be noted that Node 6 will not receive any broadcast messages because it does not have association with the broadcasting nodes.

At destination node shortest hop count and high associative ticks are the selection criteria. It will create the REPLY message to source node by using the 5-4-1 path because it is having shortest path and highest associative ticks. However another path is available 5-3-2-1. But this path having longer hop count so it will be discarded. Now REPLY message unicast to path 5-4-1. Node 5 unicast this message to node 4. Node 4 checks whether it is source node or not. Node 4 will create its routing entries and unicast this message to node 1. Now node 1 updates its routing entries and check that it is source node or not. So this is the overall procedure for creating the path between source to destination in the route discovery phase of the ABR protocol. Now source is ready to send data packet over ad-hoc network.

IV. CPN Model of ABR Routing Protocol
1) Assumptions
Some assumptions have been taken to describe the model.

- For route qualities only one parameter associative ticks has been taken in the model.
- An associative tick is assumed as static value (either HIGH or LOW). HIGH shows that nodes are in the range of one another and LOW value indicates that nodes are not in the range of each other.
- Mobility has not been modeled. We assume that either node is in the transmission range of another node or not.
- We are not modeling broadcast completely in the model. In a MANET, the broadcast of a node may be received by: no nodes, one node (only one node can communicate with this node) or any number of nodes. Broadcast messages may be lost, indicating that no nodes receive it or may be received by any arbitrary node. Thus this receiving node may be only receiver or one of the several receivers. Then the node transmits the message after processing if it not the target. In addition we do not model operations of other receivers of a broadcast.

2) CPN Model
Based on the assumptions, we create the CPN model of ABR protocol. This model represents the route discovery phase of the ABR protocol. The nodes are stored in MNODE, which is typed by the color set MNODE. MNODE is a product of “NODE”, “RT”, “DEST”, “try”, “seq” and “AT”. “NODE” as an integer from zero to five. “RT” is a list of route entries that represent the incoming, outgoing, source and destination node entries. It contains two tuple “DEST” and “hop”. hop represents the number of hop count from that DEST (destination). This DEST represents incoming, outgoing, source and destination node addresses. Next “DEST” represents the destination is the node address, this is desired address where we want to send the data. “try” represents the number of tries (how many times broadcast request must repeat itself). It is also an integer from zero to five. “seq” represents the sequence number uniquely identified the routing entry for given route request and last tuple “AT” represents neighboring table that contains only the parameter that is associative ticks. It defines as “HIGH” and “LOW” values.
We consider a configuration of five nodes in the protocol for our initial experiments. Thus ABR nodes are initially marked by five nodes, where route table has a single entry to itself. It means that initially it does not have any route entries for incoming, outgoing, source and destination nodes. Third zero indicates that no destination address has been allocated for broadcast request. try denotes number of tries for broadcast

\[
\begin{aligned}
\text{colset NODE} &= \text{int with } 0..5; \\
\text{colset DEST} &= \text{NODE}; \\
\text{colset SSADD} &= \text{NODE}; \\
\text{colset hopcount} &= \text{int}; \\
\text{colset AT} &= \text{with LOW|HIGH}; \\
\text{colset seq} &= \text{int}; \\
\text{colset hopc} &= \text{int with 0..5}; \\
\text{colset try} &= \text{int with 0..5}; \\
\text{colset SSADD} &= \text{NODE}; \\
\text{colset seq} &= \text{int}; \\
\text{colset hopc} &= \text{int}; \\
\text{colset RT} &= \text{list rt}; \\
\text{colset MNODE} &= \text{product NODE*RT*DEST*try*seq*AT}; \\
\text{colset ADD} &= \text{NODE}; \\
\text{colset Rquality} &= \text{list RQ}; \\
\text{colset TYPE} &= \text{msgtype}; \\
\text{colset BQmess} &= \text{product TYPE*SSADD*DADD*hopc*Rquality*seq}; \\
\text{colset REPLYmess} &= \text{product BQmess*NODE}; \\
\text{var internode, orinode, anode} &= \text{MNODE}; \\
\text{var d,q} &= \text{NODE}; \\
\end{aligned}
\]

Global declarations of the CPN model

request. It set to zero, indicating that at the beginning no BQ request has been broadcast. AT represents the neighboring table that contains HIGH or LOW values. HIGH indicates that this node is in range of another node (high association) and it can receive and send the broadcast request in the wireless network. While LOW indicates that nodes are not in the range of another node (low association) and cannot receive and send the broadcast request in the network.

“BQmess” is type of broadcast request and it is a product of “TYPE”, “SADD”, “DADD”, “hopc”, “Rquality” and “seq”. “TYPE” is a message type is a color set of “BREQ”, “REPCP”, “RN”, “LQ”, and “RD”. “BREQ” represents the broadcast request message and “REPCP” represents the unicast reply messages and “RN”, “LQ” and “RD” represent the Route Notification, Localized Query and Route Delete control messages. We have not modeled “RN”, “LQ” and “RD” messages in the CPN model, because all these messages are part of route reconstruction and route deletion phase of the ABR protocol. “SADD” and “DADD” is a type of node addresses, “hopc” represents number of hop count between source to destination counted by every intermediately nodes. “Rquality” is a list consists of “ADD”, “AT” and “hopc”. Where “ADD” is a node address (intermediate nodes). “AT” represents associative ticks, which is type of boolean color set and “hopc” is a hop count a type of integer color set. It is basically a distance of source to that intermediate node. “Seq” indicates sequence number uniquely identify the BQ request.

Reply Messages is a type of color set “REPLYmess”. “REPLYmess” is a product of “BQmess*NODE”. Where “BQmess” is a type of broadcast request and “NODE” is type of color set integer, which represents intermediately nodes that will come in the path of destination to source whenever reply messages has been sent back to source. Transition NODE RECEIVES REQUEST models the process of a node handling a received BQ request, the arc inscriptions from the place MNODE to this transition has a variable 1`internode, representing an arbitrary intermediate node along the path to the destination. The arc inscription from BROADCAST REQUEST messages to this transition has a variable 1`bq1, indicating the received BQ request. The guard nostale(internode,bq1) ensures that intermediate node is not a source node as well as these nodes do not have any invalid route entry. The function OVER (internode) checks the associativity of the receiving node. The arc inscription 1`receiverm (internode, bq1) returns the MNODE values of respective intermediate node. The function destin(a(internode, bq1) checks the values of the intermediate nodes whether that it matches with the
Destination. If it does not match then BQ request holds the new intermediate node entry. The function updatebq (internode, bq1) performs this task. If it matches then receiving intermediate node is the destination node. This will create the reply messages towards the source node. Function createREPLY (internode, bq1) creates the reply message.

The transition RECEIVES REPLY represents the process of modelling of the reply messages which unicasted towards the source. The arc inscription ` (rep,q) represents the reply message. Where rep is a type of BQmess and q is a type of NODE (integer colour set). The arc inscription `anode from ABR NODES to RECEIVES REPLY represents the next coming intermediate nodes which hold the path between destination to source in reply message. The guard NOS (anode, (rep,q)) and also chm (anode,q) represents the two functions separately. First function NOS (anode, (rep,q)) checks that route table of the intermediate nodes do not have the entries of the incoming nodes in the reply messages. Second function chm(anode,q) checks whether next coming node is the right intermediate node for which reply message keeps the entries in its table. Now we can say that a reply message is fresh and now ready to update the route table entries of the intermediate nodes. The function receiverm1 (anode, rep) represents the updating procedure of the route table of the respective intermediate node. Function not (destination (anode, (rep, q))) checks whether anode is the source node or not. If it is not the source node then this reply message again sends to its next intermediate node. Function updt (anode, (rep, q)) updates the values of orinode. seq (sequences number) and try both will be incremented by one. Function reBQ (orinode) again creates the broadcast request for orinode.

V. SIMULATION AND RESULTS

In order to provide some insight into the operation of our CPN model, we consider the following interactive simulation of its behavior. The number of nodes in the MANET is governed by the initial marking of the CPN model in fig. (3) (i.e. the marking of place ABR NODES), and can be extended easily. We have taken 5 nodes for our CPN operation. Suppose their addresses are represented as 1, 2, 3, 4 and 5 respectively. As shown in fig. (4).

(1) 1` (1, [(1, 0)], 0, 0, 0, HIGH) ++
1` (2, [(2, 0)], 0, 0, 0, HIGH) ++
1` (3, [(3, 0)], 0, 0, 0, HIGH) ++
1` (4, [(4, 0)], 0, 0, 0, LOW) ++
1` (5, [(5, 0)], 0, 0, 0, HIGH)

(2) 1` (1, [(1, 0)], 5, 0, 1, HIGH) ++
1` (2, [(2, 0)], 0, 0, 0, HIGH) ++
1` (3, [(3, 0)], 0, 0, 0, HIGH) ++
1` (4, [(4, 0)], 0, 0, 0, LOW) ++
1` (5, [(5, 0)], 0, 0, 0, HIGH)
1` (BREQ, 1, 5, 0, [(1, HIGH, 0)], 1)

(3) 1` (1, [(1, 0)], 5, 0, 1, HIGH) ++
1` (2, [(2, 0)], 0, 0, 0, HIGH) ++
1` (3, [(1, 1), (3, 0)], 0, 0, 0, HIGH) ++
1` (4, [(4, 0)], 0, 0, 0, LOW) ++
1` (5, [(5, 0)], 0, 0, 0, HIGH)
1` (BREQ, 1, 5, 0, [(1, HIGH, 0)], 1)

(4) 1` (1, [(1, 0)], 5, 0, 2, HIGH) ++
1` (2, [(2, 0)], 0, 0, 0, HIGH) ++
1` (3, [(1, 1), (3, 0)], 0, 0, 0, HIGH) ++
1` (4, [(4, 0)], 0, 0, 0, LOW) ++
1` (5, [(5, 0)], 0, 0, 0, HIGH)
1` (BREQ, 1, 5, 0, [(1, HIGH, 0)], 2)

(5) 1` (1, [(1, 0)], 5, 1, 2, HIGH) ++
1` (2, [(2, 0)], 0, 0, 0, HIGH) ++
1` (3, [(1, 1), (3, 0)], 0, 0, 0, HIGH) ++
1` (4, [(4, 0)], 0, 0, 0, LOW) ++
1` (5, [(5, 0)], 0, 0, 0, HIGH)
1` (BREQ, 1, 5, 2, [(1, HIGH, 2), (2, HIGH, 0), (3, HIGH, 1)], 2)

(6) 1` (1, [(1, 0)], 5, 1, 2, HIGH) ++
1` (2, [(1, 2), (2, 0), (3, 1)], 0, 0, 0, HIGH) ++
1` (3, [(1, 1), (3, 0)], 0, 0, 0, HIGH) ++
1` (4, [(4, 0)], 0, 0, 0, LOW) ++
1` (5, [(5, 0)], 0, 0, 0, HIGH)
1` (BREQ, 1, 5, 2, [(1, HIGH, 2), (2, HIGH, 0), (3, HIGH, 1)], 2)

(7) 1` (1, [(1, 0)], 5, 1, 2, HIGH) ++
1` (2, [(1, 2), (2, 0), (3, 1)], 0, 0, 0, HIGH) ++
1` (3, [(1, 1), (3, 0)], 0, 0, 0, HIGH) ++
1` (4, [(4, 0)], 0, 0, 0, LOW) ++
1` (5, [(5, 0)], 0, 0, 0, HIGH)
1` (REPCP, 5, 1, 3, [(5, HIGH, 0)], 1, 2)

(8) 1` (1, [(1, 0)], 5, 1, 2, HIGH) ++
1` (2, [(1, 2), (2, 0), (3, 1), (5, 1)], 0, 0, 0, HIGH) ++
1` (3, [(1, 1), (3, 0)], 0, 0, 0, HIGH) ++
1` (4, [(4, 0)], 0, 0, 0, LOW) ++
1` (5, [(5, 1), (3, 2), (5, 0)], 0, 0, 0, HIGH)
1` (REPCP, 5, 1, 3, [(5, HIGH, 1), (2, HIGH, 0)], 1, 3)

(9) 1` (1, [(1, 0)], 5, 1, 2, HIGH) ++
1` (2, [(1, 2), (2, 0), (3, 1), (5, 1)], 0, 0, 0, HIGH) ++
1` (3, [(1, 1), (3, 0), (5, 2), (2, 1)], 0, 0, 0, HIGH) ++
1` (4, [(4, 0)], 0, 0, 0, LOW) ++
Markings of the CPN model during the simulation

Source node 1 wants to send its data packets to destination node 5 but there is no path between these two nodes. Now node 1 will create the path to node 5. So for this purpose in simulation node 1 will send BQ request to node 5. Fig. 4 shows whole simulation of the discovery phase of the ABR protocol.

First this request is being sent to node 3. Node 3 is the intermediate node. So in (3) of Fig. 4 routing table of node 3 is updated and intermediate node entry for node 3 in the BQ request has been filled. Entries of the BQ request show the list of nodes with its associative ticks and hop count from the source node. In (4) of Fig. 4 BQ request has been dropped. So BQ request is being created again with higher sequence number. Sequence number is the unique identification of the BQ request in the wireless network. Number of tries has been incremented by value of one. Next intermediate node 3 received this request in (5) of Fig. 4. Again entries of the routing table of node 3 and BQ request have been updated. Now this request will be sent to node 2 and update its entries in (6) of Fig. 4. Node 2 is the intermediate node. Finally destination node 5 receives this BQ request. Whenever node 5 will receive this BQ request it chooses the best path (in terms of minimum hop count and high associative ticks) and creates the REPLY message. Now a REPLY message is ready to send back to source node. REPLY message sent back by using the path from destination to source. Whenever this REPLY message sent back to source then every intermediate node will update its incoming, outgoing, source and destination node entries in its routing table. (7) of Fig. 4, (8) of Fig. 4, and (9) of Fig. 4 showing the whole entries of the routing tables.

So this is the overall procedure of the route discovery phase of the ABR protocol by means of CPN model.

1) **State Space Report**

It is necessary to first debug and investigate a system by means of simulations. Simulation works in a similar way to program testing. For verifying the properties of the behavior of the system, state space analysis is needed. State space is a directed graph which has a node for each reachable marking and an arc for each occurring binding element. The statistical information (TABLE I) shows the size of the state space. State space having 8546 nodes and 18141 arcs and it has been calculated in 300 secs. This report is partial.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>TABLE I. STATISTICS</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>State Space</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nodes: 8546</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Arcs: 18141</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Secs: 300</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Status: Partial</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>TABLE II. LIVENESS PROPERTIES</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Dead Transition Instances</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>None</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Live Transition Instances</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>None</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>TABLE III. FAIRNESS PROPERTIES</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>New_Page'CREATE_ROUTE_REQUEST 1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>No Fairness</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>New_Page'NODE_RECEIVES_REQUEST 1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Impartial</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>New_Page'RECEIVES_REPLY 1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>No Fairness</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>New_Page'RETRANSMITS 1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>No Fairness</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>New_Page'loss_REQUEST 1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>No Fairness</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>New_Page'loss_reply 1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>No Fairness</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

These results (TABLE II and III) show that our protocol support set of dynamic properties. Liveness property verifies the looping behavior of the system. This tells us that how set of binding elements remains active.
According to TABLE II there are no dead transitions. This is similar to dead code in a programming language and it means that each transition is enabled in at least one reachable marking. No live transitions show that protocol is loop free. So there is no packet duplication in the protocol.

The final part of the state space report is shown in TABLE III. It provides information about the fairness properties. It means that how individual transitions occur.

Fairness property tells us how often the different binding elements occur. Transition NODE RECEIVES REQUEST is impartial. This tells us that it cannot have an infinite occurrence sequences in the transition. There are Transitions CREATE_ROUTE_REQUEST, RECEIVES_REPLY, RETR-ANSMITS, loss_REQUEST and loss_reply have shown the “No fairness property”. This tells us that it is possible to have an infinite occurrence sequences in all these transitions.

VI. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK

In this paper working methodology of the route discovery phase of the ABR protocol has been observed. This means that how discovery phase has worked. Then we gave proposed CPN model of the route discovery phase of the ABR protocol. The interactive environment of the CPN tool has shown the dynamic behavior of the proposed CPN model. Dynamic behavior of the CPN model works as expected. The expected behavior has been verified by the simulation results of the protocol model. Proposed model also analyze the dynamic properties of the route discovery phase of the ABR protocol by using state space tool. These properties ensure that our protocol is loop free and deadlock free. It is also verified that transitions in the CPN model works correctly.

Verification of the hierarchical CPN model of this phase can be done as a future work. Simulation and analysis of the route re-construction and route deletion phase of the ABR protocol will be a part of future extension.
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Abstract— Wireless Mesh Networks (WMNs) have gained a lot of attention recently. Many efforts are made to design proper routing protocols for WMNs. Existing multi-radio multi-channel routing protocols utilize only one path for transmission, and some multi-path routing protocols consider only single channel situation, in which multi-path routing won’t improve end-to-end throughput efficiently. In our paper, we propose a framework for distributed reactive routing protocol in WMNs, which utilizes multi-radio multi-channel technique, as well as multi-path transmission strategy. Dynamic channel assignment is used to avoid the inter-flow and intra-flow channel competition and interference. Our protocol establishes and maintains two or more channel-dimensional disjoint paths, and then every data flow is splitted into multiple paths, in order to increase the total end-to-end transmission throughput. Demo and NS2 simulations are carried out for the evaluation of the performance of our proposed protocol comparing with AODV and other related routing protocols. It is shown our proposal can increase end-to-end throughput significantly.

I. INTRODUCTION

Recently, the Wireless Mesh Network (WMN) [1] becomes popular and important in wireless technology and industry fields. WMNs are believed to be a promising technology to offer high bandwidth for wireless access to the Internet. In the infrastructure of a typical WMN, fixed wireless mesh routers and gateways are highly connected together in a ad-hoc manner. Mesh routers are practically Access Points (APs) equipped with functionalities of IEEE 802.11 standard series [2], e.g. 802.11a/b and 802.11g, where normal wireless devices can connect for communication services. Mesh routers performs not only as a role of data aggregator, but also as a role to relay data to gateways. WMN gateways are devices with high bandwidth that can provide internet connections to routers. Data flows can be formed in multi-hop manner from wireless devices through each mesh routers to the gateways, or to other mesh routers and devices in other areas.

WMN infrastructure benefits from large coverage of multi-hop wireless connections, but it also suffers channel competition and collision problems. Because of half-duplex property of radio antenna, one network radio cannot transmit and receive at the same time, the capacity of transmission link can only achieve a half of basic MAC layer rate. Broadcast nature of the wireless medium makes nodes work in common communication channel, therefore nodes have to wait for other nodes that are occupying the channel, and then compete with each other for next chance. If two nodes in each other’s transmission range and in the same channel transmit at the same time, there will be collision. It is difficult to avoid transmission collisions, although some mechanism like RTS/CTS are invented to fix the hidden terminal problem resulting in reduction of throughput.

Multi-channel technique can significantly avoid transmission competition and collision in the same channel. Orthogonal channels use non-overlapping frequency bands, thus there is no interference among them, for example, in IEEE 802.11a there are 12 orthogonal channels. Routing protocols assigning diverse channels to each hop of data flow can reduce intra-flow channel interference and competition therefore can improve end-to-end throughput times. Radio is a network function with antenna that can switch and transmit data in a specified channel, and wireless devices are able to equip two or even more radio which are working in different channels, to make full-duplex transmission and provide more efficient routing.

Multi-path routing strategies are also designed to split and transmit data through two or more different paths to destination simultaneously. However, multi-path routing
cannot achieve times of throughput as we expect since inter-intra-flow channel competition and interference. Therefore we propose a novel framework for multi-channel and multi-path routing protocol in WMNs which use both techniques.

The rest of this paper is organized as follows: In Section II we will briefly compare different routing strategies in WMNs then propose the motivation of our work. In Section III we will explain our protocol and algorithm in detail. Section IV is the part of simulations showing evaluation of our proposal. Conclusion and future work will be mentioned in Section V.

II. MOTIVATION

A. Comparisons of Routing Strategies

1) SRSP(Single Radio, Single Path): Among a great number of routing protocols, it is common to use a single-radio and single-path routing method, e.g. Dynamic Source Routing (DSR) [3], Ad-hoc On demand Distance Vector routing (AODV) [4].

In this case, packets travel along the chain of nodes toward their destinations and all nodes are working with one radio in the same channel, as shown in Figure.1. Successive packets on a single chain may interfere with each other causing channel competition and collision in the MAC layer. Ideally end-to-end throughput could achieve at most 1/3 of the effective MAC layer data rate, since at one time, among any three continuous nodes only one can make transmission in the same channel.

2) MRSP(Multiple Radio, Single Path): Some researchers have proposed multi-channel multi-radio solutions using more channels/radios to receive and send data in different channels simultaneously, such as [5], [6] and [7]. In this scenario an ideal multi-channel multi-radio routing protocol could help achieve end-to-end throughput almost as high as the effective MAC data rate. Considering the scenario in Figure.2, a assume that the MAC protocol can always select an appropriate radio and schedule perfectly. At time slot 1, the first node transmits the first packet to second node on channel 1. At time slot 2, they can transmit at the same time using different radios as well. If radio resources are enough for MAC protocol, every node can continuously inject one packet every time slot.

3) SRMP(Single Radio, Multiple Path): In multi-path routing, packets are split into two or more disjoint paths to destinations, like SMR routing [8], and AOMDV [9]. In Figure.3, there are two paths, each of which performs the same as the SRSP. Hopefully, twice end-to-end throughput can be achieved. However, broadcast nature of wireless medium degrades throughput significantly since all nodes are still working in the same channel, especially the first and last node, which are mostly the bottle neck nodes. Consequently, practically SRMP routing protocols help make limited improvement of throughput.

4) MRMP(Multiple Radio, Multiple Path): Ultimately, we show a protocol using a multi-radio MAC protocol combined with multi-path can overcome every issue we mentioned above. In MRMP scenario, the ideal MAC end-to-end throughput can be as high as the effective MAC data rate multiplying the number of paths. Figure.4 shows a case in which a routing protocol can split data flow properly and radios used in transmission are enough and
well assigned by the MAC protocol. At time slot 1 of this case, one node transmits a packet along the upper path to next node on a channel, and simultaneously, another node in the lower path also transmits a packet to its successive node. At time slot 2, still all nodes can keep receiving packets using one radio from previous node, while forwarding to next nodes with the other radio at the same time. Therefore, this achieves an end-to-end throughput twice as full MAC data rate.

B. Related Work

To our knowledge, JMM protocol[10] is the only protocol utilizing multi-channel technique and multi-path strategy in WMNs. JMM divides the time into slots, and coordinates channel usage among slots using a receiver-based channel assignment and schedules transmissions along dual paths. JMM efficiently increases the performance by decomposing contending traffic over different channels, different time, and different paths. However, JMM protocol could not dynamically assign channels upon changeable network status. Also it is centralized algorithm, which requires high amount of controlling messages exchanges inducing high overhead. According to this, we propose a novel routing protocol dynamically utilizing multiple radios of each node and multi-path strategy upon current network status. Every node will select optimal channel and radio based on latest one-hop neighbor information, and the route establishments are in distributed manner.

III. FRAMEWORK OF PROPOSED ROUTING PROTOCOL

Challenge in our framework is how to set up two or more optimal paths with different channel assignment diverse enough to make no intra-path and inter-path influence to improve the throughput of the transmission. Our distributed algorithm for each WMN router will be discussed in detail in this section.

A. Assumptions and Definitions

We assume each mesh router can have maximum N radios working in N orthogonal channels perspective. This is not limited to current standards, which means our proposal can be adapted to future standards easily.

WMN routers connect together as homogeneous networks with bi-directional links, and we define two words to evaluate a path.

- Topology-dimensional Disjoint paths: From the view of network topology, there is no graphical joint node of two paths. In other words, they share no node in common.
- Channel-dimensional Disjoint paths: From the view of channel assignment, if a node is involved in two or more paths of the same flow, it will be assigned to make two radios work in different radios, therefore different channels, for each path. This means even if paths are graphically joint, but at the joint, different radios are assigned, and there will be no channel competition and interference there.

B. Routing Algorithm

Our scheme mainly bases on origin AODV, a reactive routing protocol which uses a broadcast route discovery mechanism and relies on dynamically establishing route table entries at intermediate nodes. Our approach modifies some bits in the hello messages of AODV protocol in order to make each router know the channel usage status of its neighbors. Also, some bits and frames of RREQ/RREP are changed slightly, and the abandon and rebroadcast mechanisms of the AODV RREQ are changed to meet the need of the new scheme.

![Channel Usage List](Fig 5)

1) Channel Usage List and Modified Tables: We predefined Channel Usage List showed in Figure 5 which is maintained by each node. It stores the channel usage status of the node itself and its 1-hop neighbors. As the figure shows, node will choose the least used channel to rebroadcast the RREQ. Also AODV routing tables are modified a little adding radio info. AODV routing discovery table is used to store path info temporarily to temporarily store the first path info and to help construct the second path.

2) Path Discovery: The Path Discovery process is initiated whenever a source node needs to communicate with another node for which it has no routes in its routing table. The source node used flood mechanism such as AODV routing protocol. The modified RREQ carries more information about its path ID. The RREQ flooding is as shown in Figure 6. The first RREQ with path ID=1 will choose the least used channel to broadcast, related bit in routing discovery table will be modified. After a short random period, the second RREQ with path ID=2 will be broadcasted in the second least used channel, so as the following RREQ if more paths are used. This makes sure the second path of same flow won’t use the same radio as the first path at this node. Note that our algorithm guarantees channel-dimensional disjoint
characteristic of the paths of same data, by using discovery table, as the first priority. The topology channel dimensional disjoint characteristic of paths of different flows can be guaranteed if radio resource is enough, which means it will be treated as the second priority.

Fig.6. Flooding RREQ

Each neighbor either satisfies the RREQ by sending RREP back to the source, or then rebroadcasting the RREQ to its own neighbors. To choose an optimal channel for rebroadcast is one of the key issues in the proposed scheme. As each node is maintaining its Channel Usage List it clearly knows the channel status of itself and its 1-hop neighbor nodes. Therefore it will select the least used channel to rebroadcast the RREQ.

3) Reverse Path Setup: A node records the address of the neighbor from which it received the first copy of the RREQ in case that it will set up a reverse path. These reverse path route entries are maintained for at least enough time for the RREQ to traverse the network and produce a reply to the sender. Besides, the abandon mechanism of RREQ is a bit different from the one in AODV. When an intermediate node receives a RREQ if it has already received a RREQ with the same broadcast id, source address, and also the radio, or the RREQ is from one of its next hop node, it recognize the RREQ as a redundant one and does not rebroadcast but drop it. Algorithm is showed in Figure.7

4) Forward Path Setup: Once the destination node received the RREQ it replies the RREP. Then the RREP trace the vectors in each node to reach the source node. This is the way of setting up the forward path from all nodes back to the source. Addition to AODV routing protocol reverse path setup duration is accompanying the channel status table maintenance. Once RREP reach a node, the node has to broadcast a channel announce message (CAM) which contain the channels it used for receiving and forwarding the RREP to its neighbor nodes. All of the neighbor nodes received the CAM and then use it to update its Channel Usage List.

Fig.7. Procedure of RREQ

5) Multi-Path Maintenance: After the path initialization, in ideal situation, we can get two or more paths in the wireless mesh network. A special calculation will be done to select two or three of the paths for data transmission simultaneously. Dynamic maintenances based on the quality of WMNs are still in consideration.

6) Data Transmission: Data is divided into several concurrent flows, and be transmitted to the destination simultaneously. Currently in dual paths, a packet with odd ID number is sent to path 1 and a packet with even ID number is sent to path 2. Also we can use improved scheme that we assign packets to paths based on the practical bandwidth of each path from feed back, which utilizes network resource better.

IV. SIMULATIONS

A demo based on our algorithm was developed to discover routes in a virtual network. Routers are placed in a grid in where only the four routers around are considered as neighbors.

A. Simulation without Interference Flow

In this evaluation scenario the network starts from an idle state and there is no other concurrent flows.

1) Path Discovery: Figure.8 contains some of the paths our demo discovered while the virtual network contains not any other interference flow, which is evaluated in the NS2 platform in the next step. Links with different color mean the different radios, and they show the routing path from the source node to the destination one with specified hop counts.
Origin AODV routing is used in SRSP scenario, and for MRMP Scenario, we use our proposed protocol. In the SRMP scenario, we simply use the same paths as MRMP but all nodes with only one channel. For the MRSP scenario, we selected the shorter path in MRMP as the only optimal path and same channel assignments are used.

2) Simulation Performance related to Hops: We analyze the details of the four scenarios on the trends of them related to the hops. The tested topology is a 7x7 grid. 802.11a at 6Mbps rate and UDP traffic are used. We utilize 5 channels and radios. Figure.9 compares the throughputs of the four scenarios.

MRMP has the best throughput performance. It could achieved an about 10 Mb throughput. MRSP could also provide a high throughput at about 5 Mb, a half performance of the MRMP scenario, because it uses only one path to transmit data between the source and destination.

Scenarios with single radio have a poor performance because the channel competition and interferences intra-flow in a single channel scenario will seriously affect the capacity of the throughput. Meanwhile, if the number of the radios is enough for the assignment in multiple channel scenarios, the decreases of the throughput along with the increase of the hops will not impact the throughput and each hop is transmitting at maximum speed. SRSP could only achieve about 1 Mb throughput, which is about 1/10 of the MRMP scenario, and SRMP do not make any enhancement on the throughput comparing to SRSP even if it uses multi-path, since the intra-/inter-path channel competition and interference could not be reduced when single channel is used.

B. Simulation with interference flow

1) Path Discovery: In order to verify whether our proposal still works well if it already exists other flow in the network, as shown in Figure.10, we simulate a interference transmission flow from node 2 to node 22, and then we simulate a data flow from node 6 to node 18. Throughput of each flow by AODV and our proposal are tested.

Fig.8. Protocol Demo showing Channel Assignments and Paths.

Fig.9. Performance in Idle Network Scenario

Fig.10. Paths Discovery in Scenario with Concurrent Flow.
2) **The Enhancement of Throughput:** We evaluated this scenario in NS2, comparing with origin AODV. According to the existing flow, channel competition and interference cause performance reduction for origin AODV protocol working in one channel and one path. For this reason, by using AODV, from the Figure.11, the data flow could only achieve 802Kb throughput, and the interference flow can achieve nearly1Mbps. On the other hand, the throughput of the flow based on our proposal changes little by the interference flow. If our proposed routing protocol is used for data flow and interference flow, both of them can achieve very high throughput. For the data flow, it is divided into two paths, and as we can see path 1 and path 2 can achieve 4Mbps throughput. This shows that our proposal also have a better performance comparing to other scenarios in the network if the radios resources are still enough and they are well allocated. The reason is that the dynamic path establishing mechanism and channel selection of our proposed protocol make routes more flexible when some of the channels in the network are occupied.

**V. CONCLUSIONS**

In this paper, we proposed a framework for a multi-radio and multi-path routing protocol based on origin AODV for Wireless Mesh Network systems. The protocol can dynamically establish multiple paths with diverse channel assignment, which are topology-dimensional and channel-dimensional disjoint for data transmission, and the routing initialization works in a distributed manner. JAVA demo and NS2 simulations are carried out to evaluate our proposed protocol compared with other routing strategies: SRSP, MRSP and SRMP. Our proposal can make significant enhancement on achievable throughput in WMNs if the network is initially idle, and it performs still better than AODV in scenarios where there is also other concurrent ongoing flow. In future we are planning to make more evaluation on scenarios with heavier traffic and make optimization, because the exhaustion of radio resources will impact our propose much. Also routing discovery overhead and delay will be relatively worse than other protocols. We will also mathematically modeling and we hope implement on QualNet4.0 and even real test bed.
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Abstract This paper proposes a security analysis framework for dynamic web applications. A reverse engineering process is performed over a dynamic web application to extract a role-based access control security model. A formal analysis is applied on the recovered model to check access control security properties. This framework can be used to verify that a dynamic web application conforms to access control policies specified by a security engineer.

I. INTRODUCTION

Current technologies such as anti-virus software programs and network firewalls provide reasonably secure protection at the host and network levels, but not at the application level. When network and host-level entry points are comparatively secure, public interfaces of web applications become the focus of attacks [26].

In this paper, we focus on one of the most serious web application vulnerabilities, broken access control. Access control, sometimes called authorization, governs how web applications grant access to functions and content to some users and not to others [1]. Depending on the access control model, sets of users can be grouped into roles, where privileges are assigned to roles rather than users. This kind of access control model facilitates the administration of user management and is called a Role-Based Access Control model (RBAC) [24]. Broken access control in web applications is considered one of the top ten web application security vulnerabilities [1]. Most web applications try to implement access control policies using obscurity, where links to pages are not presented to unauthorized users. This method of protection is not sufficient because attackers can attempt to access hidden URLs, knowing that sensitive information and functions lie behind these URLs. Attackers also try to access unauthorized objects and resources other than URL pages in an indirect way, for instance, indirect access to back-end resources such as databases.

The consequences of allowing unprotected flows to crafted requests could be very destructive, especially when the web application allows administrators to remotely manage users and contents over the web. In such cases the attackers are not only able to view unauthorized content, but also to take over site administration. Broken access control is usually caused by an unreliable implementation of access control techniques. In many current web applications, access control policies are spread over the code, which makes the process of understanding and maintaining such rules a difficult if not impossible task [1]. To protect against this attack, access control policies should be based on a strong model that is implemented at all levels of the web application, including both the presentation level and the business level as well. Checking for authorization should be done on every attempt to access secure information, and access control mechanisms should be extensively tested to ensure that there is no way to bypass them [1].

A. State of the Art

Many methods and tools have been proposed to check for attack vulnerabilities in web applications such as SQL injection and cross site scripting [16, 17], but none of them attempts to detect broken access control attacks, either by testing or by model checking. In our previous work [7, 8], we found that many methods propose static models and tools to check static properties of web applications, and some of them try to model and check dynamic features, but none of them is able to check or even model the access control features of web applications.

In general there is little work [19, 9, 14, 3] on UML-based security modeling. The focus of UMLsec [19] is on modeling security issues other than access control, such as data confidentiality and integrity. Basin et al. propose Model Driven Security (MDS) and its tool SecureUML [14] to integrate security models into system models. The authors first specify a secure modeling language for modeling access control requirements as a generalization for RBAC, after which, they embed this language within an extension of UML Class diagrams. The authors of authUML [9] take a step back and focus on analyzing access control requirements before proceeding to the design modeling to ensure consistent, conflict-free and complete requirements. The Ahn and Hu method [3] differs from the above approaches in using standard UML to represent the access control features of the security model. They provide a policy validation based on Object constraint Language (OCL) and Role-based Constraints Language 2000(RCL2000) [4], and
then translate the security model to enforcement code. All of these are forward engineering approaches, while the real need is for a reverse engineering approach that is not only able to model access control policies, but also able to check them in real applications. There is a critical need for an approach that is able to test or model check web applications to ensure that they are protected from broke.

II. RESEARCH APPROACH

Our proposed framework (Figure 1) is aimed at recovering an RBAC security model from dynamic web applications. Based on a formal version of this model, the framework can be used to verify whether a dynamic web application conforms to the access control policies specified by a security engineer, either with a correctness check, or with a counterexample if an access control violation is encountered in the code.

The framework involves two main phases:
1. Static and dynamic reverse engineering of the web application structure and behavior.
2. Security model construction and analysis.

In the following subsections we will outline the entire framework components and the flow of data between them.

A. Web Application Reverse Engineering

In the first phase, static and dynamic analysis of the dynamic web application is used to recover the basic elements of an RBAC model [24]. We need to specify the set of users, roles, resources and their hierarchies, as well as the relations and access policies between them. Extracting static models such as class diagrams and behavioral models such as sequence diagrams help us in this regard.

i. Static Analysis

The static analysis shown in Figure 1(B) extracts class diagrams that help in identifying the set of users, roles, resources and any relations between them. We have proposed and implemented [6] an automated transformation from an SQL (DDL) schema to an open XMI 2.1 UML-adapted class model. The adapted model is a tailored UML class model to represent the basic ER diagram components, including entities, attributes, relations, and primary keys. Our transformation technique is a novel one in that it is open, nonvendor specific, and targeted at the standard UML 2.1 exchange format, XMI 2.1. Although comparable commercial transformations exist, they are closed technologies targeted at formats tightly coupled to the vendor’s tools, hindering portability and preventing users from choosing their preferred tools in the development process. This analysis is supported by a dynamic analysis that may refine the class diagram, as well as recover behavioral models.

ii. Dynamic Analysis

Static analysis is not adequate because it does not take into account the runtime behavior of web applications. Dynamic analysis is required to perform a full security analysis, including tracking user sessions, cookies, and user inputs. To recover the implicit permissions from dynamic web applications, we have proposed and implemented an approach and tool [5] to automatically instrument dynamic web applications using source transformation technology [13], and to recover a sequence diagram from execution traces generated by the resulting instrumentation, Figure 1(A).

Using an SQL database to store generated execution traces, our approach automatically filters traces to reduce redundant information that may complicate program understanding. The elements in the sequence diagram are the interactive user and browser session, the Application Server, and the application pages and entities. The messages between these elements represent page transitions and how they affect the application entities, either with read or write operations. While our current implementation supports all versions of the PHP scripting language, the framework is not tied to any particular language and can be extended in plug-and-play fashion to other scripting languages.

Our proposed framework will address code coverage by augmenting the dynamic analysis with instrumentation for code coverage, combined with a mutation approach like that of Bellettini et al. [10] for flow coverage. This will decrease the percentage of false positives due to an analysis that results in a model that only partially covers the code (leading to verifications of properties that may in fact not hold).

Even using code and flow coverage methods, enumerating all execution paths is difficult. Ideally our framework should be able to identify all execution paths, but in some cases the human factor may be unavoidable, for instance when valid or critical information is needed to for forms, user names or passwords. Like web security scanning tools such as VeriWeb [20] and AppScan [18], we may adopt a profile-based solution which requires administrators to manually supply valid values for form fields.

B. Model Construction and Analysis

In this phase a UML-based security model is constructed based on the Basin et al. [14] security meta-model (SecureUML). A transformation from this model to a statebased formal analysis model is then performed to ease the process of security analysis and verification.

i. RBAC-Model Construction

The core part of the proposed framework is the security model. In order to be able to check the web application’s access-control security properties, the framework must be based on a strong security model, and be able to extract it from the source code. We construct our security model using a Role-Based Access Control (RBAC) approach, Figure 1(C). Since users are not assigned permissions directly, but rather acquire them through their role (or roles), management of individual user rights is simplified. In a role-based model, permissions for common operations such as adding a user or changing a user’s department become obvious.
Our RBAC model is constructed by binding the recovered application ER model [6] with the recovered dynamic behavioral model. The recovered sequence diagram is generated based on execution traces collected from the dynamic analysis part of our framework [5]. Web crawling tools that mimic user interactions with web applications, such as clicking links, filling in forms and pressing buttons [15, 25] are used to automate collecting traces, while the application roles themselves are recovered manually by studying the software documentation.

The generated sequence diagrams are combined into one single sequence diagram for the entire application in XMI 2.1 format, which is then combined with the application XMI 2.1 form of the ER model recovered by the static analysis part of our framework [6], using Model Driven Security (MDS) [14] to automatically generate a SecureUML model for the web application.

**ii. Model Transformation and Formal Verification**

Once the SecureUML model is constructed, we need to analyze it against the security properties (Figure 1(D)). While UML models provide good support for verifying web application requirements, they need to be converted into a formal state model in order to be automatically checked [7, 8]. Several methods in the literature propose tools for the translation from UML diagrams to formal state models that can be checked using existing formal verification tools.
Examples are UML2Alloy [11] and XMI2SMV [12]. We convert our SecureUML model to a formal state model using a similar conversion process. The formal model along with the desired security properties is fed to a formal verification tool such as Alloy, yielding either confirmation that the properties hold, or a counter-example. When a counter-example is generated, the problem is mapped back to the code at the function point level by tracing back to the violated dynamic page. In some cases it may be possible to go deeper, for example using the parameters provided in the URL to identify the block of code causing the violation.

III. EVALUATION AND PRELIMINARY RESULTS

Our approach will be validated on a number of different web applications. Good candidate systems to assess our approach are web applications that are open source, and built using the combination of Apache server, PHP, and MySQL. The proposed framework will be applicable to other technologies as well, simply by adding their grammars to the static analysis and instrumentation stages. The most important requirement is that the web application should have some kind of permission system.

Because our approach is based on static and dynamic analysis, we require source code. Our choice of the combination of PHP, MySQL, and Apache server is based on the popularity of these technologies. According to (Netcraft) [21], Apache web server is the most deployed web server on the internet with a 58.7% market share. PHP has been the most popular server-side scripting language for years and is likely to remain so for some time. As of April 2007, there were more than 20 million websites (domain names) using PHP [22]. MySQL as well is the fastest-growing database in the industry, with more than 10 million active installations and 50,000 daily downloads [2]. The approach could be applied to other technologies as well.

In our first experiment, we are applying the proposed approach to the PhpBB [23] web application. PhpBB is the world’s leading open source forum software. It has a powerful permission system and a number of other key features such as private messaging, search functions, a customizable template and language system, and support for multiple database technologies. So far we have evaluated our prototype tools, SQL2XMI [6] and PHP2XMI [5], on PhpBB 2.0. SQL2XMI is able to automatically reverse engineer an ER class model from the PhpBB source, and PHP2XMI is able to automatically reverse engineer two kinds of sequence diagrams form PhpBB, one that represents the basic page transitions for each role, and a more detailed version that shows the effect of each page transition on the application entities recovered by SQL2XMI based on dynamic read and write operations.

IV. CONCLUSION

The proposed approach is a novel one in web application security verification. Besides being the first approach to tackle the issue of access control verification, the proposed framework is flexible enough to allow for different server side technologies and databases in plug and play fashion. Our approach also yields the potential for application in systems other than web applications. The static and dynamic reverse-engineering front-end of the framework can be reused for other kinds of analysis, and the framework could be used to discover other kinds of security attacks, such as cross-site scripting and SQL injection.

In our first experiment, the framework is being evaluated on one of the most popular PHP web applications, PhpBB, to check that the application is free from any remaining access control vulnerabilities.
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Abstract-This paper describes experiences in applying knowledge management tools, that are ISYSDesktop8Setup, kmAnywhere 2005 Pro and junior v3.6. This paper describes the performance analysis of three knowledge management tools (KMT) in term of their storage capabilities and their performance on the basis of searching capabilities. From the outlook all three KMT's are meant for large organizations and form a single platform basis for information gathering and management. The distinctive features of these tools are their graphical user interface (GUI) facilities like contacts, calendar, notes, lectures and data storage etc.
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I. INTRODUCTION

An effective knowledge management is an asset to any organization. Because it can greatly enhance the returns and reputation of an organization. Knowledge management helps the organization to find, select, organize, disseminate and transfer important information and expertise. This has led to a rise in the number of knowledge management tools available on the software market. So wide variety of knowledge management tools are available. However, the wide range of choice can make it difficult for an organization to select a tool (Ingie Holland, 2003) that suitably meets their requirements.

In this paper we evaluate the above three knowledge management tools. These tools are analyzed based on search criteria.

II. WHAT IS KNOWLEDGE MANAGEMENT?

For the purpose of introduction it is useful to differentiate between raw information and knowledge (Edwards, 1994). Raw information may be widely available to a number of agencies (Brian Newman, Kurt W.Conrad, 1999), but only some organizations will be able to convert the information into relevant knowledge and to use this knowledge to achieve their aims. There are two strategies first and second generation KM strategies. The first generation strategy relies on organizing and controlling the existing knowledge and knowledge sharing within organization, the second generation KM strategies have shifted towards enhancing

Knowledge Creation:
This stage accumulates all the activities related to the addition of new knowledge to the system including knowledge development, discovery and capture.

Knowledge Retention:
This stage incorporates all the activities that retain knowledge and permit it to remain in the system once introduced. It also contains those activities that preserve the viability of knowledge within the system.

Knowledge Transfer:
This stage holds all the activities that are related to the transfer of knowledge from one party to another. This process comprises communication, translation, conversion, filtering and rendering.

Knowledge Utilization:
This stage includes all the events concerned with the application of knowledge to business processes (Nayna Patel I Vlatka Hlupic, 2002).

III. KNOWLEDGE MANAGEMENT TOOLS

Knowledge management tool is software used for planning knowledge management projects which promote sharing and use of knowledge such as ideas, expertise, and best practices (www.content-management-junction.com, Jan 4, 2008).
1) Why to use knowledge management tools?
Almost eighty percent of an organization's business content is unstructured. The unstructured business content include information in files, messages, memos, reports, and proposals created in different formats and stored in many locations. The vast amounts of information need to be put in context to be filtered through and be made available to those (www.content-managementjunction.com, Jan 4, 2008) who need it in a format that they want. This enables you to realize the full value of organizational knowledge assets. The Knowledge management tools help enable organizations to tackle all the problems related to knowledge management more effectively at reduced costs. In addition, the Knowledge management tools allow them to leverage the collective knowledge and experience of an organization to accelerate innovation and sharpen competitive advantage. The Knowledge management tools dramatically improve the way organizations manage their knowledge assets. The Knowledge management tools allow user to conduct single, unified searches across multiple unstructured information sources which include websites, file repositories, document management systems, multimedia libraries, etc.

2) Different knowledge management tools
There are many knowledge management tools available in the market, but we have selected the following three tools,
1. ISYSDesktop8Setup
2. KmAnywhere 2005 Pro
3. Junior v3.6

IV. FEATURES OF SELECTED TOOLS

1) ISYSDesktop8Setup

Retrieval: With ISYSDesktop8Setup, you can preview a result's contents to ensure it's the right one. Preview features include a built-in preview pane, complete with hit highlighting and hit-to-hit navigation; a Tool Tip window, which displays relevant document information and meta data; and Outline Browse, which shows only the relevant portions of a document with your search terms in context.

Display: ISYSDesktop8Setup can display your documents in the ISYS Browser, or let you view them in their original applications, if they are available. You can annotate documents with virtual notes and attach photos, video or sound files, all without altering the original document.

Indexing: ISYSDesktop8Setup recognizes and indexes more than 150 different file formats. You select the computers, folders and files to be incorporated into your index, as well as specify where the index is located, when updates will occur and how frequently.

Searching: ISYSDesktop8Setup supports both simple and sophisticated searching mechanisms to enable you to find the precise document you need as quickly as possible. Search methods include Natural Language Query, Fielded, Phrase Matching and our popular Menu-Assisted Query, for easily constructing advanced Boolean and proximity queries.

Navigation: ISYSDesktop8Setup automatically categorizes your documents as they are indexed, giving your results more contexts, and allowing users to navigate and refine a results list with a simple click of the mouse.

Discovery: ISYSDesktop8Setup enables users to better understand the who, what and where of a given result list, thanks to ISYS Entities. The only desktop search application offering this feature, ISYS: desktop automatically extracts entities such as names, places, email addresses and more.

2) KmAnywhere 2005 Pro

Retrieval: With KmAnywhere 2005 Pro, you can preview a result's contents to ensure it's the right one. Preview features include a built-in preview pane; it only shows those documents which have your search name given to it do not search with in the document.

Display: KmAnywhere 2005 Pro, can display your documents in the Browser, or let you view them in their original applications, if they are available. You can only add images and DOC or PDF files to it.

Searching: KmAnywhere 2005 Pro, has just one type of searching capability. It has a browser showing the options through which we can select either to search from notebooks, emails, contacts or time sheet. It is powered by Essential Skills Consultants.

Navigation: It is achieved through the Navigation pane on the left side of the main GUI which has all the main functions that can be performed and a Start button to get things running in case if you're a beginner.

3) Junior v3.6

Retrieval: With junior v3.6, you can preview a result's contents to ensure it's the right one. Preview features include a built-in preview pane; it has the capability of searching within the documents and can find even if a single word is there in any document it'll show it.

Display: The main interface of the junior is not that user friendly as it tends to get hard when you are looking for something. It only adds notepad or plain text files and can cross reference with another document in the same database.

Searching: junior v3.6 has just one type of searching capability. It has a small window which appears at the bottom of the main window and there you can enter the text which you want to search.

Navigation: It is achieved through the tool bar on the top of the main GUI which has all the main functions that can be performed.
V. RELATED WORK
From the initial observation the authors have observed that all these three tools are reasonably good and very flexible in terms of usage and maintenance but a detailed review of these tools show that only one is better than the rest two and that is ISYSDesktop8Setup. For the reason that junior v3.6 is not user friendly and KmAnywhere 2005 Pro also has only file name searching capability not an inside file searching capability. ISYSDesktop8Setup actually first indexes all the files in a manner that user first specifies a target location for indexing and then it is stored with in ISYSDesktop8Setup and whenever a search is given, it shows each file name and every possible combination in which the search can occur. In KmAnywhere 2005 Pro only the file name is searched which can be either in the notes that are specified or time sheet or in the contacts. junior v3.6 has a very simple and straightforward mechanism of searching as there is a small window and there one can enter the search criteria and by pressing ALT+ page up or ALT+ page down can scroll through the records having the given word or phrase. The junior saves all the text files and the related data in a database file, which is hard for normal user to identify that currently which database file needs to be loaded into the junior and which files need to be searched. While in KmAnywhere 2005 Pro, there is concept of notes and contacts and each is stored under the same context. If a contact is added, only that contact is saved under that tab and if a DOC or a PDF file is stored in the KmAnywhere 2005 Pro, it is saved under the notes tab. KmAnywhere 2005 Pro has a very user-friendly environment where one has ease in moving around, searching and adding things in the knowledge base. KmAnywhere 2005 Pro has a windows based approach that each time you open a contact or a search, it is opened in a separate tab making it easy to look back into the stuff and the search results for the given data that has been added to it. On exiting the application, it asks the user to save all the related data which is not been saved yet.

VI. CONCLUSION
From the analysis of the above tools the authors have reached to the conclusion that ISYSDesktop8Setup is the best among these three tools in case of searching capabilities and the manner in which it shows the search results as compared to the rest two. It searches the whole data and shows all the relevant results by highlighting the required results throughout the document and indexes all the files on its database which enables it fast to search and produce accurate results. Extreme clarity in the results is shown and very easy to navigate.
VII. FUTURE WORK

The analysis of these tools leads to the conclusion that one tool is better than the other two and the authors observe that all the tools are not semantically correct. So there is a need to develop a tool that is semantically correct which should provide the best and most desirable results.
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